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Geleitwort

Im Zeitalter von Big Data, dem IT-Schlagwort der letzten Jahre, kommt dem
angemessenen Umgang mit Daten und daraus gewinnbarer Information immer
höhere Bedeutung zu. Dies ist zwar im Grunde so seit der „Erfindung“ und Ver-
breitung des Web als Dienst, der auf dem Internet basiert; allerdings wurden
in den letzten Jahren durch die Digitalisierung von fast allem und jedem und
die Anbindung von nahezu allen denkbaren Artefakten an das Web hier im-
mer neue Dimensionen erreicht. Als Privatperson hat man sich an den daraus
resultierenden „Komfort“ gewöhnt und ist sich gleichzeitig der zunehmenden
Orwellschen Überwachung und Durchleuchtung bewusst. Als Unternehmen ist
man daran interessiert, Daten unterschiedlichster ellen in einen gemeinsa-
men Kontext zu bringen, um dann aus deren Analyse neue Dienst- oder Pro-
duktangebote zu schaffen und den Kontakt zum Kunden (weiter) zu individuali-
sieren. Die aus dieser Situation resultierenden Forschungsfragen sind von enor-
mer Breite und nahezu täglich werden neue gestellt, aber es gibt natürlich große
Unterschiede in deren Relevanz. Florian Stahl grei in seiner Dissertation zwei
solche Fragen heraus, die auf den ersten Blick vielleicht wenig miteinander zu
tun haben, die sich aber auf den zweiten nicht nur als fundamental, sondern so-
gar als folgerichtig zusammenhängend herausstellen. Bei der ersten geht es um
die Frage der anwendungs- bzw. situationsbezogenen Bereitstellung qualitativ
hochwertiger Information, und zwar nicht (nur) durch umfangreiches Suchen,
eventuell über mehrere Suchmaschinen hinweg, sondern durch einen Prozess,
in welchem eine Kuratierung von Daten bzw. Suchergebnissen eine zentrale
Rolle spielt. Idealerweise ist das Ergebnis eines solchen Prozesses „transporta-
bel“ bzw. mobil in dem Sinne, dass man es mit sich herumtragen kann und dass
es daher sogar offline funktioniert, denn hierür gibt es nach wie vor zahlrei-
che Anwendungen. Die hier gegebene Antwort lautet WiPo bzw. „Web in your
Pocket“, welches ausührlich vorgestellt wird. Bei der zweiten Frage geht es um
den Handel mit Daten: Wenn man schon Daten hochqualitativ auereitet, dann
kann man sich das Ergebnis eigentlich auch vergüten lassen. Diese Überlegung
ührt auf eine aktuelle Entwicklung – Datenmarktplätze – und die Frage, wie
man auf einem solchen Marktplatz Preisgestaltung betreibt und diese idealer-



weise sogar ür Käufer und Verkäufer fair gestaltet. Grundsätzlich werden auf
einem Marktplatz Daten unterschiedlichster alität vertrieben, aber intuitiv
bestimmt sich der Preis über die (vom Verkäufer gebotene) alität sowie über
den (ür den Käufer vorhandenen) Wert. Florian Stahl fokussiert seine Betrach-
tungen auf strukturierte Daten und ebnet damit den Weg ür einen Einsatz rela-
tionaler Datenbankkonzepte; die Idee ist, versionierbare Sichten (einer relatio-
nalen Datenbank bzw. einer daraus errechneten Universalrelation) anzubieten,
deren alität je nach Preisvorstellung des Kunden nach oben oder unten ska-
liert wird; der Verkäuferpreis bleibt dabei jeweils verborgen, bis der Kunde den
Zuschlag erhält. Neu an seiner Vorgehensweise ist die Tatsache, dass er eine gan-
ze Reihe von Kriterien in die Berechnung von alität einfließen lässt, die sich
individuell gewichten lassen: Manche Kunden werden an vielen Daten interes-
siert sein, andere an möglichst vollständigen, wieder andere an gut dokumen-
tierten usw.; hat ein Kunde dann die ür ihn relevante Gewichtung festgelegt,
kann daraus ein Gesamt-alitäts-Score errechnet werden. Neben der Kunden-
perspektive wird auch die Anbieterseite betrachtet, und es wird gezeigt, dass
das Problem der Ermilung eines ür Anbieter und Kunden fairen Preises ür
Daten bestimmter alität als ein Multiple-Choice-Knapsack-Problem (MCKP)
aufgefasst werden kann. Damit lassen sich approximative, ür das Pricing ad-
aptierte Algorithmen formulieren, die so beschaffen sind, dass Datenqualität
sich (erwartungsgemäß) umgekehrt proportional zu algorithmischer Laufzeit
verhält: Je mehr alität ich wünsche, desto höher wird der Berechnungsauf-
wand. In der Arbeit von Florian Stahl wird ein umfangreiches Instrumentarium
aus BWL-, Electronic Business- und Wirtschasinformatik-Konzepten mit Mo-
dellen und Techniken der Informatik in geschickter und eindrucksvoller Weise
kombiniert. Dies zeigt sich zum einen am WiPo-Konzept mit seinen diversen
Einsatzszenarien und seiner prototypischen Realisierung und zum anderen an
der Erkenntnis, faire Marktplatz-Preisgestaltung ür strukturierte Daten in der
Terminologie relationaler Datenbanken ausdrücken und die Problemlösung auf
eine Version des Knapsack-Problems zurückühren zu können. Die Arbeit stellt
damit eine ür einen an hoch qualitativer Informationsverarbeitung interessier-
ten Leser äußerst interessante Lektüre dar, und ich wünsche ihr eine breite Le-
serscha.

Münster, im Juli  Prof. Dr. Gofried Vossen
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1. Introduction

Information is one of the key elements of the Internet and has been described as
the fuel of an information economy [HC]. It has gained so much importance
that information can nowadays be considered a third production factor besides
capital and labour [Nor; RK; Mac]. is increased used of Information
Technology (IT) is accompanied by a socio-cultural shi, leading to the dawn of
the so-called information age [Nor], inwhich economy and society are heavily
influenced by automated information processing. As both society and economy
are currently in transition, this shi will eventually result in an information
economy [Wei], the first mentions of which date back to the s [Mac].
is goes along with the observation that aer the commoditisation of hard-
ware and soware, it is now data – oen used synonymously with information
[PLW] – that is valuable [MO]. e shi towards an information economy
is oen aributed to the technological innovations and organisational changes
the Internet and the Web have brought along [Cas]. In contrast to previous
changes in economy, such as the industrial revolution, the currently ongoing
information revolution does not only affect firms and their way of production
but also the way goods are traded on markets [Wei].

While on the one hand information and data become more valuable to com-
panies, the amount of data available online, on the other hand, is growing at an
enormous pace [HT; LT; Ram; Eco; Koo]. is has led to a point at
which the Web can be considered the largest collection of data and information
ever created [BR]. erefore, in contrast to many other resources, the main
challenge in handling information is not its scarcity but the plethora of inform-
ation available [SV]; and not finding the right information may be costly for
companies [FS]. Two main issues arise from that: firstly, it is a major chal-
lenge to find the most relevant information for a given problem and, secondly,
the quality of this data is oen questionable which leads to the problems of
finding and purchasing high-quality data. Next, these two challenges will be de-
 In this work, the term data, similarly to the mass noun information, will be treated as a singular

whenever data is referred to as a concept. However, if specifically the plural of datum is referred
to – mainly in the more technical chapters –, the plural forms will be used. is is in line with
contemporary usage of the term [Oxfedb].
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scribed in-depth. Consequently, the aim of this thesis is derived in Section ..
ereaer, Section . presents an outline of this thesis.

1.1. Aim of this Thesis

As information has been discovered as a productive resource, the quality thereof
is of higher importance than ever before [OLC; NR]. Accordingly, this is a
maer of great interest to many research communities. is is in particular true
for the business and information systems research community, e. g., [TWRB;
WLPS; OLC;WS], but also the database research community inwhich the
topic is inherently rooted, e. g., [NR; Nau; Tan; Wei; BS; Bas; JV].
However, no precise definition of the term information quality exists. Most com-
monly, it is defined as fitness for use, which has an inherent user focus [WS],
i. e., the eventual quality of a given piece of information is rated by the ability
of users to utilise it.

Furthermore, there is an ambiguity regarding the terms information quality
and data quality. It will become evident later in thiswork that data (rawnumbers
and strings) builds the basis of information, which can be defined as data with
a meaning or as processed data [PLW]. erefore, it is only logical that data
quality can be considered to be concerned with more technical aspects, whereas
information quality is more concerned with non-technical aspects [MWLZ].
Nevertheless, given the interrelation between data and information, the quality
of both can be viewed as two aspects of the same concept. us, many authors
refer to both when using the nomenclature data quality, or use the terms inter-
changeably, e. g., [MWLZ; PLW]. While this is reasonable in many cases
because of the inherent interconnection, for the purpose of this work, it is im-
portant to keep a clear separation of the two terms and according quality con-
cepts.

e first part of this thesis will investigate high-quality information provi-
sioning, where quality refers first and foremost to the fact that information is
relevant and correct in a given scenario. In this regard, it can be argued that
finding information online has tremendously improved over the last decades,
starting with directories and reaching its current height with algorithmic search
engines – the de-facto standard today. However, it has been argued that for nu-
merous cases the currently existing search technology is not sufficient [SV;
DSV; SV; Cer; Dop]. In particular for niche domains, such as rare med-
ical conditions, it can be very difficult to find high-quality information. is is
even more complicated if a number of sources are to be integrated, as in the fol-
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lowing query: “name all European universities that offer an information systems
degree in cities larger than , inhabitants and within  km to an airport”.

roughout, the history of mankind, high-quality information has been con-
nected with humans who selected and organised it. is task of choosing relev-
ant information and organising it in digital repositories is now known as digital
curation. Given the human focus in the definition of data information and qual-
ity, it is self-evident that only humans can decide what is really relevant to them,
thus, finding high-quality information in the plethora of information available
has long been the task of information specialists [Bac]. While average users
can commonly be satisfied with average search results provided by standard
search engines, this is not acceptable in any niche domain – such as the treat-
ment for rare medical conditions or the planning and conduction of search and
rescue operations.

In the light of this, it can be argued that high-quality information provisioning
through a standardised interface as a single point of truth is a vastly unsolved
problem. us, the first part of this thesis will focus on:

Develop a soware artefact that answers a user’s domain-specific in-
formational queries levering curation to satisfy their high-quality in-
formation needs.

In this context, the design science paradigm by P  . [PTRC] will
be followed.

Addressing the same issue, namely that high-quality information and data can
be the proverbial needle in a haystack, data providers and data marketplaces
have emerged. In contrast to the provisioning of information just described,
where a context is always provided, the data sold by these vendors is commonly
not tailored to a specific use case. us, the term data is more appropriate than
information. As a consequence, in this laer case data has to be processed by
the customer in order for it to become meaningful. Common providers of data
include statistical offices, financial data providers, or weather data providers.

Recently, data providers have started selling their data but also data-related
products such as analysis using so-called data marketplaces. Data marketplaces
act as intermediaries between providers and users (customers) of data. Whereas
providers benefit as they reach a larger audience, customers have the advant-
age of dealing with a single data marketplace rather than numerous providers.
Additionally, many data marketplaces also create data by crawling the Web and
providing analysis of this data.
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e topic of trading data has become of so much interest that it even resulted
in an art project, in which one could pay with personal F data in a
supermarket [Nor]. Although this art project was focused entirely on personal
data, it illustrates well the wide recognition of data as a tradable good and its
inherent value.

Nevertheless, even though there is undoubtedly a market for data and data-
related services as well as the recognition that data has a value [Milb; BTF;
TKRB], there is lile understanding of where this value stems from [BHS;
Milb]. Similar to the observation that data quality can best be gauged by the
eventual consumer, it can be argued that its value is different to various people
[SV; SF]. e combination of both subjective quality aribution and sub-
jective value aribution make the maer even more complicated. Given this
complex structure, it is not surprising that until now, lile guidance on how to
price data goods has been provided. us, the research aim of the second part
is:

Provide a fair pricing scheme to be utilised by data providers on data
marketplaces that allows for quality-based versioning and according
price discrimination for custom-tailored relational data goods.

It is obvious that both research areas complement each other. Having differ-
entiated between data quality and information quality as two aspects of the
same concept; this concept could be coined quality of an information good. e
first research aim addresses satisfying high-quality information needs tailored
to specific niche domains. In contrast, the second research aim addresses data
quality as a means of fair pricing of data.

1.2. Structure of this Thesis

is thesis is structured in seven chapters. Following this introduction, which
has outlined the seing as well as the aim of this thesis, Chapter  presents
the formal basics needed to fully understand the remainder of this work. Next,
Chapter  lays the foundation for themainWeb information provisioning part of
this work, namely theWeb in your Pocket (WiPo) approach, which is extensively
discussed in Chapter . Subsequently, the second main part of this work, namely
data marketplaces and data pricing, is introduced in Chapter , before Chapter 
presents the data pricing in considerable detail. Finally, this work is concluded

 http://www.facebook.com, accessed: --.
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in Chapter  which summarises the major aspects of this work. is structure
is illustrated in Figure .. Subsequently, the contents of each chapter will be
outlined in more detail.

Introduction1

Formal Basics2

Conclusions7

High Quality Information 
Provisioning using WiPo

4 Data Pricing6

Information and the Web3 Data Marketplaces5

Pa
rt

 I.
Part II.

Figure 1.1.: Structure of this Thesis.

In order to express the findings of this work, two formal modelling techniques
will be introduced in Chapter . In the context of information provisioning
through WiPo, Petri Nets will be used as a means of modelling; they are intro-
duced and described in Section .. Furthermore, to formally define and work
with data marketplaces, the relational data model and relational algebra will be
needed. Consequently, they are introduced in Section ..

Startingwith Chapter , the information provisioning part of this work begins.
e chapter demonstrates briefly howmankind has always striven for advances
in information gathering and processing. is is followed by a definition of in-
formation in the context of this work in Section .. en, the developments
in information provisioning over the last quarter of a century – the age of the
WorldWideWeb (WWW) – are outlined in Section .. Section . presents cur-
rent challenges in Web search. ereaer, the role of humans in the process of
high-quality information delivery is outlined in Section .. On this basis, lim-
itations of current search technology are highlighted and the first aim of this
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thesis, namely the development of a curation-based (i. e., manually supported)
search process is outlined. Design science as a method is justified in Section ..

In this way, Chapter  paves the way for Chapter , the first main chapter
of this work, which outlines the WiPo approach (Section .) and demonstrates
how the concept has been implemented by presenting the architecture of a pro-
totypic implementation (Section .). e subsequent Section . discusses four
sample scenarios in which WiPo can be beneficial by developing and applying
a comparison model. e chapter concludes with an outline of potential exten-
sions to WiPo and future research directions.

Similar to the information provisioning part, the data marketplaces part of
this thesis follows a two-step approach. First, Chapter  outlines aspects of
value creation of data and data marketplaces by recapitulating some basic mi-
croeconomics in Section .. ereaer, the actual topic of data marketplaces
is approached in a theoretical manner, defining data marketplaces according to
the relevant economic literature in Section .. Next, data marketplaces are ap-
proached from a practical point of view in Section ., including a description
gained from prior interview studies. Subsequently, pricing of information goods
is discussed in Section ..

Having laid the foundations for a more in-depth discussion of data market-
places and data pricing, Chapter  begins with a review of previous work on
pricing of data on data marketplaces in Section .. Section . then establishes
the focus of this part to be quality-based pricing. Consequently, data quality
will be extensively discussed and a quality scoring model for data marketplaces
will be developed in Section .. Subsequently, a quality-based pricing model
will be derived based on the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem in Section ..
Both previously mentioned sections contain an extensive example to ease the
understanding of the elaborations. Eventually Section . concludes the data
marketplaces part of this work.

Finally, Chapter  concludes this thesis by summarising the main contribu-
tions in Section ., and providing an outlook on future developments in Sec-
tion ..
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In this work two main formal modelling techniques will be used. In the context
of information provisioning through WiPo, Petri Nets will be used as a means
of modelling, which will be explained in Section .. To this end, firstly, the ba-
sic concept behind Petri Nets is elaborated on. Subsequently, this basic model is
extended by more advanced data models, more advanced arcs, and the introduc-
tion of an inclusive or concept in Sections .., .., and .., respectively.

Additionally, to formally define and work with data marketplaces, relational
algebrawill be needed and shall, thus, be explained in Section ..More precisely,
Section .. introduces the relational model and defines some basic concepts
such as relations and databases. Subsequently, operations that can be done on a
relation or a database, using relational algebra, are introduced in Section ...
Finally, Section .. illustrates the relational algebra by means of examples.

2.1. Petri Nets as a Means of Modelling Processes

Petri Nets were originally developed by P [Pet] as a means to describe
communication with automata. Since then, Petri Nets have been developed fur-
ther and applied to different scenarios, including process modelling in general
and more particular business process modelling [AH; SVOK; Obe; AS;
LO; LO; Aal].

is section will briefly introduce Petri Nets as a means of modelling pro-
cesses. It builds on a number of sources which shall be briefly mentioned be-
forehand. A good introduction to Petri Nets in general can be found for in-
stance in [Rei; SVOK] or more comprehensively, even if slightly dated, in
the two volumes [RRa; RRb]. Regarding business process modelling with
Petri Nets, [AS] and [SVOK] are representative for twomain streams.While
  A  S [AS] use coloured Petri Nets, S 
. [SVOK] favour Extensible Markup Language (XML) Nets.

Both are extensions of the original Petri Nets, here described according to
[RE]. Petri Nets are a strictly alternating sequence of places (depicted as
circles), transitions (originally depicted as connection between to places, now
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mostly depicted as rectangles), and arcs connecting the former two.e simplest
form of this type of net is depicted in Figure .. It has to be pointed out that
arcs are commonly directed, resulting in two categories of places: one serving
as input to a transition and the other serving as an output of a transition.

Transition
Input Output

Figure 2.1.: Simplest Form of a Petri Net.

Furthermore, it should be noted thatmore than one place can serve as an input
or an output, respectively. However, it does not have to be the same number of
inputs and outputs but can be different numbers; an example of this is given in
Figure ..

Initially, places could hold exactly one token (depicted as black dots in a place).
Over time however, this basic notation was extended and places were allowed
to hold more than one token in so-called Place/Transition Systems, explained
for instance in [DR].

In order for a transition to be activated, commonly referred to as fire, all places
going into a transition have to hold at least one token. en, the transition re-
moves a token from each inbound place and produces a token in each outbound
place. is basic concept is depicted in Figure .. At this point, it should be cla-
rified that Petri Nets are commonly displayed without initial tokens. If they do
contain tokens, they are referred to as systems rather than nets [Len; Obe].
During this work the term net will be used throughout for simplicity. Further-
more, the focus of this work will be on the overall process flow rather than on
the dynamics of the systems.

Transition

Input1 Output1

Input2 Output3

Output2

Transition

Input1 Output1

Input2 Output3

Output2

                           

Figure 2.2.: Petri Net Before (left) and After (right) the Transition Fired.

e fact that a transition can have more than one input and output place
allows for Petri Nets to branch. Depending on whether the branching follows
a place or a transition, different situations are possible. e easiest case is a
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sequential order of transitions and places as shown in Figure .. In contrast,
Figure . shows branching of a Petri Net with alternative execution (Transition
 and  (a)) and parallel execution (Transitions  and  (b)).

OutputInput

Transition 1

Transition 2

(a) Alternative Execution.

Transition1
OutputInput

Intermediary1 

Intermediary2

Transition2

Transition3

Intermediary3 

Intermediary4

Transition4

(b) Parallel Execution.

Figure 2.3.: Branched Petri Net with Alternative Execution (a) and Parallel Execution (b).

Since branching can lead to rather complex net structures, the concept of
hierarchical substitution, explained for instance in [SVOK; AS], will be used
in this work. Basically, this notation allows it to refine a transition in its own
sub-net. is allows for the development of a clear and concise super-net with
a number of refinements. Here, activities that can be refined will be referred to
as abstraction.

While basically using the same concept, both approaches [SVOK] and
[AS] differ in their graphical representation. While   A 
S [AS] annotate an abstraction with the leers HS (for hierarchical sub-
stitution) to indicate that a particular transition has a refinement, S
 . [SVOK] prefer a stack of transitions as representation. In this work, the
stack representation will be used to keep textual annotations to a minimum in
order to increase readability. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that all
places preceding or following the abstraction in question are also to be present
in the refinement. Figure . shows the graphical representation of a hierarchical
substitution applied here.
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Abstraction

OutputInput

Transition1

Output
Input

Intermediary1 

Intermediary2

Transition2

Transition3

Figure 2.4.: Hierarchical Substitution Depicted as in [SVOK11].

2.1.1. Advanced DataModels and Petri Nets

In order to differentiate between different types of tokens more advanced data
models were introduced to Petri Nets. One manifestation of this is the Col-
oured Petri Net, employing coloured tokens which were introduced (according
to [GL; GL]) by L. e term colour is misleading, as it is used
synonymously to value [AS]. A good overview of this concept is given by
J [Jen; Jen] or by   A  S [AS] who applied
Coloured Petri Nets to workflow modelling. In this model colour is used to de-
scribe the manifestation of a number of aributes.

A similar, yet more structured, approach with regard to object structure is Pre-
dicate/ Transition nets [GL; GL], where places model properties of, or rela-
tions between, individuals. is can be interpreted as a relation schema [Len].
Nevertheless, J [Jen] clarifies that both, Coloured Petri Nets and Predic-
ate/Transition nets, are rather dialects of the same language.

J  S [JS] stated that strict adherence to first-normal-form-
relations is not always possible when modelling business objects as this does
neither allow for multiple values in a column nor for nesting. As a solution,
they proposed an algebra for Non-First-Normal-Form (NF) relations. Simil-
arly, O [Obe] found that when Petri Nets are to be used for work-
flow modelling, Predicate/Transition net are not sufficient and developed NF-
Relation/Transition nets which also support hierarchical data structures while
keeping the advantages of Predicate/Transition Nets.

Eventually, this stream of Petri Net research evolved into Petri Nets using
XML for data modelling. ese were introduced by L  O [LO;
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LO], comprehensively defined and described in [Len], and also used by
S  . [SVOK]. In this type of net, places hold XML-documents
that follow a common XML-schema. Transitions are connected to places and op-
erate on objects contained within. As in basic Petri Nets documents following
the in-coming schema are consumed (or read which is in contrast to classical
Petri Nets). en, transitions do modify the input and produce output docu-
ments which must adhere to the outgoing schema(s). Arcs are directed to in-
dicate whether an object is consumed/read or created.

Given their strength and their ability to model documents right into the pro-
cess, XML-based nets are the ideal choice for the description of the WiPo pro-
cess. In particular, filters, which are introduced in the next subsection, simplify
modelling theWiPo process. Nevertheless, anticipating Chapter , theWiPo pro-
totype was developed using JS O N (JSON) data objects,
because of JSON’ flexibility and small overheads. JSON is a lightweight data-
interchange format targeted at both humans and computers based on a subset
of the JavaScript language [jsoed]. It is now defined in its own standard [ecm]
by E I. Compared to XML it has fewer overheads and has
been referred to as a “fat-free alternative to XML” in [Cro]. Given the fact that
research has been conducted into how to translate one into the other [Wan;
Lee] and in this seemingly unpublished article [NF] even on schema level,
the assumption that insights from XML-based Petri Nets can be applied to JSON-
based nets is not far-fetched.at said, it is not the aim of this thesis to develop a
new type of Petri Net; however, data modelling is supposed to be carried out us-
ing JSON, as it has been used in the prototypical implementation. All this being
said, XML-nets are by no means the only way of modelling the WiPo process.

2.1.2. Advanced Arcs in Petri Nets

Whilst original Petri Nets had only directed arcs between places and transitions,
here, the approach of S  . [SVOK] will be followed, who
present three types of arcs; the original directed arc, arcs without direction
known as reading arcs, and bi-directional arcs referred to as updating arcs.

Reading arcs, also known as test arcs, were first introduced for Coloured Petri
Nets [CH]. Basically, this arc grants a non-exclusive reading privilege to the
adjacent transition, allowing a transition to fire without removing the incom-
ing token from its place. Originally, test arcs where depicted as a connector

 http://json.org/, accessed: --.
 http://www.ecma-international.org/, accessed: --.
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with a crossbar at both ends. In XML-nets regular arc are used and the read-
ing is triggered by specific filters aached to the arcs [Len]. S
 . [SVOK] use a simple connector without an arrow or crossbar. is has
the advantage that they are easily recognisable and do not over-complicate the
drawings. Figure . shows the original and the simplified version of reading
arcs. e laer will be used here.

Input Transition TransitionInput

Figure 2.5.: Reading Arcs Original (left) and Simplified (right).

Seemingly, update arcs only appear in the surroundings of H 
GH (HORUS), providing the Petri-Net-based modelling tool HORUS. Update
arcs are, for instance, discussed in [SVOK] which describes the Horus method,
an approach to modelling business processes using the HORUS tool. In HORUS,
and for the purpose of this work, update arcs are a simplification of an incoming
and outgoing arc to the same transition and place. us, an updated connection
may be used to remove, modify, and replace a token from a place. is means
that while being updated the token cannot be accessed by another transition.
is is depicted in Figure ..

Transition
Input/Output

Transition
Input/Output

Figure 2.6.: Petri NetwithUpdateArc (bottom) and an Equivalent RepresentationUsing
Two Arcs (top).

2.1.3. Advanced Branching: Introducing OR to Petri Nets

In case of parallel execution, see Figure .(b), spliing and joining of path
is done by transitions, while in the alternative case, see Figure .(a), this is
achieved by connecting more than one arc to a single place. However, this has

 http://www.horus.biz/, accessed: --.
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the disadvantage that transitions may compete for ingoing tokens which can-
not be solved deterministically for basic Petri Nets [RE; AS]. Coloured Petri
Nets provide so-called guards which help to determine when a transition actu-
ally fires based on the colour (aributes) of a token [AS]. In XML-nets this is
achieved by labelling arcs to indicate what properties a document has to fulfil in
order to be consumed. ese labels are also referred to as filters. Basically, they
specify which documents to use. For instance, a transition could require objects
to have a non-empty description field and only consume those. While guards
and filters may reduce the risk of conflicted states, they do not per se guaran-
tee conflict-freeness. However, given that there should be a business rule when
modelling workflows, conflicts can be avoided by choosing filters adequately.

For Coloured Petri Nets and Predicate/Transition Nets joining in a place is
not a problem because they simply add tokens. However, joining in a place may
well be a problem in XML-nets because a transitionmay just modify an outgoing
place. For instance, a description field in a place could be wrien by two trans-
itions causing one to override the other. at said, following the argument for
input-places, modelling appropriate filters and meaningful processes, the risk of
conflicts can be kept to a minimum.

Originally, Petri Nets do not have a graphical representation for the concept
of OR. As mentioned before, a transition fires when all ingoing place bear tokens
and produces a token for each outgoing place. S  . [SVOK]
describe an OR concept which they treat as an exclusive or (XOR). In this work
both OR and XOR will be used. Both will be depicted throughout this work as
shown in Figure .. It should be said that for simplicity reasons this was done
for incoming and outgoing places in one figure but they do not have to occur
together.

Transition

Output1

Output2

XORXOR

Input1

Input2

Transition

Output1

Output2

OROR

Input1

Input2

Figure 2.7.: Petri Net Using XOR (left) and OR (right).

Figure . shows how an XOR can be implemented in full using four auxiliary
transitions. Whilst for an incoming XOR this can be realised without any spe-
cial semantics because through the join of paths only one can be executed, it is
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more difficult for an outgoing XOR. In this case the XOR functionality has to be
implemented using appropriate mutually exclusive filters for Help and Help. It
is intuitively clear that depicting a Petri Net using XOR simplifies the graphical
representation. Without it each Petri Net would be extended for each XOR by
n transitions, where n is the number of places going into or coming out of the
individual XOR and one place (the joining place).

Help1
Output1

Output2

Input1

Input2

Help2
Input

Transition

Help3

Help4
Output

Figure 2.8.: Petri Net Using XOR in Full.

In [Keu] which is concerned with bi-directional mapping of process models
and text, it was already hinted that an inclusive or (OR) is missing in [SVOK].
For the purpose of this work it is necessary to introduce OR as an alternative to
XOR. Similar to XOR, it would of course be possible tomodel OR using places and
transitions, but this expansion of the graphical representation is unnecessary.
e simplified version is also depicted in Figure ..

Help1

Output1

Output2

Input1

Input2

Help2
Input

Transition

Help3

Help4

Help5
Output

Help6

Figure 2.9.: Petri Net Using OR in Full.

Figure . shows how OR can be implemented in full using six auxiliary trans-
itions. In contrast to the XOR, this is a lilemore complicated. Here, for the input
side, mutually exclusive filters have to be used which determine whether only
Input is to be used (transition Help), only Input is to be used (transition Help),
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or both (transition Help). Furthermore, in the OR case, the outgoing case is sym-
metrical to the incoming case. Depicting ORs in full would inflate the nets even
more. Similar to the XOR case, for every OR one additional place is needed. In
contrast to it though, 2n−1 additional transition would be needed, n again being
the number of places going into or out of the individual OR and 2n−1 being all
possible combinations without the empty set.

2.2. The Relational Model and Relational Algebra

In order to understand the modelling of data marketplaces as well as pricing in
this context, as discussed in Chapter , some basic definitions need to be clari-
fied. is work investigates data marketplaces that provide structured data in
tables, more precisely in relations, according to the relational model of data in-
troduced by C [Cod]. Furthermore, in this thesis, the basic query language
relational algebra will be used to express queries to a data marketplace. e fol-
lowing elaborations are based on [Vos] but can similarly be found in [Cod;
AHV; LL].

2.2.1. The Relational Model

Data in a tabular format with given column names or aributes can be described
as a relation. A relation r has n unique aributes Ai , 1≤ i ≤ n and each aribute
A has a domain dom(A)which allows differentiation between at least two values
(true/false). Additionally, it is supposed that a unique null value ⊥ exists that
is part of each domain: ⊥∈ dom(Ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For the purpose of this work,
a null value means that no value for this domain is contained in the relation,
regardless of whether it is unknown or does not exist. While in some cases it
might be useful to differentiate different null values, it is not necessary in the
context of this work. e set of all Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n is denoted as: X = {A1, . . . ,An}.
e domain of X is defined as the union of all domains dom(Ai), 1≤ i ≤ n:

dom(X ) =
∪
A∈X

dom(A)

Next, a tuple (i. e., a row in the table) µ is defined as a combination of one
value for all (f. a.) aributes Ai ∈ X stemming from its according domain dom(Ai).
Formally, this is expressed as:

µ : X → dom(X ) s.t. µ[A] ∈ dom(A) f. a. A∈ X
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e set of all possible tuples over X is denoted as Tup(X ). As a consequence,
r can also be seen as a subset of Tup(X ):

r ⊆ Tup(X )

e set of all possible relations r over X is denoted as Rel(X ). In reality, not
all possible relations (i. e., Rel(X )) are meaningful. Consider, for instance, a rela-
tion with aributes user-name and email-address. In this case it would not make
sense to allow different users (e-mail-addresses) to register the same user-name.
erefore, relations can be restricted by a number of intra-relational constraints
σ that have to hold in order for a relation over R to be valid. e sum of all con-
strains over r regarding the aributes X is denoted as ΣX (r). An intra-relational
constraint could, for instance, require certain aributes (e. g., username) to be
unique.

e relational schema R = (X , ΣX ) describes all relations r that satisfy ΣX .
While intra-relational constraints exist, they are not needed for the purpose of
this thesis, leading to the simpler notation of a relational schema being described
by its set of aributes and constrains that are not further specified:

R= (X , · )

A set of k relational schemas R is defined as:

R = {R1, . . . ,Rk} with R j = (X j , · ) for 1≤ j ≤ k

e according relation instances r j can be considered to form a database d ,
which is defined as:

d = {r1, . . . , rk}, r j ∈ Rel(X j) for 1≤ j ≤ k

Similar to relations, databases follow a database schema. is contains all re-
lational schemas (R) as well as the sum of inter-relational constraints (ΣR) that
have to hold in order for the database to be valid. An example of inter-relational
constrains is foreign key constrains, which impose restrictions on aributes that
occur as key (identifying aribute) in one relation and as a reference in another
relation.

Together, this is denoted as: D = (R,ΣR). Again, it is acknowledged that there
will usually be constraints; however, this work refrains from explicating them.
Hence, the following short notation will be used: D = (R, · )
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2.2.2. Relational Algebra

Having defined relations, it is further necessary to define operations that are sup-
ported on these relations by means of relational algebra, a set-based query lan-
guage. To this end, let r ∈ Rel(X ) be a relation according to the schema R = (X , · )
and Y ⊆ X with the according set of tuples Tup(Y ). A tuple µ ∈ r from which
only a subset of aributes Y ⊆ X is regarded, is denoted as µ[Y ], which is per
definition an element of Tup(Y ). en, a projection of r (choosing only certain
aributes) can be defined as:

πY (r) := {µ[Y ]|µ ∈ r}
Furthermore, two types of selection (choosing only certain tuples) can be

defined. Firstly, selecting tuples that satisfy an externally given condition. Let
r ∈ Rel(X ) be a relation according to the schema R = (X , · ) and A ∈ X be an
aribute. Furthermore, let a ∈ dom(A) be a value for that aribute A and let
Θ ∈ {<,≤,>,≥,=, ̸=} be a comparison operator. en, selecting tuples by an
external condition can be defined as:

σAΘa(r) := {µ ∈ r|µ[A]Θa}
Secondly, selecting tuples that satisfy an internal condition. Let r ∈ Rel(X ) be

a relation according to the schema R= (X , · ) and A,B ∈ X be aributes. Further-
more, let dom(A) = dom(B) and Θ ∈ {<,≤,>,≥,=, ̸=} be a comparison operator.
For both selection types, it should be mentioned that if Θ ∈ {<,≤,>,≥}, then
dom(A) and/or dom(B) have to be of at least ordinal scale. Consequently, select-
ing tuples by an internal condition can be defined as:

σAΘB(r) := {µ ∈ r| µ[A]Θµ[B]}
Sometimes, when working with multiple relations, it is necessary to combine

them. ere are a number of ways to achieve this. Here, natural join and full
outer join will be focused on.

Generally, joins combine two relations r1 ∈ Rel(X1), r2 ∈ Rel(X1) with accord-
ing schemas R1 = (X1, · ),R2 = (X2, · ) based on at least one common aribute,
i. e., X1 ∩ X2 ̸= ;. As auxiliary means, let I be the intersection of X1 and X2, i. e.,
I = X1 ∩ X2 and V be the union of both, i. e., V = X1 ∪ X2.

In a natural join, tuples µ[I] ∈ r1 that do not have a matching tupel µ[I] ∈ r2
or vice versa are omied, i. e., if µ[I] ̸∈ r1 ∨µ[I] ̸∈ r2 tuples are not regarded.
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Based on this, the natural join is defined as:

r1 ◃▹ r2 := {µ ∈ Tup(V ) |µ[X1] ∈ r1 ∧µ[X2] ∈ r2}
Full outer joins, in contrast, are not restricted to tuples that have a match in

the other relation. If nomatch can be found, tupels are extendedwith null values.
us, the outer join can be defined as follows:

r1 d|><|d r2 :=µ ∈ Tup(V )

������
µ[X1] ∈ r1 ∧µ[X2] ∈ r2∨ µ[X1] ∈ r1 ∧µ[I] ̸∈ πI (r2)∧µ[A] =⊥ f. a. A∈ X2\X1∨ µ[X2] ∈ r2 ∧µ[I] ̸∈ πI (r1)∧µ[A] =⊥ f. a. A∈ X1\X2


2.2.3. Relational Algebra Examples

To illustrate the elaborations on the relational model and relational algebra, the
two relations r1, containing weather forecast data for airports, and r2, contain-
ing address data of said airports, are considered. A tabular representation of
these relations can be found in Table . and Table ., respectively.

Table 2.1.: Relation r1: Weather Data.

Station AirPressure Humidity Temperature Precipitation Date

FRA 1021 52 17 0 2017-05-08
FRA 1020 43 19 0 2017-05-09
FRA 1005 40 15 41 2017-05-10
LHR 1025 69 16 17 2017-05-08
LHR 1008 82 14 85 2017-05-09
LHR 1003 70 12 70 2017-05-10

Relation r1 follows the schema R1 = (X r1 , · ), with X r1 = {Station, AirPressure,
Humidity, Temperature, Precipitation, Date}. In this example, the according do-
mains are: N for AirPreasure, Humidity, Temperature and Precipitation; valid
dates for Date; and valid airport codes for Station. Similarly, relation r2 follows
the schema R2 = (X r2 , · ), with X r2 = {Station, Street, HouseNo, PostCode, City,
Country}. In this example, the according domains are: valid airport codes for
Station; N for HouseNo; and respective valid address strings for Postcode, City,
and Country.
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Table 2.2.: Relation r2: Address Data.

Station Street HouseNo Postcode City Country

AMS Evert v/d Beekstraat 202 1118 CP Schiphol Netherlands
FRA Hugo Eckener Ring ⊥ 60549 Frankfurt Germany
LHR Western Perimeter Road ⊥ TW6 2GA London United Kingdom

Example 1: Supposing, one is only interested in the country an airport is loc-
ated in, an according projection query can be formulated as:

r3 = π{Station, Country}(r2)

e resulting relation r3 is presented in Table .:

Table 2.3.: Relation r3: Restricting r2 to Station and Country.

Station Country

AMS Netherlands
FRA Germany
LHR United Kingdom

Example 2: Supposing, one is only interested in weather data from FRA, an
according selection query can be formulated as:

r4 = σStation=‘FRA’(r1)

e resulting relation r4 is presented in Table .:

Table 2.4.: Relation r4: Weather Data from r1 for FRA only.

Station AirPreasure Humidity Temperature Precipitation Date

FRA 1021 52 17 0 2017-05-08
FRA 1020 43 19 0 2017-05-09
FRA 1005 40 15 41 2017-05-10
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Example 3: Supposing, one is interested in the temperature at FRA for different
dates and one wants to know the exact address of the station, an according
query can be formulated as:

r5 = π{Temperature, Date, Station, Street, HouseNo, PostCode, City}
�
σStation=FRA(r1)◃▹ r2

�
e resulting relation r5 is presented in Table .:

Table 2.5.: Relation r5: Specific Weather and Address Data for FRA Using Natural Join.

Temperature Date Station Street HouseNo Postcode City

17 2017-05-08 FRA Hugo Eckener Ring ⊥ 60549 Frankfurt
19 2017-05-09 FRA Hugo Eckener Ring ⊥ 60549 Frankfurt
15 2017-05-10 FRA Hugo Eckener Ring ⊥ 60549 Frankfurt

is example implicit made the assumption that only records with a match in
both relations should be returned; consequently, a natural join operator has been
used. For the next example, this assumption is relaxed, which means a full outer
join will be used.

Example 4: Supposing, one is interested in the temperature at AMS,FRA, and
LHR for the date 2017-05-08 and one wants to know the exact address of the
stations, regardless of whether weather data is available for them, an according
query can be formulated as:

r6 = π{Temperature, Date, Station, Street, HouseNo, PostCode, City}
�
σDate=‘2017-05-08’(r1) d|><|d r2

�
e resulting relation r6 is presented in Table .:

Table 2.6.: Relation r6: Specific Weather and Address Data Using Full Outer Join.

Temperature Date Station Street HouseNo Postcode City

17 2017-05-08 FRA Hugo Eckener Ring ⊥ 60549 Frankfurt
16 2017-05-08 LHR Western Perimeter Road ⊥ TW6 2GA London
⊥ ⊥ AMS Evert v/d Beekstraat 202 1118 CP Schiphol

Table . shows how the tuple containing the address data for AMS is extended
by null values for Temperature and Data because no data is available.
 Knowing that FRA is in Germany, the aribute Country has been omied for overview reasons.
 Again, the aribute Country is omied to keep the resulting relation to a reasonable size.
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3. Information and theWeb

For millennia, humans have been striving for knowledge and for ways to make
it persistent. Evidence suggests that the Sumerians invented the wrien word
as a means of accounting during the fourth millennium BC. Being able to pre-
serve knowledge was advantageous to ancient societies as it fuelled commer-
cial and political advancement and the development of culture. Along with this
went archiving of wrien documents (clay plates) in collections that can be
considered early forms of libraries [Pot] and also a good place for learning
[Mac]. One of the most significant ancient collections of knowledge was the
famous library of Alexandria, founded around the turn of the nd century BC
[BR; Mur; Mac; Bar]. It is noteworthy because this was among the first
institutions that aimed at collecting all knowledge available to mankind [Bar]
and was the largest of its time with – depending on the source – up to ,
[Mur] or , items [Bar].

More recently, information has been discovered as production resource as
described in [Nor; RK; Mac] with M [Mac] being among the
first to describe knowledge as a production factor. While in previous times
labour and capital were considered the most important factors of production,
N [Nor] argues that we are at the dawn of the information age where
information becomes a scarce resource. is, he argues, is due to three factors:

. e change from labour or capital intense activities to knowledge intense
products and services.

. Globalisation, in particular the resulting acceleration of international
learning processes.

. e improved information and telecommunication infrastructure which
increases information transparency and thus brings perfect markets a
lile closer.

Similarly W [Wei] postulates that at the beginning of the third mil-
lennium AD both society and economy are in transition, eventually resulting
in an information economy. Earlier mentions of the information society or the
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information economy date back to the s and s. For instance, M
 [Mac] introduced the term Knowledge Industry for “firms that exclus-
ively engage in selling information or advice.” However, he also points out
that there are different degrees of specialisation, i. e., some companies or indus-
tries provide information-related services without doing so exclusively. In ,
D [Dru] declared that the world was undergoing great change with
regards to both technology and the economy. Furthermore, he explicitly states
that the American economy has shied from manual to knowledge work and
discusses implications of the transition towards this new knowledge society.
P [Por] then presented a measurement of the information economy, i. e.,
the information activity within the U. S. economy as well as the implications
of the transition from an industry-based to a knowledge-based economy. Later,
C [Cas] discusses the network society and the information economy
which he aributes to the technological changes the Internet and the Web have
brought along.

From the literature, the long history and increasing importance of informa-
tion is evident. In light of this, information will be defined in Section .. en,
the history of the Internet and the Web as well as Web search will be recapped
in Section ., as networking is crucial to the emergence of the information
economy [Cas]. Furthermore, this section will highlight how search on the
Internet has been – and currently is – approached to make the best use of the
enormous amount of information available online. is includes a categorisa-
tion of search technology. Following this introductory section, Section . dis-
cusses three important research fields in the context of online search engines,
namely ) accessing the so-called Deep Web, ) information extraction from
Web sources, ) ranking of search results, and ) social search. Penultimately,
data curation is introduced as means to organise data, followed by a discus-
sion of the profession of information broker in Section .. Finally, Section .
presents the method of this part of this work and points out the limitations of
actual search technology before the focus of this part of the work will be con-
cluded. Some parts of this chapter have previously been published in [SV].

3.1. Defining Information

It is important, for the remainder of this work, to have a precise understanding
of what the term information actually means. is, however, is not an easy task
as there is no common definition of information across domains and even sci-
entists within the same domain have failed to reach a consensus, as pointed out
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in [Fer; LLS]. Nevertheless, most commonly the terms character, data, in-
formation, and knowledge are defined together in a hierarchical manner [LLS;
Nor; RK; DP].

e lowest element in this hierarchy, usually, is a character. H 
N [HN] state that if more than a very simple datum (a single charac-
ter) is to be persisted or transmied, usually a number of characters – a char-
acter string – is needed. e authors consider a transmied character string
to be a message. Other authors use the term data for what H  N
 [HN] describe as a character string. For instance, R  K
 [RK] follow DIN  and define data as “represented by characters
which are presented for processing”. Similarly, in [LLS; DP] it is stated that
(raw) data represent events but in a not human-readable format. N [Nor]
defines data as being characters following a syntax. On its own, however, data
does not have an inherent importance or relevancy [DP].

It is not until a meaning or context is added to the data – it is brought in a
form meaningful to humans – that data is transformed into information [LLS;
Nor; RK]. Similar to H  N [HN], who stated that a
message (data) becomes information if it has meaning to the receiver, D
  P [DP] define information as being a message that informs
someone or as “data that makes a difference”. Consequently, it is at the discre-
tion of the receiver of a message whether the message contains information or
not [DP], a view shared by M [Mac] who states that informing is
the act of conveying knowledge. Knowledge is the last building block in many
definition hierarchies. Continuing his somewhat circular definition based on
verb forms, M states that knowing is the state in which knowledge (in-
formation) is already at hand. Other authors emphasise that knowledge requires
information but also relies on connecting information to prior experiences, ex-
pectations and contexts [LLS; Nor; RK; DP].

Other authors such as F [Fer] use the terms information and know-
ledge vice versa, i. e., knowledge as data with a meaning and information as
knowledge applied to specific situation. However, he also points out that there
are other definitions and one should always be careful in what sense the terms
are used.

To clarify, consider the number (character string) 42; it is data, consisting of
the digits 4 and 2 of the character set {0..9}. On its own, it does not mean
anything. If supplemented by the words degrees centigrade, 42 becomes infor-

 German original wording: “Daten [werden] durch Zeichen repräsentiert, die zur Verarbeitung
dargestellt werden.”
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mation – it can now be the temperature outside or a person’s body temperature.
Once conveyed to the receiver this information is converted into the knowledge
that a person has a dangerously high fever, or that the next day is going to
be warmer than the central European standard. As this example shows, prior
knowledge of the human body and the European climate has to be present in
order for information to become knowledge. At this point, it has to be clarified
that knowledge in itself can be differentiated by various types, such as implicit
and explicit knowledge [LLS]. Given that this thesis, will focus on information
and data, there is no added value in discussing these knowledge types here;
interested readers are referred to [LLS; RK; Mac] for an overview of the
topic.

In the technical domain, the information concept of S [Sha] is
widely used which is concerned with the efficient transmission of messages.
Discussing information transmission over telegraph and telephone, however, he
clearly states that he does not consider meaning, but only howmessages are con-
veyed. is understanding of information, while highly relevant in its domain,
is uerly different from the information definition presented above and is only
mentioned here for completeness’ sake. In this work, information is always as-
sumed to have meaning as this aspect of the definition is of highest importance
for this work.

BY  RN [BR] do not even define the term inform-
ation in their fundamental work Modern Information Retrieval: e Concepts and
Technology Behind Search. To be fair, they differentiate Information Retrieval
(IR) from data retrieval and, thus, indirectly define both. In their sense data re-
trieval refers to retrieving data that matches a query exactly, while IR allows for
deviations such as synonyms and aims at satisfying information needs.

A rather simplistic definition from R  G [RG] states
that information is something that someone wants to know and is willing to
pay for. While this is not a scientific but a practitioner’s definition, it incorpor-
ates the connection to knowledge and highlights its property of having a value.
N [Nor] extends the knowledge hierarchy, introduced above, in a corpor-
ate contexts by act, competency, and competitiveness. According to him, know-
ledge only has value for a company if it is transformed into an ability which
leads to actions being taken. Competency, the ability to take the right actions
at the right time, is based among other things on experience in acting. Having
unique competency in an enterprise can give it the edge over the competition

 Conversely, with different prior knowledge, 42 may as well be the answer to life, the universe,
and everything [Ada].
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and, thus, make it more competitive. Figure ., based on an original figure by
N [Nor], depicts this relationship, showing which part of the hierarchy
is dealt with in what discipline. While computer science mainly focuses on the
elements up to and including information, management studies usually start
at the level of information. us, information is seen as the point of intersec-
tion between the two disciplines and this is exactly where this work is placed.
It aims at building on techniques from computer science to ultimately provide
high-quality information to consumers and businesses.

Characters

Data

Information

Knowledge

Act

Competitiveness

Competency

+Syntax

+Meaning

+Interconnection

+Do the Right Thing

+Motivation

+Unique Selling Point

Management Studies

Computer Science

Figure 3.1.: The Hierarchy from Characters to Competitiveness According to
North [Nor11], Extended with Attribution to Different Domains.

3.2. Web andWeb Search

Having defined the terms data, information, and knowledge, as well as having
outlined their relationship, this section elaborates on a ubiquitous data source –
the Internet, which is most commonly accessed through the WWW-Service. To
this end, this section first provides an overview of the history of the Internet and
the Web. en, a history of Web search will be presented. Finally, it highlights
how search on the Internet has been and still is approached to make the best
use of the enormous amount of information available online. is includes a
categorisation of search technology.
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3.2.1. A Short History of theWeb

e Internet has a rather short (but lively) history of just over  years, which
will be described here as in [KR; WC]. Following the growth of the com-
puter industry, in the s, it was only logical to investigate how computers
could be connected to each other in order to be used by users from remote loca-
tions. Packet switching, as a robust communication solution, was developed and
in  the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) proposed a framework
for the ARPAnet. is went live in September , connecting  U. S. universit-
ies (California LA, Stanford Research Institute, California Santa Barbara, Utah)
by the end of that year. By , ARPAnet had grown to  nodes and the first e-
mail program was wrien. By the end of the decade, numerous other networks
had emerged, among them the Hawaiian ALOHANet and the French Cyclades.
During the course of this development, the D A R P
 A (DARPA) funded research for the connection of networks, for
which the term Interneing was coined. Consequently, by the end of the s,
the technical foundations of the Internet were laid and about  hosts were con-
nected to ARPAnet. About  years later, the then formed Internet had around
, hosts connected. During that time, various other networks were added to
the Internet, most of which were from academic institutions, the services oper-
ated on these networks mainly being file transfer and e-mail.

e Internet as an information source only became widely recognised aer
the advent of the World Wide Web – or Web for short. is service, running
on the infrastructure of the Internet, and oen confused with the Internet itself,
is based on a project proposal by BL [Ber] in March . He sug-
gested a “universal linked information system” based on the idea of hypertext,
which allowed “a place to be found for any information or reference which one
felt was important, and a way of finding it aerwards”[Ber].

e idea of linking or joining pieces of information together goes back to
B [Bus], as described in his seminal work ‘As we may think’. e idea of
joining documents together was picked up on by N [Nel] in his vision of
the Evolutionary List File, in which content is stored only once, but is included
in many lists by means of links. In this work, N [Nel] introduced the
term hypertext “to mean a body of wrien or pictorial material interconnected
in such a complex way that it could not conveniently be presented or represen-

 http://www.darpa.mil/, accessed: --.
 ARPA and DARPA are practically the same organisation which changed its name several times

back and forth over the last decades: http://www.darpa.mil/About/History/ARPA-DARPA__The_Name_
Chronicles.aspx, accessed: --.



http://www.darpa.mil/About/History/ARPA-DARPA__The_Name_Chronicles.aspx
http://www.darpa.mil/About/History/ARPA-DARPA__The_Name_Chronicles.aspx
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ted on paper” [Nel]. is idea inspired BL to envision a document
structure in which pieces of text can be linked to other parts of a document, or
even other documents.is resulted in the development of aWeb server, the Hy-
pertext Markup Language (HTML) as a means of creating hypertext documents,
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and aWeb browser to view documents
[KR]. A hypertext document is commonly referred to as a Web page; all Web
pages reachable under a single domain are referred to as a website.

Despite his inspiration for the Web, N [Nela] views this implementa-
tion as belying his vision. In particular he criticised ever-broken links, unidirec-
tional links, and no proper traces to the original source, which he aims to over-
come with his project X. Nevertheless, the WWW is extremely popular
today and, as can be observed every day, it did indeed enable beer informa-
tion interconnection and access, revolutionising the way mankind searches for
information.

e power of the Web was also recognised by companies that started to com-
mercialise the network in the early s. During this time, the infrastructure
provisioning of the Web was also successively taken over by private companies
[KR]. is development was facilitated by the fact that the WWW received a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) around that time, by the appearance of the first
browsers [KR; WC].

is part of this thesis will focus on the Web and Web search. In order to do
so, the basic ideas behind searching and the evolution of search engines will be
discussed in the context of the evolution of the Web, showing how the basic
paradigm of search has been extended over the years. However, before this can
be done, some details will be provided on how the Web can be modelled, which
will later clarify how algorithmic search engines work.

As the term Interneing suggests, the Internet is a network of networks [KR;
BFS]. Given that a computer network can be seen as a graph, in which com-
puters, network switches, etc. are nodes and the connecting wires are edges,
the Internet as a whole can also be seen as a graph. While this is helpful at a
technical level, for the purpose of understanding searching on the Web, it is not
sufficient, as one server may host many documents. Consequently, when speak-
ing about the Web, it is more sensible to view the Web as a graph, masking out
the technical infrastructure and focusing on the logical structure of Web pages.
In this view a Web page is represented as a node and a hyperlink as a directed
edge (this is a result of the fact that a hyperlink can only point in one direction).

 http://xanadu.com/, accessed: --.
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What is special about theWeb graph is its dynamic. Web pages (nodes) and links
(edges), are created, changed, and deleted continuously [BFS].

A well-recognised study by B  . [BKM+] showed, using a Web
crawl of more than  million pages and more than . billion links from May
, that theWeb graph has the shape of a bow tie [BFS; Lev; LM; VH].
e study found that around % of allWeb pages are connected by links (edges).
If edges are treated as directional, this conglomerate of Web pages consists of 
components of roughly the same size. Firstly, the Strongly Connected Compon-
ent (SCC) which builds the core of the Web. Every Web page within the SCC
is linked in such a way that any other Web page of the SCC can be reached by
following edges. Secondly, the IN-group which can reach the SCC by following
links but cannot be reached from within. irdly, the OUT-group which can be
reached from the SCC but cannot reach it. Fourthly, there are tendrils which
either exit IN or enter OUT but are not connected to the SCC. If a tendril of IN
is linked to a tendril of OUT, this is called a tube. Finally, there are disconnected
components. ese relationships are illustrated in Figure ..

Tube

SCC OUTIN

Figure 3.2.: The Bow-Tie-Structure of the Web.

However, it should be noted that the original study was conducted  years
prior to the writing of this thesis and has never been repeated on such a large
scale. As a consequence, it is not certain that the Web still maintains this par-
ticular structure. at said, it is likely that there are still more and less (maybe
even not) connected parts as well as pages with an overhang of incoming or
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outgoing links, respectively. is, combined with the ever changing nature of
the Web, poses severe challenges for automated Web crawlers.

3.2.2. A Short History of (Web) Search

Having roughly outlined the history of the Internet and the Web as well as
provided some technical background, this section will now focus on the history
of Internet search, again focusing primarily on Web search.

In the pre-Web era up to the early s Archie, Gopher, and Wide Area Inform-
ation Servers (WAIS) were tools used to retrieve Information [Gil; Com].
Archie servers maintained an index of files available on other machines. To
achieve this, they regularly contacted other file servers and requested a list
of all files available which was then merged into the index [Com]. is ap-
proach was one of the first used to automatically search the Internet. Gopher,
in contrast, relied on humans [RG; Gil]. When users connected to a Gopher
server theywere given amenu (created by humans). Eachmenu itemwould refer
either to a document or another Gopher menu from the same or another server
[Gil; Com]. Using Gopher one needed to know where to look for informa-
tion, therefore a service known as Very Easy Rodent-Oriented Net-wide Index
to Computer Archives (VERONICA) was used. VERONICA applied the Archie
principle to Gopher by indexing Gopher menu items. While Archie and Gopher
require accessing a remote server, WAIS is based on the client-server-principle
[Gil] explained for instance in [KR]. Furthermore, WAIS automatically in-
dexes document contents rather than document descriptions and operates based
on word frequency.

From  onwards, theWWWgrew rapidly [KR]. As ameans of retrieving
information, lists of hierarchically sorted hyper-links, known asWeb directories,
were established, with the intention of serving as entry points to theWeb.ese
indices were mainly concerned with different research areas and can be seen as
the application of cataloguing techniques, used in libraries, to theWWW. In fact,
T WWW V L was the name of the first Web catalogue [Lib].
As the WWW underwent commercialisation, private companies also started to
offer professionally maintained Web directories, one of the most prominent ex-
amples being Y!, which was founded in  as “Jerry and David’s Guide
to the World Wide Web” [yahed]. However, they announced the closure for

 http://vlib.org/, accessed: --.
 http://www.yahoo.com/, accessed: --.
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December  [Rosed]. As a present day example of a Web directory the O
D P () can be mentioned.

A key characteristic of such Web directories is that they are frequently main-
tained manually, implying that humans are involved in the analysis of website
content in order to categorise it [GBR; BHW]. For instance, if the website of
the Magic Circle – a British organisation dedicated to promoting the art of ma-
gic – http://www.themagiccircle.co.uk/ were to be categorised, it could be sorted
under “arts”→ “performing arts”→ “magic”→ “societies”, in fact that is exactly
where it can be found in the . Users searching for information through a
Web directory may either browse through the aforementioned hierarchy or util-
ise a tool that searches through titles and descriptions of websites as supplied
by the maintainers.

It is reasonable to suppose that manual maintenance ensures quality and leads
to an intuitive structure. However, directories do have two drawbacks, ) main-
tenance effort and ) scalability, which makes it hard for directories to cope with
the ever-growing WWW [GBR; BHW]. is can, for instance, be seen by
the fact that the aforementioned  lists more than  million websites while
the whole indexed Web contains more than . billion Web pages according to
[Wor]. is means there are  times as many Web pages automatically
indexed than websites that have been manually collocated. Even though this
compares websites (which makes sense for a catalogue) to Web pages (which
is sensible for automated indexes), it shows impressively the relation between
automated indexing and manual cataloguing. For this reason, technical means
to retrieve data have been used from the early days of the WWW. Despite its
growth, the Web’s decentralised and heterogeneous structure – due to a lack
of standardisation in how information is presented – made it difficult for hu-
mans to find all of the information available online. As a solution, Web crawlers
were introduced in the early s. ese crawlers – sometimes referred to as
spiders – are autonomous programs that follow hyperlinks to automatically re-
trieve new and updated websites. Around the same time, search engines based
on crawlers were also built [MSHP].

e architecture of search engines can be divided into three parts. Firstly,
crawlers traverse theWeb starting from a set of seed Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs) subsequently following all encountered hyperlinks. en, the retrieved
websites are temporarily stored and analysed to extract key words and various
other meta data. ese key words and data are linked to their original source

 http://www.dmoz.org, accessed: --.
 As of --
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and subsequently stored in the search index.is process runs – independent of
user queries – infinitely in the background. e last part is the user interface or
runtime system. It translates user-queries into machine-understandable terms,
retrieves relevant entries from the index, ranks the results by relevance, and
presents them to the user [VH; LM; Lev]. A simplified schematic diagram
showing the structure of a search engine is presented in Figure ..
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Query

Background Process

Figure 3.3.: Simplified Schema of a Web Search Engine.

Accordingly, research has been conducted in all three areas, which will be
covered in Sections .., .., and ... Firstly, Section .. discusses which
approaches are pursued to improve crawling or more generally data gathering,
focusing on how sources that are hard to access can be tapped, also referred
to as Deep Web Mining. Following on from this, Section .. elaborates on ap-
proaches to data analysis and data extraction. In this regard it is – among other
things – investigated how non-textual sources can be accessed and evaluated.
irdly, in regard to ranking and presenting results to users, this section exam-
ines what actions have been taken to determine what a user’s intention is and,
consequently, in what order results should be presented.

3.2.3. Approaches to Search

Having briefly described how Web search evolved over the past two and a half
decades, this section will classify the different approaches to searching. Firstly,
it can be distinguished between manually maintained directories and modern
search engines based on automatically assembled indexes. e laer type can
be further divided into three categories: general purpose, special purpose, and
archive search engines [Lewb]. e purpose of the first two is to serve im-
mediate information needs, while the purpose of the laer is to permanently
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conserve Web pages in order to create an archive that keeps Web documents
available, even aer they have been removed from the Web by their owners
or creators. A search engine that falls into this last category is the W
A. As archive search engines do not primarily aim to satisfy immediate
information needs, rather they function at preserving information, they shall no
longer be considered in this work.

General purpose search engines are search engines providing average results –
i. e., not necessarily in-depth and lile personalised information but covering a
wide array of topics – to (average) users. To this end they do a wide crawl of
the Web trying to collect as much data as possible, which is also referred to as
the horizontal approach to searching. However, when following this approach,
there is always a risk of accidentally excluding specific, and important, niche
information in the course of reducing the result set to a manageable size. is is
one of the reasons that different general purpose search engines return different
results as they build their own indices, another being that they have different
approaches to ranking.

Specialised search engines in contrast focus more precisely on a specific sub-
ject area or type of information. Examples of this include: searches for up to date
information (e. g., news), searches for specific document types (e. g., image files),
or searches in certain domains (e. g., scientific papers) [Lewb], where one do-
main may consist of several sub-domains. For instance, the domain travel may
consist of the domains flights, hotels, car rental, etc. [Cer].

Different search engine providers – on the whole using different types of
search engines or at least different implementations – usually offer different
search options and return different results. In order to combine the strengths
of various search engines, meta search engines have been developed. In contrast
to conventional search engines they do not maintain an index of their own but
redirect queries to a number of search engines. e retrieved results are either
presented to the user without any processing, or more commonly, duplicates are
eliminated and a new order is computed to offer a persistent ranking [Cer].
Meta search engines themselves can fall into any of the three aforementioned
categories, depending on their application scenario.

While it is an advantage of meta search engines that they can cover a broad
spectrum, search functionalitymight be limited as only search operators suppor-
ted by all underlying search engines can be used [GBR]. In a study from ,
G  . [GBR] mention several examples of meta search engines,
of which only two out of six were still available online at the time of writing

 https://archive.org/, accessed: --.
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this thesis. Interestingly, the two sites still available are the people search en-
gines  and . is could lead to the assumption that search engines
for people are of high demand. However, the fact that  went out of
business in late April  [fut] is a contradicting indicator.

e big search engine providers (such as G or B) first and fore-
most offer a general purpose search services, which they enhance by providing
special purpose search engines alongside. Initially, both general purpose and
special purpose searches were offered through the same website but through
different interfaces. However, more recently, special search results started to be
merged with general Web search results, making the search in a sense univer-
sal [Gooedb; Jased]. In terms of functionality, universal search can be compared
to meta search engines; a query is answered by retrieving results from various
specialised vertical search engines (i. e., search engines focusing on a special do-
main, or file type), before the results are integrated and displayed to the user
[i; Mared; Dav]. While these sub-search engines belong to the same op-
erator in the case of universal search engines, this is not necessarily the case for
meta search engines.

A different type of service, which provides information and should therefore
be mentioned, although not technically a search engine, is knowledge-based
search systems. ese systems deliver answers to queries by computing them
based on built-in data, rather than collecting the information from the Web
[Wei]. An example of such a system is W|A, which according
to their website, maintains more than  trillion pieces of data [Woled] that have
been gathered by at least  human editors prior to its launch in  [Gil].
Along with the collection of data, there is an on-going maintenance process
with the aim of “providing a single source that can be relied on by everyone for
definitive answers to factual queries” [Woled]. e processing of queries posed
in natural language is not yet perfect, which may annoy users [Gil]. Another
disadvantage, that should be mentioned, is that while W|A is su-
perior to conventional search engines for queries to well-structured data, it is
not able to serve the whole scope of complex searches, such as up-to-date Web
data [Cer]. G, too, is creating a knowledge base of facts to power its
search. In contrast to W|A, G does no longer rely solely on

 https://pipl.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.yasni.de/, accessed: --.
 http://www.123people.de, accessed: --.
 http://www.google.com, accessed: --.
 http://www.bing.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.wolframalpha.com/, accessed: --.
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crowd-sourced humans to achieve this task but builds its so-called knowledge
vault entirely based on algorithms [Hod].

3.3. Challenges inWeb Search

is section discusses four important research fields in the context of online
search engines. Firstly, some details on how to access the so-called Deep Web
will be provided. Secondly, it will be discussed how information can be extracted
from Web sources in order to be meaningfully stored. irdly, it will be elabor-
ated on how search results can be sorted. To this end, ranking will be important.
Finally, the broad topic of social search including extending search technology
by means of crowd-sourcing will be introduced.

3.3.1. Mining and Integrating the DeepWeb

Despite all of the crawling, indexing, and retrieval efforts, many Web sources
exist that currently cannot be accessed in automated ways, and their number is
growing [Wried]. is phenomenon is not new, it is at least known since ,
when, according to a not primarily scientific marketing white paper [Ber],
D J E coined the term Invisible Web for non-indexable websites.
In analogy to an ocean, B [Ber] introduced the term Deep Web for
this phenomenon because, like the deep ocean, he considers these parts of the
Web to be visible despite not being accessible. Following his analogy, he refers to
the accessibleWeb as Surface Web. Similarly, S [Sto] divided information
on the Web into the two categories: information available on the Web (Surface
Web) and available through the Web (Deep Web). Following the argument of
B [Ber], here the terms Deep Web and Surface Web will be used for
simplicity. ere are various reasons why the Deep Web may be inaccessible
[GBR]:

� Access restrictions, such as password protection

� Websites exclude themselves from being indexed through the use of a
R E P which uses text-files to state which re-
sources a robot may access – while this is not a technical prevention, it is
good manners to obey them

 http://www.robotstxt.org/, accessed: --.
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� e content is in a disconnected part of the Web, i. e., a portion of the
Web which has out-links and may be interconnected but which has no
in-links and, therefore, no incoming connection from the rest of the Web
by hyperlinks and can thus not be found (see Figure .)

� Technical restrictions, such as database-driven designs, i. e., websites are
a result of user-specific queries to a database.

Most commonly, the last point is implied, when the term Deep Web is used
[CHL+; MKK+; Lewb; Raj; RB; XCZ+]. With regard to size, B
 [Ber] estimated that the size of the DeepWeb is roughly  to  times
larger than the indexable Web, with more than , Deep websites. C
 . [CHL+] estimated in  the number of Deep Web databases to be
around , (with a total of . million query interfaces) by extrapolating
from a sample of ,, IP addresses to the whole IP space (excluding re-
served areas). Researchers from G stated that there were about  million
high-quality Deep Web forms in  [MKK+], or about one billion pages of
structured data, in  [CHM]. Even though these figures may neither be
validly compared with one another nor be accurate today, they support the as-
sumption that the Deep Web does exist and is growing.

M  . [MKK+] propose three principles to enhance Deep Web
access. First, judging the quality of sources; second, crawl only subsets to en-
sure the load on crawlers does not become too high; third, develop heuristics to
discover similarities between data sources as it is not likely that domain specific
methods scale to the Web. In terms of judging the quality of Deep Web source
X  . [XCZ+] developed a utility maximisation model that can be used
to assess the value of Deep Web sources and thus help to decide which Deep
Web sources to choose if a number of sources are available.

In , G’ goal of making the Deep Web accessible to search engine
users was emphasised by C  . [CHM] and underpinned by the
proposal of two approaches to DeepWeb data collection. Firstly, theymentioned
the vertical search engines, as described earlier; however, they consider this ap-
proach impractical as a subject area may be hard to define and a significant
proportion of human interaction is needed to integrate the various sources. As
a solution, they propose to surface Deep Web content by posing queries to in-
accessible databases and indexing the resulting pages. According to C
 . [CHM], using this method, G was able to index the content of
several million Deep Web databases in a completely automated manner. Con-
sequently, they consider their approach superior to any manual approach.
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Despite this success, C  . [CHM] confessed that there were
still major challenges to meet. ese challenges include developing or using
semantic services to improve posing queries to Deep Web databases, as well as
gathering data from other DeepWeb sources, such as the social Web (i. e., social
network sites such as F). Regarding the semantic problems, ontological
approaches have been proposed by [J L] and [LLD] as a solution.

M  F [MF] found that it was difficult to surface Deep
Web content that is hidden behind POST forms as they do not provide unique
URLs to the underlying content. As a solution, they introduce stigmergic hy-
perlinks to address Deep Web search. While looking like common HTML hy-
perlinks, stigmergic hyperlinks are server side objects that have a life aribute
that increase whenever users click the link and decreases overtime if it is not
clicked. is was inspired by ants leaving pheromones, i. e., users leave a virtual
pheromone trace by clicking. More precisely, the authors suggest using these
hyperlinks to reference Deep Web content. To this end, stigmergic hyperlinks
are further enhanced by search functionality. Eventually, this will lead to an in-
dex of Deep Web Content with additional meta data about relevance for users.
Furthermore, stigmergic hyperlinks allow for the index to be downloaded and,
thus, be used by third-parties.

R [Raj] differentiates two types of Deep Web access. In addition
to the previously described “query deep Web sources and indexing the results”
approach to Deep Web access – referred to as Deep Web crawl – he mentions
Federate Search, where an Application Programming Interface (API) is used to
access sources at query time. Having discussed both types, his suggestion – im-
plemented in the K E E – is using a hybrid approach com-
bining the comprehensiveness of Web search with the specificity of federate
search.

Leaving quality concerns aside – this review shows that retrieval and indexing
of documents is no longer a severe problem and that automatically exploiting
the Deep Web is currently being addressed by various researchers [BR].

However, there aremore issues to be addressed in order to fully satisfy current
information needs. For instance, in , D [Dop] stated that it was
technically impossible to meaningfully answer queries such as “return all pages
that contain product evaluations of fridges by European users.” C [Cer]
came to a similar conclusion one year later. Whilst D [Dop] favours
the SemanticWeb as a solution, C [Cer] proposes the so-called search com-
puting paradigm that aims at integrating (i. e., combining) Deep Web sources in

 Formerly available at: hp://www.kosmix.com/.
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order to be able to answer such queries. e need for this was also identified by
C  . [CHL+]. Some years earlier, M  V [MV]
proposed a query language that allows the querying of a number of databases on
and off the Web without schema-knowledge. is, however, explicitly targeted
databases, rather than general information available online.

e framework envisioned by C [Cer] would work as follows: Initially,
a search query would be processed by a query optimiser that chooses suitable
underlying search services for different parts of the query.en, results of these
search services would be joined and displayed to users who would be given the
chance tomodify their queries dynamically, referred to as liquid query processing
[BBCF; BBC+].e entire framework builds on the creation of two new user
groups or communities. On the one hand data providers who offer data services
and, on the other hand, developers who build search services based on these data
services. In this scenario, data services are built on top of data sources which
are collections of data regarding similar domains. ey may consist of scraped
Web pages or be Web services themselves. is exemplifies the fact that search
services would integrate data services in a transitive manner.

B  . [BCGH] describe how a data service (also referred to
as data mart) can be built using Deep Web mining on a given Web source. eir
approach – called Lixto – is to create wrappers for any Deep Web data source
(and others) by manually training computers (using a graphical user interface)
to fill out forms and to retrieve data.ese wrappers then form the basis forWeb
services to be included in data marts based on a service-oriented architectures
(SOA). Building on this, C  . [CCG+] describe how data marts can
be built and registered with the framework. An overall architecture for search
computing is suggested in [BBC+].

3.3.2. ExtractingMeaning

As stated before, search engines crawl the Web to retrieve Web pages and ana-
lyse their contents in order to index them, as indicated in Figure ..e indexer,
the part that creates and updates the index by analysing Web content, relies on
techniques from IR, in order to summarise and categorise retrieved documents.
In the context of the Web, the term Web Mining is oen used for this action. As
BY RN [BR] argue, this is evenmore challenging be-
cause data is distributed, oen volatile, and heterogeneous. Furthermore, data
can be both structured and unstructured, the quality of data is questionable, as

 An introduction to SOA can be found in [NL]
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it does not undergo an editorial process, and finally, its volume is tremendous
and still growing.

In order for the indexer to work properly, content mining, i. e., text or multi-
media mining has to be applied. Given that in Western culture text is the main
vehicle for information, this sectionwill focus on textual information. Compared
to data mining (finding unknown paerns in data), text mining has the clear ad-
vantage that the information is not hidden. Beyond that, text on the Web is
oen enriched with markup language that can help to structure the contents
[WFH].

Nevertheless, text in itself is not structured and as such poses challenges.
Fields of interest in this area include:

� Clustering [LRU], i. e., taking many websites as an input and return
topic-centred clusters;

� Link Analysis [LRU; Liu], which focuses on how information on the
Web is related. is includes developing hubs, which are sites linking to
many pages on different topics, and authorities, which are sites that focus
on a specific topic;

� Text and Website Pre-Processing [Liu] by means of stemming (i. e., norm-
alisation of words to their stems), removal of stop words, identifying im-
portant parts of a website such as links and other HTML elements, finding
content blocks within a website as well as finding duplicates of websites
or pages for efficient indexing; and

� Knowledge Mining from the Web, examples of which include YAGO
[HSBW], a knowledge base built automatically from W and
WebChild [TMSW], a knowledge base that also compromises common
sense knowledge, such as apples are round, which is currently lacked by
computers, further examples of knowledge bases are GN and
WN; a good general introduction to information extraction is
given by B [Balb].

For the sake of completeness multimedia media mining shall also be briefly
touched upon. ere are two uerly different approaches to indexing multime-
dia content. On the one hand, related text (textual meta data regarding or text

 http://www.wikipedia.org/, accessed: --.
 http://www.geonames.org/, accessed: --.
 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/, accessed: --.
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surrounding themultimedia content) is analysed. On the other hand,multimedia
content is analysed directly, which is computational more challenging [Lewb].
However, analysing the content itself offers the possibility of enhancing results
found through the first method. Furthermore, it allows for the retrieval of mul-
timedia content in the absence of annotations [LSDJ].

3.3.3. Understanding User Queries and Ranking Results

Once the index has been built, it can be queried. However, user queries com-
monly have to be pre-processed in order to determine a user’s intention be-
cause human language is not machine-understandable yet. Human language,
more commonly referred to as natural language, entails several challenges, two
important ones being synonyms (multiple words for one object, e. g., house as a
building to live in versus house as an aristocratic family line such as the house
of Windsor) and polysemy (one word for different objects, e. g., bank as in river
bank versus bank as a financial institution) [LM].

One of the ways to address this challenge is semantic search [Dop], which
exploits the Semantic Web. e idea of the Semantic Web is to enhance texts
available through theWeb by semantic information in order to make it machine-
understandable. It was initially proposed in  by BL  . [BHL].
e personal view of BL [Ber] is that the key value proposition of
the Semantic Web is linking – this was also the case with the Web initially – in
a way that both humans and machines can understand relationships between
data and discover new data by exploration. On a technical level, BL 
. suggested the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [WCed], a standard
intended to facilitate data interchange.

However, D [Dop] found that the Semantic Web and its enabling
technologies were not really being used until , the reason, most likely being
due to the maintenance efforts it requires. To overcome this and to increase
Semantic Web usage, the search engine providers B, G, and Y!
announced, in June , that theywould join their efforts to foster the Semantic
Web by focusing on a single standard. Nevertheless, according to [Fox] this
standard would only be used for displaying additional information on result
pages, rather than being used for the actual search. In , G announced
and introduced Semantic Web technologies in their actual search [Efr]. As of
today, it remains unclear whether the Semantic Web will eventually be beer
supported by websites, which is the necessary first step in order to provide more
possibilities for search based on natural language.
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Once user intentions are clear, the index can be queried accordingly and the
results can be presented. e previously mentioned early search engines were
only able to compute whether a search string was contained in a document or
not. Despite finding documents that users might not have found themselves
and extracting documents that have a certain relevance, users were le with
potentially thousands of results to go through manually in order to find the
sites most relevant to them. For this reason, it was necessary to order results
according to a “guessed” relevance to users [Dop]. To this end, B 
P [BP] – the founders of G – suggested PageRank as an ordering
criterion in .

PageRank is commonly viewed as a breakthrough in search technology be-
cause it does not rely solely on information presented on a website but incorpor-
ates linking factors [LM; MSHP; GBR]. e technique used in PageRank
is based on the underlying idea that the Web can be seen as a graph (recall that
pages are nodes and hyperlinks are edges). Furthermore, edges of this graph are
interpreted as citations or recommendation, e. g., if website A links to website B,
A aributes some credit to B [BP; Kle; LM; GBR]. is implies that B
is probably a good source in context of whatever is linked. For the actual calcu-
lation of the PageRank, a method known from citation analysis or recommend-
ation behaviour is used, which was traditionally used to judge the importance
of a person or source. In this way relevant sources – also known as authorities –
can be distinguished from non-relevant sources [BP; VH; Dop]. Formally,
PageRank was originally expressed as:

PR(A) = (1− d) + d
∑
t j∈T

PR(t j)

C(t j)

As can be seen, calculating the PageRank for awebsite A is an iterative process.
It is based on the PageRank of all in-linking documents (citations) T divided by
the number of out-links for these documents C(t). e constant d , also referred
to as dumping factor, is a probabilistic simulation for the chance that a user stops
browsing and starts at a new page.is is also known as the random surfer effect
[BP].

Besides PageRank, a number of other ranking algorithms exist that also build
on linking factors, of which Hypertext Induced Topic Search (HITS) based on
[Kle] is most well-known [FLM+; LM; GBR]. In contrast to PageRank,
which only includes in-links pointing to a Web page, HITS also considers out-

 N. B. later G introduced many other factors.
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links pointing from a Web page. As a consequence, a node in HITS receives
two values: a hub and an authority value. Both values are circularly linked, in
that the hub value is calculated by summing the authority values of the out-
linked Web pages and the authority value is calculated by summing the hub
values of the in-linked Web pages. Even though HITS was developed at roughly
the same time as PageRank, it was initially not intended to be commercialised
and was only used from  by a commercial search engine [LM]. e ma-
jor difference between PageRank and HITS is the document basis. Due to the
complex and circular nature of HITS it potentially takes very long to execute.
erefore, it is commonly only applied to a subset of potentially relevant doc-
uments [Dop]. While this offers the possibility of a more precise ranking, it
does so at the expense of potentially leaving important documents out of scope.
A third approach, by L  M [LM], called Stochastic Approach
for Link-Structure Analysis (SALSA) includes ideas of both HITS and PageRank
[FLM+].

G’ PageRank algorithm was later improved and additional criteria
were taken into account allowing beer result rankings to be calculated [VH].
One example of this can be found in [KL]. According to G, their search
incorporates more than  factors in order to be able to judge relevance
[Gooeda; Mitedc; Sma; Sul]. Unfortunately for the scientific community,
these factors are not publicly available as they are regarded as trade secrets.
Nevertheless, in  S [Sma] published a community-generated list
of nearly  factors which are likely to influence G’ search result rank-
ing.e factors are grouped into the following categories: Domain (e. g., domain
age); Server-side (e. g., geographical location of the server); Architecture (e. g.,
HTML structure); Content (e. g., content uniqueness); Internal Cross Linking
(e. g., number of internal links to the given page); Website factors (e. g., over-
all site update frequency); Page-specific factors (e. g., content duplication with
other pages of the same site); Keyword usage and keyword prominence (e. g.,
keywords in the title of a page); Outbound links (e. g., quality of pages the site
links to); Backlink Profile (e. g., quality of Web pages linking in); Each Separated
Backlink (e. g., anchor text of a link); Visitor Profile and Behaviour (e. g., num-
ber of visits); Penalties Filters and Manipulation (e. g., Keyword over usage);
Brand/Author Reputation (e. g., Use of the domain in G AW).

 e list can be found at: https://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?key=tMc56KQJFjYOBMcEq263r4g,
accessed: --.

 https://www.google.com/adwords/, accessed: --.
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G  . [GBR] describe four categories of factors on which
search result ranking is based: on-page, on-site, linking and user behavioural
factors. Most of the categories presented by S [Sma] can be mapped
to one of the broader categories defined by G  . [GBR], as is
presented in Table .. However, the category penalties and Brand/Author Repu-
tation are not covered by G  . Given that the broader categories
cover the most important factors and that in particular Brand/Author Reputa-
tion is very specific to G, this work focuses on the broader four categories,
presented in the order in which they were implemented by various search en-
gines.

Table 3.1.:Mapping of Ranking Factor Categories by Griesbaum et al. and Smarty.

Categories according to
Griesbaum et al. [GBR09]

Categories according to Smarty [Sma09]

On-Page Factors Architecture, Content, Page-specific factors,
Keywords usage and keyword prominence

On-Site Factors Domain, Server-side
Linking Internal Cross Linking, website factors,

Outbound links, Backlink Profile, Each
Separated Backlink

User Behavioural Factors Visitor Profile and Behaviour

On-page factors – for example proximity, function, and format of words
within a text [GBR] – were first used to solve the ranking challenge. With
regards to function and formaing, HTML-markup was used to determine the
importance of words. To calculate similarity and proximity, vector space models
that translate documents into vectors, on which mathematical calculations are
based, are commonly used [Dop]. In the middle of the s, L gained
considerable market share aer including the word proximity, i. e., the proxim-
ity of (multiple) search terms within a document, in their ranking algorithm
[MSHP]. e drawback of this mechanism is, however, that it is vulnerable to
spam. In the context of search engines spam refers to Web pages of presumably
low quality that aim at receiving a high ranking in popular search engines by
exploiting knowledge of how search engines work. As a practical example, it
is very simple to generate Web pages repeating the same words many times in
important functions such as headings [Dop].
 http://www.lycos.com/, accessed: --.
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On-site factors are technical factors regarding the entire domain on which
documents are hosted. Both [Sma; GBR] mention domain registration de-
tails as an example of this category. However, G  . [GBR] state
that factors in this category are only guesswork. Other factors identified by
S [Sma] include, among others, non-linked domain mentions and geo-
graphical location.

Linking factors influence the search based on the mechanisms explained,
when discussing PageRank and HITS. Besides these two measures that are
mainly based on counting in-links and out-links, the quality of the linked web-
sites is also determined in terms of its content S [Sma].

One of the problems with link analysis-based ranking algorithms, in general,
is their selectivity towards established sites because it is easier for established
sites to gain new in-links which again increases their ranking value.is in turn
increases their visibility which may well lead to more in-links and so on and so
forth [GBR].

While it has to be said that these linking mechanisms are harder to exploit
than on-page-factors it is still possible to create spam when linking algorithms
are used. As a practical example, link farms [Dop] shall be mentioned. A link
farm is a group of websites with the sole purpose of linking to each other in
order to increase their ranking [GBR; LM].

Recently, human behavioural factors were integrated into search engines.
ey are based on the assumption that if two people pose an identical query
their information need is not necessarily the same [Dop]. In this regard, it
was shown at Microso Research that implicit measures of human interest (for
instance the number of results that were visited or the time spent on a par-
ticular result) can reliably be related to ratings of user satisfaction [FKM+].
Based on this observation, it was later also shown that considering implicit
measures in rankings can indeed improve the ranking [ABD]. R 
B [RB] came to the conclusion that incorporating human behavi-
oural factors, more precisely the personal characteristics of users, can increase
the perceived relevance of search results. Additionally, their work provides an
overview of personalisation techniques and shows which search engines utilise
them.

Within the sphere of human behavioural factors is the aspect of social factors.
For instance, G offers the possibility to recommend search results to
G+ friends and exploits the social graph, i. e., users’ relations to their

 https://plus.google.com/, accessed: --.
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friends and what these liked, in order to provide beer search results. However,
this also bears tremendous challenges relating to privacy.

3.3.4. Crowds and Social Search

During the last decade, the Web experienced a trend of socialisation which led
to the transition from the “read-only” to the “read/write” Web. is has also led
to the term Web . in . Prior to that, the Web was mainly used to con-
sume information. e practical consequence of this transition was that users
could now easily contribute their own content to the Web [VH]. is trend
is ever growing as can be seen by way of example of YT where users
upload about  hour of videos every single minute [Koo]. Furthermore, the
advancement of theWeb has led to a phenomenon called crowdsourcing, i. e., out
sourcing of tasks to the crowd, which has been defined as “new pool of cheap
labor: everyday people using their spare cycles to create content, solve problems,
even do corporate R & D.” [How] or “the collective of users who participate
in the problem-solving processes.” [Bra].

In the context of social search engines, crowds enhance search results or data
collections through social interaction and sharing. B  . [BHW]
classifies the following approaches: social indexing, social question answering,
collaborative filtering, and collaborative search.

Social indexing refers to collaborativelymaintainedWeb directories; examples
include the aforementioned  but also tagging, as for example, on book-
marking services like D. e clear advantage of such systems is that
searchers and taggers are essentially the same group of people. Consequently,
there should be a common understanding of terms. However, this common un-
derstanding might be a learning process if new individuals or individuals from
other groups are included. In particular for non-text-based content, tagging can
be used as a means of indexing in order to make certain document types search-
able (tag-based search). While this so-called free tagging works well on some
platforms, such as hash-tags on T, for general-purpose search this ap-
proach has not yet been applied. Furthermore, quality cannot be assured as tag-
gers are free in their tag choice. is could only be overcome through the use
of professional taggers.

estion and Answer Systems offer users the possibility to pose questions
which can then be answered by a community or paid experts, sometimes both
 http://www.youtube.com/, accessed: --.
 http://delicio.us/, accessed: --.
 http://twitter.com, accessed: --.
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[ABD; BHW]. One issue with this is that if answers are provided by profes-
sional experts, these services are usually not free to use.

Collaborative filtering refers to recommender systems that filter relevant doc-
uments based on the similarity of users, i. e., if the service believes that user A
is similar to user B, it will provide user B with search results that user A liked,
either explicitly through a liking mechanism or implicitly through not refining
the search or staying long on a result.

Finally, collaborative search can be seen as a prime example of social search.
It serves as platform that enables independent users to jointly work on their
search tasks. An example of such a search engine was E. However,
at the time of writing this thesis it remains unclear what happened to their
personalised social search (for more details see [Sul]), as they now advert-
ise innovative banner ad services. One alternative called R suffered the
same fate [Bra], however another, still operational, is the online search engine
provider . Here, users can create and make publicly available so-called
slash-tags to determine which websites to be searched.

Despite the advantages social search has to offer, such as working jointly
on a task or receiving search results based on friends’ experiences, there are
people who would rather rely on objective standards than on their social graphs
[Miteda].

3.4. Added Value Through Human Involvement

Having discussed technical means to Information Retrieval (IR) in the preceding
sections, the following section focuses on adjacent topics. It has been established
that ultimately only humans can judge the quality and relevance of information.
Consequently, curation of data and the idea of information brokering will be
introduced in the following subsections.

3.4.1. Data Curation

Frommuseums and exhibitions stems the idea of curation. e term curation is a
back-formation from the word curator and refers to the selection, organisation,
and care-taking of items in a collection or exhibition [Oxfeda].

 http://www.eurekster.com/, accessed: --.
 Formerly available at: http://rollyo.com.
 http://blekko.com/, accessed: --.
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Rather recently, the topic of digital curation started to be discussed in library
and information science, where it still vastly resides today. Unlike IR, which
focuses on quickly finding information, digital curation focuses on preserving
(huge) data sets gained through scientific experiments (e. g., physical, biological,
or astronomical data) for later usage [Cho; PAM; DT; Hei].

Main tasks in this digital curation are cleaning data and, probably more im-
portantly, updating data to new technical standards in order to make it access-
ible for future use [GST+; LMLG; RPS+]. is is to counteract the fear
of a “digital dark age”, a point in the future where information from today can-
not be read any more because file formats are unknown, something that ac-
tually happened at the N A  S A
(NASA) who had great difficulties to read data from decades ago, e. g., from
lunar missions [Bla].

In library science, electronic repositories storing data and information are
referred to as institutional repositories [Smi; Cho]. ese repositories can –
to some degree – be compared to indexes of search engines or search catalogues
as they build the core of the respective information systems.

Highly relevant in this context is the research topic of data provenance in data-
bases, an overview of which is given in [Tan]. Data provenance, also referred
to as data lineage, describes means for every datum to be able to trace its origin
and reconstruct modifications. is is important for two reasons: firstly, know-
ing the origin of a source can increase trust (for instance shown in [SPM] by
the example of security knowledge). Secondly, it allows for crediting the right
people when using their data, similar to referencing works by other authors
in the scientific community, which could otherwise lead to copyright infringe-
ments.

e research of B  . [BCCV] in this context has been institu-
tionalised in the British D C C (DCC). e DCC suggest
a curation life cycle model [DDCed] consisting of the following phases:

. Data is created or received in order to enter the curation process according
to some rules.

. Data is evaluated and selected for curation, which is referred to as appraise
& select.

. e data is ingested into the data storage system used in the curation pro-
cess.

 http://www.nasa.gov/, accessed: --.
 http://www.dcc.ac.uk, accessed: --.
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. e preservation action prepares data for long-term storage to ensure in-
tegrity and its readability.

. e data is stored adhering to relevant standards.

. Once stored, the data has to be kept available for access, use, and reuse.

. Finally, transforming it allows for new data to be created based on the
stored data, e. g., by translating it to a different file format.

is sequence is accompanied by a number of auxiliary tasks which are not
particularly relevant to this work. ese tasks are mainly administrative in
nature and comprise preservation planning and community watch and participa-
tion to name but a few. e complete set can be found online [DDCed].

3.4.2. Information Brokers

Information brokers are professionals who specialise in providing clients with
information gathered from various sources. While the term is widely accepted,
R  G [RG] point out that information brokers should
really be called IR specialists or information consultants because they do not
really broker (buy and sell) information but retrieve information that a client
specified a priori. us, it is a service of finding, analysing and presenting the
information that is paid for, rather than the information itself. In this context,
IR is understood as finding the information a client wants.

is field of operation has been described for an English audience in [RG]
and for a German audience in [Bac]. Both works consider themselves manuals
for people who want to become self-employed information brokers. As a pre-
requisite, they state people wishing to become information specialists should
already be domain experts in a specific domain. Given their nature, these works
focus mainly on the practical tools of data retrieval, for example online and
offline databases, libraries, and telephone interviews. However, given that over a
decade has passed since their publication, many facets of retrieval they describe,
particularly online aspects, can be considered outdated.

Self-management, project management, and time management, as well as
marketing oneself, are discussed with the focus that information brokers sell
themselves or their competencies rather than actual information. Further as-
pects include pricing and legal aspects. Pricing will be extensively discussed in
Chapter  and Chapter , whereas legal aspects will be touched upon in the
context of use case discussions in Section ..
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Furthermore, both highlight common problems in finding information. Even
though the authors do not state this explicitly, the problems they describe are
very similar to those that have been discussed in the previous sections on search
engines. Common problems are:

� Understanding what the client wants

� Obtaining data from various sources explicitly including interviews and
telephone enquiries besides the aforementioned offline and online source

� Rating and cleansing of the retrieved data (e. g., determining accuracy and
handling duplicates, maybe even determine that there is no information
on a topic)

� Presenting the information to the client

us, information brokers are comparable to search engines but are humans
and, therefore, should supposedly yield beer quality results.

In , B [Bac] reported, referencing the oldwebsite of D
G  I  I
.V. (DGI) [Infeda], a number of , to , employed information interme-
diaries as well as up to  self-employed information specialists. Importantly,
both sources stated that most of the  information specialists also do other
business such as consulting work. However, the new website of DGI [Infedb]
does not state these figures any longer. Additionally, it does not even describe
the position information broker any longer, but just links toW. Also, the
special interest group information brokering of DGI (German: AG Infobroker)
has no description of its own on the new website [Infedc], which just links to
the old site [Infedd], according to which the last meeting was held in October
.

e AG Infobroker recommends working in regional groups. However, the
number of regional groups has dropped by . percent, as evident when com-
paring the new [Infede] and old [Infedf] website as shown in Table .. Further-
more, the professionalism of some of these groups can be questioned by looking
at their websites – one of which is presented in Figure . as an example.

is serves as evidence that entirely manual information provisioning pro-
duces high-quality output but also has had its time. Another hint in this direc-
tion is that fact that both works [Bac; RG] have been wrien at the turn of

 http://www.dgi-info.de/, accessed: --.
 For readability reasons, not all groups have been spelled out in Table ..
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the millennium, which was only at the start of G’ success. Even B
 [Bac] states that online sources are of increasing importance. Further-
more, already in , the idea of digital information brokers was discussed
[FEFP]. All of this suggests that while the knowledge maintained in informa-
tion brokers’ heads is very valuable expert knowledge, an entirely manual pro-
cess is not going to survive on its own.

Figure 3.4.: Website of Arbeitskreis Dresdner Informationsvermittler (ADI) as an Ex-
ample Website of a DGI Regional Group, accessed: 2015-05-31.
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Table 3.2.:Overview of DGI Regional Groups.

Regional Group Old List [Infedf] New List [Infede]

ADI (Dresden) 4 4
AIT (Thüringen) 4 4
AKI Hamburg 4 6
AKI Magdeburg 4 4
AKI Rheinland 4 4
AKI Rheinland-Pfalz/Eifel 4 4
AKI RheinMain 4 6
AKI Rhein-Neckar-Dreieck 4 6
AKRIBIE (North-Rhine Westphalia) 4 4
BAK (Berlin) 4 4
BRAGI (Brandenburg) 4 4
Infotreff Ruhrgebiet 4 4
MAID (Munich) 4 4

3.5. Method and Focus of this Part

In this section, the focus of this part of this work will be outlined by identi-
fying shortcomings of current search technology and highlighting the aim of
this work. en, the method applied for this part of the thesis at hand will be
presented.

3.5.1. Limitations of Search Technology

e previous sections have given an overview of important historical develop-
ments and recent approaches to information organisation and retrieval with a
major focus on Web search. It can be stated that search engines were developed
for one main reason: to satisfy ever-growing, increasingly complex information
needs.

While, generally speaking, retrieval and indexing of Web documents is no
longer the problem it was during the early days of the WWW, it is still far
from being solved in its entirety [BR]. For instance, there remain limitations
to current search technologies which will be outlined in this section to lay the
foundation for describing an improved search system in the following section.
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One of the biggest concerns about search engines is the fear of manipulation.
is is owing to the fact that search engine providers do not publish their al-
gorithms and reasoning behind rankings, also referred to as the black box nature
of search engines. is was for instance pointed out by G founders B
 P [BP]who are now themselves being accused ofmanipulating search
results [WM].

Knowing that algorithms set one search engine provider apart from another,
it is understandable that they treat their methods as trade secrets [Sul]. How-
ever, the operators of search engines recognised this lack of trust and have star-
ted to fight the issue, as is evident in this G blog post [Hufed].

Another major point of criticism is the fact that personalisation and socialisa-
tion, albeit offering chances for beer results [Dop], are commonly observed
with scepticism. On the one hand, using such techniques results in a different
Web for different users – at least a different presentation – [Mitedb], on the other
hand, these methods raise privacy concerns because they build extensive user
profiles [FKM+; GBR; Dop]. W [Wie], a leading German pri-
vacy officer, concludes that European privacy laws are violated by personalised
search. As a result, he demands that companies improve their privacy stand-
ards, that internationally agreed-upon common privacy standards are enacted,
and that existing privacy standards are updated to be applicable the Internet era.

A remaining technical issue is to improve Deep Web access (either through
manual [BCGH] or automated [MKK+] training). Furthermore, systems
capable of answering domain queries on multiple heterogeneous data sources
such as “name all European universities that offer an information systems de-
gree in cities larger than , inhabitants and within km to an airport” have
to be developed.

In addition, Web spam, as described earlier, is a problem that is not solved
and probably never will be, as spamming is an on-going competition between
spammers and search engines, oen referred to as the spam war [Dop; BR;
Liu].ismanifests itself in the observation that whenever search engines can
detect one kind of spam another evolves. For this reason quality of algorithmic
search engines cannot be trusted all of the time.

As a fact, only humans can tell whether information has the quality they want
it to have. In this regard, the search computing paradigm is a sensible step to
fight spam and consequently to increase the result quality. However, the initi-
ators themselves state that it is all but clear whether there is demand for search
computing, as most users are (most of the time) happy with the simple search
offered by major search engines [BR]. While C [Cer] recognised that
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generally special purpose search engines outperform general purpose search
engines, the search computing paradigm has a relatively broad user base with
heterogeneous interests as a target audience.

Finally, the search computing paradigm lacks clear incentives for the involved
parties (data providers, developer, and domain experts). Furthermore, the loosely
connected organisational structure that is imposed on the different participants
is intuitively harder to manage than having a single organisational body.

3.5.2. Focus of this Part

It could be seen how important data and information are in the overall business
processes of the present day.oting the somewhat self-ironic, but nevertheless
true, computer science rule “garbage in, garbage out”, it can be seen that only
if high-quality information is provided to a business, it can acquire knowledge
which eventuallywill lead to competitiveness and competitive advantages. How-
ever, this problem is not limited to corporations. Individuals need high-quality
information, too, in order make decisions in their lives which could be rather
trivial, such as where to go on holiday, or more serious, such as what pension
fund to choose or which house to buy.

Furthermore, it has been pointed out that for many users the average search
results, which are provided by general purpose search engines, are sufficient.
However, there are certain niche domains – such as treatments for rare med-
ical conditions – where this is not the case. Consequently, new approaches to
searching have to focus on, and provide solutions for, users that are currently
not able to satisfy their potentially complex information needs. Indeed, it can
be said that the value of information largely stems from its customisation for a
given purpose or a special interest group [GRC]. From this, the main aim of
this part of this work is deduced:

Develop a soware artefact that answers a user’s domain-specific in-
formational queries levering curation to satisfy their high-quality in-
formation needs.

e technical means to achieve this are, however, secondary. It is true that
G gained dominance aer its introduction of innovative ranking mechan-
isms including PageRank. However, it can be argued that its utility rather than
the actual underlying technology made users choose G over its competit-
ors. Evidence for this is given by a number of user quotes regarding G in
[LM], with one referring to it as the Swiss Army knife.
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In this regard, also the concept of transparency comes into play. While
G started with the vision that search processes should be made more
transparent [BP], they have since moved away from this point of view. As of
today, they conceal their exact method and are very quiet about what factors
they use [Sul]. Furthermore, because of the latest European rulings, they
are even legally forced to modify their results if a person’s privacy is violated
[TA]. While this is favourable in the interest of privacy, it could also be seen
as the beginning of censorship [Sch]; at least the corresponding infrastructure
is now provided.

In order to overcome the related lack of trust, the proposed solution builds
on openness regarding user data usage. is means the search system will be
designed in a way that users understand how it works and in what way their
personal data is used. is openness can be underlined by the publications on
the system mentioned above.

Regarding quality, it can be stated that throughout the existence of the Web,
high-quality content was always connected to humans who select and organise
the data underlying the IR process, which is now known as digital curation.
It is self-evident that only humans can decide what is really relevant to them.
As an example R  G [RG] stated that Gopher menus
were superior to automated search engines owing to their curation. Similarly,
B [Bac] stated that finding high-quality information in the sheer
mass of information available has to be done by information specialists.

is suggests – and thus the system will be developed that way – that high-
quality sources should be tapped and curated to create a new single point of
access to the entire knowledge of a domain in order to offer the required in-
formation at the right level of detail. In contrast to traditional search engines,
the data will be stored in the curated state (including links to its original source)
rather than just storing links to the original source which prevents the issue of
having outdated links in an index. e main difference to the search computing
paradigm is that the repository is centrally maintained rather than having the
sources registering themselves with the repository.

In a sense the aim of this work is to re-include humans into the search pro-
cess in order to satisfy demanding information needs in niche domains based
on curation. is curation shall go beyond what has been done in the context of
directories. e targeted form of information curation in the sense of selecting
only high-quality information and extracting the essence is done by the afore-
mentioned information brokers.
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erefore, the aim of the next chapter is to develop a generic process that –
focusing on information quality – yields beer search results for niche domains
than automated search engines by exploiting human curation as an add-on
to technology rather than on its own. is aim is not too far-fetched as it is
in accordance with the observation reported on in Section .. that princip-
ally special-purpose search engines can outperform general-purpose search
approaches.

ere have been approaches to achieve the same. One of these approaches
was proposed by S  . [SHL] who suggest – focusing on a single
domain – a curated harvesting approach. In their approach, predefined queries
are sent to pre-registered services on a nightly basis. en, relevant information
is harvested and temporarily stored. Aerwards, the retrieved information is
audited by data curators who decide upon its relevance and only relevant data
is kept. Moreover, care is taken to prevent harvesting the same data more than
once.

is approach is similar to data consolidation in the life sciences, as described,
e. g., by K  . [KAA+]. For instance, different institutions contrib-
ute to a nucleotide sequence database. In order to ensure consistency across vari-
ous instances of this database, data is synchronised on a nightly basis [KAA+].

A similar harvest and curate approach was suggested by L  . [LMHS]
with respect to their retrieval tool CM. However, using this tool,
users can configure key-word based searches on a number of sources, e. g.,
T, but neither can they make these so-called campaigns available to
others, nor can they include private data such as personal files.

e online search engine provider  also claim to provide innovative,
categorised search results based on curated data. However, they do not provide
any information of how this is achieved but simply state to achieve this based on
proprietary technology and their own index. Similarly, S.! claim to be
a collaborative search and curation platform. However, their focus is on social
media publishing and curating content is to be used in social media advertising
rather than for answering search queries. Moreover, they also do not provide
any insights regarding their technology.

Regarding the involvement of humans in a curation process, Data Tamer
[SBI+] is similar to the approach introduced in this work as it also relies on
humans in case of doubt. However, it is focused towards schema integration
and entity consolidation and consequently operates on a database level, while

 http://contextminer.org, accessed: --.
 http://www.scoop.it/, accessed: --.
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the approach suggested here is more high-level and more concerned with in-
formation rather than data. Similarly, [FOTB] presents an idea for harvesting
and curation. However, it focuses on linked data.

In contrast to all of them – in fact there is hardly any more in-depth research
on combining data curation and IR – the approach described in the next chapter
incorporates a number of sources including privately held data. Furthermore,
a generally available repository is built, the search on which being enhanced
by asking users to provide special interests in order to apply techniques from
recommender systems when presenting the results. Additionally, information
is presented in an interlinked manner so that searching and browsing are re-
integrated on a single platform similar to the way a memex would present the
information. Supporting the idea that this is a valuable approach to pursue is
the fact that DARPA has recently made a call for advanced niche domain search
systems [DAR].

Most importantly, all search approaches discussed so far – including general
search engines – are only accessible when being online and do not allow for res-
ults to be persisted offline. However, even in this day and age, there are times
when an Internet connection cannot be guaranteed at all times, be it because
of bad coverage in rural areas, because of air-travel where to date Internet is
only sparsely available, or simply because of prohibitively expensive roaming
fees. us, it is necessary to make information available offline and it is an
equally important goal of the proposed information provisioning platform to
do so even when no Internet connection is available. Hence, the proposed solu-
tion will from now on be referred to as Web in your Pocket (WiPo). Interestingly,
the thought of having the Web readily in a shirt pocket was already discussed
by B  . [BMPW] when describing a subset of the Web that they used
among other things to test PageRank. However, whether their suggestion that
all human-generated text on theWeb will fit on a device in a shirt pocket within
a few decades is questionable by simply looking at the amount of content that
is created each minute on the Web today presented in [Koo]. For instance,
T processes . tweets in that time.

Other areas of research that will be touched upon, because they have been
largely neglected so far, are the organisational form and business models of in-
novative search systems. Although it has been acknowledge that the Deep Web
offers significant value [Cer] lile has been published regarding these topics;
exceptions to this rule are [BBC+; BCDP].
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3.5.3. AppliedMethod

According to the research methods literature, e. g., [Cro; Pun], a method
has to follow the question that is sought to answer. It is the aim of this work
to develop an alternative search process and to demonstrate its applicability to
selected use case. To this end, the Design Science approach described by P
  . [PTRC] will be followed because it focuses on creating an artefact
rather than on theorising. Based on the observation that even thoughDesign Sci-
ence was introduced to the information systems community in the s (e. g., in
[MS]), no common framework for Design Science research existed and it was
used and rectified on a case to case basis, P  . [PTRC] developed a
framework which has been highly recognised in the literature with more than
, citations.

Based on an extensive literature review of prior work from which they
chose seven representative papers, P  . [PTRC] developed a -
step-approach to Design Science and demonstrated its use in four case studies.
e six phases of the approach are:

Identify Problem&Motivation is the first step and aims to identify and define
the research problem and motivate why it is important to solve the iden-
tified issue.

Define Objectives of a Solution specifies how the problem described in step one
can be feasibly solved. e objectives can be qualitative or quantitative in
nature.

Design & Development can be seen as the core component of the overall Design
Science process, where the actual “artefact” (i. e., an entity that represents
a possible solution) is created; for instance this could be amodel, amethod,
a construct, or a soware.

Demonstration is the logical next step aer the development and serves to
demonstrate how the problem is solved using the developed artefact.

Evaluation aempts, then, to measure how well the artefact solves the problem.
On a conceptual level, this step canmake use of appropriatemetrics which
provide empirical evidence or logical proof.

Communication aims at making the knowledge gained in the process available
to other researchers. is includes, among other things, the problem, the
solution, and its effectiveness.

 According to: http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=zwOdzCgAAAAJ, accessed: --.



http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=zwOdzCgAAAAJ


.. Method and Focus of this Part

eoverall process is depicted in Figure .. At this point, it should be emphas-
ised that the process includes a feedback loop, i. e., the results of later steps can
be used to fuel a subsequent iteration of the process. Furthermore, the fact that
the method is intended to support the creation of an artefact makes it the ideal
method for this research project which is situated – as mentioned before – at
the junction of management studies and computer science (see Figure .).

Identify 
Problem & 
Motivation

Define 
Objectives of a 

Solution

Design & 
Development

Demonstration Evaluation Communication

Process Iteration

Figure 3.5.: The Design Science Research Process, Adapted from [PTRC07].

is work focuses on the first three steps of the process. In the preceding
extensive literature review, the problems of insufficient information provision-
ing in niche domains, as well as search result offline availability, have been
identified. ese issues serve as motivation that was outlined in the previous
section to build a new search model. e ideal solution, i. e., the objectives, is
then highlighted at the beginning of Chapter . en, the development of the
artefact is described in Section . as a model and in Section . as actual so-
ware implementation. Demonstration and Evaluation have been conducted as
part of the case comparison in Section . by the example case of N Z
L S  R (LSAR), the New Zealand search and rescue
organisation. Communication has started with numerous works on the model
[DSV; DSVR; DSVR; DRSV], its implementation [SGH+b; SGH+a],
and a demonstration [SGH+]. ese efforts peak for the time being in this
thesis.

 https://www.landsar.org.nz/, accessed: --.







4. High-Quality Information
Provisioning usingWiPo

Until recently, encyclopaediae, maintained by a group of trustworthy people,
were the single point of reference used by the majority of the population. ey
were maintained by a group of people who were believed to be trustworthy.
However, encyclopaediae were expensive and became outdated at a rapid rate;
particularly with the ever faster generation of knowledge over the last decades,
resulting in a shorter half-life of knowledge.

As previously argued, theWWWhas improved the availability of information
tremendously. However, it has also decreased the trustworthiness and traceab-
ility of information. is has led to a situation in which a plenitude of available
data has not yet been turned into information. In a corporate context, G
C coined the phrase “organizations are drowning in data but starving for
information.” [o]. Similarly, H  K [HK] pointed out in 
that data mining has gained aention in the information industry due to the
need for turning vast amounts of data into useful information.

Having discussed the history and current state of search technology and out-
lined important shortcomings and possible solutions, this chapter is dedicated
to exploring a new approach of extracting information from the sheer mass of
data available online and providing userswith exactly the information they need.
While this can be seen as the moo of all search technology [BBB+], here it
will be pursued in light of a shi from document retrieval towards satisfying
information needs. is approach follows an observation by BY 
R [BR], who stated that “People do not really want to search, they
want to get tasks done”. is phenomenon is also recognised in library and in-
formation science, where a focus shi from collections to users and their needs
can also be observed [SC].

In order to satisfy modern information needs, this work proposes to use an
approach going back to the roots of information provisioning, by adopting the
idea of the Memex created by B [Bus] in . A Memex is a machine in
which humans can keep all information relevant to them in a central repository
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interconnected by trails or links. While search engines today provide at least
a single point of entrance to the information available online, they do not gen-
erally provide the results in an interlinked manner but only point to indexed
documents. is is supported by the observation that, for instance, G’
universal search still has limitations and mainly works for persons of public
interest [HSBW; HMW].

Roughly based on the Memex idea, a new tool for information provisioning
based on the concept of curation will be introduced in this thesis. To some de-
gree, this is very similar to the idea of encyclopaediae, which have been manu-
ally assembled by a group of experts, or the idea of catalogues in the early days
the Internet. However, in contrast to these concepts, this new tool is aimed at
combining manual curation with existing Web retrieval techniques and recom-
mender systems.

Combining the strength of these different approaches into one tool, an in-
formation platform can be realised that serves high-quality information needs,
particularly if highly integrated and interlinked information is needed.at said,
it should be emphasised that it is not the aim of this work to replace existing
general purpose search engines as they are sufficient in a number of cases. Nev-
ertheless, as has been pointed out in the literature, there are many queries for
which the standard search engines of today do not suffice [Cer; Dop]. is
work specifically focuses on scenarios inwhich, to date, topic-centric data collec-
tions do not exist or lack interconnectivity. Examples of such scenarios include
search and rescue and tourism [DRSV]; these cases as well as others will be
elaborated upon in Section .. is thesis proposes the Web in your Pocket
(WiPo), a topic-centric curated information service configured to a user’s needs,
as a solution to address these issues.

e remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, the WiPo
approach will be outlined, based on and extending [DSV], in Section ..
e next section will then show how the concept has been implemented by
presenting the architecture of a prototypic implementation, based on and ex-
tending [SGH+a; SGH+b]. Next, Section . will discuss scenarios in which
WiPo can be applied, extending [DRSV] by enhancing the comparison model,
adding a fourth case, and an in-depth evaluation of one particular case, namely
LSAR. Finally, this chapter concludes with an outline of potential extensions
toWiPo and how those parts of the concept that have not yet been implemented
can improve information provisioning in the future.
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4.1. TheWiPo Approach

In essence, WiPo is a topic-centric information service, tailored precisely to a
user’s needs and budget, that is based on the curation of information sourced
from the Internet, with the option of persisting information in an offline mode.
With regard to the categorisations presented in the previous chapter, WiPo can
be seen as special purpose search tool.

In contrast, in established search engines such as G or B, search
queries are run against a pre-assembled index [VH; Lev; LM; Lewa],
which has been automatically gathered without knowing users’ intentions. In
these search engines pruning [MSF+; SJPB] reduces the result set to a
manageable size focusing on satisfying average and not special information
needs. Furthermore, most of the time, allowed user input is nothing more than
keywords with a simple syntax or the restriction to specific domains or top-level
domains. As discussed in the previous chapter, approaches do exist to capture a
user’s intuition; however, to date, there is no widely known and openly access-
ible approach incorporating personal, offline data with external, Web-sourced
data.

In practical terms, WiPo users provide keywords, supply a list of relevant
links and have the option to upload files through an easy-to-use GUI. Similar
to traditional search engines a user query is run against an existing document
base, the so-called Curated Database. In addition, WiPo uses all inputs provided
by users to extend the curated database. To this end, given Web sources are
crawled. e crawling results, together with documents supplied by the user,
are then examined by experts in order to only store high-quality (i. e., correct
and relevant) content in the curated database. is step is supported by data
mining. As this approach targets niche domains an initial Web search using
established search providers may be a starting point. However, in many cases
such as healthcare, expert knowledge is important when integrating the results.

e final results are presented in an integrated manner that makes it easy to
see relations between results. In that way, information presentation and inter-
linking of information by WiPo is somewhat similar to Xanadu [Nelb; Nel],
a linkage based electronic documents system, in that both approaches are based
on the observation that theWeb in its current form does not suffice as an inform-
ation repository in many cases. Unlike Xanadu, WiPo is built atop of the Web
rather than as an alternative offline solution for text management. Furthermore,
WiPo will not be limited to desktop computers and will be extended to all kinds
of devices including mobile devices, enabling users to carry their information
repository around, hence the name: Web in your Pocket (WiPo).
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As pointed out in the previous chapter, particularly the integration of differ-
ent sources is key to improving information provisioning.WiPo is unique in that
it does not rely solely on public sources but allows for the inclusion of private
sources, very much in the spirit of the Memex [Bus], which was supposed to
contain exclusively private information. In that sense, WiPo can also be seen as
a portable Memex for the Internet age. Indeed, the fact that DARPA has recently
launched a programme, by the name of Memex, to fund the development of a
search paradigm that allows for tailoring of indices and search results to sub-
ject areas and individual needs [DAR], supports the rational that the WiPo
approach is addressing a relevant problem.

High-quality information is achieved by exploiting curation, which, in the
context of this thesis, shall mean the long-term selection, cleansing, enrichment,
preservation, and assembly of data and information and their respective sources.
Curation is well-known in museums where it is the task of curators to assemble
and maintain collections and exhibitions. e concept, as defined above, has
already been successfully applied to scientific data, for example the DCC.

Curation can be achieved by means of manual labour, which may be provided
either by a number of selected individuals or an anonymous crowd. e first
can be compared to an expert team creating an encyclopaedia, the laer to the
processes onW. Of course, curation is supported by algorithms in order
to decrease the work load of curators.

Besides curation, the biggest difference between the WiPo approach and es-
tablished search engines is a paradigm shi from pull (i. e., users need to re-
quest information) to push (i. e., users configure a service to their needs and are
provided with updates whenever new information becomes available).

Another noteworthy difference lies in the kind of sources both approaches
access. While for both the structure of the source does not maer, the way of
accessing them does make a difference. Established search engines are limited
to publicly available sources and have only just started to automatically gather
data from semi-public sources such as online databases with subscriptions or
online user groups with limited access, like forums. In contrast, WiPo is able
to easily access semi-public sources as human experts will hand-pick the most
relevant sources for a topic, and determine the best way to integrate them. In
addition to that, WiPo also has the aim of accessing sources that have not yet
been made available to the public, as well as allowing users to provide their own
files. erefore, unlike established search engines, WiPo will be able to access
entirely private sources.

 is is lile surprising given that it was described long before the advent of the Web.
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Furthermore, WiPo allows for sophisticated personalisation going beyond
what has been described for algorithmic search engines in Chapter . It enables
users to configure their own explicit search profile which helps in finding rel-
evant documents and improving ranking. Moreover, the WiPo service can even
be configured so that users are informed whenever new information is avail-
able for them. Furthermore, the quality of the curation can eventually be made
dependant on the price a user is willing to pay.

It should be pointed out that WiPo is not intended as a substitution for tra-
ditional search engines, its role is to provide more comprehensive information
in areas were Web searches can be tedious and time-consuming. For such scen-
arios, WiPo offers a unique and innovative approach to information provision-
ing, compared to traditional Web search engines, an argument which is sum-
marised in Table ..

Table 4.1.: Comparison of WiPo and Web Search, Adapted from [DRSV14].

Search WiPo

General Approach Crawling and automated
indexing

Crawling and extensive
curation

Data Sources Public, semi-public Public, semi-public, private
Type of Sources Online only Online and offline
Data Availability Online only Online and offline
Update Paradigm Pull Only Pull and push
Data Sophistication Limited – one size fits all Customizable, flexible
Data Quality Determinant Algorithms Algorithms, crowds, and

human experts

In order to demonstrate the WiPo process at the end of this section, first a
general introduction to information needs will be given and it will be discussed
what kind of information needs can be addressed using WiPo. Based on this,
the WiPo approach is presented in detail. While in the course of this work an
extensive discussion of how WiPo can help in different scenarios is presented
in Section ., for the initial presentation tourists wishing to prepare for their
holidays shall be considered as a running example because it can be grasped
intuitively.
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4.1.1. Quality Information Needs

e concept of information needs dates back to the s when T [Tay],
and others, investigated information systems. Within the literature it remains
unclear as to where the human need for information initially stemmed from,
with the general assumption being that humans just need information [Neh]
(as cited in [FE]). However, information needs or data needs are commonly
related to decision making [Milb].

An early overview of the general subject area of information and information
needs was given by F  E [FE], in . In their work they show
that information needs can be seen as a general concept for both information
demands and information desire. e first being a concrete articulation while
the later may also simply be a feeling or even unknown to the user [FE]. As
this differentiation is not necessary with regard to this thesis, the more general
term of information needwill be used, supposing that users know that they have
an information need and can articulate it in order to pose a query to a search
engine or an information system in general.

N [Neh] (as cited in [FE]) argues that the usefulness of inform-
ation depends on four aributes. Information is useful if it:

. is of the right kind,
. has the right quantity,
. has the right accuracy, and
. has the right timeliness.
Decades later, using the terms data and information quality interchangeably,

W  S [WS] presented a well-recognised, comprehensive data
quality framework based on two data consumer surveys. ey arrived at four
high-level data quality categories:

. Intrinsic data quality, i. e., criteria that stem from the data itself, including
accuracy and also believability

. Contextual data quality, i. e., criteria that depend on the context, including
timeliness, relevancy (which can be seen as equivalent to the right kind),
and amount (which can be linked to quantity)

. Representational data quality, i. e., criteria that show how well the data is
represented, including ease of understanding

. Accessibility data quality, i. e., criteria that depend on how well the data
may be accessed and how securely.
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It is the aim ofWiPo to provide high-quality information bymeans of curation.
e concept of data quality will be discussed in more detail in Chapter  in
the context of data marketplaces where data quality will be used in order to
price information goods. For now, this higher level of abstraction is sufficient.
e last two points, namely representational data quality and accessibility data
quality, can be viewed as dependent solely on the implementation but are rather
subordinate in classifying information needs as it should be common practice to
make search results available in an easily accessible and understandable manner.
Furthermore, it is supposed that through the human involvement the intrinsic
data quality is ensured byWiPo. Also, finding the right kind of, i. e., the relevant,
information and ensuring its accuracy – here to mean correctness – can be seen
as main curation tasks in order to achieve high-quality information. us, it
is implied that information provided through WiPo satisfies these data quality
criteria by means of human double-checking.

As a result, only some contextual quality criteria are le to differentiate cus-
tomers’ information needs. Namely, quantity and timeliness are variables to dif-
ferentiate information needs. Timeliness can be interpreted as how recent a piece
of information is or how oen it is updated, referred to as update frequency. e
information quantity can refer to the amount of information that is returned.
Here, the number of sources that have been tapped and integrated regarding a
certain topic will be used to address information quantity which is reasonable
as more sources also increase the amount of information obtained. In the initial
publication ofWiPo [DSV] the term data broadness was introduced to describe
this concept, and this nomenclature shall be used from now on for consistency.

is results in a two-by-two-matrix along the dimensions of data broadness
and update frequency presented in Figure .. e following provides examples
for the four resulting scenarios (based on [DSV]):

. Low update frequency and low data broadness: For instance, air travel-
lers who have an unexpected delay and wish to explore the city they are
stranded in.ey only need the relevant information once, i. e., no updates
and one reliable source is enough as it seems to be an over-proportional
effort to compare and consider plenty of sources.

. High update frequency and low data broadness: For example, a small-
time investor who wishes to keep abreast with recent stock market devel-

 Of course the dimensions are rather continuous than discrete but using two extreme values sim-
plifies the description without losing any meaning.
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opments and needs the most up-to-date price information, but again one
reliable source is enough.

. Low update frequency and high data broadness:is is the case for tour-
ists planning a trip to a destination they have not been to before, wishing
to gain information from a variety of sources such as travel agencies, tour
providers, blog posts, video material, and map providers, to name but a
few. Despite the diversity, the update frequency does not usually need to
be high as a holiday is usually a one-off endeavour.

. High updated frequency and high data broadness: For instance, L
SAR organisations which have comprehensive pre-planning for all sorts
of rescue activities (e. g., children, tourists, dementia patients). Such pre-
plans involve information on different areas such as accessibility of na-
tional parks, characteristics of the flora and fauna in the area as well as
information on the types of people that commonly loose orientation, for
instance information regarding dementia. Of course, this information has
to be kept as recent as possible to be able to deal with unexpected or sud-
den operations.

Figure 4.1.: Dimension of Information Needs, Adapted from [DSV12].

For cases  and , established search technology is sufficient most of the time;
these users would query a search engine of their choice to find the one source
that satisfies their needs. For cases  and , the situation is different. In these
cases a number of sources have to be found, consulted, and combined to form a
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comprehensive picture, which can be – depending on the extent of the informa-
tion needs – a very labourious task.is is further increased if the resultant body
of knowledge has to be kept up-to-date. Consequently, cases  and  are cases
where WiPo could be most useful. But even for a stranded air traveller WiPo
can provide some benefits if no Internet connection is available. is, of course,
requires the person to use a tourism WiPo on their mobile device with up-to-
date information synchronised in advance. Besides the tourism and LSAR
case, a healthcare example and a business case will serve as further examples in
Section ..

4.1.2. TheWiPo Process

e WiPo process is generic in nature and not use case dependant. However,
the actual implementation will always have to consider domain specifics and
employ domain experts when being developed. Here, the overall process will
be described from a searcher’s point of view rather than from a curator’s view
because, although the process of curation is an important part of the overall
process, the ultimate goal is to satisfy users’ needs.

SourceRepository

WebSearchRetrieval 
DataMining&Curation

UserInput

(Offline) 
Search  
Results

UserProfile

ErrorMsg

Advanced 
SearchInput

Curated 
Database

XOR

InputSpecification

LogIn 
Credentials

TypeOfCuration

CuratedDBSearch

Garbage

NewSeed 
URLs

XOR

LogIn
UserSession

Figure 4.2.: Overall WiPo Process.

e overall WiPo process is demonstrated in Figure .. First, users provide
LogInCredentials – in form of a user name and password combination – which
can be either wrong, resulting in an ErrorMsg, or correct, resulting in a UserSes-
sion. e UserSession is processed by the abstraction InputSpecification which
also takes UserInput into account. If the UserInput is erroneous, an ErrorMsg is
produced. Otherwise,AdvancedSearchInput is produced and theUserProfile is up-
dated if necessary. AdvancedSearchInput is then read by the abstraction Curated-
DBSearch which queries the curated DB and produces (Offline)SearchResults. It
is then consumed by the abstraction WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation,
the core component of theWiPo-Process. In fact, it does not maer which of the
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two (CuratedDBSearch or WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation) consumes
the AdvancedSearchInput, it only has to be accessible by both to be eventually
consumed.e WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation component is depend-
ent on the TypeOfCuration which determines whether curation is done auto-
matically, by a human individual, or a crowd. It further takes NewSeedURLs as
additional input and updates the SourceRepository as well as the CuratedData-
base. As not all retrieved content classifies as high-quality and ends up in the
CuratedDatabase, it also produces some Garbage.

eWiPo process can be mapped to the Curation Lifecycle Model by the Brit-
ish DCC [DDCed] presented in Section ... However, it was not modelled on
it, as it is the primary aim of WiPo to curate information on a topic of interest –
not archive data. e mapping of WiPo to the Curation Lifecycle Model can be
found in Table .. However, some of the tasks are only represented in refine-
ments.

Table 4.2.: Comparison between the WiPo Process and the Curation Lifecycle Model.

WiPo Curation Lifecycle Model [DDCed]

Web Crawling Create or Receive
Curation Appraise & Select
ContentExtraction and Curation Ingest
Curation Preservation Action
CuratedDatabase Store
CuratedDBSearch Access, Use, Reuse
Curation Transform

Having outlined, the overall process in the preceding paragraphs, now, all ab-
stractions will be discussed in more detail.

InputSpecification. Once users are logged in, they have to provide UserInput
through a suitable GUI. Unlike traditional search engines, which commonly only
support keywords and the ability to only search a given domain, WiPo supports
four types of ValidSearchInput. Besides Keyword (in a given query syntax), these
are a list of URLs, personal Files or UserProfileData. In the case of UserProfileData,
the UserProfile is updated. is input is first checked for validity by testing if
keywords are present and form a valid query or that supplied URLs are valid. If
the UserInput is not valid, an ErrorMsg is produced. In a valid case, users either
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provided ValidSearchInput, i. e., actually wanted to perform a search, or Valid-
UserProfileData to later enhance their search results by telling the system to
particularly look for content related to their personal interests. e ValidUser-
ProfileData is matched against the UserSession and the according UserProfile is
updated. ValidSearchInput, which contains at least Keywords but possibly also
URLs and Files, is processed by the abstraction PrepareSearchInput which pro-
duces a SearchInput-document. is document is taken and combined with rel-
evant information from the UserProfile to form AdvancedSearchInput. e input
specification process is illustrated in Figure ..

MatchUser

PrepareSearchInputCheckForValidity

ValidSearchInputUserInput SearchInput Advanced 
SearchInput

UserProfile

ErrorMsg

CombineInputs

ValidUserProfileData

UseSession

XOR

Figure 4.3.: WiPo: Input Specification.

PrepareSearchInput, as depicted in Figure ., does the following: First, the Val-
idSearchInput document is split and the three types of input are processed. URLs
are crawled and the results are fed into the StandardiseDocuments-transition.
Furthermore, they are consumed by the CombineInputs-transition which creates
the combined SearchInput of all input types. Files undergo the same Standard-
iseDocuments-process where they are transformed into a standard format, e. g.,
XML or key-value-pairs in JSON. ese StandardisedDocuments are then pro-
cessed, together with the UserProfile in order to determine SearchTopics – i. e.,
topics of interest to the user –, and kept to become part of the SearchInput.

Finally, Keywords, i. e., the users’ search query, will also be used to determine
SearchTopics and also to set Pre-Filters which limit search results by time, locality
or similar. Eventually, Keywords and Pre-Filters are included in the SearchInput,
too.
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Figure 4.4.: WiPo: Search Input Preparation.

..

Example

A tourist is searching for an adventure hiking trip through the New Zealand out-
back. They supply the search string “one week hiking trip NZ North Island bush”,
provide a list of New Zealand tourism URLs they consider helpful, and a holiday
diary entry from a friend who recently did a similar trip. From the files (diary), the
keywords and the crawled websites, the topics NZ bush, hiking, and canoeing can
be extracted. From the keywords pre-filters are derived that set the duration to ap-
proximately one week and the location to New Zealand’s North Island. All of this
information is then forwarded to the next processing steps.

WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation. is is the abstraction containing
WiPo’s core components – as depicted in Figure . –, namely SourceSelection,
which provides EnhancedSelectedSources based on AdvancedSearchInput as well
as updates the SourceRepository; WebRetrieval, which takes EnhancedSelected-
Sources to deliverCrawlResults;DataMining,which transformsCrawlResults into
DataMiningResults; and Curation, which creates curated documents and updates
the CuratedDatabase based on the DataMiningResults and the TypeOfCuration.
Furthermore, Curation takes NewSeedURLs as input and updates the SourceRe-
pository. Since not all content created is eventually turned into documents for
the CuratedDatabase, some Garbage is also produced. To keep the CuratedData-
base up-to-date, the auxiliary transition, Maintenance, regularly re-feeds URLs
from the SourceRepository into the whole process as EnhancedSelectedSources in
order to keep the content of the CuratedDatabase as recent as possible. To this
end, it regularly checks the timestamps of sources, using their last crawl date,
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and adds them as EnhancedSelectedSources if they are above a certain threshold.
e check for timestamps can be implemented as a filter known from XML nets,
as discussed in Section ..

WebRetrieval

NewSeedURLsSourceRepository

Enriched 
Selected 
Sources

Garbage
DataMiningSourceSelection

Advanced 
SearchInput

Maintenance

Curation

TypeOfCuration

Curated 
Database

Crawl Results Mining Results

Figure 4.5.: WiPo: Web Search, Retrieval, Data Mining & Curation.

e first step of WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation is SourceSelection,
which is used to determine the most suitable Web sources from the SourceRe-
pository in order to satisfy the information needs expressed by the user. As
can be seen in Figure ., this is achieved using SearchTopics, the UserProfile,
Keywords, and Pre-Filters, all of which are previously compiled into Advanced-
SearchInput. ese pieces of information are then combined into one Addition-
alInfo-document. While SelectSources only reads the tokens, CombineToInfo ac-
tually consumes them. us, it has to be programmatically ensured that only
information that has been read can be consumed.
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Selected 
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OR
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SearchInput

CombineToESS

CombineToInfo

SplitAdvanced 
Input

URLs

MakeDocument 
SelectedSources

Keywords

Figure 4.6.: WiPo: Source Selection.

StandardisedDocuments are directly transformed into SelectSources, while
URLs are checked first to see whether they already are contained in the SourceRe-
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pository and then added if required. Only then, they are transformed into Select-
Sources. At this point, it is worth noting that URLs can be contained in two
ways in SelectSources, once as URL and once as standardised document (i. e.,
the document behind the URL). Even though this might be confusing at first, it
is sensible as, in this way, the document available at the URL can be used for
an in-depth analysis during DataMining (see Figure .) while the URL itself
can be used as a seed for focused crawling going beyond the actual document
(see Figure .). Finally, SelectSources are combined with AdditionalInfo to form
EnhancedSelectedSources(ESS).

..

Example

At the end of this step, the EnhancedSelectedSources contain URLs from the sys-
tem – for example tourismwebsites as well as general hiking and canoeing sites –
as well as the user supplied URLs and standardised user files.

Next isWebRetrieval. Here,URLs and StandardisedDocuments – if present – are
separated from AdditionalInfo, which is always present, thus, an inclusive OR
operation. Available URLs undergo a FocusedWebCrawling, which also follows
out-links of the given URL. In this way, it creates a much broader basis than
the individual crawl carried out in PrepareSearchInput (see Figure .). Further-
more, FocusedWebCrawling takes the AdditionalInfo into account and is there-
fore muchmore focused on the actual query and the user preferences. Moreover,
as a side-effect, FocusedWebCrawling creates meta data for the SourceRepository
such as crawl timestamps. Implicitly, FocusedWebCrawling returns results in the
same format as all other StandardisedDocuments. If some of those have been
passed to WebRetrieval, they are joined with the crawl results.

From all these documents, the content is extracted and combined with the
original StandardisedDocuments and the AdditionalInfo to create the CrawlRes-
ult-tokens. StandardisedDocuments are kept as there is a possibility that further
data mining steps can make use of them. Content, in this context, refers to the
actual content of the documents as well as meaningful annotations such as tags
and a reference to the original source, but not to other meta data contained
in the document, such as menu structures of websites. All this is illustrated in
Figure ., where it can also be seen that the two main transactions of this pro-
cess can be refined; this, however, is use-case-dependent and has therefore been
omied in this instance.
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Figure 4.7.: WiPo: Web Retrieval.

As soon as CrawlResult-documents are available, DataMining, as depicted in
Figure ., takes over. Obviously, it is not feasible to show all possible data min-
ing techniques in this process. As a consequence, Clustering, LinkAnalysis, and
EntityExtraction have been chosen as examples, but other methods are also pos-
sible alternatives. In this case, they would just be added parallel to the depicted
methods. Additionally, it would be possible to conduct some steps in sequence.
As with the other steps, the input document (in this case CrawlResults) is split
in its relevant parts. en, StandardisedDocuments go directly into LinkAnalysis
resulting in CurationMetaInformation, i. e., information that is valuable for cur-
ators but is not a candidate in itself. For instance, link analysis results tell cur-
ators how documents and entities relate to each other but this is not informa-
tion that can be viewed as a document on its own. Similarly, AdditionalInfo is
transformed into CurationMetaInformation. Before this is done, AdditionalInfo
and Content are processed by Clustering, EntityExtraction, and CreateCandidate-
FromContent. While the laer simply takes the content and transforms it into
a Candidate, EntityExtraction analyses the content and tries to find meaningful
entities and descriptions which become Candidates. Clustering reads the same
inputs but produces CurationMetaInformation rather than actual Candidates.

Content and AdditionalInfo are only read by transitions but never consumed
to ensure the information is available to all DataMining steps that need it. To
prevent documents piling up in these places, a garbage collection has to run
in the background, which has been omied in the illustration for simplicity
reasons. Finally, Candidates and CurationMetaInformation are then combined
to form MiningResults which are then passed on.
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Figure 4.8.: WiPo: Data Mining.

..

Example

After crawling the selected sources and retrieving the documents, content about
hiking and adventure tour providers can be extracted and Candidates derived.
EntityExtraction extracts individual providers and their services. Furthermore, a
LinkAnalysis provides insights regarding the importance of individual providers.

Last in line is Curation (illustrated in Figure .), which is highly dependent
on the TypeOfCuration. As pointed out previously, Curation can be done either
manually, by individual experts or a crowd, or algorithmically. However, this
differentiation mostly affects the actual implementation rather than the overall
processes. is is made evident in the illustration by indicating that all trans-
itions have a refinement that takes the Type of Curation into account. However,
since these refinements are mainly concerned with the question of which user
interface to present and when to apply which algorithm, this does not help the
understanding of the overall process flow and is therefore omied. For now, the
TypeOfCuration will be seen as externally given and depending on the use case.

One curation task independent of the actual search process is the AddToRe-
pository transition, the task of which is to add NewSeedURLs to the repository
that can then be automatically crawled through the Maintenance mechanism, as
shown in Figure ..

When MiningResults arrive from DataMining, the first action to be taken is
to check their quality, which can either lead to a GoodCandidate or to Garbage.
Similarly, GoodCandidates and sources form the SourceRepository are re-checked
from time to time. is process step ensures that the same or very similar con-
tent is not entered as candidate more than once. To keep the illustration in Fig-
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ure . simple, it is supposed that both CurationMetaInformation and Candidates
are contained in the GoodCandidates tokens. As an alternative, they could be
passed on aer a quality check into their own places, which in turn would be
connected to all curation transitions that now only one place is connected to.

GoodCandidates serve as input for the actual curation tasks, leading to curated
documents stored in the CuratedDatabase. ese tasks are CreateCuratedDocu-
ment and CombineManyCandidatesToCuratedDocuments, as well as AddContent-
ToExistingDocument. e first two are put-connections, whereas the laer is an
update-connection to the CuratedDatabase.

XORXOR

Figure 4.9.: WiPo: Curation.

It should be pointed out that candidates are only read by these transitions,
which means they can be used multiple times. To ensure they do not become
outdated in the course of time they are regularly fed back into alityCheck.
is can be considered a timestamp-based filter on the connection from Good-
Candidates to alityCheck.

ere are two more curation tasks: LinkExistingDocuments and ality-
CheckCurated, which do not involve GoodCandidates. ese are mainly con-
cerned with managing curated documents in the CuratedDatabase. LinkExist-
ingDocuments, the step in which documents that are related are also linked,

 Linking, as an example, takes CurationMetaInformation into account which is not depicted for the
sake of a good overview.
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updates the curated database, while alityCheckCurated is the only step to
remove objects from the database. Conversely, Linking is the only transition
that does not write back meta data about curated objects, such as used parts of
candidates and the like, to the SourceRepository.

..

Example

Some of the obtained results are discarded because they do not meet the level of
expectation. All other results, become Good Candidates. Subsequently, an expert
creates new documents for each tour provider discovered, as well as a single doc-
ument containing links to the respective individual documents. Also, documents
about canoeing and hiking in general are created during curation.

CuratedDBSearch Last in the sequence is the actual CuratedDBSearch presen-
ted in Figure ..is step takes the AdvancedSearchInput and converts it into a
query. For instance, Keywords could be the basis for the query, enhanced by the
calculated Pre-Filters or some UserProfile information, such as personal prefer-
ences.e composed query is then run against an Index built by an AutomatedIn-
dexer based on all documents within the CuratedDatabase. e result of this step
is DocumentIDs. Next, the relevant documents are pulled from the CuratedData-
base and form the PossibleResults.ese undergo a Ranking based on the UserPro-
file, leading to SearchResults.e Ranking, detailed in Figure . in Section ..,
is strongly implementation dependent. Users can then provide feedback which
implicitly updates their preferences. Furthermore, users can choose to synchron-
ise selected results – or even all of them – with their mobile device in order to
access them when being offline, leading to (Offline)SearchResults.
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QueryIndex
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SearchInput
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Results
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Results
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Figure 4.10.: WiPo: Search.
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Example

Given the user query “oneweek hiking trip NZNorth Island bush”, the indexwould
return DocumentIDs, and eventually documents, on hiking tours as well as addi-
tional documents on the New Zealand bush such as national parks on the North
Island, retrieved from the Curated Database. These include, for instance, the just
created document containing all tour providers and also individual documents,
containing particularly interesting tour providers separately. Since the user has
previouslymadeexplicit to the system that they are interested in theMaori culture,
tours containing Maori culture will be ranked higher in the Ranking step, despite
“Maori” not being contained in the query. The results are ranked and presented to
the user, who can then rate the results in order to provide feedback to the system
by explicating their linking of the results. Just before boarding the plane to New
Zealand the user opts to download all potentially interesting documents to their
mobile device to continue reading on their way.

4.2. TheWiPo Architecture

is section is dedicated to describing the current implementation of WiPo and
parts of this section have been previously published in [SGH+b; SGH+a;
SGH+]. In order to keep the implementation project to a manageable size, the
first prototypical implementation has some restrictions compared to the pro-
cesses described in the previous section. While the overall WiPo process has
been implemented, some transitions and refinements have only been realised
rudimentarily, sometimes omiing functionality. is is evident from the illus-
tration in Figure ., where parts that are not fully functional yet are coloured
in light grey. On the highest level, the only indicator for this is the fact that
TypeOfCuration is not yet existent, therefore, manual curation by an expert is
presumed throughout the entire process of curation.

e remainder of this section will focus on the actual implementation and
will refer to the process view, only when appropriate. Furthermore, this section
focuses on the architecture and interrelation of the used components rather than
on implementation details, such as source code. Finally, one should bear in mind
that the implementation of a working prototype for further experiments was
done in a way that aimed at reusing as many existing tools as sensibly possible.
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e overall WiPo architecture – depicted in Figure . – follows the client
server principle. To this end, a Representational State Transfer (REST) Web in-
terface () has been developed that can be accessed by an arbitrary application
(). For the first prototype a decision was taken to implement a browser-based
client () which is fed by a server-side Web GUI dispatching module () because
of the wide-spread use of browsers today.

XORXOR

Figure 4.11.: The WiPo Process as Implemented.

e server infrastructure, which has been built in a modular fashion to
provide the functionality as outlined in Section ., can be accessed through
the Web interface () which is supported by user management (). e core
component – as shown in Figure . – is the curated database (). It is fed
by curation (), which in turn receives input from the candidate database ().
is database is fed by data collection (), composed of scheduler, crawler, data
extraction, and the source repository. Providing search functionality to users is
done by the search module () which relies on an index () that is constantly
updated from the curated database ().

In order to describe this unique and complex system architecture, the client
and its connection to the server will first be elaborated upon. Next, data col-
lection is discussed, followed by an outline of the implementation of curation,
before the section concludes with a detailed description of implemented search
functionality.

4.2.1. Client-Side

eclient side serves as ameans for both searchers and curators to communicate
with the system. It is accessed through the GUI, the main task of which is to
simplify user interactions with the rather complex underlying infrastructure.

 Numbers in parentheses in the following description refer to Figure ..
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Figure 4.12.:WiPoModule Overview, Adapted from [SGH+14a] (numbers are explained
in the text).

e prototypical implementation uses a browser-based Web GUI ( & ),
rather than building the entire soware client within the browser, for instance,
using JavaScript. A server-side PHP H P (PHP)-proxy

 http://php.net/, accessed: --.
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using K and the PHP implementation of  was developed to
ensure compliance with the same-origin-policy enforced by JavaScript while
allowing for the GUI and the WiPo core system to reside on different machines,
which is necessary for the scalability of the system.

For browser implementation, the standard tools HTML and JavaScript were
used, in particular the following libraries and frameworks: ,  UI,
and B. Nevertheless, as pointed out earlier, an arbitrary application
() can be developed as a user front-end, as long as it is able to communicate
with REST Web services implemented in the Web Interface ().

e REST Web interface () is the interlink between any client and the core
system. As such, its main task is to forward requests from clients to the accord-
ing internal module. It has been implemented as Java servlets, using T

as a servlet container and the J framework for implementing RESTful
Web services in Java.

e User Management () is an adjacent module to the Web Interface. It takes
care of registering new users and creating all necessary entries, such as pro-
file data in an internally maintained user database, implemented using P
SQL. Subsequently, user access and session management (using T), as
well as user maintenance, are also done by this module.

4.2.2. Data Collection

Data Collection () is part of the WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation step
of the overall process. Similar to it, theWebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation
step, the refinement of which is depicted in Figure ., is implemented but lim-
ited to manual curation. However, this is only relevant for the curation step that
will be discussed in Section ... More precisely, Data Collection is equivalent
to the steps Web Search, Retrieval, Data Mining of Figure . or Figure .,
respectively.

In order to be able to explain the implementation of data collection, it is im-
portant to first describe how the Input is generated. InputSpecification as a whole
has been implemented but it does not yet consider the UserProfile as part of the
 http://kohanaframework.org/, accessed: --.
 http://curl.haxx.se/libcurl/, accessed: --.
 http://www.jquery.com, accessed: --.
 http://http://www.jqeryui.com, accessed: --.
 http://getbootstrap.com/, accessed: --.
 http://tomcat.apache.org/, accessed: --.
 http://jersey.java.net/, accessed: --.
 http://www.postgresql.org/, accessed: --.
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Figure 4.13.: WiPo: Web Search, Retrieval, Data Mining & Curation as Implemented.

AdvancedSearchInput as depicted in Figure .. However, the profile can be up-
dated for laer use in the ranking step (see Figure . in Section .. ). ere
are also limitations to the supported input types; thus, PrepareSearchInput has
been implemented in a scaffoldmanner, which causes some limitations shown in
Figure .. As of now, Keywords and URLs are supported but not Files. Further-
more, neither are URLs pre-crawled nor are keywords pre-processed. is also
implies that no StandardisedDocuments are created and that SearchTopics are
not yet being determined. As a consequence, there is no differentiation between
SearchInput and AdvancedSearchInput.

XOR

Figure 4.14.: WiPo Input Preparation as Implemented.

Consequently, only Keywords and URLs can be considered when selecting
sources. Indeed, the SourceSelection is limited to adding URLs to the repository
and choosing them as SelectedSources. Currently, URLs are added to the source
repository, if not already contained, and are then piped to the DataMining pro-
cess. No other selection of sources is in place at the moment. As a consequence,
EnhancedSelectedSources are in fact not enhanced at the moment but the term is
used for consistency (see Figure .).
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OROR XOR

Figure 4.15.: WiPo: Search Input Preparation as Implemented.

To obtain documents from selected source URLs, the crawler Apache N

is used for FocusedWebCrawling (see Figure .), i. e., it downloads websites
and stores them as dump files on the WiPo server. Given that selected sources
are not only user-provided but can also be sources that should be updated, the
whole crawling process is managed by a scheduler daemon that creates so-called
CrawlJobs, which are then executed by the crawler. However, this additional
meta information (last crawl time, etc.) is contained within the SourceRepository.
us, the crawl is not focused by AdditionalInfo.

OR

OR

OR

Figure 4.16.: WiPo Source Selection as Implemented.

 https://Nutch.apache.org/, accessed: --.
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Given that the crawler is not focused in the sense that it decides autonom-
ously on the relevance of crawled documents, it is depicted here as a standard
transition rather than as an abstraction (cf. Figure .).

e daemon differentiates between three types of CrawlJobs: UserCrawl-
Jobs, ReCrawlJobs, and DataCrawlJobs. e laer two are automated using the
 S, which corresponds to the maintenance step from Fig-
ure .. All CrawlJobs are managed in a priority queue and are presented here
adapted from [SGH+b]:

UserCrawlJobs are created when users add one or more URLs to their search
which are unknown to the system (CheckIfURLInRepo in Figure .).
Once received, the scheduler creates a UserCrawlJob for these URLs with
the highest priority. is implies that UserCrawlJobs are executed before
any other CrawlJob to ensure that users receive their desired information
as quickly as possible.

ReCrawlJobs are used to update outdated data – based on the last crawl time-
stamp longer than a pre-set threshold. All outdated URLs are added to the
ReCrawlJobs which is then added to the scheduler’s priority queue with
medium priority.

DataCrawlJobs are used to enrich the WiPo database with new information.
ey have the lowest priority of all CrawlJobs.

OR

OR

Figure 4.17.: WiPo: Web Retrieval as Implemented.

e first two CrawlJobs have a depth of , which means that only the given
URLs are crawled. In contrast to this, DataCrawlJobs have a configurable depth
greater than , which means that out links from the provided URLs are also

 http://quartz-scheduler.org/, accessed: --.
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crawled. Given that there are no search topics, this crawling cannot be con-
sidered focused in any way other than being steered by the URLs fed to the
crawler. Yet, as a step of the crawling process, meta data is extracted, which in-
cludes, for example, fetch time and last modified date. is meta information is
stored in a PSQL database known as the source repository from the Petri
Net representation (see Figure .). Aer the crawler successfully downloads a
page its content is extracted. Within this step, the content is stripped from all
unnecessary information including mark-up languages. e biggest challenge
in this process is the extraction of content from HTML irrespective of whether
it complies with World Wide Web Consortium (WC) standards. A further chal-
lenge is thatWeb pages commonly containmenu structures, advertisements and
similar non-content-related data. In the first prototype, B was used
to detect and remove non-content. Given its simplicity, it was decided to depict
this transition as a standard transition, similar to FocusedWebCrawling.

e CrawlType is also used to prioritise a curator’s work, similar to the way
crawls of different types are executed with different priorities. To achieve this
prioritisation, results from different CrawlTypes are presented separately to cur-
ators so that they can aend to user requests first and to other tasks later.

Furthermore, DataMining has not been fully developed yet and currently, Cur-
ationMetaInformation is not being generated. As depicted in Figure ., from
the process point of view, DataMining is restricted to create candidate docu-
ments from CrawlResults which is the only output of this process.

XOR

Figure 4.18.: WiPo: Data Mining as Implemented.

 http://code.google.com/p/boilerpipe/, accessed: --.
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4.2.3. Curation

e WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation process, depicted in Figure .,
shows that the curationmodule () is the link between MiningResults in the form
of candidates (candidate database; ) and the curated databases (). It enables
curators to build curated documents from candidates in a number of ways (see
Figure .) by interacting with an advanced GUI, illustrated in Figure .. As
a side product of curation, meta data is generated during these steps and stored
in the source repository.

XORXOR

Figure 4.19.: WiPo: Curation as Implemented.

Curation is nearly completely implemented as presented in Figure ., which
fulfils the main aim of the prototype development. However, there are two
minor limitations; CurationMetaInformation cannot be considered because it is
not provided by previous steps and, at present, only human expert curation is
implemented, despite the overall concept incorporating other forms of curation,
such as the crowd or algorithmic curation.us, at themomentmost of the tasks
are not supported by algorithms, which is a number one priority for future work.

Candidate and curated database are both instances of DB, a schema
free document-oriented Not only SQL (NoSQL) database, with a JSON document
structure used for both candidate and curated documents. All curation tasks –

 https://www.mongodb.org/, accessed: --.
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such as creating curated documents, quality checks on candidate and curated
documents, extending curated documents with new content, and linking exist-
ing documents – are implemented by this module. When creating new curated
documents – whether they come from an individual or from multiple sources –
curators have two options. Either they use the entire document or only relevant
paragraphs, referred to as sections.

Figure 4.20.: Screenshot of the WiPo Curation Interface.

In order to keep the time-consuming curation workload manageable, curat-
ors can choose how curated content is handled when the underlying source(s)
change(s). e following options are available:

Keep e curated text remains in the curated database as it was created, even
if the original source(s) change(s).

Notify Also called re-present; once the underlying sources have changed they
are presented again to curators so that they can decide what to do when
they see the changes.

Auto Changes to the underlying sources are propagated to the curated database
without being double-checked by a curator.
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With auto-updating it is important to identify individual text segments of cur-
ated documents. is is achieved by determining so-called tokens (text strings)
before and aer the segments in the original source. In short, the update process
works as follows.When a URL is re-crawled, the document as a whole is checked
for changes by comparing the hash of the first crawl (stored in the source repos-
itory) with the newly crawled data hash. If a change is detected, the response
depends on whether segments have been registered for this document. If no
segments are registered, the candidate document can be updated right away.
However, if the document has changes and was used in segments, the tokens
have to be identified in the re-crawled document. If tokens can be found, the up-
date follows the mechanism specified by curators (keep, notify, auto), if not, the
document changes into the notify state. If tokens cannot be uniquely identified,
the most likely text segment is searched for. More information on tokens and
how they are determined and found is provided in [SGH+b].

Once a text segment has been found, it is processed according to the mechan-
ism specified by the curator. If a notification is required, the changes are wrien
back to the CandidateDB with the status notify. If no notification is required, it is
checked whether an auto-update is desired or not. In the first case, changes are
propagated to the curated database directly. In the laer, changes are discarded.
e exact way of how changes are propagated is illustrated by the set of rules,
depicted in Figure ..
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Figure 4.21.: WiPo: Update Cycle.
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4.2.4. Search

e search process has been fully implemented as depicted in Figure .. Be-
fore a search can be conducted, curated documents have to be indexed (). To do
so, the AutomatedIndexer implemented as MC, continuously
running in the background, updates the employed S Index whenever the
DB holding the curated database changes. e index contains only Doc-
umentIDs but not actual documents.

e search module () is the central element for searchers to interact with
the WiPo system. It is implemented in a way that it is responsible for the trans-
itions CheckValidity and PrepareSearchInput from Figure . and Figure .,
respectively, which describe the InputPreparation step as well as for the actual
search illustrated in Figure ..

is means, the search module receives the user-supplied Keywords and sep-
arates them from the supplied URLs.While URLs are validated and forwarded to
WebSearchRetrievalDataMining&Curation, eries are built from the Keywords
and sent to the S Index which responds with relevant DocumentIDs. Sub-
sequently, PossibleResults are retrieved from the curated database.
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Figure 4.22.: WiPo: Search as Implemented.

Aer the retrieval of relevant documents, ranking takes place. is is done
in a number of strictly linear steps, which allow for easy integration of new
ranking steps and removal of those which are obsolete. Starting with all Possi-
bleResults, documents that a user has previously marked irrelevant (hidden) are
excluded, leading to PreliminaryResults. en, documents and their keywords
are ranked according to user preferences, i. e., the interest they stated in their
UserProfile, producing RankedResults. A second ranking step reorganises the
result-set according to former ratings resulting in RankedResults. Finally, the
linked documents are loaded to complete the SearchResult. e process is depic-

 https://github.com/10gen-labs/mongo-connector, accessed: --.
 https://lucene.apache.org/Solr/, accessed: --.
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ted in Figure .. In the figure, the modularity can clearly be seen by the strict
linearity of transitions. Also, it is evident how simple it is to add more modules.
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Figure 4.23.: WiPo: Ranking.

As a means to make results available offline, search results can be stored to
the note-taking soware E, as evident in the overall search process
shown in Figure .. Currently, this is not technically part of the search module
and is handled by the Web Interface (), which acts as an intermediary between
theWeb GUI and the E API. Similarly, UserFeedback is processed by the
Web Interface ().

4.3. Comparison of SelectedWiPo Scenarios

Having discussed the approach and the implementation in some detail, this sec-
tion is dedicated to exploring sample use cases to which WiPo can be applied.
As stated in Section .., WiPo can provide the biggest benefits if a number of
sources are to be tapped and integrated, regardless of whether users are con-
sumers, businesses, or even authorities or Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs). D  . [DRSV] demonstrated how WiPo can be applied to
tourism (leisure consumers), healthcare (patients, i. e., health service consumers),
and N Z L S  R (LSAR), i. e., an NGO. In
this section, these previous examples are extended by studying a business case,
namely that of a company making use of WiPo in their environment analysis.

Together with the addition of one case, the comparison modus has been over-
hauled and has been placed on a more profound foundation. To this end, ideas
from strategic management have been borrowed and applied to the use case ana-
lysis in order to allow for a more in-depth comparison.emethod is developed
and described in Section ... Subsequently, the four cases will be discussed;
commencing with the LSAR case (Section ..) which, representatively for
all cases, has been evaluated in-depth by means of an expert interview study
(Section ..). ereaer, the cases tourism, healthcare, and business will be
 http://evernote.com/, accessed: --.
 https://www.landsar.org.nz/, accessed: --.
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discussed in Section .., Section .., and Section .., respectively. is is
followed by an overall comparison in Section ...

4.3.1. ComparisonMethod

Strategic management is a holistic approach to medium and long-term busi-
ness management which looks at future states and investigates what this means
for the business today, rather than forecasting from the current state onwards
[Bala]. e approach can be viewed as a three-step process [Bala], consist-
ing of:

. Information Analysis,

. Strategic Concept,

. Strategy Implementation.

Information Analysis gathers strategy relevant information and prepares it for
the following strategic management steps. e Strategic Concept phase is about
turning this information into different strategic steering options and choosing
the most appropriate one. Finally, Strategy Implementation is concerned with
bringing the strategy into operation and controlling if, and how, it takes effect.

It is obvious that the Strategic Concept and Strategy Implementation are not
suitable for a use case comparison; however, in strategic management various
tools exist to support Information Analysis which can also serve as framework
for a use case comparison. is first step comprises the sub-steps Environment
Analysis, Enterprise Analysis and Strategic Analysis [Bala]. Since the laer is
concerned with combining information gained through the first two means and
transforming them into strategy-relevant information, it does not provide signi-
ficant added value to the context analysis aimed at here.is leaves the first two,
Environment Analysis and Enterprise Analysis, as possible tools for a use case
analysis which aims to provide a means to compare cases in order to identify
similarities and differences. Readers interested in a more in-depth discussion of
strategic management are referred to [Bala; Gou; BH].

While the Environment Analysis is generally seen to return Opportunities and
reats, the Enterprise Analysis is supposed to deliver Strength and Weaknesses,
which can then be combined into a SWOT analysis, where SWOT is an abbre-
viation of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, reats [Bala; Gou]. On its
own, a SWOT analysis is rather generic and will, therefore, not be applied here.
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Nevertheless, there are means to structure internal and external factors, which
will be discussed in the remainder of this section.

G [Gou] identifies the following internal factors: People, Finance, Com-
pany or Brand Image, Infrastructure and Scale, Specific Expertise, Total Proposition,
and Customer Experience. Whilst the first four factors are not particularly applic-
able to WiPo, the laer three are unique propositions of WiPo and shall hence
be analysed in the comparison.

In contrast B [Bala] approaches internal factors from a high-level
view. He looks at resources and skills which can be mapped to people and in-
frastructure of G [Gou] and are, thus, not of interest. Furthermore, he
suggests strategic success position which is not really applicable to the case com-
parison applied here, given that it is about use cases and not about businesses.
B [Bala] also proposes unique capabilities and core competences. To
detect these capabilities and competences he suggests using a check-list based
approach or the value chain approach developed by P [Por]. However,
these approaches really look into business organisation which is non-existent
here. erefore, for now Customer Experience, Specific Expertise, and Total Pro-
position will be kept in mind, given that core competences and unique capabilities
can be mapped to Specific Expertise and Total Proposition.

With regard to external factors, G [Gou] considers the following en-
vironments: Political, Economic, Technological, Social and Cultural, and Compet-
itive. Similarly, B  H [BH] suggest investigating Technolo-
gical Change, Demographic Trends, Cultural Trends, Economic Climate, Legal and
Political Conditions, and Specific International Events.

Conversely, B [Bala] suggests analysing Stakeholders, Customers
and Output Markets, Competitors and Industry, and the General Environment in
order to conduct a Scenario Analysis. Contradictory to the use case comparison
intended in this work, their suggested scenario analysis aims at identifying and
comparing likely future developments of the company, which is not applicable
here. Given that besides the operator of aWiPo instance, the customers and sup-
pliers, no further relevant stakeholders exist, a stakeholder analysis is not really
necessary. Nevertheless, it makes sense to look at those stakeholders identified.

While markets will mainly be determined by the use case in question, it is in-
teresting to look at what products can be offered to customers and how they can
be characterised in terms of willingness to pay. For analysing competitors and
the industry, an analysis according to P’s  Forces [Por; Por; Por]
can be used. is technique explores actual competition in a given market in-
fluenced by potential new competitors, suppliers, buyers, and substitute goods. It
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seems unnecessary to conduct a full analysis according to this schema but it
should be kept in mind that it makes sense to look at the competition and po-
tential substitutes, as well as customers.

As far as the general environment is concerned, B [Bala] sug-
gests similar dimension as G [Gou]; namely Ecological, Technological,
Economic, and Social sectors.

Although the works cited here do not refer to the external analysis by name,
what they are essentially doing is an analysis of the PEST dimensions (Political,
Economic, Social, Technological) or a derivation thereof.

In  A [Agu] was most likely the first to identify these dimen-
sions as relevant when scanning the business environment, although he did not
use the acronym PEST. Furthermore, he mentioned the dimensions science, in
connection with technology, and demographics, in conjunction with social as-
pects.

PEST and its derivations such as PESTEL (Political, Economic, Social, Tech-
nological, Environmental, Legal) are acronyms of the external dimensions they
consider. PEST or PESTEL are described extensively in [CPT; Gil] but also
in [BF] focusing on Social, Technological, Economic, Ethical, Political (STEEP)
dimensions. is method is also discussed on numerous management oriented
websites, such as S M  [Jur], the C
I  P  D (CIPD) [CIP], and RBI
[Rap]. Today, various forms of this approach exist; here, a short list is given
based on S M  [Jur], backed by other sources as
cited:

PEST = STEP = ETPS = Political, Economic, Social/Socio-Cultural,
Technological [CPT; BF; CIP; Rap]

STEEP = PEST + Ethical [BF]
STEEPLE = PEST + Environmental + Legal + Ethical [CIP; Rap; CPT]
STEEPLED = STEEPLE + Demographic
SLEPT = PEST + Legal
PESTEL = PESTLE = PEST + Environmental + Legal [CPT; CIP; Rap]
PESTELI = PESTEL + Industry analysis
PESTLIED = PESTEL + International + Demographic [CPT]
LONGPEST = Local + National + Global + PEST

 http://www.strategicmanagementinsight.com, accessed: --.
 http://www.cipd.co.uk, accessed: --.
 https://rapidbi.com/, accessed: --.
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Together, this results in the following potentially relevant dimensions: Polit-
ical, Economic, Social / Socio-Cultural, Technological, Environmental, Legal, In-
dustry, Ethical, Demographic, International, Local, National, and Global. Structur-
ing the analysis in such a way helps to ensure that nothing of importance is
omied and that the analysis is not too narrow [CIP]. Furthermore, because
it is aimed at an analysis framework for use cases, the differentiation between
external and internal factors will be omied. However, input from both streams
will be used to develop the final framework.

Not all of the aforementioned dimensions are relevant in the context of WiPo,
therefore, a meaningful subset has to be chosen. Looking at the presented use
cases as well as the general purpose of WiPo, International, Local, National, and
Global factors are not relevant, as WiPo is targeted at niche domains and not a
globally operating organisation.us, the scope of these dimensions is too wide.

Here, the Technical dimension focuses on the infrastructure and implement-
ation of WiPo rather than on external technology changes as originally inten-
ded in [CPT]. is can also be seen as part of the Specific Expertise mentioned
earlier. Another part of this expertise is the curators and the organisation behind
them, which are also relevant in the context ofWiPo. If to be subsumed in one of
the dimensions, this fits well into the Economic dimension – bearing inmind that
the internal-external-divide has been waived. e Economic dimension usually
considers the overall economy such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth
[CPT], nevertheless, here it will be re-interpreted to also take into account the
business perspective in terms of organisational structure and potential business
models. However, no in-depth business analysis is to be expected. Furthermore,
the Industry perspective including Potential Substitutes and competition is con-
sidered part of the economic dimension. Hence, this dimension will be referred
to as Economic / Business.

e Social dimension looks at external people such as customers or poten-
tial customers [CPT]; in this framework it will include relevant Demographic
factors, as proposed in [CPT]. As a consequence, this dimension is concerned
with customers in particular, not society as a whole, for example buying habits
and educational level as discussed in [Jur], will not be part of this dimension.
In addition, potential factors influencing curators will be discussed.

A PEST analysis does not differentiate between Political and Legal dimen-
sions, only considering Political factors. is is also reasonable here as it can
be argued that political issues are future laws. While it might be important to
differentiate between the two in a corporate environment, for the case compar-
ison, here, this is not relevant – bearing in mind that this work does not focus on
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legal aspects but rather on technical and organisational perspectives. e same
is true for Ethical considerations, which are about complying with certain stand-
ards beyond legal needs, e. g., regarding recruitment standards [Jur].ese are
concerns which are not of particular interest in the case of WiPo. Nevertheless,
some general statements regarding this dimension shall be made in the context
of the Political/Legal dimension, therefore, Political/Legal/Ethical will be treated
as a single entity.

Likewise, Environmental considerations are not yet in the main focus of stan-
dalone IT systems but will become of importance once a system is cloud sourced,
a sector where the topic of green IT is largely discussed (for instance [BAB;
MLB+; BAHT]). However, for most WiPo cases it is not of particular relev-
ance.

e analysis just introduced will be preceded by a general case description
which will incorporate the dimensions Customer Experience and Total Proposi-
tion, as mentioned at the beginning of this section. From this a six-step discus-
sion of the use cases has been derived, comprising the following dimensions:
Case Description, Technical, Social, Political/Legal/Ethical, Environmental, and
Economic. If a term had to be coined, this analysis could be named SPEET (So-
cial, Political/Legal/Ethic, Economic/Business, Environmental, Technological)
to clarify the difference to STEEP, which considers Ethical factors as a separate
entity, but not Environmental factors.

is kind of analysis, whilst apparently not widely used, is supported by pre-
vious research. For instance, P  N [PN] have used PEST analysis
for finding and focusing on a narrow study object in Information Systems re-
search. H [Has], has used similar dimensions – economic, legal, or-
ganisational, and technical – to investigate the phenomenon of cloud computing
[Has; HV].

However, before the actual analysis can start, it has to be clarified what will
be discussed for each domain. D  . [DRSV] have described a number
of aributes that specify use cases. ese are Target User, User Input, Additional
Input, Source Selection / Service composition, Type of Information, Data Mining,
Curation, Services Response Time, Service Refreshing Requirements, Visualisation
and Output, and Business Model, and all can bemapped to the SPEET-dimensions
used here. Furthermore, additional aributes have been identified based on the
above elaborations and added to the list. While this list may not be entirely com-
prehensive, in concordance with D  . [DRSV], it can be stated that
these dimensions and aributes are applicable to all cases described and can po-
tentially be applied to any other WiPo scenario. In the following list, aributes
adapted from [DRSV] are marked with an asterisk (*).
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Use Case Description While not being a real dimension for the analysis, the
use case description does pave the way for it. In a sense, it elaborates on the use
case to give the reader a thorough understanding of what the case is and how it
provides value to the user.

Proposition & Experience is aribute combines the concepts of Total Pro-
position and User Experience and gives an overview of the provided service
in each use case. Furthermore, it goes into detail about what a user can
expect from the systems. In this respect, it will also elaborate on user be-
nefits and how they are likely perceived.

Service Composition* is has originally been part of Source Selection / Ser-
vice composition [DRSV], which has been split into two for this work.
Service Composition focuses onwhich sources are to tap in order to provide
meaningful content.

SocialDimension e Social dimension focuses on people included in theWiPo
use cases. On the one hand these are users of the system. To this end, users
have been distinguished from Customers (termed Target Customer in [DRSV]).
Conversely, these are also curators, who have not been discussed so far.

User is term will be used to describe who the user will be and is not to
be confused with customer - which is not necessarily the same group of
people, although it can be. In the context of WiPo it is, for example, im-
portant to understand the user’s needs and capabilities.

Curator is aribute is concerned with the qualities a curator should have –
in the given use cases – and how curation is organised, i. e., individuals,
small and large groups of experts or crowdsourcing are all considered.

Political/Legal/Ethic is dimension focuses on Legal and Ethical aspects of
WiPo and potential changes due to politics and jurisdiction. However, it has
to be kept in mind that a full legal analysis is beyond the scope of this work.
us, this thesis will only touch upon some issues regarding the following two
aspects:

Intellectual Property e question of who possesses the content gathered for
WiPo, as well as who has the right to exploit this content, are topics of
concern. is question is also discussed in regard to data and cloud com-
puting [Hoe] which highlights the importance of this aribute.
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Privacy is is an important issue with regard to online search and cloud
computing (see for instance [Hoe]), as discussed in Section ... Hence,
it shall not be omied here.

Economic/Business Dimension As elaborated on when defining the analysis
framework, this dimension is primarily concerned with the market WiPo is op-
erating in, as well as the business side of the use case in question. Consequently,
it is not overly concerned with the economy in general.

Potential Customers* In [DRSV] this was referred to as Target User. Here, it
will be used to describe whether the service addresses individuals, groups
or organisations. In contrast to the aribute User of the Social dimension,
Potential Customers regards the customer who pays for the service, rather
that its user, although it is recognised that the two parties could be one
and the same.

Potential Providers is is the business side of Service Composition and de-
scribes the interaction with businesses providing input for WiPo.

Potential Competition is is concerned with similar services available on
the Web which might serve as substitutes for WiPo.

Organisational Structure is is related to both curation and the Business
Model. It explains how an organisation behind WiPo could be organised.
is touches upon the technical infrastructure – single instances versus
large server farms – as well as on the overall cost structure.

Business Model* Regarding this aribute, appropriate business models will
be discussed, based on the above aributes.

Environmental is is concerned with the effect WiPo might have on the gen-
eral environment in the specific use cases. However, it makes sense to distin-
guish between two ways in which the environment may be affected.

Direct Consequences for the Environment (ENV) ese are consequences IT
may have on nature, i. e., the issues that arise simply because WiPo is
operational.

Indirect Consequences for the ENV is aribute deals with implications that
are caused by people using WiPo rather than the consequences of WiPo
running. For instance, an indirect consequence of WiPo, using the tourist
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analogy, is that natural areas may be destroyed by high tourist numbers
resulting from increased awareness of the site.

Technological Dimension is dimension will extend on what has been dis-
cussed in the previous sections with regard to the WiPo implementation. To
this end, it will be highlighted what technical specialities the given use case has.
In particular the following aributes will be looked at:

DataMining* While being a rather wide area it will be pointed out which
techniques might be useful in the cases under discussion and what poten-
tial extensions WiPo could benefit from.

Service Response Time* Depending on the use case, users will have different
expectations with regard to an acceptable timeframe for inputs to be fully
processed. Service Response Time is concerned with the question of how
this can be realised technically.

Data Freshness* is aribute investigates how current the data has to be
and is dependent on the use case requirements and on the type of data
that is mainly used (static versus up-to-date data). Whilst originally the
term Data Freshness was not used in [DRSV], this dimension can be seen
as a link between Service Refreshing Requirements and Type of Information
of [DRSV].

Visualisation & Output* is aribute is concerned with the user interface
and which special requirements with regard to visualisation the different
use cases may have.

User Input* In different use cases, various types of inputs are common. is
is addressed by this aribute, which also discusses how user inputs need
to be processed by the system. Originally, a further aribute, Additional
Input, was introduced by D  . [DRSV]. However, this differen-
tiation unnecessarily divides the discussion, since Additional Input elab-
orated on non-standard user input that is mined from the obvious user
inputs. erefore, in this work both have been incorporated into one User
Input aribute.

Source Selection* e second part of the original Source Selection / Service
composition [DRSV] will discuss how sources to be used are determined
from the available source.
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Curation* is aribute addresses the different possibilities for curation,
which can be achieved manually – by an individual or crowd – or algorith-
mically. Whilst manual curation is not technical per se, the process can
be seen as a technique. Furthermore, it has to be supported by algorithms
which are de facto technical. In this section appropriate curation methods
will be elaborated on for each case.

e above dimensions and aributes are summarised in Table ., which also
states whether the definitions were first described in [DRSV] or if they were
developed for this work.

Table 4.3.: List of Investigated Attributes.

Dimension Attributes as Discussed Here Attributes as in [DRSV14]

Use Case
Description

Proposition & Experience — — —

Service Composition
Source Selection
Service Composition

Social
User — — —
Curator — — —

Political/Legal/
Ethical

Intellectual Property — — —
Privacy — — —

Economic/
Business

Potential Customers Target User
Potential Providers — — —
Potential Competition — — —
Organisational Structure — — —
Business Model Business Model

Environmental
Direct Consequences for ENV — — —
Indirect Consequences for ENV — — —

Technical

Data Mining Data Mining
Service Response Time Service Response Time

Data freshness
Service Refreshing Requirements
Type of Information

Visualization & Output Visualization & Output

User Input
User Input
Additional Input

Source Selection
Source Selection /
Service Composition

Curation Curation
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4.3.2. Scenario 1: New Zealand Search and Rescue

Use Case Description In recent years, the area of emergency and disaster man-
agement has undergone a substantial change and is professionalising [WO].
Furthermore, the use of new technologies, such as social media services, is in-
creasing [BESL; EB]; something that is evident from the proceedings of nu-
merous regional and global I S  C R 
M (ISCRAM) conferences. In the context of WiPo, the use of mo-
bile phones (e. g., [RDGG]) and the use of online services, such as social media
(e. g., [FHS+; BESL; EB]), are particularly relevant.

In , B [Bun] identified the need for collaborative information
management in crisis situations in order to improve community warning and
emergency incident response. Later, she and others investigated how social me-
dia such as F and T were used in the Christchurch earthquake
[BESL] and the Boston marathon bombings [EB].

As an object of study, N Z L S  R (LSAR)
has been chosen, as this WiPo case is currently being explored in depth and a
paper focusing solely on this scenario, including an extensive evaluation briefly
discussed in the next section, is in preparation [DRSV]. In order to evaluate this
use case, a series of interviews were carried out with a regional LSAR group.
Besides the evaluation results presented in the next section, these interviews
gave an insight into the current protocol of LSAR. For instance, it can be
stated that technology adoption in the area of knowledge management is in its
infancy and that plenty of expert knowledge resides within the heads of key
members of the LSAR group.

ere are various situations in which LSAR is called for help. According
to their Website [Laned], it is LSAR’ aim to provide “land search and res-
cue services to lost, missing and injured all over New Zealand […] in suburban,
urban, wilderness and rural areas […]”. WiPo can provide the biggest benefit in
rural areas and in the wilderness as in this terrain mobile Internet connections
are generally weak and in New Zealand oen non-existent. Parties who go miss-
ing include children, people with dementia, and tourists. Tourists aremore likely
than other vulnerable parties to go missing in rural terrain. erefore, this case
will consider the situation of a tourist reported missing aer entering a national
park.

In such a scenario, a typical LSAR group would have made pre-plans or
carry out ad hoc planning when an incident arises. Either way, a searchmanager
 http://www.iscramlive.org/, accessed: --.
 https://www.landsar.org.nz/, accessed: --.
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would compile a plan of action from a number of sources, which may include
theory texts about what to do in a particular case, historical search databases
containing information gathered in similar previous cases, map data, including
topological maps, and weather forecasts. is general information would be en-
hanced by case-based information regarding the lost party, for example: When
were they last seen?What were they wearing? Do they have any special medical
conditions?

One of the key challenges is geing all this information to the teams out
in the field. Having it ready at operation headquarters is less complicated be-
cause – even though they are mobile and can be set up almost anywhere – a
power supply will be provided by a generator and a satellite Internet connec-
tion will be established. In these headquarters, briefings are commonly conduc-
ted to convey all necessary information to the teams just before they set out.
Traditionally, search team members would have to take notes and carry maps,
whereasWiPo could help by keeping all the information on amobile device. Fur-
thermore, updated information does not have to be transmied by radio which
can be prone to errors but can instead be transmied using the WiPo infrastruc-
ture pushing updated information from the central repository to the client. On
the one hand this is a feature that needs to be built but is very similar to the
notification mechanism discussed in the other cases and is as such not difficult
to implement. On the other hand, the mobile Internet connectivity cannot be
considered to be stable. As a consequence, the update service would have to run
in the background and make use of even the weakest Internet connections it
can get. An alternative could be using text messaging in the background which
sometimes works even if no Internet connection can be established. However,
this would require integration into WiPo.

In the background, WiPo can a priori serve as an information repository that
is used to maintain static information such as theory texts and historic search
information. Its data mining and Web search capabilities can be used to ana-
lyse past searches for paerns and to keep volatile information up-to-date. Ex-
amples include: the openings of certain tracks or trails, weather data, and tidal
information. Additionally, data mining can be used to gain further information
regarding certain locations. Most importantly, it can be used to extend poten-
tially sparse information given about the lost party. For instance, additional in-
formation regarding illnesses can be added on the spot. Another distinct feature
of this case is that non-curators (i. e., search team members) have to feed back
new information through the app, which is then to be curated by the central
emergency management.
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While this WiPo case will be described concentrating on how it can be ap-
plied in a scenario where emergencymanagement can prepare in advance,WiPo
can also be useful if hardly any information is available a priori. For instance,
B suggested in a personal conversation to use WiPo in the context of a
pandemic such as the recent outbreak of Ebola in Africa documented in [Wored].
is is a scenario in which information only becomes available as the crisis
develops. Nevertheless, it is even more important to gather all information as
quickly as possible.

Social Dimension Users in this WiPo case are mainly LSAR team members
going into the field and needing the most up-to-date information. is group
is – as determined from interviews – rather heterogeneous with regard to their
technical abilities. However, given the context it is feasible to offer special WiPo
trainings to the teams. Nevertheless, WiPo has to be simple to use but also in-
formative. Here, it is suggested that a simple text-based display, would be best,
allowing for easy navigation through all case-relevant information and enabling
the user to switch between different types of information such as images, maps,
texts, and photographs. Additionally, the aforementioned function to send new
information back to operation management is important and has to be easy to
use.

Curators in this case will be specially trained LSAR members who main-
tain the knowledge repositories and are most likely members of the operations
management team. As they receive special training on the soware, WiPo does
not have to be uerly simplified, yet, it has to allow for a simple workflow and
has to be tailored to the specific needs of LSAR curators.

Political/Legal/Ethical Dimensions As with the other professional case, there
should not be any major difficulties regarding Intellectual Property because con-
tent will be licensed. However, Privacy is relevant as far as personal information
of the lost party is concerned. is has to be anonymised as far as possible aer
a case is closed. Nevertheless, this should be common practice today, in due
consideration of any duty to preserve records.

Economic/Business Dimension e Business Model is rather difficult to ap-
proach because emergency organisations are addressed as customers. While
they are unlikely to have large funds, they operate as incorporate and thus can
probably afford to buy soware as they buy other useful equipment. e ques-
tion remains how to provide WiPo to them. Given the fact that the curation is
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highly domain-specific and the funding of emergency organisation limited, it
makes sense to only provide the soware because in contrast to funding, the
resources – as far as volunteers are concerned – are not quite as scarce.

Regarding the Organisational Structure, it can be stated that WiPo would be
mainly a soware supplier rather than a full service provider. erefore, the
organisational structure would be the same as in the business case, only no cur-
ation department is necessary. As for the organisation within LSAR either
a countrywide WiPo would be run or some groups would maintain their own
WiPo. Either way, this organisational unit would have to employ special curat-
ors to organise the relevant content.

From a business perspective the Potential Customers would be governments or
emergency organisations such as LSAR. However, these are customers who
are commonly low on funds. en again, the costs associated with running the
service are not high so this should not be a major issue. However, the costs of
developing the soware and adapting it to the use case have to be covered. is
problem could be overcome by using one organisation as a pilot and offering
them a discount. Aerwards the system may be sold to other organisations at a
higher price.

Since curation is out-sourced, the Potential Providers are not of particular
importance but shall be mentioned here for completeness. ese are mainly
weather and map service providers as well as public websites containing in-
formation on tracks, for example whether they are open or closed and what
their condition is.

e Potential Competition for such aWiPo is strong. For instance, there are the
Canadian SAR T I. and the US-based M M I.,
which both provide incident management soware that is cloud-enabled and
provides advanced additional features such as teammanagement. However, one
weakness with both is the fact that they apparently do not allow for automated
updates of Web-based resources.

Environmental Dimension e Direct Consequences that WiPo yields by run-
ning alone are not of particular relevance and can be covered in the general
discussion on large-scale infrastructures and their energy consumption. e In-
direct Consequences can also be regarded as of minor importance because L
SAR members should be trained on how to act in the wild. In fact using WiPo

 http://sartechnology.ca/, accessed: --.
 https://www.missionmanager.com/, accessed: --.
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and giving information on how to behave in a given type of terrain may even
have a positive impact in this scenario.

Technical Dimension e main task of Data Mining, as suggested above, is
searching for specific problem spots in specific regions or enhancing existing
knowledge with additional facts. us, Data Mining in this case is mainly about
meaningful content extraction as well as entity recognition and possibly associ-
ation rule mining. Integration of information is important, but the main focus
will be on automatically discovering changes in the environment; the integra-
tion is of such a high relevance that it ought to be done by humans. Nevertheless,
automated updates are an important feature. Hence, curation will mainly be a
manual task done by a small group or an individual aiming at applying a set of
context-specific rules to produce the required high-quality data.

Regarding Service Response Time, it has to be pointed out that this case is
inherently time critical. erefore, the database has to be updated regularly. For
most information, a daily or even weekly basis may suffice.at said, as soon as
case-specific information becomes available this gathering and mining process
should be the quickest of all the cases discussed in this thesis and should be able
to report reliable results withinminutes, atmost. Aswith other use cases, service
response time should be instantaneous as far as collected data are concerned.
However, the particularly quick mining process requires high-end hardware to
be used. Along with this goes the observation that Data Freshness should be as
high as possible for both static and dynamic information as a person’s life might
depend on the quality of information.

e Visualization & Output has to be well adjusted to mobile devices and has
to feature an easy to use GUI in order to be helpful in the field. It will mostly
depict texts including tables, images, and map data. Curation in this case in-
volves editing large amounts of texts, which is not necessarily the case for other
WiPo cases discussed here. Hence, the curation interface will have to support
this form of text editing much beer. e User Input in contrast will be much
simpler as it is case-based. us, it will mainly be keywords. All other types of
input are likely to be dealt with by curators. Nevertheless, given the fact that
users can provide feedback this has to be accommodated.

e initial Source Selection will be predominantly manually inserted URLs.
However, through focused crawling, fact knowledge is to be extended – for ex-
ample, these sources can be determined by the system based on paern match-
ing.
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4.3.3. Evaluation of WiPo for New Zealand Search and Rescue

In order to gain an initial insight in the usefulness of WiPo, a series of inter-
views was conducted with domain experts including a live demo of the use case.
Four experts from a local LSAR group participated in the study. All of the
experts were part of the so-called incident management team which manages
and coordinates search operations. e combined search and rescue experience
of all interviewees exceeded  years; one of the interviewees was a founding
member of the local group and held a senior role within the national LSAR
body focusing on IT.

While four is a rather small sample, it can be seen as sufficiently large for
the purpose of an initial study given the interviewees’ over-all experience and
knowledge of LSAR. Similar to previous work by the author [SPM], in
which an expert interview study was conducted to extract incentives to contrib-
ute to a security knowledge sharing platform, it was opted to limit this initial
interview study to four experts to use the available time most economically and
allow for an in-depth analysis of a few interviews as compared to barely analys-
ing a greater number of interviews. Furthermore, the small sample covered the
most important staff at the local support group and is therefore representative
of a group which could serve as a pilot in an implementation.

is study was loosely based on the seven-step approach to interviewing by
K  B [KB], similar to [MSLV]. ey suggest a study
should consist of the following seven steps: thematising the study, designing
the study, interviewing, transcribing, analysing, verifying, and reporting/pub-
lishing. In this instance, transcription was omied and the analyses were based
on notes taken during the interviews. is is justified as the study is an initial
gauge of whether WiPo can potentially work and in what direction it should be
further developed. us, a full analysis of transcripts does not seem sensible at
this early point. at said, it should be pointed out that investigating this par-
ticular use case for WiPo is a work in progress. In particular the steps verifying
and publishing are currently being worked on, as a publication is in preparation
[DRSV].

e interviews, which took between  and  minutes, were structured in
three main parts. First, the interviewees were asked to describe the current state
of technological affairs within their local group, as well as in LSAR as a
whole, and to give possible future directions.is was followed in part two by an
introduction and a live demonstration of the WiPo system. Part three discussed
how WiPo could be helpful to the area of crisis response management, what im-
provements WiPo would need, and what might hinder the usage of WiPo in the
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emergency management context. As a consequence of this structure, the inter-
views were conducted by two researchers, one focusing on the current techno-
logy usage and WiPo in use, the other – the author of this thesis – focussing on
demonstrating the prototype and possible consequences for the implementation.
Consequently, this work will focus on the evaluation part as the current state
has been mentioned in the case description as far as appropriate. All interviews
were digitally recorded and analysed with regard to their specific domains by
the according researchers.

In general it can be said that all interviewees responded positively to the pro-
posed solution and its applicability to Search and Rescue. In particular the option
to have an auto-updating, centrally maintained, electronic information reposit-
ory was deemed extremely useful. As indicated above, large amounts of informa-
tion are maintained mentally by rescuers, and also physically in non-integrated
online and offline locations such as flat files, photocopies of texts, and as books.
Having all this information readily available and integrated improves the cur-
rent situation and allows for automated updates to ensure the information is as
accurate as possible.

In this context, it was mentioned by one interviewee that WiPo would be
really powerful in regard to pre-planning for search and rescue operations. e
curation process that is necessary was considered to be key to the whole pro-
cess but was also identified as a boleneck because it is important to get expert
curators to conduct this crucial process.

Given that most of the LSAR related information is rather volatile (tidal
times for instance) the automated update functionwas evaluated as really useful.
In particular the fact that WiPo provides three update modes (auto, notify, and
keep) was seen as valuable and superior to the manual processes currently in
place because up to now there is no regular check for the currentness of stored
information, which may have severe consequences if discovered too late.

Finally, the ability to carry all the available information that has been curated
on a mobile device into the field was described as a big advantage and even as
being a critical aribute ofWiPo. Asmentioned before, the search base is usually
connected but the teams lose connectivity as soon as they head into the field. In
this context the possibility to push information to teams out in the field was
perceived as very helpful, although the issue of technical feasibility was raised.

From the interviews, it can be concluded that WiPo is capable of providing
a significant benefit to LSAR. However, some modification to the current
prototypic system, in particular to the presentation layer would be necessary.

Based on the findings above,WiPo can be beneficial in twomainways. First, it
can be useful with regard to pre-planning.is means that all information avail-
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able for a certain region or type of search is gathered before an actual search.
is includes static information such asmaps but also dynamic information such
as weather forecasts and tidal information. e laer can be achieved owing to
the automated update capabilities of WiPo which ensures that the information
within the WiPo system is always up-to-date. Also, it could serve as a know-
ledge repository for information that has been gathered in debriefing sessions so
that this information – which at the moment mainly resides in human memory
and a non-indexed file structure – can be reused automatically. To achieve this,
searchers need to be given the chance to provide feedback into the system.

e second advantage lies in geing information to the actual field teams.
e WiPo search functionality can help searchers find information they spe-
cifically need. In particular in an urban search with Internet available this is not
a problem but in areas where no connections are available rescuers can pre-load
information on their way to the operating site while there still is a connection.
Whilst it might not be possible to push information everywhere into the field, an
auto-update when back at base would be a first step in this direction. Implement-
ing a dedicated client, it would also be possible to realise it in a way that makes
use of any connection it detects so that users do not actively need to synchronise
their device. Along this line is also the possibility for search managers to push
information to the teams in the field (for instance when updated information
regarding tracks becomes available). In fact, with only minor modifications this
would also be possible using the actual E implementation. Neverthe-
less, the push functionality was highlighted as having a very good utility for
LSAR by a number of interviewees [DRSV].

At this stage it is not possible to integrate a user’s own documents with a
search. Adding this feature in a dedicated client would render note taking in
briefings redundant, as searchers could take notes electronically and integrate
them with information provided by search management and information could
easily be shared with other team members.

In conclusion, WiPo for LSAR was perceived as a useful tool by the in-
terviewees [DRSV]. Nevertheless, a number of potential improvements to WiPo
have been pointed out. In this respect the initial interview study fulfilled its pur-
pose of serving as a primary evaluation in the design science approach according
to P  . [PTRC], which was utilised here.

4.3.4. Scenario 2: Tourism

Case Description e tourism case, first described in [DRSV], built the basis
for the implementation of WiPo described in Section .. However, the actual
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implemented case for a conference demo ([SGH+]) is more specific than the
initial description of a generic tourism case in [DRSV], as it has been applied
to the area of filming location tourism. is fits with the idea that WiPo is of
particular benefit in niche domains.

In any tourism case, holiday preparations are usually information-intensive,
at least if tourists want to get the most out of their holiday by doing as much
as possible in a short period of time instead of just relaxing under a palm tree.
is means a number of sources have to be consulted and compared to find the
most suitable activities in a chosen destination. Even when considering doing
nothing but relaxing a destination has to be found, which is not trivial, and can
oen be a multi-step process. First, a country has to be chosen, then a region,
and finally, accommodation as well as a potential beach to relax on. is can be
seen as a decision which people feel that they never have enough information,
a problem that has been analysed with regard to WiPo in [DSVR].

In the case presented here, tourists who wish to combine their devotion to
fantasy films with their love of unspoiled countryside and hiking are considered.
As a country, New Zealand has been choose for two reasons; firstly, it is rich
in nature as a consequence of its sparse population, and secondly, this natural
beauty has resulted in the country being used as a location for numerous filming,
including Lord of the Rings and e Hobbit.

It is presumed that these tourists will want information on film locations,
on other points of interest such as shelters for hiking, and on flora and fauna,
in order to have it readily available on their mobile device during their tour.
However, mobile Internet coverage in themore rural areas of NewZealand, such
as in the Southern Alps, is almost non-existent, making it an ideal case forWiPo.

Admiedly, there is a plethora of information regarding tourism in New Zeal-
and available, in fact, even provided specifically for mobile devices by apps such
as  or , but information provided through these apps is
usually not well-integrated and cannot easily be persisted off-line.

In contrast, WiPo can be used in a unique way in this example. Firstly, users
can provide a personal profile containing their interests (e. g., Lord of the Rings,
local flora and fauna, etc.) and then query the curated database for Southern
Alps and hiking. Furthermore, they may provide a URL to a blog of a friend who
recently did a similar trip and personal files such as a pre-sketched itinerary
with “must-see” places. All this allows for advanced personalisation.

 http://www.itravelnz.co.nz, accessed: --.
 http://www.tuhura.co.nz, accessed: --.
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Supposing a user provides a city in New Zealand that they want to visit, to-
gether with the just mentioned information, first the database will be queried
and immediate results will be returned. Meanwhile, a focused Web crawl will
search for film locations close to the specified city. Also, information on accom-
modation, transportation, weather forecasts, emergency precautions, interest-
ing scenery and local plants and animals, extracted from multiple websites and
online databases will be returned. Regarding Service Composition, such sources
could be: W G  M L, ,
, and  A.

During data mining, these results can be classified according to the original
keywords or clustered according to WiPo’s findings. e curation step ensures
the results are of good quality and interlinked so that they are meaningful. Once
new results are available, users will be notified and the final result, consisting of
a list of documents comprising all of the information relevant to the user, such
as maps, a list of possible accommodation, information on plants to be found in
the Southern Alps, and relevant roadside information, is presented. Users can
then choose to make the whole database, or specific parts of it, available offline.

In summary, the Proposition and Experience can be described as follows: WiPo
in the film tourism case presents information on film locations integrated with
information that is helpful when planning a trip, all personalised to a user’s
needs. is is facilitated through an easy to use GUI which can be intuitively
used. us, it serves as single point of truth that can even be persisted off-line
and as such is of significant value to users.

Social Dimension Users of a tourism WiPo system can be considered as tech-
nology-savvy as they carry their mobile devices even when going on a nature-
related holiday.us, it is probably safe to suppose that most of these customers
tend to be rather young and used to dealing with technology that is simple to
use and simply works by itself, like many apps on mobile devices do. Many
users will be so-called digital natives, people who were born into an intercon-
nected world [Pre]; however, the exception may well prove the rule. us, the
app will have to be sophisticated in order to provide significant value to these
demanding customers. is is true for both the GUI design as well as for the
provided information, which needs to be well integrated compared to alternat-
ive sources of information these users would consider.
 http://www.movie-locations.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.firstlighttravel.com/lotr, accessed: --.
 http://www.nomadicmatt.com/travel-guides/new-zealand-travel-tips/, accessed: --.
 http://youngadventuress.com/2014/08/new-zealand-road-trip.html, accessed: --.
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Regarding curators, it can be said that their expertise will have to be profound
with regard to the country, area, or topic they curate. us, it is quite likely that
they are locals who know about the filming locations, or film enthusiasts having
explored the area themselves. Given the sheer amount of knowledge regarding
a particular area, it is likely that this cannot be done by an individual or small
group but rather by a large group or crowd of locals or former tourists. In this
respect WiPo will have to provide good usability with regard to communica-
tion for curators, discussion, and version histories in order to be ready to be
maintained by a large number of people. Furthermore, extensive support by al-
gorithms, such as automated updates, has to be installed in order to overcome
the workload. Nevertheless, due to the subjectivity of the task at hand, manual
labour cannot be replaced by algorithms entirely.

Political/Legal/Ethical Dimensions is use case is probably the most complex
of the cases presented here in terms of legal context as it heavily reuses content
from third parties and thus conflicts with the owners of the original content are
likely as their Intellectual Property rights are commonly protected. For instance,
in New Zealand by the Copyright Act  accompanied by the Copyright Reg-
ulations  and by the Copyright (New Technologies) Amendment Act 
[Off]. While in Germany intellectual property is protected by §f to §h
UhrG [Urhed], the situation in other countries might be different but it is not
surprising that content creators and owners want to be reimbursed by any po-
tential profit generated by WiPo.

In contrast to search engines, it is WiPo’s aim to build a database from exist-
ing texts and deliver them. In light of intellectual property rights, this is very
unlikely to be legal for open public services. A starting point could be focus-
ing on sources publishing their content under open licenses such as C
 C ASA . U (CC BYSA .), or
GNU F D L (GNU FDL) which W is using
[Wiked], or similar.

WiPo can be seen as an intermediary platform, similar to hotel booking sites.
However, in contrast to these services, which might favour particular hotels
based on the commission they receive, WiPo is intended as an inherently neut-
ral tool. erefore, providers of goods and services for tourists will probably be
happy to make their information available through a centralised platform as it
increases their visibility for free. If owners of other data, such as weather data,

 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode, accessed: --.
 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/fdl-1.3.en.html, accessed: --.
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are concerned, licensing is necessary, which will increase the organisational
overheads.

Related to legal and ethical considerations is the idea of Privacy. In WiPo, it is
relevant because extensive profiles are to be kept, in order to satisfy information
needs to the best of WiPo’s abilities. However, this is a maer of ethical debate,
raising the question of whether user profiles should be exploited to the degree
technically possible and to what extent users should be told about privacy. For
WiPo, the decision has been made to give users full control over their profile
by making it explicit and editable by them. In future versions even disabling
profiling is an option; nevertheless, this will impact on search results.

Economic Business Dimension e Potential Providers have been extensively
discussed in the previous dimension with regard to licensing their content. For
this reason this aribute will not be discussed any further here.

Given the user demographics, the question from a business perspective is who
the Potential Customers will be.With reference to previous section, there are two
major options which are closely related to the Business Model. Option one is to
charge users for the service, whereas option two is to offer the service for free
and tap another source of revenue. In the laer case the actual customers may
be content providers such as, tour providers, who would pay a commission fee.
is would be similar to the business model of many hotel booking websites.
Alternatively, the whole project could be advertisement-based in which case
the actual customers would be advertisers. In particular for a crowd or com-
munity model where users and curators become the same group, an advertise-
ment model would be well-suited. e advertisement-based model, and also the
revenue-sharingmodel, have the advantage that the user profiles can be targeted
by tailored advertisements and offers specifically aimed at the users’ interests.
However, this would conflict with previously discussed ethical considerations.

If a professional business is to be established with employed curators, a sub-
scription model would be appropriate to cover the cost of running the system.
To allow an initial penetration of the market, a freemium strategy is appropriate
[SF]; this would be done by providing basic services for free and charging for
premium services such as offline functionality, for instance. Given the situation
in regard to tourism information, it is more likely that a third party is covering
most of the cost. In this context, freemium is still possible, a premium feature
could, for instance, allow users to work with the system without advertisement.

at said, tourism and information about tourism is a very competitive mar-
ket and plenty of information is freely available, so it is questionable how well
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the market can be penetrated. is fierce Potential Competition is evident by the
number of examples to which a tourism WiPo can be compared. ere are a
plethora of websites that offer travel information, booking opportunities and
recommendations about activities and sights. is is flanked by an uncountable
amount of travel literature available as brochures, books, and e-books. Further-
more, standard search engines such as G provide a good entry point. is
underlines the point made when discussing users that a tourism WiPo has to
provide outstanding features in order to be competitive. As a consequence, the
tool has to be developed to such a degree that it provides significantly more
value than the Web on its own, which is challenging as it requires significant
more development.

erefore, it can be argued that a tourism WiPo would be best organised in
a crowd model, in which users and curators become one group. Regarding Or-
ganisational Structure, this means that there will be a non-commercial organisa-
tion providing the platform. e cost of running the same can then be covered
through advertisement or through donations similar to W.

EnvironmentalDimension e tourism case is on a much greater scale than the
other cases discussed here. erefore, it potentially has the largest impact on
the environment by running alone. However, these Direct Consequences are not
of particular relevance to WiPo and can, as mentioned before, be covered in the
general discussion on large-scale infrastructures and their energy consumption.

In contrast, the Indirect Consequences of a tourism WiPo for the environment
can be described as potentially dangerous, as it is the aim of this tool to enable
tourists to visit places in nature, which they could not otherwise locate. As such,
WiPo could increase the number of tourists visiting certain locations, which
might be in nature reserves or other protected areas. ese tourists might not
be mindful of the environment and could destroy sites either by accident, or
on purpose. is issue could be addressed by WiPo by providing appropriate
information including rules, regulations and potential fines, but ultimately it is
out of the control of those running WiPo.

Technical Dimension In this case, User Input is first and foremost keywords,
potentially enhanced by a query-based set of URLs. However, users may also
provide profile data such as personal preferences (e. g., mountainous regions).
is input can then be enhanced by keyword extraction and other classifying
techniques in order to select appropriate sources and calculate the most relevant
result set.
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e main task of WiPo, from a technical point of view, is the integration of
various sources and databases. us, Source Selection is most demanding, given
the fact that most sources are unstructured text. Sources should initially be
seeded by curators. Subsequently, given the sheer amount of source, the source
selection has to be algorithmically supported. To that end, the crawling has to
be focused and a quality assessment has to be conducted on newly discovered
sources. e discovery and selection will have to be guided by user profiles and
search queries.

Data Mining in particular for this case, requires integrating different sources
in one document, thus, link analysis is very important. Other important aspects
are content analysis and clustering to be able to find related topics. In this con-
text, machine learning of how curators have decided on potential documents is
promising.

In this case, the main challenge for Curation is that most likely a crowd cura-
tion approachwill be followed.erefore, a suitable interface for crowd curation
has to be found, allowing for communication between curators, discussions, and
version histories. Furthermore, the automated updates mechanisms will have to
be significantly improved.

Service Response Time needs to be quick given that users today expect answers
from Web search engines within fractions of a second. is can be achieved us-
ing standard technologies and sufficient hardware resources. However, this only
concerns the response to actual queries. Regarding the data mining running in
the background and extending the database, users probably do not have partic-
ular needs. us, this can take longer if it is well communicated that additional
information is tailored precisely to their needs and that they will be notified
once results are available. Providing an e-mail notification service should suf-
fice regarding long term background data mining. Nevertheless, first results of
these steps should be available within several hours at the most.

e Data Freshness has to be high in order to satisfy the challenging demands
of tourism WiPo users. Most of the data will be static by nature and will not
change oen. Hence, a medium up-date frequency will suffice. Nevertheless,
there will be information such as opening hours, weather data, or tour vacan-
cies that need to be updated more frequently, while locations where films have
been shot will most likely not change, although their accessibility might.

Visualization & Output eOutput has to be appealing to the users and should
incorporate information such as maps and tables, but this is very common in
Web applications and is therefore no major challenge. at said, in order to be
competitive, this presentation will need to be meticulously planned by usability
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experts and information specialists to present the condensed and integrated in-
formation in the best possible way. As an example, the current implementation
can be seen in Figure ..

Figure 4.24.: Example Result of a WiPo Search.
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4.3.5. Scenario 3: Healthcare

Case Description Similar to other sectors, the domain of healthcare has exper-
ienced a tremendous increase in technology usage. is is, for instance, evident
by the amount of technology used by hospital administrations and clinical tri-
als, as outlined in numerous studies [For; FBL+; FV]. Technology is also
widely used in routine tasks such as ordering medication [Luc], during pae-
diatric anaesthesia [LC] and when interacting with patients, for example via
patient questionnaires filled out on iPads [FBR+]. Besides, consumer health
apps, such as  and my , have become more popular
than ever before [Mac].

In this context, the idea of a healthcare WiPo fits well, the aim being to utilise
WiPo’s strength and provide integrated information on a rare medical condition
to support patients.is case was also described in [DSV]. In this scenario, pa-
tients are considered who want to know as much as possible about their illness,
integrate this knowledge with their personal experience, and share it with like-
minded people. is makes it the ideal case for a crowd-sourced community
application of WiPo.

Typically, such a community would form around an illness that at best has a
long recovery time or at worst is incurable, such as some forms of cancer. In a
way, this application will benefit evenmore from the involvement of many users
(patients) compared to the tourism case. Extending this thought, WiPo could be
turned into a dedicated social network enriched with information regarding the
disease. us, the system would be connected to medical (journal) databases
and be fed with blogs of affected people, relevant medical support groups, and
research centres to name but a few possibilities. It stands to reason that amedical
or scientific expert curates the content in order to ensure it is of the highest
quality.

In theory, users could supply their medical records, if available, from a private
source such as a national health database or simply upload files containing this
information. Also, they can provide helpful URLs such as those of a trust which
is funding research into the disease. ey can then search through the database
to retrieve all information relevant to them. Extending the community model,
they can share information and receive advice from others.

Social Dimension Users of the system will mainly be (severely) ill people. How-
ever, WiPo must not be limited to patients but should also be accessible by care-
 https://www.runtastic.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.myfitnesspal.com/, accessed: --.
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givers or family and friends who want to support patients as much as possible.
As a result, the group of primary users could be from all age-groups and have
varying technical skills. erefore, the tool should be easy to use and provide
good quality, clear information. In contrast to other scenarios however, the tool
is not addressing a mass market and can thus be slightly more complicated and
might require some learning as long as it is worth the effort for the user.

A second user group might be medical staff such as doctors, nurses, or re-
searchers, who become part of the community and in that way are able to a)
gain knowledge about potentially new fields, b) share their knowledge if they
are already active in that field, c) gain new insights / carry out research in the
field in order to incorporate first-hand experiences or recruit patients willing to
partake in medical trials. is group actually can be both, Users and Curators.
As users they probably are no different from patients and their relations. How-
ever, as curators they may have special requirements regarding the usage which
should be similar to known tools of medical practitioners.

Political/Legal/Ethical At first sight, there seems to be nothing unethical with
this idea. As long as data is of good quality and is well curated there is nothing
unethical, but if data is not veed correctly and pseudo-scientific information
is uploaded then this could be potentially harmful to patients’ health. Never-
theless, if strict guidelines are followed, this will actually be a beer tool than
normal search engines as the information presented to them will be evidence-
based medicine and will not include pseudo-science and other harmful pieces of
information. However, this issue soon becomes complicated when considering
the financing of this service, as there can arguably be big ethical concerns with
leing only those people access information that may be of vital importance to
them who are willing to pay. is will be discussed later when considering the
appropriate business model.

In this context, another legal and ethical question arises, namely the ques-
tion of responsibility for advice taken from WiPo and whether WiPo has to be
registered and approved as a medical tool by authorities. While the eventual de-
cision on that maer has to be taken by solicitors and authorities, on a practical
level, including medical researchers and practitioners in the process will help
adding to WiPo’s credibility and minimise the risk of inaccurate or even dan-
gerous information. Furthermore, including a disclaimer stating that WiPo may
serve as information tool but does not replace professional advice, can be a first
step.
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Copyright, in contrast, is probably less of an issue because data sources are
limited and made available only to a small group, which – depending on the
organisation – might not even be public. Furthermore, advanced content such
as medical journals can be licensed.

Careful consideration will need to be given to Privacy and security of the
stored data.is is because the stored patient data is potentially highly sensitive
and users will not want it to leak. In order to address this need, customers will
have to be informed in detail on where and how their data is stored. In addition
to providing this information, technical means, such as encryption, are to be
used when storing sensitive information.

Economic/Business Dimension From a philanthropic point of view, this use
case is one that should not be run for profit but should be available for free,
due to the fact that it is unethical for patients to have to pay for a service that
could help them. us, a subscription or even a freemium model is out of the
question. However, costs of running have to be covered. While they may be
rather small considering that cloud computing provides large scale resources at
rather cheap prices, costs can explode if licensing fees for expensive databases
or scientific journals have to be covered. Another potential cost is human re-
sources; however, this could be overcome using a private crowd, i. e., a crowd
with restricted access to ensure all members share the philanthropic thought
behind WiPo similar to medical practitioners working for D W
B. e information generated by this use would be of great interest
to scientific experts working on the disease. Unlike medical doctors who oen
work on numerous diseases a scientist – or even a PhD student working on this
one specific disease – would probably contribute time to curating the informa-
tion, and it would be of high quality due to the rigorous scientific method. Since
having high-quality information would greatly benefit their research, contrib-
uting content would be a reciprocal relationship and therefore highly aractive
to scientists. Alternatively, employers might allow their medical staff to contrib-
ute to the healthcare WiPo for a limited time during their shis either because
employers share the philanthropic view or because they hope to gain greater
reputation.

Running cost will most likely be covered by donations from a third-party or
the patients themselves. Advertising may also be an option, but it needs to be

 Confessedly, this might not be possible depending on the data that needs to be acquired. Never-
theless, this is the ideal.

 http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/, accessed: --.
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obvious that the advertisement is clearly separated from the information and
that advertisers have no influence over content, as this could lead to exploita-
tion of WiPo by, for instance, pharmaceutical companies keen on pushing their
product to make a profit. A good advertising candidate could be a medical re-
search charity with an interest in the disease in question.

Overall, it seems a beer option to cover running cost using donations. In-
creasingly, charities and individuals are using the viral effect of the Internet to
boost donations - this could be a good option for amedicalWiPo. For instance, in
 the Ice Bucket Challenge went viral [Jul] and resulted in over  million
dollars being donated within  days to the ALS Association [Car]. However,
virality of Internet phenomena is not predictable and should not be counted on.
at said, there are studies such as [WMA] focusing on predicting virality but
they do so based on observations once content is online not beforehand.

Similar to the tourism use case, the Organisational Structure of the medical
case will be a non-commercial organisation providing the platform. Potential
Providers are providers of medical databases, scientific literature, and Internet
sources from blogs or forums. ose providers might be willing to give away
their content for a discount or even for free but that cannot be said for sure.
Furthermore, given the arguments presented above, the discussion of Potential
Customers seems inappropriate and is omied.

Curation of this use case should be human as the data needs to be high-quality
and algorithms may be more error-prone in some case, leading to potentially
fatal information. Community building is very important in this use case to
provide valuable information, first-hand experiences from affected people, and
also to provide the feeling of not being alone. is use case has the most de-
mands towards social features as it is probably the most emotive of the cases
looked at. It should be ensured that all content published, even crowdsourced
content (provided by community members), has been double-checked by med-
ical staff to avoid potentially damaging mistakes. As a consequence, a new ed-
itorial system will have to be added to WiPo that allows for different privileges
for different people. Also an authentication method has to be employed to make
sure someone claiming to be a doctor actually is one.

In regard to Potential Competition, UTD should be mentioned. is
company provides a curated medical information database on a subscription
basis. eir service is targeted at medical professionals, as well as at patients.
Besides UTD there are numerous databases, such as PM, which

 http://www.uptodate.com, accessed: --.
 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/, accessed: --.
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provide access to medical journals. However, these do not provide to-the-point
information integrated with a patients’ own information nor do they allow inter-
patient communication. erefore, it has to be said that competing products do
exist; however, their provided utility greatly differs from WiPo’s features.

EcologicalDimension eDirect Ecological Consequences for this case can again
be reduced to that of green IT. Nevertheless, as the expected data is rather small
the ecological impact of such a solution is no more significant than that of run-
ning an individualWeb server and is, therefore, negligible. Indirect Consequences
are not expected.

Technical Dimension From a technical point of view, the main task of curation
in this use case is the integration of various sources and databases. e number
of sources in this case is likely to be far lower than in the tourism case, and
therefore will be easier to integrate as most are probably well-known in advance
or, if discovered by the system, small in number. A more challenging task would
be the integration of many private health records. Patients could be asked to
provide their profiles in a standardised format; however, such an interfacewould
still need to be developed.

As a consequence of the above, Source Selection is initially done primarily by
the curators to provide the best quality possible. Nevertheless, user-supplied
URLs will also be checked in this process.

Regarding Data Mining, the main challenge will be to analyse health records.
us, entity extraction can be very important. Furthermore, association rule
mining (analysing dependencies in the data) and collaborative filtering (making
use of the community) can be applied.

e Service Response Time has to take into account that a medical service is
intended for continued usage over a longer period of time – for the whole illness.
us, users might tolerate longer response times, for example, in the range of
days. As suggested for tourism, a long term service definitely requires a func-
tionality that informs users of new results that were calculated asynchronously.
is is a very important functionality for this use case and it is also linked to
the Data Freshness. On the one hand, users want to receive new information as
quickly as possible but on the other hand they may tolerate longer response
times – at least as far as advanced results are concerned – if this means the in-
formation is well adapted to their specific situation. Bearing this in mind, as well
as the fact that the data is not to be expected to be too large, regular updates
on a weekly or, even beer, daily basis are appropriate. In contrast, discovery
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of new sources may be in the range of weeks. As soon as new information is
available this should be matched with user profiles; the computation of which
should take no longer than  hours. Furthermore, queries that can be answered
on the curated database should return results within seconds.

Similar to other described cases, User Input will be keywords potentially en-
hanced by a query-based set of URLs. Specific to this case is the possibility of
users to provide health records to build their profile data. is input can then
be enhance by keyword extraction and other classifying techniques in order to
select appropriate sources and calculate the most relevant set or results.

As far as Visualization & Output is concerned, this case is focused on tex-
tual (medical descriptions) and image data (medical photographs, x-ray images,
etc.) that have to be presented adequately. is type of information is rather
simple and can be displayedwith the current prototypical implementation. How-
ever, integrating the necessary social communication aspects requires signific-
ant work.

4.3.6. Scenario 4: WiPo for Business Environment Analysis

Use CaseDescription is case description extends on that of a company wish-
ing to keep abreast of their market situation originally described in [DSV] and
it will be discussed how a business can keep up-to-date regarding their environ-
ment. As known from the introduction to this section a viable tool for doing this
is the PESTEL analysis [CPT; CIP; Rap; Jur], which can also be used as
a tool not only for ensuring compliance with the law but also acquiescence with
the morals and implicit expectations expected of a company, as investigated in
[Ras]. In this respect, this subsection makes use of the fact that PESTEL has
been explained already.

It is supposed that a company is wishing to automate or at least computation-
ally assist their scanning of the environment using a PESTEL analysis. Scanning
the environment for such information is costly as there is an almost an infinite
amount of information available [Agu]. is is why a centralisation and auto-
mation process as proposed here can be really beneficial for a business like a
large agricultural company.

Agriculture is a rather complex example as there are many factors influencing
production that are out of the control of the business itself. erefore, it is very
beneficial to scan the complex environment for potential changes.

Here, it will be shown that a PESTEL analysis can be automated and meaning-
fully applied to an agricultural business case study, with the PESTEL dimensions
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discussed in PESTEL order. In this context, Service Composition is addressed in
each dimension without explicitly referring to it as such.

e Political dimension is of great importance for agricultural businesses as it
significantly affects the way they operate. For instance, agricultural businesses
in the European Union (EU) are heavily subsidised. If that were to be changed in
favour of ecological rather than traditional agriculture, traditional farms would
face difficulties. Besides subsidies there are numerous regulations on farming.
If, for example, certain cheap pesticides are prohibited for ecological reasons,
the harvest and subsequently the turnover might shrink while at the same time
costs increase causing a real danger for the viability of the business. Sources to
tap for these dimensions are commentaries from specialised solicitors, lawyers,
and, most likely, agricultural bodies and their publications, such as F
F  N Z and publications from the former.

Regarding the Economic dimension, the market needs to be observed. On the
market, a particular important piece of information is the sale price, which is
volatile, as crops are traded and speculated on various national and international
markets. To this end, the business needs to know up-to-date prices for the grown
crops as well as future projections. erefore, meaningful sources to tap are
buyers as well as news agencies, such as T R A
P for projected prices on a given market.

On a Social level it is important to observe consumers and their behaviour.
Interesting questions are for instance: What is the overall aitude of society to-
wards traditional farming or ecological small-scale farming? And what do con-
sumers think about wind turbines and biogas plants as sources of electricity?
e former question influences the decision on what way to produce crops and
the laer influencing the decision on how to best use the land, which is related
to the question of opportunity costs. To answer such questions, relevant sources
have to be found and analysed. ese may be from online forums but also news
sites addressing these issues.

Concerning the Technological level it can be stated that, likemany other indus-
tries, agriculture is facing an ever faster technological change.is includes first
and foremost the use of IT in production. For instance, it is possible to analyse
aerial photographs of fields to determine which areas need more or less fertil-
iser. Along with this goes a huge market for soware as well as hardware such
as drones which can save farmers plenty of time by virtually flying over their

 http://www.fedfarm.org.nz, accessed: --.
 http://financial.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/tools-applications/trading-investment-tools/eikon-

trading-software/agricultural-commodities.html, accessed: --.
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fields. To include this, relevant blogs and vendor pages have to be tapped to re-
ceive the latest information. Furthermore, agricultural bodies and consultancies
can be a valuable source.

e Environmental dimension is probably one of the most important when
talking about farming. On the one hand, there are regulations in place, as pre-
viously mentioned in the political section, while on the other hand the weather
and effects of global warming are very important as these may change the abil-
ity to grow certain crops in the long run. For instance, if the groundwater level
decreases and dry periods become longer, the richness of the soil will decrease
as well. Another maer currently discussed is the salinisation of soil [Pfl]. To
keep abreast of these trends, actual and historic weather data as well as inform-
ation on soil quality have to be gathered for instance from meteorological ser-
vices, agricultural researchers or conservation organisations. is enables fore-
casting of trends relevant for agricultural businesses.

Finally, the company has to be up-to-date with a number of Laws and regula-
tions such as approved seeds, crop sequences and legal fertilisers and pesticides
and the conditions under which they are to be used. For this kind of informa-
tion, it is important to tap authoritative sources which could be governmental
organisations, farming associations, and agronomists. Another important topic
in this dimension is that of labour law and work safety law which need to be
obeyed. Similar to the agricultural regulation an authoritative source such as
online law collections (e. g., the German G  I which holds
nearly all German legislative texts) needs to be tapped. is is inherently con-
nected to the political dimension discussed above as the mentioned regulations
can change quite quickly.

As evident from this, all dimensions are rather interwoven and influence each
other. at is why usingWiPo can be very beneficial in this context. In this way,
sources can be analysed in an integrated manner which ensures the information
is the most recent and relevant. Furthermore, offline capabilities allow for car-
rying information when in the field, where Internet connectivity is oen very
weak. Having described the use case in detail, the next paragraphs will discuss
WiPo in this case using the SPEET dimensions which must not be confused with
the use case itself.

Social Dimension In a general business use case, Curators of WiPo are internal
strategic analysts of businesses who wish to partially automate their data collec-
tion when doing strategic planning. As none of the individual use cases in this

 http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/, accessed: --.
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use case class are quite alike – simply owing to the fact that no two companies
will address strategic planning alike – the tool will have to address a large array
of needs. In the general use case, Users are likely to be top-level managers who
are used to a report-like output which should be addressed by WiPo.

In this particular agricultural use case, the differentiation between Users and
Curators is probably less relevant. It can be expected that there is no such formal
organisational structure as for big corporations. Furthermore, curation and us-
age will probably be done by the same person first, seing the scope and integ-
rating the desired sources and then evaluating the retrieved information using
the system. is much is true when WiPo is to be sold on an instance basis.
However, anticipating the economic discussion, an alternative is to sell access
to a service for an entire industry, e. g., agriculture. In this case curators would
be professionals from the farming industry such as specialised solicitors, market
experts, and agricultural researchers. In this case the users would be farmers and
agronomists. However, their technical capabilities oen vary. us, the system
has to be simple to use, yet informative which is a GUI challenge.

Political/Legal/EthicalDimensions Since this case ismore business oriented and
taps professional sources, there will commonly be established licensing models
to obtain data. us, Intellectual Property is less of an issue. Similarly, Privacy is
less relevant because a business and not a private person is dealt with. However,
strategic planning may be highly confidential, hence, measures will have to be
taken to prevent search queries or even profiles of companies to be overheard
or compromised by a third party. is, however, is only relevant if WiPo is to be
deployed as service rather than as an instance.

Economic/Business Dimension As briefly mentioned already, this scenario of-
fers two different Business Models. First, WiPo could be licensed on an instance
basis, i. e., companies license the soware and configure and run it themselves.
However, it is quite likely that companies would need technical support. While
this allows for a maximum security and flexibility, it also means that there are
no economies of scale, as every company does more or less the same thing. As
a consequence, in particular for the agricultural case discussed here, it makes
sense to provide companies with a service that they can query. is offers the
big advantage that every company can consume the most relevant information
for them without the need for their own curators. is means determining the
Potential Customers in this case is simple – the users are agricultural businesses
with their specific information needs.
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Regarding Organisational Structure, this WiPo case resembles a standard com-
pany with departments such as development, marketing, and accounting. How-
ever, a special department would be the curation department where a number
of experts gather and curate information for the target industry. Given the pro-
fessionalism of this use case these would most likely be expert employees.

As evident from above, Potential Providers are any domain specific informa-
tion providers. Depending on their bargaining power, it might be difficult to
negotiate economically viable terms. en again, if WiPo serves as an interme-
diary the organisation behind it should be able to find a solution that provides
the information cheaper than they would be if the individual customers were to
buy it.

Potential Competition would be numerous services offering similar informa-
tion individually. However, providing information in an integrated manner may
give WiPo an advantage over them; in particular if the information provided by
WiPo is extremely reliable. However, WiPo may be more expensive as it has to
cover the cost of operation and could potentially provide too much information
for an individual business to handle.

Environmental Dimension Direct Consequences for the environment are basic-
ally identical to the previous cases and shall therefore be omied here. Neverthe-
less, the Indirect Consequences are extremely relevant as agriculture is a nature-
based business and information provided throughWiPo could have a significant
impact on the environment. As an example, WiPo could hold information that
a certain legal pesticide, which harms wildlife, is far more effective than others.
is might result in an increased usage and a decrease in wildlife. at said, this
quickly turns into an ethical discussion for which no ultimate answer can be
given here. Yet, it shows that WiPo needs to be aware of its role as a multiplic-
ator.

TechnicalDimension Curation in this use case is probably more the task of find-
ing, integrating and organising a number of trustful sources than that of con-
duction quality checks on a couple of thousand Web entries. As a consequence
Data Mining is not as pronounced in this use case. Nevertheless, it might be
of importance with regard to analysing trends and discovering changes in the
environment. e key curation process in this WiPo case is taking the mined
data, as well as the data directly provided by suppliers and potentially by users
(e. g., information on their location) and applying a set of context-specific rules
to produce the required high-quality information output.
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Similar to the health case, Source Selection is initially done primarily by curat-
ors to provide the best quality possible. Nevertheless, user-supplied URLs will
also be checked in this process.

e Data Freshness requirements are difficult to generalise as there is inform-
ation which is likely to be static and other information which is highly volatile.
A daily update frequency of the database should be sufficient for the more volat-
ile information, such as weather data. Laws are probably not updated at a high
frequency but it should be ensured that the information stays accurate. us,
for this type of information even an on-demand update triggered by curators is
sensible.

User Input in this case will mainly consist of keywords regarding topics in one
of the domains. But it could also be files containing information on their field
which can then influence the information provided on the platform regarding
soil conditions in a certain region. More importantly, analyses of ideal crops for
the given soil could be provided by WiPo. Additionally, users can supply URLs
which may extend the body of knowledge on the system.

For Service Response Time this means that a query should yield results with
a delay of no more than seconds based on the data gathered a priori. However,
a notification function should be implemented which notifies users of changes
to articles they are interested in or alerts them whenever new documents have
been added. As far as additional services such as crop recommendation men-
tioned above are concerned, the response time might be longer but should not
take more than minutes.

At a first glance this use case is similar to many other use cases regarding
Visualization & Output as WiPo will mainly provide textual and graphical in-
formation. However, as soon as trends and developments are included, compre-
hensive charting becomes necessary.

4.3.7. Case Comparison

WiPo is claiming to be generically applicable and so far analyses suggest that
it can indeed be helpful when applied to the cases discussed. Furthermore, the
technology has the potential to help in many other cases if tailored appropri-
ately. is case comparison section shall present and discuss the similarities
and differences of the presented WiPo cases to allow for some generalisations
regarding various WiPo use cases. To this end, this section will again be struc-
tured according to the SPEET dimensions preceded by general remarks regard-
ing the Use Case aributes Proposition & Experience and Service Composition. A
summary will be given in Table . at the end of this section.
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Case Description While inherently different, the use cases have a similar Pro-
position & Experience. All of them involve integration of some sort and offline
availability to some degree. In the tourism and LSAR cases (see Section ..
and Section .., respectively) the emphasis is more towards offline availabil-
ity, whereas in the other two cases the emphasis is on integration. e Service
Composition in all cases comprises public and semi-public Web sources as well
as private sources such as specific files or specific databases. As a consequence,
use cases can be concerned with structured sources (healthcare, Section ..,
and business, Section ..) or unstructured sources (tourism, and LSAR).
Given that all use cases have similar characteristics only with different weight-
ing, the more important characteristics are set in bold in Table ..

Social Dimension In the social dimension Users and Curators vary from tech-
nical experts to laypeople. In the tourism case expert users can be supposed but
curators are not necessarily experts, in the healthcare case both are not technical
experts. For the business case curators are experts in their fields and employed
to curate and hence will be familiar with the system while users are not. Fi-
nally, for the LSAR case both groups can be given extensive training and
can therefore be considered expert users. us, the tailoring always has to in-
clude an extensive target user and target curator analysis in order to provide a
system that fits the needs and technical abilities of the user.

Political/Legal/Ethical Dimension It is very hard to generalise regarding ethical
aspects of WiPo because ethics are very use-case-dependant. e question of
whether people in need should be granted access to information through WiPo
irrespective of their liquidity (e. g., the healthcare case) is a completely different
question to who should be allowed to use WiPo in general. For instance, is it
ethical to sell WiPo to armament companies? Or, is it right to make a chemistry
WiPo available to the open public which may give terrorists information they
would not receive otherwise? ese questions cannot be answered per se but
highlight that knowledge and the sharing of knowledge always bear responsib-
ility.

As noted before, it has to be taken into account that this work has been de-
veloped in the context of information systems and computer science rather than
in the area of law. Hence, the legal aspects will only briefly be discussed without

 Having presented cross-references to all cases once, they will be omied in the following to im-
prove readability.
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going into detail. In particular, the focus will be on intellectual property, includ-
ing aspects of copyright and licensing as well as privacy. Furthermore, the at-
tribute of liability, which was already mentioned in the healthcare case, will be
discussed more generally. More precisely, it will be investigated how relevant
it is in each case that the operator of WiPo can potentially be held liable for
incorrect information.

e assumption underlyingWiPo is that content providers publish their work
online with the intention of it being read and used by interested people, which
is facilitated by WiPo. However, over the past couple of years there has been
a disagreement between search engine providers, such as G, and various
publishing companies and organisations over the intellectual property right of
publishers in Germany. Publishers wanted to receive some compensation for
providing content or at least parts of content to search engine providers. is
eventually resulted in a change of law being passed in summer .e change
concerned §f to §h UhrG [Urhed], which give publishers the right to com-
pensation for snippets of texts and images. At first publishers permied the use
for free [tag]. Later, some publishers tried to enforce monetisation but those
who did were simply removed from a result set [Nig] or reduced to a minimal
inclusion [tagb]. is has led publishers to demand the Federal Cartel Office
take action, but it refused on the grounds that there was no evidence for an ab-
use of a dominant market position [taga]. is lead most publishers to recant
[tagc] and make their content available for free.

In contrast to search engines, it is WiPo’s declared aim to build a database
from existing texts and deliver them. In light of intellectual property rights, this
is unlikely to be legal for open public services, such as tourism, without the
consent of the content owners. A legal solution has to be found to address this
issue. However, in the case of close group usage as for a company, LSAR,
and even themedical support groups (if closed) this seems to be less problematic.
at said, these cases will also have to be examined by expert solicitors.

A starting point, avoiding these pitfalls, could be focusing on sources pub-
lishing their content under open licenses such as CC BYSA ., or GNU FDL
which W is using [Wiked]. However, this has considerable organisa-
tional overheads. Furthermore, there are many licences used on the Web, such
as the widely used ANCSA . G
(CCBYNC .) license, which only allows non-commercial usage.is would
be sufficient for some WiPo use cases but not for others. us, it is advisable
to seek permission of the content owner to use their content in a commercial

 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/, accessed: --.
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way. In some cases, such as the tourism case, some providers (e. g., tour guides)
would probably want to share their content because it can be seen as free ad-
vertisement.

Regarding the use cases and Intellectual Property, it can be concluded that
tourism has probably the biggest difficulties because a number of Web sources
should be integrated. All others are either not open to the public or incorporate
content that can rather easily be licensed such as medical databases.

Interestingly, WIPO – all capitalised – is also the abbreviation for World In-
tellectual Property Organization a United Nations agency which aims at leading
the development of an international intellectual property system [WIPed]. is
was unknown to the authors when creating the acronym WiPo for Web in your
Pocket.

Similarly, Privacy is very difficult because no guidelines exist that are inter-
nationally consistent. However, the overall relevance for WiPo is lile, given
that WiPo will fully disclose how profile data is used and what information is
stored. at said, privacy is of different importance depending on how sensit-
ive the stored information is. Regarding the four cases looked at here, it can be
stated that healthcare and LSAR are the most demanding in terms of pri-
vacy. While the business case can be aributed with a medium sensitivity, the
tourism case is least demanding.

Finally, the issue of Liability shall be briefly touched upon. As discussed previ-
ously, this is particularly relevant for the healthcare case because in this sector
very strict rules exist by which products and services used in medical treatment
need to be approved. e liability in the tourism case can be compared to that
of a regular travel guide book which is practically close to zero. In the L
SAR case curation is done by the organisation, hence, liability risk of such a
tool should be minimal, too. In the business case, in particular in that with a ser-
vice provided by professional curators, liability might be an issue and specialists
should be involved to minimise the risks for WiPo.

Economic Business Dimension Generally, it can be said that plenty of inform-
ation available on the Internet is free. However, this goes along with a high
cost for searching and evaluating the quality of the information. us, some in-
formation seekers are willing to pay for domain-specific high-quality content
[GRC]. erefore, regarding Potential Customers, WiPo can operate in three
modi. First, it can be run as a service for customers, which involves active cura-
tion by WiPo (the business case). Secondly, it may be run as a service in which
curation is done by the customer and only the infrastructure is provided (the
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LSAR case). irdly, it may be operated for consumers but financed by a
third party (tourism and healthcare cases). In this last case the reasons for fin-
ancing might vary and the examples altruism (healthcare) and profit increase
through advertisement (tourism) probably form the extremes. Consequently,
there are three types of customers, those who are interested in information,
those who want a platform for their own use, and those who want to benefit
from supporting the platform. is has to be kept in mind when realising the
platform. In particular if users and customers are not the same, careful consid-
eration has to be given to the question of to whom the focus should be given:
the customers or the users.

As a result of the above, there are three well-fied Business Models. For those
customers seeking information, a subscription model seems appropriate if they
seek it more than once and rely particularly on the freshness of information.is
can possibly be combined with a freemiummodel in which a number of requests
may be free or certain additional function may only be available to paying users.
Out of the cases discussed, this is true for the business and tourism case. e
second model is a classical soware licensing model, in which customers pay a
one-off fee for usage – or more likely in the WiPo case – a subscription fee to
continuously use the soware.is makes sense if the infrastructure is provided
byWiPo. Out of the cases looked at, this is most applicable to the LSAR case.
Finally, an advertisement or donation based strategy could be used by tourism
and healthcare cases, respectively.

While it is not possible to list all individual sources, Potential Providers can
be classified into two categories. ey can either be established suppliers of
information, such as database providers, or they can be operators of websites
with public information. However, most use cases – as all of the discussed –
are likely to interact with both categories. From a business point of view, it is
important to keep in mind that these two types exist and that a WiPo operator
will have to discuss use-case-dependent terms.

Similarly, no general statements can be made regarding the Potential Com-
petition; instead, a WiPo business has to look at its competition on a case-to-
case-basis. In some cases there is hardly any competition and other areas have
established services whichmay be hard to compete with. Other than that, for the
cases under investigation it can be said that tourism has the highest expected
competition whereas business as well as LSAR will face less competition. In
contrast, the healthcare case has the lowest expected competition.

 It is supposed that having a platform is the ultimate goal, i. e., benefit, for an altruistic sponsor.
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Finally, the organisational model may vary but can roughly be divided into
two categories, in-house curation and curation conducted by a third party. How-
ever, this differentiation may not always be entirely selective. e tourism case
would need to be classified as third party, but then again crowd curation might
also include some in-house experts; the same is valid for the healthcare case. In
contrast, the other two cases can be clearly assigned to one of the two (busi-
ness→ in-house; LSAR→ third-party).

Environmental Dimension As stated when defining the Environmental dimen-
sion, the Direct Consequences are not yet the main focus of standalone IT sys-
tems. at said, this issue is of equal relevance to all use cases, not only those
discussed here. In contrast, the Indirect Consequences vary and are strongly use-
case-dependent. Out of those cases discussed the healthcare case has probably
hardly any effect. All others are not really predictable. Based on the assumption
that people do not inherently care for the environment, the tourism case and
the business case will potentially have a negative impact. However, if the right
information is communicated well enough it may also have a positive influence,
which is most likely in the LSAR case.

Technical Dimension From a technical point of view, the main task of WiPo is
the integration of various sources and databases. is is in contrast to conven-
tional algorithmic search engines, which perform well in terms of automated
information gathering but are limited in regard to quality assessment and do
not provide for integrated information presentation which WiPo achieves by
curation.

e use cases show that expert curation and crowd curation can be differenti-
ated. All of the cases are supported by algorithmic extension such as automated
updates. e curation tasks also vary between use cases. Whereas healthcare,
business, and LSAR focus on the integration of a relatively small number of
high-quality sources and quality checks thereof, the tourism case focuses more
than the others on collecting a very large body of knowledge in one place. at
is why this use case requires crowd curation. While healthcare may be applic-
able to both, the other two will most likely be curated by an individual or a small
group of experts.

Closely related to the topic of curation is the area of Source Selection. Sources
should initially be seeded by curators. For those cases in which a number of pre-
known sources have to be integrated (business, LSAR, and partially health-
care), the selection will mostly be done manually. Given the sheer number of
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sources in the tourism case and also partially in the healthcare case, the source
selection has to be algorithmically supported by focused crawling. at said,
even crawling has an ethical dimension to it. K [Kosed] claims to have
developed the R E P in the early s. is protocol,
which is based on a text-file (robots.txt), allows server administrators to tell ro-
bots whether they are welcome to access a given page or not. However, there is
no need for a robot to obey this request and the content can simply be crawled
anyhow. Nevertheless, it is good practise to obey these files but this it is an
ethical decision whether to do so.

Regarding Data Mining, a number of mechanics have been identified for the
different use cases. Among them are Link Analysis, Clustering, Entity Recogni-
tion, Collaborative Filtering, Association RuleMining, and TrendAnalysis. From
this it can be seen that there are various tools available. However, each use case
has its specific needs. While all use cases can make use of Link Analysis to
determine general dependencies, the tourism case can particularly benefit from
clustering in order to centre documents around topics and collaborative filtering
to recommend appropriate items to users. Healthcare and LSAR can make
good use of association rule mining and paern matching and the business case
benefits from trend analysis. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that these
are only starting points; an informed decision has to be taken when actually
implementing the use case.

As far as Service Response Time is concerned, it can be said that in any case an
instant reply from the database can be expected. Differences can be observed for
the duration of additional calculations with the LSAR case being the most
time critical. Response time is also critical for the tourism case because users
expect instant replies. For the other two cases it is less relevant how quickly
new information are retrieved, as long as the returned information is accurate.
e same is true for Data Freshness which has to be high in all cases to ensure
information is not outdated.

User Input has been restricted to keywords, URLs, and files. e difference
between the use cases lies in the types of files that are submied. In the tour-
ism and healthcare examples files are used to extend the profile and potentially
extend the knowledge base. In the business case user-supplied documents are
meant to be analysed and returned with enhanced information, while in the
LSAR case documents are submied to be reviewed by search managers
(curators).
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Visualization & Output can be described as similar but different for all cases.
More definite is the fact that all cases have the same output basis, such as tex-
tual and image data but all have different special requirements. Tourism requires
advanced multimedia usage for films, healthcare requires the ability to appropri-
ately show medical images, business requires advanced charting, and LSAR
has very special map visualisation requirements.

From all this, it can be seen that while use cases can be inherently different,
they can be gauged by the same sets of aributes and it stands to reasons that
this framework is generally applicable to all WiPo use cases. While it is likely
that aributes may have further manifestations, the cases looked at here can
be considered rather comprehensive because of their diversity. us, the cases
presented can serve as references when new use cases are to be implemented.

4.4. WiPo Conclusions and FutureWork

In the preceding sections the concept of WiPo has been introduced and the ini-
tial implementation has been described. is was followed by an extensive dis-
cussion of four use cases. It was shown that WiPo, as an information platform
and single point of truth that pushes information to the user, can be particularly
beneficial if a number of sources for a well-specified topic have to be integrated,
kept up-to-date, and possibly persisted offline on a mobile device – all enabled
by means of manual curation. Comparing WiPo to currently existing tools, it
can be said that WiPo is a manually curated information repository, similar to
W – but WiPo is also self-updating –, with enhanced search function-
ality, as provided by common search engines, such as G.

4.4.1. BeyondManual Curation

Currently, curation relies on human experts and is only marginally supported
by algorithms. is is the boleneck of the system as curation is a labourious
and time-consuming task. is issue is particularly severe in cases in which
time plays an important role. Using crowds, as suggested for the tourism case,
is an alternative to entirely manual curation and could, therefore, be the first
task to extend the WiPo infrastructure. Previous published work by the author
[SV] has already suggested a move towards collaborative curation, borrowing
ideas from W and other collaborative online knowledge organisation
platforms such as the  and D. However, collaborative or crowd
curation goes along with plenty of organisational overheads. Furthermore, it
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can be difficult to motivate people to contribute to such a tool in order to achieve
high-quality content and to resolve possible conflicts between curators – oen
the right incentives need to be given.

ese potential pitfalls have been well studied on W, probably one
of the best known knowledge repositories built and maintained by a crowd. In
[SPM] a brief review of literature on these issues is presented. As an example,
W  P [WP] state that altruistic motivation occurs
more oen than selfish motivations among contributors to W. K
 K [KK] describe the ideal group structure based on an analysis of
over  publicly availableWikis as having a core of leaders who domost of the
work. is shows that it is not clear how well a crowd-based WiPo can function
and, something which should be subject to future research.

When crowd curation is to be employed, it is important to provide the right
incentives. According to H [Ham], who presents an analysis of forces
driving crowds in her PhD-thesis, crowdsourcing should address creative and
innovative Internet users. Overall extrinsic but non-monetary factors such as
appreciation of work had the strongest driving force. is could for instance be
achieved by gamification. In order to address intrinsic motivation, the platform
should be developed in a user-friendly manner [Ham]. Monetary motivation
provides a positive effect which, however, is not very strong. Both, monetary
as well as other extrinsic factors have a positive influence on the intrinsic mo-
tivation. From this it can be inferred that WiPo should provide an easy to use
platform that allows users to enjoy their work. Furthermore, extrinsic motiva-
tion should be provided through a gamified interface which allows, for example,
the achievement of virtual badges as this addresses the motive of gaining social
recognition [BL]. Whether money should be paid has to be decided on a case
to case basis [Ham]. Regarding WiPo this is also a question of economic viab-
ility and is probably not feasible in the cases discussed here.

Furthermore, a natural consequence of crowd curation would be to take social
media into account.us, the crowd functions should be developed in away that
allows for sharing information or curation needs in one’s social networks such
as F in order to gain wider visibility and acquire possible curators that
would not be aware of WiPo otherwise.

Besides manual curation another means of curation is possible, namely a com-
plete automation using ontologies such as YAGO [HSBW] which is sourced
from W. At first this might seem to be a renunciation from the idea
that manual labour is superior to algorithms with regard to quality assessment.
However, the ontology has to be built in the first place. is usually happens
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at least in a supervised manner, i. e., the ontology is filled by a human super-
vised algorithm. is thesis proposes to set up a new ontology for a new WiPo
based on human expert supervision. Furthermore, it is also possible to employ
any combination of manual curation, crowd curation, and ontologies, resulting
in the seven combinations depicted in Figure ..

Curator Crowd

Ontology

Curator &
Crowd

Curator &
Ontology

Crowd &
Ontology

Curator &
Crowd &
Ontology

Figure 4.25.: Possible Combinations of Curation Types.

Self-learning algorithms, which are based on expert or crowd decisions, could
be used to pre-assess the quality of retrieved documents and discard obvious
garbage. Furthermore, they could be used to cluster documents as well as extract
keywords and categories automatically, allowing for the linking of results as a
means to build ontological knowledge which can then be used to automate cura-
tion further. It should be noted that any given WiPo instance may pass through
more than one (maybe all) combinations during its lifetime. For instance, it could
start as curator only and be then extended by crowd and ontology support. To
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this end, use cases will have to be analysed in order to determine which of the
combinations is applicable and to define transitions from one to another.

4.4.2. Future Technical Developments

Possible future extensions are manifold but can roughly be divided into back-
end and front-end developments. Regarding the front-end, there are two things
to work on; the first being usability. While the prototype is in principle well-
operable the devil is in the detail necessitating improvements. To this end, us-
ability experts should be consulted in order to do an in-depth analysis of the
current state and extend on this.

Furthermore, the newly introduced modi operandi such as crowd curation
will have to be reflected appropriately.is includes in particular the implement-
ation of communication channels, including the possibility to submit documents
for revision, to track changes, and to revert to previous versions, to name a few
options.

Additionally – highly depending on the use case – a mobile app will have
to be developed in order for use cases to be able to make full use of all offline
features. From those use cases discussed, this affects tourism and LSAR. In
healthcare and in a business context this is of lower importance, although it can
be useful in those cases, too. For instance, patients could read relevant papers on
the train while on their way to their specialist and also carry this information
to their medical doctor. A farmer might want to take the information out in the
fields. A dedicated app has the further advantage that it can be tailored to the
exact needs of a user and that it can improve relevant off-line functionality for
specific use cases. Also, it would be a great improvement to both front-end and
back-end alike to make it easier to include non-Web sources, such as external
databases or user files.

Regarding the back-end, there is even more room for improvement. e main
aim being to reduce the burden on the curators’ shoulders. e implemented
solution can be seen as a skeleton or proof of concept of what is possible.

Starting at the point of gathering data, focussed crawling is a main challenge.
is means that adaptive crawling will have to be implemented in such a way
that at crawl time it can be decided whether a document is relevant or not. For
instance, language could be a criterion. As of now the crawler also picks up
Web pages in languages other than English, which are of no use to the currently
employed curators. Also, topic determination could be helpful. e idea of fo-
cused crawling was discussed as early as  [CBD]. More recently, the issue
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of low recall owing to Web structure was addressed [PT], as was the use of
sentiment analysis in focused Web crawling [VCK].

All of this concerned crawl time. However, there is plenty of algorithmic work
that can be applied aer document collection and before manual curation to re-
duce a curator’s workload.is includes automatic content analysis and categor-
isation for instance by means of cluster analysis (e. g., [LRU]). Further steps in
the future should include the application of link analysis as described in [LRU].
In this way the natural link structure of the Web can be exploited to gain in-
formation on which articles to integrate and how. However, this would prob-
ably also require a more complex GUI. Further research could also go into the
recommendation part, including building privacy-conform user profiles which
will yield beer search results. is is also elaborated on in [LRU].

Once fully developed, WiPo should make use of the fact that the architecture
was built in a way that it can be run on a distributed system architecture, in
particular a H cluster. In this regard, it will be interesting to see how
much performance in particular regarding crawling, analysing, and query time
can be improved.

4.4.3. FutureWork

us far, the conclusion has mainly been concerned with possible technical and
organisational enhancements and developments that are useful to improve the
utility of WiPo. However, these have all been theoretical in nature. e design
science approach suggested by P  . [PTRC] and followed here also
requires some practical evaluation.is section is dedicated to showing how the
initial steps of design science have been fulfilled and how the less intensively
discussed parts can be addressed. To this end, the six steps shall be repeated.
Furthermore, information is given on how this work addressed them.

Identify Problem&Motivation In Chapter  it was pointed out that while al-
gorithmic search engines suffice in most cases, there are particular, topic-
centric cases in which they do not. It would thus be helpful to have a beer
solution.

Define Objectives of a Solution From this, in Section .. the objective has been
derived to develop a search tool that delivers integrated high-quality in-
formation by exploiting curation.

 http://hadoop.apache.org/, accessed: --.
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Design and Development edesign has very extensively been discussed in Sec-
tion . based on Petri Nets.e developed implementation has then been
introduced in Section ..

Demonstration While not a demonstration in the proper sense of a design sci-
ence approach, Section . has demonstrated how WiPo can be applied
to different use cases theoretically. A practical demonstration to the sci-
entific community has been done at EC-Web [SGH+a] regarding the
concept and at BTW  [SGH+] presenting the actual tool.

Evaluation One demo case has been evaluated in a small scale interview series,
described in Section ... Consequently, this has created a starting point
for future research.

Communication is has started with a number of publications describing
the concept, the implementation and the demonstration [DRSV; SV;
DSVR; DSV; SGH+; SGH+a]. Furthermore, this work is part of
communicating the ideas behind WiPo. However, given that the evalu-
ation part will have to be iterated further, additional communication is to
be expected.

In summary, this work has laid the foundations for a search process re-
integrating humans for quality checks and tailoring results towards users’ needs.
It was elaborated on a first prototypical implementation, which served as a proof
of concept and as a basis for discussion with scientific peers.

An overall evaluation is out of the scope of this work. However, pointers will
be given as to how research on WiPo can be continued – following the intro-
duced design science approach. Firstly, a use case has to be chosen because a
tool can only be evaluated seriously with a given purpose which is likely to be
different for different use cases. Given the experience of this work, the L
SAR case is appropriate because interested partners could be identified, which
allows for a concrete application despite the competition.

Once this is seled, three iterations through the design science phases Design
& Development, Demonstration, and Evaluation (Communication too if appropri-
ate results are achieved) are suggested. is is in line with the approach by P
  . [PTRC], whose process explicitly provides a feedback loop. For
convenience sake, the graphical illustration of their process is repeated in Fig-
ure ..

en, WiPo has to undergo the improvements identified in the first round of
interviews (Design & Development). Secondly, the results should be presented
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to a number of experts conducting a small-scale expert interview series similar
to the first one (Demonstration). An interview study is recommended as it is of
the highest importance to get first-hand information form eventual users. To this
end, individual qualitative interviews appear to be the ideal method.alitative
interviews are commonly unstructured, resulting in a topic centric conversation,
or are semi-structured, i. e., following a guide of predefined open questions or
topics. e laer allows for flexibility while ensuring that all important aspects
are covered and the interviews are comparable. Some authors explicitly encour-
age departing from the interview guide and discussing tangents in order to get
as much insights as possible [BB]. Evaluating this series will possibly lead to
the identification of necessary improvements (Evaluation).

Identify 
Problem & 
Motivation

Define 
Objectives of a 

Solution

Design & 
Development

Demonstration Evaluation Communication

Process Iteration

Figure 4.26.: The Design Science Research Process, Adapted from [PTRC07].

Aer that, a next iteration could then be to implement the identified features
(Design & Development). Next, the tool should be presented to its later users
and they should be allowed to test its functionality over a set period of time –
ideally a couple of months (Demonstration). e following evaluation step could
make use of focus group interviews, i. e., a larger number of group interviews,
as studying group context is “probably the most natural method for gathering
knowledge [..], especially in an organisational context.” [Chr]. In contrast to
individual interviews, in a group seing different opinions are dynamically dis-
cussed. is allows for a more complete picture to be gained. However, this
dynamic has to be well controlled by the interviewer in order to prevent the
interview heading in the completely wrong direction. Regarding group sizes, 
to  participants seem to be a good group sizes. is is also referred to as mini
focus groups [Edm]. It is probably appropriate to form two sets of mini focus
groups, i. e., users and curators.

Following this refreshed Evaluation, the feedback gained during the overall
process will be compiled and implemented in the last iteration proposed here
(Design & Development). Based on the resulting tool, the Demonstration can be
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renewed by rolling WiPo out to beta testers, i. e., WiPo is run under real condi-
tions and is used by the eventual users. Finally, a large-scale survey based on
questionnaires is proposed to evaluate the tool at large. Only then, final conclu-
sions regarding the applicability of WiPo can be drawn (Evaluation).







Part II.

DataMarketplaces and
Quality-Based Data Pricing





5. Data Marketplaces

Research has shown that companies which use data analysis extensively are
commonly market leaders in their domain [Dav]. Particularly, so-called data-
driven decision making is associated with higher productivity and profitabil-
ity of firms [BHK]. Consequently, it has been recognised that data has value
[Milb]. While it is a first step to build a data-driven enterprise that collects
and analyses data as discussed by D [Dav], there is a recognition
that external data is also relevant [Ros; BHK; MSLV]. As a result, data
marketplaces have emerged that can be seen as an advancement of established
information services such as B to the data level [Milc].

is chapter is dedicated to defining and describing the phenomenon of data
marketplaces. Markets and marketplaces for information as well as the market-
ability of information goods have been explored within the field of economics
for some time, e. g., in [MYB; Bak; Bat; LS]. More recently (in ),
B  . [BHS] put the topic of data marketplaces on the research
agenda of the database community. ey identified two main research chal-
lenges: firstly, understanding how the value of data is determined and modified
on datamarketplaces as well as what pricing schemes and services facilitate data
marketplaces and secondly understanding the behaviour of market participants
and the underlying rules. B  . [BHS] aribute the second chal-
lenge to the economic community and recommend the first to be addressed by
the database community. e first challenge – as far as understanding value
creation on information markets is concerned – has, however, been partly ad-
dressed by economists already, e. g., in [LS]. e problem of value generation
on electronic platforms intended to facilitate trading of data, and the technical
implementation of such facilitating factors, have mainly been addressed by two
research groups; the research group who initiated the topic, of which B
  . et. al. are members [BHS; KUB+a; KUB+b; KUB+] and a
second group with T as a lead author [Tan; TSBV; TWB+; TASB].
However, open problems in this area remain [BHK+].

 http://www.bloomberg.com/, accessed: --.
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In the reminder of this work, the focus will be on the aspect of value creation,
more precisely pricing of data as a specific information good. Consequently, a
hybrid approach is used, combining database knowledge with economic the-
ory as pricing is inherently rooted in economic theory and cannot be explored
thoroughly without an economic understanding. is section will start with a
recapitulation of basic microeconomics in Section .. In the proceeding Sec-
tion . data marketplaces will be defined based on economic theory. Extend-
ing the theoretical discussion, data marketplaces will then be examined from a
practical point of view in Section .. Finally, pricing of information goods is
discussed in Section ..

5.1. Basic Microeconomics

In order to lay the foundation for the remainder of this chapter, some basic mi-
croeconomic terms and concepts of neoclassic economic theory need to be intro-
duced.is section focuses on concepts relevant to this work; readers interested
in further information are referred to [SNa; SMS; MT; PR], which also
build the basis of this section.

A basic concept in economics is the supply and demand of goods [PR]. It is
supposed that consumers (demanders) act in such a way that they maximise the
utility they receive from goods they consume. Analogously, it is supposed that
producers (suppliers) act in a way to maximise their profits. Both parties do so
only in their respective interest [SMS].

Every consumer has individual preferences that describe the individual util-
ity values they derive from the consumption of different goods. is results in
an individual demand curve, showing how much of a given good is consumed
at a given price. An overall demand curve is achieved by aggregating all indi-
vidual consumer demand curves within the economic zone under investigation
[SMS]. For most goods, the demand decreases when prices increase and vice
versa.

Suppliers use productive factors (e. g., machines, resources or human labour)
to produce goods in such a way that they maximise their profits. Usually, suppli-
ers have fixed costs, i. e., costs that do not change depending on the output, e. g.,
rent for office buildings, and variable costs, i. e., costs that depend on the out-
put such as resources used for production. As a result, average costs per output
unit usually decrease with increasing output, i. e., the fixed costs are covered by
more units. However, at some point this typically changes as the variable costs
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increase again, for example when processes become inefficient owing to spatial
constraints [SMS].

Demand and supply meet on markets which will later be extensively dis-
cussed in Section ... For the purpose of this introduction, perfect markets
are supposed, which have a number of properties:

. Comparable and homogeneous goods providing a similar utility [RN;
PR]

. A sufficiently large number of demanders and suppliers to allow for per-
fect competition, which implies that either have about the same market
share and, thus, cannot set prices but have to accept the market price
[RN; PR]

. No market entry or exit limitations [PR; NDH]

. Complete market transparency (i. e., perfect information regarding avail-
ability, quality, and prices of goods) [RN; NDH; PR]

. Immediate adoption to changes in the former [RN; NDH]

. No personal preferences regarding certain suppliers or time of purchase
[RN; NDH]

It has been established that suppliers try tomaximise their profit which equals
the difference of revenue and costs: P = R− C . Costs and revenue both depend
on the amount x of sold units. Furthermore, revenue depends on the price p
that can be realised. In this basic concept, as pointed out above, it is supposed
that producers cannot set prices but have to deal with a given market price.
erefore, the profit equation can be formulated as: P = px − C(x) [SMS]. In
order to maximise the function P(x) the first derivative P ′(x) has to equal zero:

P ′(x) = p− C ′(x) (.)

P ′(x) !
= 0 (.)

0= p− C ′(x) (.)
p = C ′(x) (.)

As shown by Equation ., the profit is maximised if the price equals the mar-
ginal cost (the cost of producing an additional unit). However, in order to be
a maximum, P ′′(x) < 0 must hold true, which depends on the exact form of
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C(x) because P ′′(x) = −C ′′(x). It therefore follows that production increases if
p increases as it is profitable to produce at higher marginal cost. is relation is
described by the individual supply curve. Similar to demand, the overall supply
curve is constructed by aggregating all individual supply curves [SMS].

As mentioned above, supply and demand meet on markets. In a theoretical
framework, this is achieved by equating the supply curve and the demand curve.
is means, eventually, the market will arrive at a market price or equilibrium
price p∗ [SNb; Sta; PR]. e process of arriving at p∗ can be made clear by
supposing there were a p1 > p∗, which would imply an excess of supply. us,
providers have to decrease prices in order to sell their goods until they reach
p∗. A decrease in prices inevitability leads to reduced production and the excess
of supply is reduced. e same argument can be made vice versa, i. e., in light
of excess supply production is reduced and the price adapts accordingly, the
result being the same. Supposing there were a p2 < p∗, which would imply an
excess of demand, then producers would increase prices and production until p∗
is reached. At the price of p∗ all goods are sold, therefore, the equilibrium price
is also referred to as market clearing price [PR]. Figure . shows how p∗ can
be determined graphically for simple demand and supply curves.

S

D

p

xx*

p*

Consumer
Surplus

Supplier 
Surplus

Figure 5.1.: Market Equilibrium, Adapted from [PR13].

Obviously, demanders are not willing to buy a good at any price and have an
upper limit for the price they want to pay. is limit is referred to as the reserva-
tion price [PR]. If demanders are able to buy a good at a price lower than their
reservation price, they gain what is called consumer surplus [PR]. Analogous
to consumer surplus, suppliers gain what is referred to as supplier surplus if they
are able to sell a good for more than their marginal cost of production. e sum
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of both is called economic surplus or total welfare [PR]. is is illustrated in
Figure ., too.

In the larger context of data marketplaces, market structures are also relevant.
In reality, perfect markets rarely exist, in particular, it is likely that one or a few
market participants are larger than others and therefore havemore power. In the
context of a data marketplace study, M  . [MSLV] discussed the
following market structures: monopoly, oligopoly, and strong competition. Hav-
ing dealt with strong competition (perfect markets) already, monopolies will be
discussed in detail as they are highly relevant in the context of data market-
places.

In a monopoly situation sole suppliers (monopolists) of a good can dictate
prices to maximise their profit as they do not face any competition. is is
achieved by selling less of a good than under perfect competition at a higher
price [PR; MT]. Generally, it is supposed that the monopolist knows the
demand function x(p). is implies monopolists also know the price they can
achieve depending on the amount p(x) [SMS]. From this, the revenue can be
described as R(x) = xp(x). Similar to the case presented above, monopolists
want to maximise their profits formulated as: P = R(x)− C(x).

P ′(x) = R′(x)− C ′(x) (.)

P ′(x) !
= 0 (.)

0= R′(x)− C ′(x) (.)
R′(x) = C ′(x) (.)

As evident from Equation ., the profit of a monopolist is maximised if the
marginal revenue (the revenue generated by selling an additional unit) equals
the marginal cost. Furthermore, in order to be a maximum indeed, P ′′(x) < 0
must hold, which depends on the exact forms of R(x) and C(x). Commonly, the
resulting price of a monopolist supplier p∗M is greater than the optimal price un-
der strong competition p∗ [SMS].is results in an increased producer surplus
at the expense of consumer surplus. However, the total welfare also diminishes.
All this is presented in Figure ..

As evident from Figure ., it would be ideal for monopolists if they could ask
exactly the reservation price from each individual customer as this would max-
imise their surplus and not lead to a loss in welfare. Asking different prices of
different customers is referred to as price discrimination and will be extensively
discussed in Section ... In contrast, customers do not want to reveal their true
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reservation price to avoid being exploited. us, complete price discrimination
does not happen in practice [PR].

Whenmore than one provider dominates a market, this is termed an oligopoly,
i. e., the market is dominated by a few [PR]. e behaviour of these oligopol-
istic markets is hard to predict; effects can range from price fights to pooling
of interests. To analyse this scenario a thorough understanding of the specific
industry is necessary. M  . [MSLV] suggest that game theory
analysis is a means of forecasting the behaviour of the various parties involved.
A special form of an oligopoly is a duopoly, i. e., two equally strong, dominant
suppliers.

S

D

p

xx*

p* Supplier 
Surplus

Consumer
Surplus

x*M

p*M

Consumer
Surplus

Welfare
Loss

Figure 5.2.: Market in a Monopoly, Adapted from [PR13].

Finally, for completeness’ sake, monopsony and oligopsony shall be briefly ex-
plained. As their names suggest they are similar to monopoly and oligopoly struc-
tures but applied to the demand side. e difference is that in a monopoly (oli-
gopoly) a sole provider (a limited number o) faces a large number of customers,
while in a monopsony (oligopsony) a single (a limited number o) demander(s)
face a large number of suppliers. us, the same implications apply vice versa
[PR]. However, as of today, the market for data is supplier-driven [Milc]
and no strong demanders have emerged. us, these structures are of less im-
portance.

5.2. A Theoretical Perspective

is section firstly discusses markets andmarketplaces from a general economic
perspective, expanding on the above. en, this will be transferred to electronic
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markets and marketplaces. Subsequently, data as a digital good will be estab-
lished and its marketability will be discussed. ese first three parts are loosely
based on [Vom; VSSV]. Last in this theory section, the marketability of
digital goods will be discussed.

5.2.1. Markets andMarketplaces

In everyday language, the terms market and marketplace are commonly used as
synonyms without taking into account their differences. However, in order to
understand datamarketplaces, it is important to define the terms for the purpose
of establishing a common understanding. In economic theory, as evident from
the previous section, markets are an abstract construct where actors (first and
foremost suppliers and demanders of a given good) meet and exchange a good
and determine the price of a good [SNb].is implies that a market commonly
focuses on one product [BH]. In contrast, the term marketplace for a given
good describes the actual, physical or virtual place where the good is traded,
i. e., it provides the infrastructure for trades [Gri]. is means, the difference
between a market and a marketplace can be aributed to the level of abstraction.
Marketplaces are the infrastructure that enables the abstract concept of markets.
Indeed, the sum of all market-based transactions, e. g., selling and buying a spe-
cific good in a specific region constitute a market [Sta; PR]. For instance,
one could speak of the book market in Germany, which is constituted by all
book transactions in the country through various channels, such as online and
offline marketplaces.

A market as such serves three functions [Vom; VSSV; Bak]. From an
organisational perspective, the functions Institution and Transaction are import-
ant [Sch; Bak]. From an economics perspective, Matching Buyers and Sellers
including the pricing mechanism [Bak] is of utmost importance as it coordin-
ates market participants [SNb] and – as shown in Section . – determines
the amount of a good produced.

e Institution function describes the rules that underlie the market, the be-
haviour of market participants – such as laws and established communication
channels [Sch]. e second function, Transaction, is the actual exchange of
goods which can be subdivided into four phases [RN]:

. Information phase, in which information on the good to be purchased is
acquired/provided

. Negotiation phase, in which the contractual terms (including the price)
are agreed upon
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. Transaction phase, in which goods are exchanged

. Aer-sales phase, in which possibly additional services are performed

Regardingmatching, it can be said that prices coordinate the actions of buyers
and sellers [SNb; Sta; PR].is is because a price serves as an indicator to
other market participants. For instance, a low price could encourage consumers
to purchasemore of a good, while a higher price motivates producers to increase
production [SNb; Sta; PR].

Under strong competition, i. e., a market close to perfection as described above,
the market price will approach the marginal cost of production. is means,
suppliers are no longer capable of seing a profit-maximising price. As a con-
sequence, providers may sell their goods at the market price or not sell at all.
Eventually, this is desirable as it maximises the overall surplus [PR].

5.2.2. Electronic Markets andMarketplaces

e concept of markets and marketplaces can be transferred to the digital world,
where it is referred to as electronic markets and electronic marketplaces. Even
more than with their offline counterparts, the terms are used inconsistently and
sometimes even synonymously [BH]. However, here the differentiation will
be treated analogously to the above; electronic markets can be considered the
abstract concept that comprises all rules and transactions and pricing mechan-
isms that build the electronic market for a good [Sch]. Most importantly, for
a market to be considered an electronic market, the negotiation phase, at least,
has to be electronically supported [Sch]. Likewise, an electronic marketplace
is an online infrastructure through which market participants interact [RN].

In summary, an electronic market comprises all electronic market-based activ-
ities. As a result, all electronic marketplaces are part of the electronic market.
e electronicmarket in turn is part of the overall market [BH].us, the over-
all market is instantiated by electronic and offline marketplaces. At this point, it
should be further clarified that speaking of electronic markets or marketplaces
does not imply that digital goods are traded. Indeed, on electronic marketplaces
both, physical as well as digital goods, can be traded.

However, there is one major difference between markets and their electronic
equivalent. e usage of IT decreases transaction costs significantly as it be-
comes easier to find relevant information and, therefore, markets are brought
closer to perfection [Bak], which affects pricing. Whilst on imperfect mar-
kets providers may have the ability to set prices, this ability can be reduced by
electronic marketplaces.
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Given that the terms electronic market and electronic marketplace are con-
fused even more frequently than their non-electronic counterparts, W 
A [WA] have analysed a number of definitions and identified two con-
cepts that exist in parallel. According to their classification, an electronicmarket-
place can either take the form of a Governance Structure or of a Business Model.

While the governance structure definition of an electronic marketplace is ba-
sically equivalent to the electronic market definition given above, i. e., a market
in the abstract sense, the business model definition reflects a marketplace as a
concrete institution. In this definition a marketplace is understood to be a vir-
tual place that brings together supply and demand. However, any organisational
form falls into this category irrespectively of who drives the platform suppliers,
demanders, or an independent third-party.

As a result of the various forms that a data marketplace as a business can
take on, several aempts to classify data marketplaces have been undertaken.
V [Vom] provided a unified classification framework based on [WA;
RN; Luo]. e framework is organised along the three dimensions Orienta-
tion, Type, and Ownership, and categorises, different Business Models along these
dimensions.

Orientation operates on the scale of hierarchy to market. While market forces
are allowed to operate freely on the market-end of the spectrum, in a hierarchy
model, they are skewed towards either suppliers or demanders (cf. the argument
of oligopoly versus oligopsony in Section .). More concretely, this dimension
shows whether the electronic marketplace is run in someone’s interest.

Next, the Type dimension differentiates between vendor-based and market-
place-based electronic marketplaces. While marketplaces as platforms are in-
herently unbiased, marketplaces driven by vendors (or buyers) are likely to be
biased in their respective favour.

Finally, marketplaces are categorised based on their Ownership, which can be
a) private, i. e., owned by a single company (seller or buyer); b) consortia-based,
i. e., owned by a small number of companies (sellers or buyers); and c) independ-
ent, i. e., the marketplace is run as platform without any connection to sellers
or buyers. Since Ownership and Type are functionally dependent, here, this clas-
sification has been simplified and Type has been omied. is insight is also
reflect in [VSSV].

V [Vom] identified six types of relevant electronic marketplace Busi-
ness Models depicted in Figure .. Firstly, there are highly biased electronic
marketplaces which are privately owned hierarchies and, thus, favouring an or-
ganisation. As such they appear both as seller-driven as well as vendor-driven.
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Next, there are consortia-based marketplaces that serve a particular organisa-
tion or a number of organisations. However, they are commonly less hierarchic
because they allow for multiple vendors or buyers to participate. Finally, there
are true marketplaces which are independent and allow for the market forces
to flow comparatively freely. However, there is one restriction. In order to be
considered a true marketplace, the operator must not sell data they own, as this
might bias their behaviour. erefore, this type of marketplace has been classi-
fied as a consortium because of a similar bias.

Hierarchy

Independent

Consortium

Private Buy-Side
System

Sell-Side
System

Sell-Side
Platform

Buy-Side
Platform

Two-Sided
Marketplace

Ownership Business Model

= Supplier

= Buyer
= Platform

Consortium
Marketplace

Orientation

Market

Figure 5.3.: Classification of Electronic Marketplaces (simplified from [Vom14], pub-
lished in [VSSV15]).

5.2.3. TheMarketability of Data

For non-digital goods, the mechanisms of markets do not change tremendously
because they are traded electronically. However, it is generally acknowledged
that electronic marketplaces reduce the transaction costs. Digital goods are in-
herently different; in order to understand the market for data and the according
data marketplaces, one has to look into the particulars of data as an information
good.

As should be evident from Chapter , data is the basis of information, which
requires context.erefore, most of the time, data is actually traded when speak-
ing of information goods [Lin]. In order to avoid confusion, the term informa-
tion good will be used here because most of the literature refers to digital goods
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as information goods, e. g., [Lin; SV; WHCA; BC; BS; Cho; CY].
e term information good has been defined by S  V [SV]
as “everything that can be digitalized”. is is a very broad but fiing definition
and will be applied here.

While it has been discussed for some time whether information goods can
indeed be considered economic goods, it is now widely accepted that they are
because they fulfil the basic requirements of a good: transferability, utility, and
the existence of a demand [Jür]. Nevertheless, they have been described as a
clearly peculiar economic good [Bat].

One peculiarity of information goods is their very special cost structure.ey
are initially very costly to produce and require high upfront investments. How-
ever, once produced, information goods are cheap to reproduce, i. e., the fixed
costs are very high, while marginal cost is close to zero [SV; SF; HHS].
is implies high economies of scale [SF]. Furthermore, the lowmarginal cost
and special cost structure also allow for information-based services to compete
with traditional services, for instance, S can be seen as competitor for tra-
ditional telephony [SF]. Similarly, the film streaming provider N, who
proposed a partnership with the movie rental chain BLOCKBUSTER in ,
is now a successful company, while BLOCKBUSTER went bankrupt in 
[Sat].

However, the distinctive cost structure also leads to some difficulties. Unusu-
ally, the up-front investments are generally sunk cost [SV], i. e., cost that
cannot be recovered through stopping production (e. g., computation time and
labour cannot be undone). is is in contrast to traditional industries, where
upfront investments such as machinery can be monetised once production is
stopped. is cost structure makes information goods special in that they re-
semble public goods [SF; Lin]. Public goods have two distinct properties.
ey are non-excludable, i. e., it is not possible to exclude someone from con-
sumption who has not paid for it. Furthermore, they are non-rivalrous in con-
sumption, i. e., the utilisation of the good by one consumer does not hinder
the usage of another consumer [PR]. Private goods, in contrast, are both ex-
cludable and rivalrous. If only one of the two criteria is satisfied, one speaks
of natural monopolies (only excludability), for example, toll roads, or common
resources (only rivalness), such as the environment [MT; LS].

 http://www.skype.com/, accessed: --.
 https://www.netflix.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.blockbuster.com/, accessed: --.
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At first sight, it may be hard to exclude people from information available
online. However, it is possible to exclude people from using information goods
by employing technical and legal means. While this does not guarantee exclud-
ability per se, it allows for a legal enforcement of excludability. e application
of the rivalness criterion is difficult because information goods can be copied
at no cost and do not wear, even aer usage. is implies that the usage of an
information good by one consumer does not prevent another consumer from
using it, too [LS]. us, L  S [LS] have suggested substituting
rivalness with network effects for an information good classification depending
on whether it is positive if the information is distributed or not. is results in
four types of information goods [LS]:

� Private Information excludable and negative network effects, e. g., trade
secrets

� System Information non-excludable and negative network effects, e. g.,
insider information

� Market Information excludable and positive network effects, e. g., En-
crypted Pay TV

� Public Information non-excludable and positive network effects, e. g., in-
formation on W

at being said, it is rather a maer of personal taste whether one speaks
of network effect or rivalness because the argument can be made that negative
network effects lead to rivalness, for example, one company may not want an-
other company to have the very same information good. Considering the value
of business information, the point can be made that some information goods
are indeed rivalrous as they potentially provide a competitive advantage, e. g.,
exclusively knowing about an oil deposit on a premise before buying it can be
such an advantage.

Generally, it can be argued that the value of information is hard to estimate
as it is very different to different people [SV; SF]. B [Bat] states that
the value of information is probabilistic in that it depends on the returns of its
(future) use. He introduces the term stock value to refer to the value of a piece
of information at a single point in time. As the stock value potentially decreases
with every sold unit of information, he compares the decrease in stock value
to marginal cost. If the good underlies network effects (such as communication
soware which is more valuable if more people use it) the stock value increases
with its distribution [Bat]. Having established the stock value, it can be argued
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that the consumption of information goods is indeed rivalrous whenever the
stock value decreases with an increase in distribution of the information good.

Considering data, all four cases are possible. It can be established that it is
an information good that can be made excludable by implementing appropriate
technical and legal means. us, data can fall into any of the four categories
as the following examples show. All data that eventually influences business
decisions, such as market research data, can be considered Private Information
as it can be a competitive advantage if nobody else has access to it. is of
course is only true if means to exclude others from using this information are in
place. For instance, stock market information can be a private information good.
However, if the very same information is freely available, it counts as System
Information. An example of data made available to the general public, which
also is non-rivalrous, is W|A. Again, if this data were protected by
technical means it could be considered Market Information. Admiedly, there
is a pro version of W|A; however, it provides more comprehensive
features rather than more information.

While for traditional goods the general assumption is that more of a good
is beer, sometimes less information can be more valuable than abundant in-
formation [SV]. As an example, a condensed report can be mentioned, which
would otherwise only be accessible through a number of database tables with
data that has not been aggregated. Similarly, the value lies less in the informa-
tion, which is omnipresent on the Web, but in the way it is presented through
curation [SV]

Another major challenge in dealing with information goods is that they are
experience goods [SV; SF]. is results in a paradox identified by A
 [Arr], who states the value of information can only be judged by con-
suming (experiencing) it. If a provider of data hands it to consumers in order
to evaluate the value it has to them, then they have, in fact, acquired it free of
charge. is is why usually only samples are given out for evaluation. However,
these samples do not provide full insights and may therefore not be suitable for
judging the overall relevance [HC]. Furthermore, it can be said that buyers
commonly trust information goods to be of value if they have proven to be so
in the past [SV].

Regarding marketability, i. e., through which structures information are sold,
it can be stated that products that are well standardised and have a low complex-
ity are ideal goods to be sold throughmarkets [MYB].e process of standard-
ising products is also referred to as commoditisation – the process of becoming a
commodity. At this point, price becomes the only differentiating factor [Lan].
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is phenomenon occurs in stable industries when homogeneous products are
offered to customers, who are price-sensitive and have relatively low switching-
cost [RST].

In the technical domain it is argued that data will become, or in fact already is,
a commodity [TWB+; Milb; Koled; Haq; LK], which from an economic
point of view is not preferable for data vendors. Given the low marginal cost of
information goods, commoditisation is likely to lead to a fierce price competi-
tion leaving lile space for profits as prices converge to marginal cost, i. e., zero.
is can be illustrated by an example from S  V [SV]. ey
showed that in a market of digital telephone directories prices decrease to zero
because all providers must lower their prices below their competitors’ prices
in order to gain a market share. As long as marginal cost is not reached, every
copy sold contributes to the revenue. Nevertheless, with marginal cost being
practically zero, the price will eventually be zero. is is problematic as fixed
costs have to be covered, too. Decreasing prices inevitably lead to a decrease in
profit and may eventually lead to a point where fixed costs cannot be covered
any longer.

However, it is rather unlikely that data will soon become a true commod-
ity as hardly any movement in this direction can be observed [Vom; VSSV].
In contrast, it has been argued that information good providers can be viewed
as monopolists in their domain as they offer unique products [FOS; WB].
is is in line with H  C [HC] who argue that monopolistic situ-
ations occur because of differentiation of information goods. is phenomenon
is also known as monopolistic competition and was first described by C
 [Cha] (as stated in S [Sta]). It is owing to the fact that in reality
perfectly homogeneous goods are seldom observed. Most of the time similar,
but not identical goods, are sold, i. e., goods that serve the same purpose and
belong to roughly the same price category [Sta]. In such a situation, parti-
cipants can still easily enter and leave the market which leads to competition.
However, given that goods are not as homogeneous as necessary for perfect
markets (see Section .) and also that people do in fact have personal prefer-
ences regarding certain suppliers or time of purchase, providers have the ability
to set the price within a given price interval [Gut]. One simple fact of differen-
tiation may be branding [PR]. For instance, D.O are able to sell their
baking soda at a premium price on the German market even though the actual
ingredients are not significantly different from other providers of baking soda.
In context of information goods, it can be stated that while there are plenty of

 http://www.oetker.de/, accessed: --.
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newspapers, there is only one N Y T [FOS]. Consequently, the
N Y T can act as monopolist in some limits if customers are reluct-
ant to switch for whatever reasons. However, this monopoly is not perfect as
readers may change to another newspaper.

5.3. A Practical Perspective

Based on the observation that the analysis of freely available data, together with
commercial data and in-house data on centralised cloud infrastructures, is an in-
creasing market segment, a series of overall  interviews with data experts has
been conducted by the author and other, published in [MSLV; SLV]. e
following section is largely based on these interviews. Methodologically, the
authors followed a seven-step approach to semi-structured interviews, as sug-
gested by K  B [KB], covering the topics experience of in-
terviewees, data-related products, and business models as well as the question of
what an ideal marketplace for data would look like. Interview partners were top-
level managers and experts from European and U. S. companies providing data
marketplaces or data-related services. e experts had different backgrounds,
of which data marketplace operation, social media monitoring, text enrichment,
and consultancy were most important. e studies sought to answer the follow-
ing questions:

. What are common queries and demands of participants on a data market?

. Who are participants and beneficiaries of data marketplaces?

. Which pricingmodels use beneficiaries for data and data-related products?

. Which technical challenges arise from the combination of data and data-
related services on data marketplaces?

While the technical details (question four) are less relevant in the context of
this work, the other questions are and will be addressed here. Regarding com-
mon queries, M  . [MSLV] identified two major scenarios. e
first scenario is estimating the value of a thing. In this scenario, a data market-
place is merely a data warehouse that is used to aggregate and evaluate facts
about things gathered from various sources including in-house private data. As
an example the authors mention estimating the value of a publication outlet by
 http://www.nytimes.com/, accessed: --.
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asking the following question: “What are top- journals for ‘my’ life science pub-
lications?” [MSLV]. In this scenario, the indicators that show what the value
of a thing is, are stored in the data warehouse and must not be confused with
the value the answer of the query provides to the querying party.

e second scenario is retrieving all known facts about a thing. In this case,
too, the data market resembles a data warehouse. In contrast to the first case,
it is not the value of a thing (alone) that is stored but rather factual informa-
tion about a plethora of things integrated into a universal relation. While this
problem has been known for decades in various computer science disciplines,
such as information integration [BN], text mining [DRV], and information
retrieval [Mar; LAF], it is still considered to be a big technical challenge to
resolve and reconcile logical objects across a set of heterogeneous sources.

While both application scenarios are technically challenging and at first seem-
ingly separated, both use cases address a scenario in which facts – be it value or
other facts – about things are stored and made accessible through a central in-
frastructure. Accordingly, data marketplaces can be seen as virtual equivalents
to marketplaces for goods and commodities on which the aforementioned facts
or collocations of facts can be purchased and sold. Additionally, data market-
places do not only provide customers with data but also with data-related ser-
vices such as cleansing, integration, and analysis. Moreover, these marketplaces
act as integration platforms for data from various sources and as such also as
single point of access. As a result, data marketplaces enable new business mod-
els providing information and analysis tools as goods and services. M
 . [MSLV] identified finance, healthcare, and business intelligence as ma-
jor areas of application.

It can be stated that these goods and services are very costly to produce as
they require an enormous computing infrastructure, for instance, when ana-
lysing large amounts of Web data. On data marketplaces collection, storage,
and analysis of data are provided through a central platform and running costs
are covered by a number of users, therefore, data marketplaces can be partic-
ularly beneficial for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). As a result,
individual companies in general and more specifically SMEs do not have to in-
dependently carry the cost of implementing and running such an expensive
infrastructure [MSLV; SLV].

e remaining two questions, namely the organisation of and pricing on data
marketplaces, will be addressed in the following two subsections. ereaer,
an empirical overview of the market for data will be given. is section is then
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concluded by highlighting important related work on specific data marketplaces
as well as on surveys of the market for data.

5.3.1. Infrastructure of and Actors on DataMarketplaces

In , D [Dum] identified three major characteristics of data mar-
ketplaces: a) they allow for comparison of data on offer regarding scope and
quality, b) they cleanse, prepare, and integrate data to make it ready for use,
and c) they allow for broad access of data. is could be refined by a series of
interview studies [MSLV; SLV] which identified a number of high-level ar-
chitectural layers of a data marketplace, illustrated in Figure . and described
thereaer.

Scalable Processing Infrastructure

Administration Infrastructure

Access API

Third-Party User Defined Functions

Built-in Functions (Crawling, Cleansing, Transforming, Mining, etc.)

Scalable Processing Infrastructure Data 
Storage

Figure 5.4.: Architecture of a Data Marketplace (condensed from [MSLV12; SLV15]).

Scalable Processing Infrastructure to process large data quantities such as ex-
cerpts of the Web.

Built-in Data Storage to persist the provided data.

Built-in Functions to integrate data from public sources (e. g., the Web), private
sources (e. g., stock exchange data), and in-house sources (e. g., ERP Sys-
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tems) and additional functions to process the data through cleansing,
transforming, mining, aggregating, etc.

Third-Party UDFs layer which allows the execution of User Defined Functions
(UDFs) that have been developed by third-party developers to comple-
ment the built-in functions.

Access APIs provide functionality to offer and access the built-in functionality,
data, and UDFs through an Application Programming Interface (API).

Administration Infrastructure which allows for managing all administrative
tasks such as providing offers, concluding contracts, billing, etc.

Furthermore, the studies identified seven types of beneficiaries and actors
in the broader data marketplaces environment. Understanding their needs is
important when building a data marketplace, as it is the declared aim of such a
system to solve their problems and provide them with pricing mechanisms that
work for them.e actors can be categorised into two groups: direct and indirect
actors. Whereas direct actors make use of data marketplaces directly (by selling,
buying, etc.), indirect actors provide supporting services such as consultancy or
quality assurance. Figure . gives a short overview of all actors, before they are
described in detail.

Data Marketplace

Indirect ActorsDirect Actors

Algorithm 
Developers

Data 
Providers

Analysts
Application 
Developers

Data 
Marketplace 

Operators

Consultancies

Certification 
Agencies

Figure 5.5.: Overview of Actors on a Data.

 Enterprise Resource Planning Systems.
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DataMarketplace Operators are the economic entities that run data market-
places. As such, they carry the risks of operations, provide and maintain
the hardware infrastructure, and receive usage fees from participants.
Data marketplace operators face a variety of challenges. In this work,
there will be a focus on the economic challenges but it is acknowledged
that there are many more including legal, ethical, and technical chal-
lenges.

Data Providers can be differentiated in commercial and non-commercial data
providers.e first group consists of established data and information pro-
viders, T R or B, for instance, and also search
engine operators such as G or B. Besides these well-known data
providers, operators of online forums or providers of linked data who seek
monetisation are also considered to be commercial data providers. Non-
commercial data vendors are mainly governmental organisations which
want to provide their data for the greater good or are required to do so by
law. Data providers use data marketplaces mainly to store their data and
to make it available to a greater community, i. e., achieve visibility. us,
data providers deliver data to the data marketplace and receive monetary
compensation in return if they charge for their data.

AlgorithmDevelopers provide data marketplaces with UDFs, which provide
an additional value to the data marketplace. Typical application areas of
UDFs are data mining, cleansing, relevance computation, and provenance.
Most commonly, these UDFs are focused on a specific source, language,
or industry. Data marketplaces provide algorithm developers with the
functionality to offer their UDFs as black-box-functions which can then
be used by other actors for a fee. In turn, algorithm developers receive a
share of the turnover generated by their algorithms.

Data Analysts are typically domain experts who want to use the plenitude of
data available on data marketplaces for their own analyses and reports.
ey hope that the quantity and quality of the available data will improve
their analysis results, which will eventually give them a competitive ad-
vantage. Commonly, this group runs structured ad-hoc queries against
the data marketplace. By doing this, they structure their (oen domain-
specific) knowledge about data integration which they may also provide
as UDFs. In this case, they take on a second roll as algorithm developer.

 http://thomsonreuters.com/, accessed: --.
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e data marketplace operator benefits because data analysts pay fees for
retrieving data.

Application Developers use data from data marketplaces to feed their applica-
tions with data. Oen, analysts are not able to express their information
needs in a formal or technical way. us, application developers provide
them with applications that satisfy their information needs without hav-
ing to formulate structured queries. To this end, application developers
translate the information need into pre-compiled queries which are then
run, whenever less technical analysts use their application. In essence, ap-
plication developers run pre-compiled queries on data marketplaces and
pay a fee for the usage of the data.

Certification Agencies certify the security of a data marketplace, or the quality
of data or UDFs. ese certificates help platform operators to signal trust-
worthiness to their customers. As a consequence, the data marketplace
may gain market shares. is signalling is important because of the in-
formation paradox discussed in Section .., i. e., that it is hard to try
data in advance of a purchase. As this actor does not directly trade data
or data-related services, it has been classified as an indirect actor within
this work.

Consultancies support users of data marketplaces who themselves are not cap-
able of unleashing the full potential of data marketplaces. Common tasks
include support in choosing sources, algorithms to apply, or developing
products based on available data. In a way, data marketplace operators
generate customers for consultancies. However, consultancies in reverse
provide customers with support that does not have to be delivered by the
datamarketplace operator andmight raise awareness for the fact that data
marketplaces exist. Again, consultancies have been classified as indirect
actors because data marketplaces are commonly not their main focus.

Figure . shows a simplified schema of interaction between all direct act-
ors on a data marketplace, where unlabelled arrows represent data flows; in
exchange for data, money is transferred. is is done in such a way that money
is always sent and received by the data marketplace operator, which is sensible
as they are an intermediary which participates on all transactions by means of
revenue sharing. Furthermore, data and algorithms interact in such a way that
algorithms use data to create new data. Obviously, individuals can take on mul-
tiple roles on the market, e. g., an analyst who is also providing data.
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Figure 5.6.: Actors on a Data Marketplace (inspired by [MSLV12]).

5.3.2. Observed PricingMechanisms on DataMarketplaces

In this section, common pricing mechanisms used by data marketplaces, as well
as factors influencing them, will be presented based on the interview studies
[MSLV; SLV]. e authors stated that pricing models can largely be cat-
egorised as either atomic or hybrid models, the laer being combinations of the
first. e following six atomic models have been found: Free, Trade, Pay-per-Use,
Flat Rate, Tiered Pricing, and Progressive Pricing. It will be discussed in due course
how (if at all) they allow for discrimination of customers through mechanisms
of personalised pricing, versioning, or group pricing which is an extension to
[MSLV; SLV].

Free data is commonly provided by authorities, governmental organisations,
or NGOs. While this data may not be monetised on a data marketplace, it may
still help a data marketplace to gain customers, which in turn aracts data
vendors. Furthermore, free data can be used for data mining or be integrated
with other commercial data to result in new insights and potentially new valu-
able data. Since the data is provided for free, no price discrimination applies.
However, in the context of a data marketplace it may well happen that data pro-
viders such as NGOs want to publish their data but lack the infrastructure to do
so. In this case, they might be willing to or indeed have to (if they must publish)
pay someone to publish their data.

Trade as a business model is based on the observation that sometimes data
providers allow a third-party the usage of their data for free if they receive addi-
tional, value-added data in return. Given that this type of trade is usually form-
alised through individual contracts, this can be considered personalised pricing.
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Pay-per-Use charges for the actual consumed unit of data or service. How-
ever, so far it was also stated that this pricing model was only observed in the
area of consultancy but never in the area of actual data marketplaces. If it is ap-
plied in its purest form, pay-per-use does not discriminate customers. However,
if providers offer a discount when larger quantities are consumed, they essen-
tially offer different versions (different average prices) of the product and thus
discriminate customers. at said, such an offering actually counts as Tiered
Pricing.

Flat Rate models – sometimes referred to as subscription models – are based
on the usage time only. ey allow a certain time of usage of data or services
indifferent of the actual usage intensity. is pricing model is common for so-
ware licenses as well as for news agencies. A special case of this is one-off pur-
chases of data for which a fixed fee is paid for unlimited usage. is special case,
however, does not necessarily imply updates to the sold information good. If a
continuous service is considered, it can be argued that users select their own
average price based on their intensity of usage [SSW]. us, this model can
also be considered a form of second order price discrimination.

Tiered Pricing consists of different pricing tiers or packages. Basically, these
contain the same service in different quantities such as the number of API calls
or allowed data usage. Furthermore, higher tiers may include more comprehens-
ive services, e. g., additional quality checks. In contrast to the flat rate model,
this model is influenced not only by time but also by the amount of usage. As
a result, this price model is an implementation of either second or third degree
price discrimination depending on the exact configuration. If the tiers explicitly
target different audiences such as universities, businesses, or NGOs, but provide
essentially the same product, it can be considered group pricing, i. e., third order
price discrimination. In contrast, if tiers offer the same product in different ver-
sions (quantities or qualities), it is a case of second degree price discrimination
or versioning. Moreover, a combination of the two is also possible.

Progressive Pricing refers to a model in which the price depends on the time of
purchase; it increases the later a good is purchased. is model is applied if the
distribution of data is to be limited, for instance on stock photo websites. is
model not only limits the distribution of a good, providing exclusivity, but it also
allows for price discrimination based on exclusivity and personal appeal. More
concretely and staying in the context of digital images, if a customer desperately
wants an image which has been sold some times already they have to pay a
high price. However, if they search for a particular type of image but do not
mind the specific representation, they might as well purchase a cheaper image
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that has not been highly distributed yet. Overall this can be viewed as a form of
versioning, the versioning criterion being exclusivity.

Regarding hybrid models, Two-Part Tariff and Freemium could be identified
as being currently employed. e first combines a basic fee (that may be pro-
gressive) with a usagedependent model such as pay-per-use or tiered pricing. In
this model the fixed component serves as a contribution to cover fixed costs and
the variable part to discriminate customers by their willingness to pay. As with
tiered pricing, depending on the actual arrangement, this may either be a form of
versioning or group pricing. Finally, Freemium – a portmanteau combining free
and premium – offers basic goods or services for free and charges for additional
services.e charged part can take on any of the pricingmodels discussed above.
As a consequence, all that has been stated with regard to price discrimination
above also applies here. Additionally, the overall arrangement can be viewed as
versioning in itself, providing a free and premium version, potentially evenmore
than one for the laer. S  F [SF] encourage this strategy
to penetrate a market in particular for goods with strong network effects.

Besides describing these observed pricing models, S  . [SLV] dis-
covered three major categories of factors influencing the price for data and data-
related services: a) economic, b) licensing, and c) data-related factors.

Economic factors are composed of factors such as the type of market, payers –
as evident from the reviewed business models, these do not have to be identical
with the one acquiring the data –, the exclusivity of the data, and the subjective
value.e licensing-related factors are to some degree a sub-group of the former
group, as they are negotiated by two business parties concluding a contract.
To be more precise, these licensing factors usually restrict the usage of data in
respect to time or re-selling. Data-inherent factors include type of data, amount
of data, timeliness, and probably most important, the quality of data. Table .
provides an overview of the identified factors.

Based on the criteria presented in Table ., Figure . presents a decision
support flow chart for choosing an appropriate pricing model. If users are not
willing to pay for the data but a third party wants it to be published, it should be
offered for free and the third-party should be charged. If no-one wants to pay,
free is the only option. However, it is possible that this will aract more custom-
ers. Obviously, trade makes only sense if the trade partner has appropriate data
to offer.

If customers want fair pricing and are not overly interested in planning se-
curity, pay-per-use is a good choice. Tiered pricing is sensible if the market can
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be discriminated by tiers. Alternatively, if exclusivity is important, progressive
pricing might make sense. Else, only a subscription model remains.

Regarding the more complex pricing models, it has to be gauged whether
potential customers are willing to pay a basic fee, in which case a two-part tar-
iff can be considered. Also, if it is deemed economical a freemium model is an
option to aract customers. Although not explicitly addressed in [SLV], Fig-
ure . essentially presents a guide on how to discriminate customers based on
their preferences.

Table 5.1.: Factors Influencing the Price of Data and Related Services based on [SLV15].

Factor Manifestation Influence

Economic

Payer Demander, Supplier Demanders usually have a higher willing-
ness to pay.

Market Form Polypoly, Oligopoly,
Monopoly

Monopolists can usually achieve higher
prices.

Subjective Value — — — The higher the perceived value, the
higher the achievable price.

Exclusivity — — — The more exclusive the data, the higher
the achievable price.

Licensing
Type of usage Self, Reselling, Any Commonly increasing rights increase the

achievable price.
Usage Time Temporary, Unlimited The longer the usage right, the higher the

achievable price.

Data-Inherent

Timeliness9 Static, Up-To-Data Up-to-date data is commonly more ex-
pensive.

Amount of Data Complete Data Set,
Excerpts

The more comprehensive the data, the
higher the achievable price.

Type of Data10 Structured,
Unstructured

The more structured, the higher the
achievable price.

Data Quality — — — Qualitative data (e. g., complete, accur-
ate) is commonly more expensive.

Based on an interview study with  paid content managers, T 
. [TPS] claim that price differentiation commonly uses volume discounts
and versioning. Furthermore, they state that in Germany two-part tariff (%),
pay-per-use (%), and flat rate (%) are used for paid content.

 In the original study this was called Type of data
 In the original study this was called Form of Data
 Goods that are created, sold, and billed electronically.
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Are consumers willing
 to pay for the product?

Offer for free

Yes

Consider
Pay-Per-Use 

Are customers 
able to deliver data with a 
value  ≥ the value of my 

product?

No
Consider trading 

data for data

Are customers willing 
to pay a higher fee for addi-

tional services?

Are customers
interested in a high 
planning certainty?

Does a third party 
have an interest in publishing 

the data?

No

No

Offer for free and 
find pricing scheme 

for third party

Yes

Yes

No

Consider
Tiered PricingYes

No

Consider Flat RateAre customers 
interested in exclusivity?

Consider 
Progressive Pricing Yes No

Yes

Figure 5.7.: Decision Support for anAppropriate PricingModel; Translated from [SLV15].

5.3.3. TheMarket for Data and Data-Related Services

Between  and  the author and others conducted a series of three Web-
based surveys to study an increasing number of data marketplaces and data
vendors. is was in order to determine the current state of the market for data
and data-related services, which will be briefly summarised here from [SSV;
SSVa; SSVb; VSSV; Vom]. Based on [MSLV], a number of data market-
places as well as data providers were derived and extended by means of Web
search. is sampling resulted in a total number of  companies or organisa-
tions providing data or platforms for trading data in [SSV].
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Following an iterative approach,  dimensions were developed to categor-
ise data marketplaces and data providers. e dimensions were divided into
objective dimensions, which are easily verifiable such as applied Pricing Model,
and subjective dimensions, which are dependent on the researchers’ judgements
such as Trustworthiness. An overview of all dimensions used is given in Table .,
in which each dimension is annotated with a number of daggers to indicate in
which of the studies it was first introduced ( = †, = ‡,  = ‡‡). Most of the di-
mensions are not mutually exclusive, i. e., a provider may fall into more than
one category. If a dimension consists of mutually exclusive categories, it is an-
notated with an m.

Laying the foundation for the future studies, the first iteration did not state
any trends but provided a picture of the English and German data market as of
. In , out of overall  companies under investigation,  classified as
raw data vendors and  as data marketplaces [SSV]. Regarding Pricing Model
the following four pricing models were observed which were about equal with
regard to usage (absolute figures in parentheses), flat rate (), pay-per-use –
including tiered pricing – (), freemium () and free ().

One year later,  of the initial  companies were still in business and five ad-
ditional participants were added. Furthermore, the study was extended by two
new categories, namely Pre-Purchase Testability (as objective category) and Pre-
Purchase Information (as subjective category) [SSVa; SSVb]. ese categor-
ies are important with regard to the fact that information is an experience good.

Results in the two relevant categories show that raw data vendors have de-
creased by one and that data marketplaces have increased by three. Regarding
pricing models, a clear increase in pay-per-use (+) could be observed. While
free (+) and flat rate (+) also increased, freemium decreased slightly (-).

Overall the second study [SSVb; SSVa] concluded that raw data offerings
were decreasing in number, favouring high-quality content. is was supported
by findings from an interview study [MSLV] which also predicted that data-
enhancing services, such as associated algorithms and data visualizations, were
due to be offered. Regarding the new pre-purchase dimensions the study con-
cluded that most providers provide enough information in order for customers
to take informed decisions on which product to purchase. Overall, the market
was not seled in .

e most recent study [VSSV; Vom], conducted in late , looked at 
data marketplaces and data providers according to the definition presented in
Section .., restricted by the following limitations: a) the provided data had
to be in a machine-readable format, b) the data had to be hosted by the provider
(excluding directories of data), and c) if the tool was an analysis tool, it had to use
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proprietary data for the analysis. Besides these inclusion criteria, also exclusion
criteria were applied, for instance all governmental providers were excluded as
they do not focus primarily on business. Furthermore, financial institutionswere
excluded because of their sheer number. Based on this – in comparison to its
predecessor surveys –more profound definition of survey subjects, an extensive
keyword Web search was conducted resulting in  survey subjects. Regarding
dimensions, an ownership dimension was added to investigate potential bias
(see Section ..).

Although the numbers cannot be compared to the data obtained in previous
years, because of the significant extension, the two dimensions discussed in the
previous studies shall be presented here for the most recent study. In the overall
set, raw data vendors were by far the most prominent providers (), followed
by data marketplaces (), followed by enrichment analysis (), to name just the
first three. Regarding pricing models, free (), freemium (), and pay-per-use
() were far less oen used than flat rate (). e new dimension ownership
yielded an impressive result revealing that  providers were private companies,
whereas only  were consortia and only  could be considered independent. As
overall trends, the  study identified aggregated and matched data, an indic-
ator that simply selling data is less common. e shi in pricing models was
somewhat surprising but a possible explanation could be that vendors feel com-
fortable in their competitive situation to apply pricing models in their favour
[Vom]. Also, the ownership dimension suggests that the market as a whole
is still limited and that products are very much differentiated. M 
. [MSLV] mention that only some companies are facing a strong competit-
ive environment, whereas others face no (or just a limited number o) directly
competing products or services which is evident by the fact that these inter-
viewees were not able to name any competitors. While all interviewees con-
sidered competition as an adequate means for innovation as well as for welfare
and market size growth, they also considered the market as of  to be big
enough that there is no fierce competition. Furthermore, they predicted that
data marketplaces will not only provide data, but will also offer data associated
services such as enhancing algorithms or data visualisations.

5.3.4. RelatedWork on DataMarketplaces

Since datamarketplaces aim to provide data through computer accessiblemeans,
data services – a special form of Web services – can be seen as the basis of data
marketplaces. C  . [COP] provide a general data service architecture,
and examine concepts and example products for service-enabling data stores, in-
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tegrated data services, and cloud data services. In particular the last concept is
relevant when speaking of data marketplaces as these also build on cloud infra-
structures.

G  . [GRC] were among the first to study electronic information mar-
ketplaces. However, they restricted themselves to question and answer websites
(e. g., A), on which users can ask questions that are then answered by
other users or experts. Also, they only investigated five websites.

Research on data markets is still in its infancy – at least as far as overviews
are concerned. In , D [Dum] named , ,
DM,, and M A D M the most ma-
ture marketplaces for data.

Out of those,  can be considered very close to a pure data mar-
ketplace because they focus on the integration of various different sources to
provide added value to customers. Similar in their approach are  who
focus on integration of geographical data [SV].MADM
 can be seen as addition to M’ cloud services with a very
strong selection of data suppliers and a unique combination of application and
data [Mic]. DM –whowere recently acquired by Q, a company
focusing on data visualisation [Gis] – targeted their offer on consumers and
less data-affine professionals by enhancing their data with additional visualisa-
tion.

Also in ,M [Mila] published an interview series with ten datamar-
ketplace providers available as a series of Podcasts. Among others, he discussed
DM, , K, and M A D M
. However, these interviews are only available as raw podcasts and no
transcripts or similar documentation are publicly available which makes it dif-
ficult to analyse the contents. Nevertheless, he also published a very condensed
report [Milb] of his findings. In this report he states that the purpose of data
marketplaces is to provide individuals and companies with data. He adopts the
major characteristics of [Dum]. As there was no commonly accepted list of
features a data marketplace has to provide, he compiled a set of features that
 http://askjeeves.com, accessed: --.
 http://factual.com, accessed: --.
 http://infochimps.com, accessed: --.
 https://datamarket.com/, accessed: --.
 Acquired by Qlik available at: http://www.qlik.com/, accessed: --.
 https://datamarket.azure.com/browse/data, accessed: --.
 http://www.microsoft.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.qlik.com/, accessed: --.
 Formerly available at: http://kasabi.com/.
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is representative of the definitions given above. He mentions the following cri-
teria: ) gather data frommultiple public and private sources, ) offer individual
data sets for download, ) harmonise data, ) offer an API, ) accept contributed
data, i. e., allow for third-party data supply, ) aggregate data sets, ) offer on-
site tools for manipulation and visualisation, ) nurture a community, ) offer a
market, i. e., offer a choice, ) hook directly into other tools (in fact a resulting
possibility owing to APIs), and ) segment the space, by focusing on certain
domains.

While he acknowledges that there is a lot of interest (and money) in data
marketplaces, he also states that data marketplace providers and customers “are
still struggling to understand what anything is worth.” [Milb]. As challenges
he identifies figuring out what can be charged for data in an environment where
plenty of offers are free, explaining the huge cost of transforming raw data to
clean data, and translating these costs into a viable pricing structure. is will
be addressed in this work. Furthermore, he states that the market for data is
very heterogeneous and advocates that data should become a commodity. is,
as was elaborated before, is something that is very difficult (and not desirable
from a providers point of view) to achieve for data.

Individual data providers that have been investigated and shall be described
here include K [MD], F [BEP+], FF [BKO+],
and M A D M [Mic]. Furthermore, the M
  I  A (MIA) is to be mentioned which
is a research project founded by the German F M  E
A  E with the aim of providing an information marketplace
infrastructure focusing on the German Web [MIAed].

K wanted to bridge the gap between supply and demand of data using
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) as a means to store data [MD].
However, they went out of business in July  in order to refocus [Dod].
is potentially implies a lack of user acceptance or willingness to pay as it
seems unlikely that a viable business would shut down. e problem of scale
is also addressed in interviews with former managing personnel of S,
a data exploring and visualisation platform that went out of business in 
[Kos]. Former CEO B M said S had only very few custom-
ers because the company did not fully understand the needs and demands of

 http://www.freebase.com/, accessed: --.
 http://factforge.net/, accessed: --.
 http://mia-marktplatz.de/, accessed: --.
 http://www.bmwi.de/EN/, accessed: --.
 Formerly available at: http://Swivel.com.
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their customers and, thus, had problems generating revenue. Nevertheless, he
expressed confidence that it is generally possible to turn data into profit. How-
ever, he emphasised that this is likely to be achieved by a very big company
[Kos].

F consider themselves to offer “a database system designed to be a
public repository of the world’s knowledge” [BEP+]. To achieve this, F
 aims at combining the advantages of structured databases with collabor-
ative wikis. Concerning the community aspects, F could also be con-
sidered to be similar to the Web in your Pocket (WiPo) which is discussed in
Chapter . In contrast to WiPo, it also provides public read and write access
through an HTTP-based API and, thus, can also be considered a data market-
place even though it rather aims on storage of information than on trading of
data.

FF wants to serve as an entry point to a number of linked open
data resources [BKO+]. To this end, FF integrates eight central linked
open data sets into one view. Consequently, it is built following the Linked Data
paradigm established by BL [Ber].

e M A D M is a global online platform en-
abling customers to search for, buy, and sell public domain and commercial data
as well as Soware-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications [Mic]. It is targeted at
consumers and providers of data alike as it tries to simplify processes for both
parties. M [Mic] mentions the following key features: ) a global
marketplace for information and application extending the reach of data pro-
viders, ) a unified billing infrastructure, ) diverse content types, ) robust se-
curity and availability, ) integration with other M products, ) a rich
set of tools, and ) analytic features.

e M A D M is special among those data mar-
ketplaces discussed here because it allows for a combination of applications and
data sets in order to provide the best value to customers who might not be able
to make sense of the raw data alone. us, it can be stated that it is the most
complete data marketplace with regard to the functionality presented in Sec-
tion ...

Having highlighted that a number of data marketplaces exist which aim at
providing value to their customers, some authors argue that while third-party
data has some value to businesses, in-house data ismore important, e. g., [Ros].
As a result, it is recommended to closely observe what benefits third-party data
provides to a business [Ros].
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is thesis focuses on data marketplaces that only offer business data. How-
ever, there is also research into the value and tradability of personal data. In
this context, [GHH] and [PPG+] shall be mentioned as examples. e first
investigates how F data can be of value in the context of recommender
engines.e laer states that even though people are generally concerned about
their personal data, they do not value it highly enough to be willing to pay for
protection or control of their personal data. L  . [LLMS] suggest a frame-
work for pricing private data based on its accuracy and compensate data owners
for their loss of privacy.

5.4. Pricing of Information Goods

As pointed out in Section .., data as an information good has some peculiarit-
ies with regard to its cost structure. erefore, established pricing models, such
as cost-based pricing, do not work for digital goods [HHS]. e wide-spread
misconception – in particular in less economic domains – that prices should be
based on costs [MSLV], can therefore be refuted. As a consequence, other pri-
cing mechanisms have to be found. e topic is particularly important because
T  . [TPS] found pricing to be the second most important factor
in selling information goods aer branding, based on an interview study with
 paid content managers. Admiedly, this may not be a representative study,
but it supports the assumption that pricing is a comparatively important factor
when selling information goods.

is section first elaborates onwhy cost-based pricing alone does notwork for
information goods. en, a classification of information goods will be provided
and data aswell as datamarketplaceswill be classified accordingly. Subsequently,
appropriate pricing strategies for data and data marketplaces will be discussed.
Finally, this section is concluded by outlining related works on information
good pricing in the economics domain.

5.4.1. The Theory of Pricing of Information Goods

Economic intuition supposes that a market for information goods should not
work because it is supposed that on perfect markets goods are sold at marginal
costs which are practically zero for information which should lead to all prices
tending towards zero [LS]. More detailed, the low marginal costs of inform-
ation goods can lead to price fights because the overall costs are irrelevant for
short term decisions. As long as suppliers realise positive margins on each unit
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sold, it makes sense to keep on selling. In the long run, this approach is danger-
ous because overall costs have to also be covered, which is hard to achieve with
minimal profit margins [SV]. Nevertheless, a market for data and data-related
services exists, as of now. One reason for this could be that data has not yet un-
dergone tremendous homogenisation. is is also evident from the argument
that information good providers can (to some degree) be viewed as monopolists
because their offerings are unique in their domains [FOS; WB].

As pointed out previously, cost-based pricing, which is usually done based on
variable costs, does not work for information goods [HHS]. Similarly, pricing
based on the competition’s prices does not work if products are very similar be-
cause this leads to price fights [HHS]. Applying these pricing mechanisms is
among the top ten pricing mistakes [Sjo].us, pricing for information goods
should consider information value rather than the cost of production. However,
this is complicated by the fact that different people have very different value at-
tributions. erefore, it makes sense to differentiate products and prices as well
as to offer different product price combinations for different customers [SV;
HHS].

Supposing – as argued in Section .. – data providers can be seen as op-
erating under monopolistic competition and, thus, a company can indeed set
prices to some degree – it can consider discriminating customers based on their
willingness to pay in order to maximise the company’s profit. is is owing to
the fact that the producer surplus increases at the expense of consumer surplus.
However, the overall welfare shrinks, too (see Section .).

Economists differentiate three degrees of price discrimination, first intro-
duced for monopolists by P [Pig], in . Nowadays, these are re-
ferred to by descriptive names that illustrate the three degrees by S 
V [SV], which will be given in parentheses in the following description.

. Degree price discrimination (Personalised Pricing) means charging exactly
the reservation price of each individual customer leaving no consumer
surplus.

. Degree price discrimination (Versioning) means grouping customers by
their willingness to pay in such a way that customers in each group pay
a lile less than (or exactly) their reservation price. is leaves a lile
surplus for each group.

. Degree price discrimination (Group Pricing) means grouping customers
according to an a priori identified criterion and charge groups separate
prices. is leaves a lile surplus for each group, too.
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As of , P [Pig] stated that only third degree discrimination was to
be found in practice. However, in , S  V [SV] gave real-
life examples for all three. As an example for personal pricing they mention
the analysis of click streams of online retailers to make personalised offers and
mailings that offer the same product to different customers at different prices.
is individualisation, also referred to as mass customisation, is facilitated by
the Internet [SF].

Addressing versioning, as described by S  V [SV], it
should be made clear that it can be argued that this is only one possible form of
second order price discrimination. While it achieves the result that customers
can be categorised into groups with different reservation prices, it also implies
different products. However, oen product differentiation paves the way for
price differentiation [NRRS]. us, versioning is not quite the same as de-
scribed in [Pig]. Additionally, the groups are not built by the provider know-
ing which price to ask of which customer but by offering different versions of
a product. With the help of a principle referred to as self-selection customers
reveal their preferences and classify themselves into one of the groups [SV].
In an interview study, it has been found that paid content managers prefer self-
selection over price discrimination without self-selection [TPS]. e fact that
information goods can bemodified rather easily also facilitates versioning [SF;
HHS]. Sometimes versioning is also referred to as vertical differentiation, e. g.,
in [BCa].

Regarding group pricing, S  V [SV] mention four relev-
ant points: price sensitivity, network effects, lock-in, and sharing. Price sensit-
ivity refers to differentiating consumers based on their social status, which is
also linked to their ability to pay and, accordingly, to their reservation price.
As an example, student discounts can be mentioned. Network effects apply to
information goods for which a higher distribution increases the utility of the
good, such as communication soware like S. Regarding pricing, it is recom-
mended to adjust prices to the number of users within an organisation. Lock-in
refers to geing customers to buy a product that has high switching cost at a
rather cheap price and then gradually move them to another group. is, for
instance, applies to discounts for new customers in the mobile communications
market. Furthermore, this effect is even stronger for products which also have
network effects. Finally, they mention sharing arrangements, i. e., building cus-
tomer groups based on how many individuals have access to the information
sold, such as libraries versus individual consumers.
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Indifferent of which price discrimination model is appropriate in any given
situation, it is quite important to differentiate information products to maximise
profits. In contrast, commoditisation should be avoided because it potentially
leads to price fights which are fierce in markets with marginal costs close to
zero. us, it is always important to differentiate the product. To this end, it
is among many other things important to know the customers and the market,
personalise information and prices where possible, introduce versions that ad-
dress different preferences of customers, and understand how much it costs to
produce information [SV].is will be dealt with more extensively in the next
section.

ese insights notwithstanding, it should be noted that this behaviour also
has its limitations. S  V [SV] point out that in the U. S. the
Robinson-Patman Act of  prohibits price discrimination if it “effectively
lessens competition”. Similarly, in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union [EU] Article  (c) prohibits “applying dissimilar conditions to equi-
valent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a compet-
itive disadvantage”. Nevertheless, price discrimination is only illegal if it indeed
lessens competition [SV].

5.4.2. Classifying Data and DataMarketplaces as Information
Goods

In order to price information goods, one needs to know the potential custom-
ers, their needs, and their usage behaviour [HHS]. In other words, it is im-
portant to understand a) who actually generates the income (i. e., who is the
customer) and b) what the actual source of income is (i. e., what is their need or
the product) [SF; SSW]. is is important as the source of revenue defines
the market and the competition [SSW]. Regarding the first, three categories
can be differentiated [SF]:

� Buyers, e. g., on film streaming platforms such as N buyers pay a
usage fee.

� Vendors, e. g., on  vendors of goods pay a brokerage fee.

� Advertisers, e. g., G services are mostly free to use but are indirectly
paid for by advertisers.

 http://www.ebay.com/, accessed: --.
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With regard to datamarketplaces, it is sensible to suppose that vendors of data
pay a commission for using the data marketplace infrastructure. With regard to
the actual information good data, it is most likely that it will be paid for by
purchasers.

e second important thing to consider is the actual source of revenue. To
this end, several works having done this will be reviewed and a categorisation
of data and data marketplaces will be conducted. e results are illustrated in
Figure .. On a very high level, the sources of revenue can be divided in into
four categories [SF; Wir]:

� Content as a business model comprises collecting, selecting, packaging
and provisioning of content.

� Commerce as a business model is concerned with providing a platform
for trading goods and services.

� Context as a business model refers to navigational and aggregation ser-
vices, such as search engines.

� Connection as a business model provides platforms throughwhich people
can connect, such as social networks.

Initially, one might think that data marketplaces follow a context business
model because they aggregate data and provide navigation to data that might
partially be available spread over the Internet. However, more than that, they
provide a platform on which third parties may trade data. erefore, it is sup-
posed that they follow a commerce business model. For data, the case is less
complicated as it is intuitively clear that data providers follow a content busi-
ness model because they either collect or create data themselves and offer it in
different packages.

W [Wir], which will build the baseline of this comparison, provides
subcategories for each of the models presented above. However, as only con-
tent and commerce have relevancy in the context of this work only these will
be described more extensively. For content, he names a) E-Information, e. g.,
news and factual content such as SPIEGEL ONLINE, b) E-Entertainment, e. g.,
games, music, and film providers, such as N, c) E-Education, e. g., the
V U, and d) E-Infotainment, a combination of E-Information

 http://www.spiegel.de/, accessed: --.
 http://vu.org/, accessed: --.
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and E-Entertainment, such as sports news websites, e. g., . From this –
as well as from the definition of information in Chapter  – it should be clear
that data can be categorised as E-Information.

Regarding commerce W [Wir] mentions the sub categories a) E-
Araction businesses serving the initiation of business relations, such as ban-
ner ads, e. g., G AW, b) E-Bargaining / E-Negotiation businesses
providing platforms to negotiate prices, such as auction platforms, e. g., ,
c) E-Transaction businesses simplifying transactions between two parties such
as payment providers, e. g., PP and, d) E-Tailing combining all of the
above, for instance online retailers, e. g., A.

H C [HC] classify digital products into three categories: a) Tools
& Utilities, i. e., soware products that serve a given purpose such as creating
documents for a word processor and are commonly downloadable, b) Online
Services, i. e., services that provide users with access to a network, such as on-
line telephony, or that serve a purpose such as providing search, and c) Content-
Based Digital Products, i. e., products that provide value simply by their content,
such as online newspapers. While Tools & Utilities is a new category, their On-
line Services are approximately equal to Context and Connection described by
W [Wir]. Similarly Content-Based Digital Goods correspond to the Con-
tent category.

Another classification is provided by T  . [TPS] who distin-
guish a) consumable digital goods, which can only be used for a certain period,
b) durable digital goods, which can be used indefinitely, and c) digital services.
In contrast to [HC], their Digital Services also comprise trading platforms.
However, their distinction between Durable and Consumable Digital Goods adds
a new dimension to Content [Wir] because it differentiates the durability
rather than the type of content. Furthermore, Consumable Digital Goods may
also include soware.

S  L [SL] classify sources of revenue in the digital con-
text into a) products, i. e., physical or virtual goods, such as books or search ser-
vices, b) contacts, i. e., contacts with customers are used to gain revenue through
advertising for instance, and c) information, in this context used synonymously
to user behaviour data mostly gained as by-products. Furthermore, they point
out that oen more than one source is used and that all are interdependent.
Compared to the here used baseline [Wir], Product comprises services which

 http://www.kicker.de/, accessed: --.
 https://www.paypal.com/, accessed: --.
 http://www.amazon.com/, accessed: --.
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are provided by Context and Connection but also physical goods which are com-
monly sold through E-Tailing. However, the source of revenue in this case is
not the platform but the physical good. Information is special in that only user
behaviour data and panel data are considered. Relaxing this restriction, it can
be considered E-Information as defined by W [Wir].

Similar to [TPS], H  . [HHS] focus on the way in which in-
formation goods are used. ey differentiate between, a) durable digital goods
(e. g., encyclopaediae), b) consumable digital goods (e. g., communication ser-
vices), c) event goods (e. g., news), d) experience goods (e. g., music), e) network
goods (e. g., auction platforms), and ) applications (e. g., soware or online bank-
ing). Similar to [HC] they include Applications which are approximately equal
to Tools & Utilities, while their category of Durable Digital Goods is similar to
that of [TPS]. However, H  . [HHS] diverge in what they con-
sider to be consumable digital goods. In contrast to [TPS], they include services
but do not include soware. Furthermore, they introduce the concept of Network
Goods, i. e., goods or services that benefit by an increasing number of users. is
concept is basically applicable to all products and services in the area of Context,
Connection, and Commerce. is means the goods in these categories can be, but
do not have to be, Network Goods. Similarly, they introduce Event and Experience
Goods. While the first can be interpreted as sub-group of E-Information, the lat-
ter corresponds to E-Entertainment. At this point, it should be made clear that
Experience Good as a category name is unfortunate, as mentioned previously,
most information goods are experience goods in that they have to be consumed
in order to judge their value. Hence, the term E-Entertainment will be used here
which has basically the same definition. All of the definitions listed above are
illustrated in Figure ..

While this list is comprehensive in terms of revenue sources relevant for this
work, it should also be mentioned that further revenue sources for digital goods
exist. In the context of blogs for instance, K [Kar], while mentioning
some known revenue sources – advertisement (E-Araction), paid content (Con-
tent), and Business-Intelligence (BI) (Information) –, names donations, sponsor-
ing, merchandising, and syndication, i. e., re-usage of digital content by further
providers, as possibilities. Out of these, donations and sponsoring might only be
relevant when data has to be offered for free. Syndication mainly applies to E-
Entertainment or E-Infotainment goods, which makes it less applicable to data
although not inapplicable. Merchandising, in contrast, is not applicable, at least
as long as no strong brand has been established.
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ese elaborations can now help to classify data as an information good. It is
intuitively clear that data falls into the Content or Content-Based Digital Goods
category and will – most of the time – be categorised as E-Information. Regard-
ing the sub-forms, data as such is mostly a Durable Digital Good because it does
not wear. However, depending on the context, some data may be Consumable
Digital Goods. For instance, weather forecast data can only be used so long as
the date it forecasts has not been reached yet. As evident by this example, in
particular Event Goods are likely to be Consumable Digital Goods. However, it
has to be mentioned that it may also be used for analysis aerwards, but this is
not its intended use and as such this type of data classifies as Consumable Digital
Good.

At this point, it should be added that in contrast to other digital goods, such
as soware, data as a Content-Based Digital Product cannot be tried before it is
bought, which was previously identified as A’ paradox (see Section ..).
Indifferent of what subset or excerpt of the data is provided to a customer, it will
always be a sample that does not convey the overall quality [HC]. However,
regarding flexibility, Content-Based Digital Products have an advantage as they
are very flexible and, thus, allow for various forms to be offered. erefore, ver-
sioning can be applied particularly well to data. is implies that the market is
less likely to be competitive and, as a result, monopolistic competition is to be
expected [HC].

Data marketplaces fit best into the category of E-Bargaining / E-Negotiation
as they provide platforms for trading data. However, depending on the specific
implementation – in particular if data marketplace operators trade themselves –
data marketplaces may fall into other Commerce categories and may even be
considered E-Tailing businesses. One might also think that data marketplaces
can be seen as Tools & Utilities. However, as these shall by definition be down-
loadable this category does not apply to data marketplaces.

5.4.3. Pricing Strategies

Having established that for information goods traditional cost-based pricing
models do not work [SF; HHS], this section is dedicated towards outlining
pricing models that can cope with the special demands of information goods.
Furthermore, it has been mentioned that in order to price information goods it
is important to understand the source of revenue as well as to answer the ques-
tion of who pays for the information good [SF; SSW]. Based on a discussion
of potential revenue sources, the whole scope of information goods could be nar-
rowed down to Content and Commerce as relevant for this work.
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Commonly, it is suggested to exploit the possibilities that the Web has to
offer in order to build suitable more fine-grained pricing mechanisms [SF;
SSW; Kun; HHS; HHS]. is explicitly includes pricing models that
are otherwise seldom to be found in the offline world [SF]. However, there
is hardly any guidance for firms [HHS]. Overall, information goods sold over
the Internet facilitate price differentiation for a number of reasons. S 
F [SF] have collated the following reasons:

� Costs of implementing price differentiation are rather low compared to
the offline world.

� Product differentiation can be achieved with very low marginal cost.
� Using Digital Rights Management (DRM), for instance, can ensure that pur-
chased goods cannot be sold on. However, this mechanism is not very
much liked amongst consumers.

� Establishing different distribution channels is simpler than in the offline
world. For instance, users can be differentiated based on their IP addresses’
geolocation but served from the same country.

Very broadly speaking, differentiating prices is advantageous to reach cus-
tomers with heterogeneous willingness to pay, while at the same time it is easy
to implement in online sales. As a consequence, it is simple to provide products
that diverge in a number of dimensions and are priced accordingly. Not seg-
menting the market in such a way is also one of the top ten pricing mistakes
that can be made according to S [Sjo]. us, it is lile surprising that
this is currently applied by a majority of paid content providers [TPS]. In or-
der for price differentiation to work, R [Rei] identified five criteria
[Rei; NRRS]:

. Customers must be heterogeneous in their willingness to pay, otherwise
this would render the idea of price differentiation useless.

. Markets must be segmentable, i. e., it must be possible to recognise cus-
tomers who might be willing to pay more. He suggests using account
numbers and similar identifiers, which is facilitated by Web technologies.

. e potential for arbitrage should be minimised, i. e., customers should be
hindered to resell goods they purchased at a low price with a profit.

. e cost of segmenting must not be greater than the increase in profits.
. Customers should perceive the pricing as fair.
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At a high level, pricing models can be differentiated depending on whether
customers participate in the process of seing prices (interactive pricing) or not
(non-interactive pricing) [SF; SSW]. Some authors use the term participative
pricing instead of interactive, e. g., [Kun].

Non-interactive pricing can be considered a “take-it-or-leave-it-offer”, the
simplest form of which is one consistent price [SSW]. Differentiating prices,
however, has the advantage of generally leading to an increase in profits as they
allow for the beer tapping of the willingness to pay and even reach customers
with a willingness to pay lower than the market price would be [SSW]. For
non-interactive prices, S  . [SSW] mention a) characteristics of
users, b) characteristics of usage, and c) characteristics of products as possible
factors for price differentiation.

Regarding characteristics of users, they mention individual pricing (first or-
der price discrimination) versus group prices (third order price discrimination).
However, in the laer case it has to be verifiable whether an individual belongs
to a group. e first requires extensive knowledge about the individual which
even Internet technology cannot provide entirely to date [SSW].

Regarding characteristics of usage, they mention time as a differentiating
factor. is can be done either static, i. e., prices vary in pre-set intervals such
as special weekend tariffs for telecommunication, or dynamic, when prices vary
depending on the amount of products sold or the novelty of a product [SSW].
Another factor in this category is quantity. In this case it can be differentiated
whether one product is to be sold and bulk discounts are offered or whether
more than one product is to be sold in bundles, which is commonly beneficial
for products with marginal costs close to zero [SSW]. Last in this category is
search cost. is exploits the fact that different customers have different search
costs. It supposes that customers with high search costs have a higher willing-
ness to pay if they can avoid the search costs [SSW; SF].

Regarding characteristics of product, versioning is suggested, the implementa-
tion of which is facilitated by Internet technologies [SSW; SF] and the fact
that information goods can be easily modified [HHS]. is allows for the pro-
visioning of custom-tailored information products to customers, which is also
referred to as pointcast information goods as opposed to the traditional broad-
casting [Kar]. Furthermore, easy versioning enables the exploitation of the
long tail phenomenon identified by [And], i. e., serving customers with indi-
vidualised products who would not be served if only a limited number of stand-
ardised versions could be offered because of too special requirements [Kar].
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Before a more extensive discussion of versioning, Figure . provides an over-
view of non-interactive pricing models.

Individual Pricing

Characteristics of Users

Group Pricing

Characteristics of Products

Quality

Characteristics of Usage

Quantity

Time

Static

Dynamic

One Product

Bundle of Products

Search Costs

Figure 5.9.: Non-Interactive Pricing Models, Adapted from [SSW05].

H  . [HHS] identify extent (e. g., in context of factual know-
ledge), number of units (e. g., for communication services), recentness (e. g.,
news, weather), compression quality (e. g., films), number of users (e. g., auc-
tion platforms), and effort of learning (e. g., soware) as factors which provide
utility and can, therefore, be used to create different versions of a product. Sim-
ilarly, S  V [SV] name a number of product dimensions that
allow for differentiation (delay, user interface, convenience, image resolution,
speed of operation, format, capabilities, features, comprehensiveness, annoy-
ance, support). A collocation of both is represented in Table .. While largely
fairly self-explanatory, it is also obvious that the categories are not mutually
exclusive. For instance, delay (in delivery), features, and annoyance (unneces-
sary dialogues) could be seen as sub-factors of convenience. Also, the given
likely uses and users have to be understood as examples because other options
are possible, too. Nevertheless, this overview serves its purpose well to indicate
that there is a plethora of options to create different versions of an information
product. In Table ., those aributes relevant for data as such and possibly for
data marketplaces, too, are annotated with 4, those relevant for data market-
places only are annotated with 4/6, those not applicable to either are annotated
with 6.

S  V [SV] also mention quality in general as another im-
portant concept in the context of versioning. In this respect, they recommend
ensuring that low-price and high-price products have an appropriate difference
in price and quality. Otherwise, when versioning is used, the problem of can-
nibalisation may occur, i. e., customers who would have bought the high-end
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Table 5.3.: Overview of Possible Versioning Factors, Compiled from [SV99] and [HHS06].

Product Dimension Likely User/Uses Relevancy for Data Source

Extent Light / Heavy Users 4 [HHS06]
Number of Units Light / Heavy Users 4/6 [HHS06]
Recentness Patient / Impatient Users 4 [HHS06]
Quality (Less) Demanding Users 4 [HHS06]
Number of Users Goods with Network Effects 4/6 [HHS06]
Effort of Learning Casual / Intensive Users 4/6 [HHS06]

Delay Patient / Impatient Users 4 [SV99]
User Interface Casual / Experienced Users 4/6 [SV99]
Convenience Business / Home Users 4/6 [SV99]
Image Resolution Newsletter / Glossy Uses 6 [SV99]
Speed of Operation Student / Professional Users 4/6 [SV99]
Format On Screen / Print Uses 4/6 [SV99]
Capabilities General / Specific Uses 4/6 [SV99]
Features Occasional / Frequent Uses 4/6 [SV99]
Comprehensiveness Lay / Professional Users 4 [SV99]
Annoyance High- / Low-Time-Value Users 4/6 [SV99]
Support Casual / Intensive Users 4/6 [SV99]

version may switch to the low-end version if it provides the beer benefit-to-
cost ration to them [BCa].

Furthermore, S  V [SV] point out that low quality inform-
ation goods are sometimes more expensive to create than high-quality goods,
which also underlines the fact that it is not always sensible to set prices based
on cost. For instance, delivering information with a delay requires additional
storage and processing to make sure the information is only provided with a
delay and not as soon as it is available. Moreover, it has to be ensured that cus-
tomers cannot easily turn low-value into high-value product themselves, e. g.,
by using a hidden API or changing API parameters to receive real-time data
instead of delayed data.

In contrast to this stand interactive pricing models in which customers and
sellers participate in the pricing process [SF; SSW] and which are partic-
ularly well supported by Internet technologies compared to their traditional
counterparts [SF]. N  . [NRRS] go even further and proclaim
dynamic pricing, which means “computing the right price to the right customer
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at the right time,” i. e., dynamic adjustment of prices depending on the value
that customers aribute to the good. While this can include interactive pricing,
it can also be achieved without customer participation. For instance, airlines use
dynamic pricing over time when selling seats on particular flights. However, de-
termining a given customer’s willingness to pay at the point of purchase is all
but trivial [NRRS].

Interactive pricing models can be further categorised into three types of dy-
namic pricing depending on who eventually determines the price – buyers,
sellers, or both [SSW]. If negotiations, which are commonly unstructured, or
exchanges, i. e., highly organised markets that allow for efficient trading of spe-
cific homogeneous goods are used, both parties have an influence on the final
price.

If the vendor is to set the final price, reverse auctions and power shopping are
adequate means. In the first model, buyers define a good or a service they want
to acquire and providers underbid each other. In the second model, also known
as co-shopping, it is supposed that providers offer bulk discounts. As a reaction,
a number of demanders unite to form a virtual buying cooperation to achieve a
high bulk discount when buying the good.

Finally, when auctions or reversed pricing is used, buyers determine the final
price. Using auctions, sellers hope to achieve the reservation price from buyers
and buyers hope to acquire the product as cheap as possible, i. e., at the cheapest
price a vendor accepts [ST]. Auction of various forms exist, most notable are
online auctions over a period of time and a fixedminimum increment and Dutch
auctions in which prices are reduced from a high start price within specific time
intervals until someone accepts the price [SF]. Auctions have been extensively
studied which is evident by works such as [Kri] and have even been modelled
for digital goods [GHW]. However, selling the same digital good twice was
named an open problem by G  . [GHW]. us, data auctions are
not an option if the same data is to be sold more than once.

Reversed pricing has been defined by B  . [BSS] as a pricing
scheme in which buyers bid for a good and the deal is made if the price exceeds
a secret threshold set by the seller. Even aer the transaction, prices are usu-
ally not communicated. Buyers do not compete directly, and are dealt with on
a first-come-first-served-basis. However, the laer is not applicable to informa-
tion goods which can be replicated. Reversed pricing has the potential to realise
higher prices from customers with a higher willingness to pay while allowing
for serving customers with a lower willingness to pay, too [BSS]. However,
buyers may face significant bid cost (e. g., searching, creating the right bid, and
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waiting for a reply) and prices are likely to be not transparent [BSS]. Other
authors such as K  . [KNS] or K [Kun] differentiate between
Pay What You Want (PWYW) and Name Your Own Price (NYOP) pricing schemes.
While the laer essential fits the definition of reversed pricing [BSS], the first
does not imply a threshold. NYOP is particularly interesting because it has been
applied to data in an abstract form by T  . [TASB; TSBV]; however,
overall there is lile literature discussing NYOP [ST].

Analysing PWYW pricing K  . [KNS] found in three field studies
(buffet meal in a restaurant, hot beverages at a delicatessen, and movie screen-
ings at a cinema) that prices paid were significantly greater than zero which
contradicts economic rational. Similarly, S  T [ST] discovered
that bidders do not behave as expected of a rational price-minimising bidder in
the case of a NYOP experiment in the context of airline ticket sales. It can be
stated that most customers pay based on a perceived fairness in the deal and
their internal reference price in PWYW [KNS]. Whereas for the restaurant
and delicatessen cases revenue was greater than the baseline, this was not the
case for cinema tickets. Furthermore, they found that in the cinema case cus-
tomers had a high variance in estimating the variable costs of a ticket, resulting
in the prices being perceived as unfair. ey concluded that PWYW pricing can
be beneficial in particular if variable costs are low because then the major risk
of this pricing model, namely that prices paid are below cost, can be minimised.
us, they do not recommend it for high-priced products as customer thenmight
see their advantage over the fairness. Furthermore, PWYW can be seen as an
activity for sales promotion and marketing which help acquire new customers
[Kun; KNS].

Conducting three field experiments (ride photos in a theme park, photos on
tour boats, and restaurant buffet) G  . [GGRN] found that iden-
tity and self-image are important factors influencing the amount people pay in
PWYW pricing. However, all studies cited above look at consumers rather than
at businesses. us, it remains questionable whether businesses have the same
idea of fairness or whether it is more likely that they would act more econom-
ically rational.

Given modern technology, it is even possible to change the threshold value
depending on the user. While an adaptive threshold can increase profits and
sellers can react based on bids, this has not yet been implemented because it
seems to be less fair to consumers, as well allowing for bid shading, i. e., trying
to convince the seller that the willingness to pay is less than it actually is. Fur-
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thermore, for NYOP it can be argued that the positive effects of participation
outweigh the negative effects of price discrimination [HHS].

Investigating different information goods, H  . [HHS] present
seven price strategies for different goods. ey will be briefly recapitulated, ag-
gregated where appropriate, and analysed regarding their applicability to data.

Firstly, they suggest using network and lock-in effect as well as providing
introductory discounts. For data, this might not be simple to achieve because
data as such is not a network good. However, for data marketplaces this may be
a viable option. One particular promising strategy, which has been successfully
applied by , is called follow the free. Using this strategy, at first the service
is provided for free and once a critical mass has been reached, customers (data
providers in the case of data marketplaces) are charged for the services.

Versioning, as extensively elaborated on before, has a vast potential of dif-
ferentiating customers by their willingness to pay for certain criteria. In this
context, all product aributes relevant for customers should be considered. e
demand for higher-priced goods can be increased by utilisation of non-linear pri-
cing models, for example, if prices increase linearly the quality should increase
over-proportionally. In order to tap the willingness to pay as much as possible,
timeliness of information goods should be considered.

In the context of versioning, Goldilocks pricing is oen suggested [CY;
SV].ismeans that it should be considered that customers commonly choose
mid-range-products rather than high-end or low-end if they have no further in-
formation. is phenomenon is also known as extremeness aversion. us, sup-
pliers are well-advised to consider this when determining prices of low-end,
mid-range, and high-end versions [SV].

When bundling is an option, quantitative differentiation is suggested in or-
der to increase turnover [HHS]. However, this is not applicable to raw data
because it is only one good. Nevertheless, it may be a viable strategy for vendors
on data marketplaces providing different sorts of data, e. g., weather and stock
exchange data. Furthermore, H  . [HHS] recommend optimisa-
tion of the applied billing method, i. e., gauging unit pricing against flat rates.
However, this is only discussed in the area of online service and cannot be ap-
plied to data as such.

5.4.4. RelatedWork on Pricing of Information Goods

eoptimality of pricingmechanisms for information goods has been researched
very broadly but – to the best of the author’s knowledge – has never been ap-
plied specifically to the situation of data. For instance, W  B [WB]
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investigated monopolistic information service providers, using the term very
broadly to include social network providers and TV broadcasting companies
alike. ey rectify the monopoly assumption by highlighting that for instance
F and T have a unique offering, granting them a monopoly in
their domain. is is a reasonable assumption and shall be adapted here.

Moreover, W  B [WB] investigated which of the pricing models
mostly used in practice – according to them flat rate, pay-per-use pricing, and
two-part tariff – is the most profitable for a monopolistic information provider.
ey found that pay-per-use is dominated by the other two schemes which are
on a par if homogeneous consumption is assumed. In contrast, when consump-
tion is heterogeneous, a two part tariff is the most profitable.

C [Cho] examined how pricing schemes alone can be a differen-
tiating factor when selling information goods and help avoid zero profit com-
petitions. Furthermore, he showed that applying different pricing models can
increase profits for all involved producers in a duopoly situation. is shows
how important it is to choose a pricing model wisely.

Similarly, F  . [FOS] investigate a duopoly situation in which
one provider charges a fixed fee and the other uses a pay-per-use model. Us-
ing mathematical modelling, they reached the conclusion that most of the time
price wars will result and identify some conditions under which equilibria can
be reached in their model. is, too, underlines the fact that pricing is highly
important.

B  S [BS] look at the viability of contingency pri-
cing, i. e., pricing based on performance, in the context of information goods to
address the problem of quality uncertainty.ey found that contingency pricing
is aractive when a company is able to perform beer (regarding quality) than
perceived by the market. Given that the authors look at delivery quality, such as
download speed, this sort of contingency pricing is not applicable to the plain
data looked at in this work.

W  . [WHCA] analysed, using a nonlinear mixed-integer program-
ming approach, which bundle size and price combination is optimal for a mono-
polistic provider of multiple information goods and compared it to individual
sales. ey found that individual sales can be enhanced by using customised
bundling in the case of music providers. However, in contrast to their paper,
this work considers only one good and, thus, versioning is more relevant here
than bundling.

Given a monopoly assumption, B  C [BCb; BC]
investigated the conditions under which versioning (i. e., second degree price
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discrimination) is optimal for pricing information goods. ey came to the con-
clusion that it is when the market share of the low quality version alone would
be larger than that of the high-quality product alone.

C  Y [CY] present a unified framework of information good
pricing models which contains far more pricing schemes than relevant for this
work. However, it provides a good overview of possible pricing schemes. Sim-
ilarly, N  . [NRRS] provide a classification of dynamic pricing
models that is beyond the scope of this work.







6. Pricing Data

In the previous chapter, it has been shown that there is a market for data pro-
viders. However, it also has been argued that there is lile knowledge amongst
providers regarding the pricing of their information goods [BHS; MSLV;
Milb].

From the interviews [MSLV; SLV] and the relevant economic literature,
such as [SV], it is obvious that the value of data is highly domain specific.is
is owing to the fact that data has no inherent meaning, as argued in Chapter .
Given that data only becomes information if meaning or context is added to it
[LLS; Nor; RK], i. e., it is brought into a form meaningful to humans, it is
obvious that the value of data highly depends on the context and the buyer of the
data. ese factors, however, cannot be determined completely automatically.
us, it can be established that pricing on data marketplaces in general is still
an unsolved issue. In particular the fact that it is difficult for providers to gauge
the willingness to pay of customers as they do not know the purpose the data is
bought for. Furthermore, no pricing model exists that considers two providers
offering similar information goods [BHK+].

e remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, previous work
on pricing of data on data marketplaces is outlined. Based on this, the focus of
this part will be established to be quality-based pricing. Next, data marketplaces
will be formally defined in Section .. Subsequently, Section . will extensively
discuss data quality and its dimensions, introduce measures to gauge data qual-
ity, develop a quality scoring model for data marketplaces, and apply these to
an example use case, namely that of weather data providers. ereaer, Sec-
tion . introduces a quality-based pricing model base on the Multiple-Choice
Knapsack Problem (MCKP); this too will be demonstrated by an example. Even-
tually, this chapter is concluded in Section . by summarising the main points
and outlining possible future work.
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6.1. Pricing of Data on DataMarketplaces

In , B  . [BHS] put the topics data marketplaces and data
pricing on the research agenda of the database community. ey discussed two
pricing schemes: subscriptions with a query limit – effectively tiered pricing –
and a pay-per-use scheme in which the unit of consumption is a tuple. Further-
more, they identified four problems with pricing on data marketplaces:

. Current pricing schemes allow(ed) for arbitrage.
. Pricing is based on the assumption that all data sets are of equal value.
. Customers have to store purchased data themselves or have to pay for it

again.
. No guidance is given to data providers on how to set their prices.
It can be argued that the first two weaknesses only occur because of the last

[MSLV], in particular the second weakness can be aributed to lacking guid-
ance, while the third weakness can be considered a mere technicality. e first
weakness has been addressed in [BHS], where the authors have suggested
aaching prices to data cells or tuples and selling data on a per-query basis
rather than whole data sets. When a query is issued, these basic price queries
are aggregated according to predefined rules. As a means they suggest using
data provenance techniques to achieve this goal. However, the authors acknow-
ledge that computing these prices is potentially complex [BHS].

Later, this method is referred to as query-based data pricing [KUB+a].
K  . [KUB+a] present a framework that allows data providers to
set prices for some (sets o) views and computes prices for queries automatically.
Furthermore, it is ensured that the resulting price function is arbitrage-free and
discount-free. A prototype has been described as a demonstration in [KUB+b].
It provides guidance to sellers in that it highlights if the set prices violate the
arbitrage-free criterion. In a next step, presented in [KUB+], the group intro-
duced eryMarket a middle layer soware that can be run atop of any database
management system that supports the Structured ery Language (SQL). Be-
sides the arbitrage-free criterion the system also allows multiple sellers and
shares revenue fairly between them.

While their system is advanced in its capability to calculate prices for indi-
vidual queries based on an overall price, it does not really address the problem
of how much data is actually worth. Also, it does not take into account that
the same query may have a different value to different people, which can be
exploited to maximise profits.
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In [KMKed] current pricing models (pay-per-use and tiered pricing) on data
marketplaces are reviewed and an algorithm is proposed that shows that a pri-
cing model is free from arbitrage. While the studies mentioned before have
some restrictions on what queries can be offered, L  K [LK] invest-
igate the arbitrage-free criterion for arbitrary queries.ey find that pricing one
query can lead to undesirable interactions regarding the price of other queries,
which needs to be investigated further.

In  B  . [BHK+] presented a discussion of pricing on
relational data, arguing that views can essentially be interpreted as versions
of the information good data, a suggestion that will be applied in this thesis.
Furthermore, they identify three open problems. Firstly, they name the pricing
of data updates, i. e., what price to charge if a consumer has purchased a data
set that has been updated in the meanwhile and the consumer only wants to
pay for the new data. Secondly, they mention the pricing of integrated data and
present a complex value chain in which provider A generates data, provider B
conducts data mining, and provider C integrates the mining result with other
data sets. Finally, they discuss the pricing of competing data sources that provide
essentially the same data but in a different quality.

e first challenge can be addressed by calculating the difference between the
full price of the new and the old data product.is is similar to the approach sug-
gested by T  . [TASB] for buying samples of XML data. e second
problem can be addressed by introducing intermediary pricing for all providers
refining the raw data.ismeans the raw data vendor operates using established
means. Furthermore, all vendors following in the value chain have to deal with
the output price of the lower level vendor as cost and build their prices accord-
ingly. As it has not been solved yet, this makes the last challenge an interesting
question to address in this thesis.

Another group that investigates data pricing is formed around T who has
wrien a PhD thesis entitled ‘ality and Price of Data’ [Tan] in a very similar
domain to this work. In contrast to this thesis, he focuses solely on databases
and data quality and the topic of information provisioning is not discussed. e
findings relevant to this work have also been published as individual papers
([TSBV; TWB+; TASB]) which built the basis for the argument below.

T  . [TWB+] argue that using views to aach prices is too coarse
and adopt the idea of aaching prices to tuples and use a pricing model that
is based on minimal provenance. However, computing prices in this model is
N P -hard. erefore, they also present and evaluate heuristics to approximate
the prices. In [TSBV], the authors introduce the concept of trading data quality
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for a discount. is is in contrast to all other works looked at so far in which
buying data is a “take-it-or-leave-it-decision” – a customer may buy the data at
the advertised price or not buy it at all. Aiming at improving this situation, the
authors propose to offer buyers the option of naming their own price in order
to address customers with a willingness to pay below the full price.

From an economic point of view, this can be seen as a form of PWYW or
NYOP pricing as discussed in Section ... In this case, the speciality is that
the threshold value is known and that for prices below it quality is adjusted.
Furthermore, the provider receives exactly the reservation price of the customer
who in turn receives a personalised (i. e., quality degraded) offer, as long as a
customer’s willingness to pay is below the ask price. If it is above the ask price,
the demander receives some surplus. From this, it can be concluded that the
profit with NYOP is greater as it reaches additional customers. However, this
only holds true if it is supposed that customers do not change from the high-
end product to a cheaper version.

T  . [TSBV] propose to trade data accuracy for a discount, with
cheaper data being less accurate. To this end, they present a framework in
which – if less than the full price is offered – values are randomly drawn from
a probability distribution. For the model to be fair, the distance between the
probability distribution and the real distribution correlates to the discount. is
approach is similar to [LLMS] in that both approaches offer data with lower
quality at cheaper prices.While T  . [TSBV] allow customers to name
a price and decrease the quality accordingly, L  . [LLMS] use the stand-
ard deviation as user input and calculate a price based on that. erefore, the
approach suggested in [TSBV] seems more viable as customers do not need
to experiment with input values.

Later, T  . [TASB] presented a framework to price XML data, keep-
ing the idea of allowing users to trade quality for a discount. In this work, the
authors focus on completeness as a quality criterion, i. e., users can decide to
get an incomplete sample by proposing a price lower than that advertised by
the vendor. To this end, an algorithm collocates a sub-tree of the overall XML
tree at random that matches the price offered by the customer. ey suppose
two application scenarios for this framework. Firstly, users might be on a re-
stricted budget and, thus, satisfied with a subset of the data. Secondly, users
might want to get a sample to explore the data set. While exploring the data is
a reasonable argument, bearing in mind that data is an experience information
good, the first use case has a minor weakness. Customers with limited funds are
usually particularly price-sensitive; therefore, it is questionable whether they
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are willing to buy random data as they would not know what they get for their
lile budget. at said, the idea of asking customers to reveal their preferences
by naming a price, is further explored here.

Also relevant in the area of pricing data is pricing in the technical domain
in general. For instance, U  . [UBS] investigate how a cloud
data service provider should price optimisation that benefit multiple users of the
system. To this end, they used a game theory approach in which users actively
bid for optimisations and users are then charged according to their bid. In order
to provide an incentive for users to reveal their true preferences the approach
excludes users without a bid from the optimisation.

Using a stochastic model, K  . [KDGA] present a way of pre-
dicting the time and number of queries that are necessary to amortise the ini-
tial cost of creating the data structure as well as the cost of running the query.
I  . [IAJG] suggest a cost estimation model that enables adaptive
shiing from crawling to querying and vice versa in the context of text-centric
tasks. While both works estimate the cost of the respective services, they do not
consider the value of their offering to the consumer.

In the context of cloud computing P  N [PN] have intro-
duced a dynamic pricing model based on utilisation. If a consumer requests data,
the seller calculates a price based on client category, resource status, economic
policies, and predictions of future job executions and sends it to the consumer
who may then choose whether to accept it. is can be considered a form of
dynamic pricing. In the same context, D  . [DKA] have developed
an economic model for cloud caching, which was later used by K 
. [KDF+] to investigate optimal service pricing for cloud caches.

C  . [CWC] discuss to what extent digital services, such as video
streaming or even network access, can benefit from Paris Metro Pricing (PMP),
a form of pricing which has n service classes with different prices and different
levels of congestion. ey state that in order for PMP to be applicable, services
should not use multiplexing. Furthermore, different classes should generate a
monotone preference perceived by the customer. While this generally supports
the idea that different service classes are important, it has been applied to deliv-
ery of services where congestion plays a role, which is not investigated in this
work.
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6.2. Focus of this Part

It has been shown that online retailers can employ much more fine-grained pri-
cing models compared to offline alternatives. However, there is lile guidance
for firms [HHS]. is lack of guidance has also been identified as an issue
for data marketplaces [BHS]. Despite initial aempts to solve this [BHS;
KUB+a; KUB+b; TSBV; TWB+; TASB], the challenge of lacking guid-
ance remains, particularly if multiple data providers are concerned [BHK+].

Furthermore, to date, there is no sense of value for data [Milb]. Both re-
search groups addressing data marketplaces and pricing – those of B
 . and T  . –, while providing technical means to model prices, do
not address the more pressing question of how to price the data initially. It is
true that their models already provide guidance on how to price data, as far as
arbitrage is concerned. However, the pricing challenge that data has no value
per se remains. ey suppose that the sellers have an idea what their data is
worth to the consumer. Hence, this work will particularly focus on a pricing
scheme that supports data providers in seing appropriate prices which will
also incorporate the idea that data sets are not of equal value.

Building on the information good classification, it should be mentioned that
the information good to be studied in this part will be plain structured data, this
is durable and consumable E-Information including event goods as defined in
Section ... is data will be provided through a data marketplace infrastruc-
ture where a data marketplace will be an electronic platform that allows for the
exchange of data as defined in Section ... It is further supposed that this data
marketplace is an independent data marketplace fiing the framework presen-
ted in Section .. in order to exclude any potential bias. While the pricing of
services provided through such a platform is also interesting, the focus here will
be on the pricing of the good data, as the relationship of datamarketplace to data
provider can be described as service provider and user which has been studied
in other contexts. In contrast to this, data pricing has gained lile recognition
and has therefore be chosen as subject of this thesis. Aer all, data marketplaces
as platforms are a very specific type of E-Bargaining platform which have been
extensively investigated.

Two studies have suggested that prices should be modelled in such a way that
they are aached to cells or tuples and compute the final price when the data
is queried [BHS; TWB+]. In contrast, here an approach will be pursued
that does not require sellers to have an idea of the value of their goods. is
will be done by adopting the NYOP idea of T  . [TASB; TSBV]
and combining it with a hidden threshold and Goldilocks Pricing as described by
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S  V [SV]. is means data sets – views to be more precise –
will be offered at an exorbitant price. en customers can name the price they
are willing to pay. If it is greater than an undisclosed threshold price, customers
get the full quality product at their suggested price. If it is smaller, however, the
view – or version for that maer – is transparently adjusted extemporaneously
to meet the customers price. is is particularly promising if customers have
a very heterogeneous willingness to pay. While basically similar to previous
studies by [TSBV; TASB] here more than one quality dimension will be
looked at. is is in line with the observation that the time for dynamic pricing
has come which shall compute the right price at the right time [NRRS].

In order to make use of versioning of products, which has been established to
be beneficial [SF; SV], some assumptions are made to satisfy the prerequis-
ites for versioning identified in [Rei; NRRS]:

. Customers are heterogeneous in their willingness to pay.
. Customers are identifiable.
. Customers are not allowed to resell products.
roughout the discussion of pricing models in Section .. a number of

factors have been introduced that allow for versioning of information goods.
Since this work focuses on data, only those factors identified as applicable to
data will be looked at. ese are Extent, Recentness, ality, Delay, and Compre-
hensiveness. Given that these were notmutually exclusive, Extent can bemapped
to Comprehensiveness and Recentness to Delay and all can be seen as subordinate
to ality. is is illustrated in Figure ..

Quality

Extent

Comprehensiveness

Delay

Recentness

Figure 6.1.: Overview of Relevant Versioning Criteria.
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Given that ality is also data-inherent it builds a perfect starting point for
versioning. Furthermore, it also allows for an objective value comparison of
two data sets that have similar content. To this end, an approach suggested by
S  . [SLV] is pursued further. e authors suggested modelling the
utility U of a data set as follows:

U =
n∑

i=1
wiei +

m∑
j=1

v jd j

Here, U depends on 1 to n economic and licensing-related factors (ei) and on
1 to m data-related factors (d j), each with a specific weight wi or v j , respectively.
In the original publication, [SLV], ei , d j were supposed to be functions of a
number of input variables x . However, this seems not to add any benefit at this
point. e aim of this part of the work can be stated as follows:

Provide a fair pricing scheme to be utilised by data providers on data
marketplaces that allows for quality-based versioning and according
price discrimination for custom-tailored relational data goods.

More precisely, a reversed pricing mechanism is proposed that builds on the
idea of NYOP pricing incorporating quality as a versioning factor, incorporating
a possibility for users to express their preferences for certain quality criteria in
order to receive a custom-tailored data product. To this end, a framework will
be presented that is capable of deriving a data quality score for data traded on
a data marketplace adjusted with users’ preferences. Given that data quality is
inherent to all data the method can be used domain-independently and data
quality criteria have only to be adjusted with domain-specific weights.

6.3. A Relational View on DataMarketplaces

Data marketplaces host data for a number of providers who sell tabular, i. e.,
relational, data. is section will define data marketplaces and data providers
based on the formalisms developed in Section .. e focus on relational data
is necessary in order to define precisely the scope of this work. However, the
model developed herein may be extended to other types of data in the future.

Regarding providers, it is supposed that they sell data in a tabular format with
given column names or aributes.is data can be described as a relation r with

 Supposing that quality is the value-bearing factor for customers.
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na unique aributes Ai of domain dom(Ai), 1≤ i ≤ na . e set of aributes is de-
noted as: X = {A1, . . . ,Ana}. Consequently, the data (relation) may be described
as an instance r of the relational schema R= (X , · ).

Most of the time, data providers will not only sell one relation but many of
them. Let a provider sell mr relation instances r j , then, one provider can be
considered providing a database instance d = {r1, . . . , rmr } with the according
schema D = (R, · ), with R = {R1, . . . ,Rmr }.

While, in some cases, it might be appropriate to view an entire data mar-
ketplace as a database, in this work every provider is supposed to provide an
individual database instance. is is a practical presumption based on the as-
sumption that it would be very difficult to enforce a common schema, includ-
ing inter-relational constrains, across providers. Furthermore, this would require
data vendors to adapt their data to the schema of any data marketplace they are
selling on, which seems an unnecessary burden. Moreover, this thesis considers
data pricing from a vendor’s point of view, thus, there is no benefit in viewing
a data marketplace as a database.

Even viewing data offerings as databases can be complicated as customers
will oen require data from different relations, which then have to be joined
upon request. To simplify this and to add clarity, in this work, data providers’
offerings will be treated as a universal relation (u), a tool which has a long his-
tory in database theory. It has for instance been described in [MUV; Vos].
For the purpose of this work, a universal relation is created by joining all r j ∈ d
in such a way that no data is lost, using a full outer join. It can be argued that
joining could be done only when necessary – an approach that might be fol-
lowed in an implementation; however, using only the universal relation has the
advantage that no further joins are necessary during the formal elaborations in
the remainder of this chapter, which improves understandability. Furthermore,
any original relation r j may be arrived at by appropriate selections and projec-
tions over u. Formally, the universal relation u over a database instance d can
be defined as:

u= r1 d|><|d . . . d|><|d rmr

It should be noted that this approach requires aributes to be unique within
each single database. However, this is a minor technicality and can be achieved
by renaming affected aributes.

 e process of renaming is formally defined, for instance, in [Vos].
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Similar to a general relation schema R and a database schema D, the universal
relation schema is defined as:

U = (XU , · ) with XU =
mr∪
j=1

X j

As a next step, a data marketplace comprising kd data providers shall be
defined. A data marketplace is mainly characterised by the offerings of data
providers. us, for the purpose of this work, it formally consists of the set of
universal relations by different providers u = {u1, . . . ,ukd } and the set of ac-
cording schemas U = {U1, . . . ,Ukd

}. Furthermore, a data marketplace is likely
to impose some technical and administrative restrictions ΣM , such as suppor-
ted data types, possible access methods, storage capacity, and supported billing
schemes, to name but a few. In concordance with previous elaborations, this
explicitly does not include any constraints regarding the question of how data
of one provider has to relate to another provider’s. e reason for this is that
providers are treated as independent actors. To summarise, a data marketplace
M is specified as follows:

M = (u,U ,ΣM )

Given that the universal relations are derived from databases, an equivalent
formulation may use the set of databases d = {d1, . . . , dkd } and the set of data-
base schemas D = {D1, . . . ,Dkd

}:
M = (d,D,ΣM )

Having defined data marketplaces and the offerings of data providers, it is
further necessary to define operations that are supported on offered universal
relations by relational algebra. For the purpose of this work, only basic set oper-
ations (i. e., union, intersection, difference) and the basic relational algebra op-
erations presented in Section .., namely, projection, selection, natural join,
and full outer join, are allowed when formulating queries. is has the advant-
age that the computational complexity of queries is O (n logn) at the most, for
selections even only O (n) [Vos]. is presumption has the advantage that,
when calculating prices, the time for collocating the data is negligible. Notwith-
standing this, extending the allowed operations is an interesting field of future
research.
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6.4. Data Quality

In previous chapters, it has been shown that data, as basis of information, has
a value that is highly dependent on the context as well as on potential buyers.
Furthermore, it has been shown that it is sensible to create different versions
of information goods in order to tap the willingness to pay of heterogeneous
customers. Out of a number of factors that potentially allow for price discrim-
ination, data quality has been identified as promising. In particular the fact that
first steps in this direction were taken in [TSBV; TASB] supports this. Nev-
ertheless, studies by T  . [TSBV; TASB] only use one data quality
dimension each – accuracy for relational data [TSBV] and completeness for
XML data [TASB]. Given that there are more criteria in the context of data
quality that are relevant for customers and consequently allow for price dis-
crimination, the approaches described in [TSBV; TASB] can be considered
somewhat limited. Furthermore, data quality, if expressed in a meaningful score,
allows the comparison of two offers from different providers. However, it is in-
tuitively clear that considering more than one quality dimension complicates
the pricing approach.

is section will first give an overview of data quality criteria, which are ap-
plicable in the context of data marketplaces and data trading. Next, a quality
scoring model is derived that allows for a comparison of different offerings in
Section ... Subsequently, Section .. will discuss some measures that cap-
ture how well individual criteria are fulfilled. is will then be applied to an
example in Section ... Finally, more quality scores are introduced to under-
pin the general applicability; the quality measures and scores of this section also
build the basis for automated versioning of relational data products, discussed
in Section ..

6.4.1. Data Quality Dimensions

Many works regarding data quality and how to measure it have been published
over the last decades. Focusing on data quality in a Web context – precisely
the context of most data marketplaces and data providers –, N [Nau]
aggregated several works on data quality, namely [Bas; Red; WS; JV;
CZW; Wei], into four sets of quality criteria. erefore, the following elab-
oration builds on N [Nau], rather than on the individual works.

e criteria sets are a) content-related, i. e., directly rooted in the data; b) tech-
nical, i. e., related to the organisation and delivery of the data; c) intellectual, i. e.,
related to the knowledge of eventual users; and d) instantiation-related i. e., re-
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lated to the presentation of the data. In the following a brief description of each
measure is given along with an elaboration of how it is relevant in the context of
data marketplaces, i. e., whether it a) can be used for versioning, b) is automat-
ically calculable, c) can be used for an automated intra-marketplace comparison,
and d) can be used for an automated inter-marketplace comparison.

e following content-related criteria are mentioned in [Nau]:
� Accuracy, the percentage of correct values in the data set
� Completeness, the percentage of non-null values in the data set
� Customer Support, the amount and usefulness of available human help
� Documentation, the extent of available meta data regarding the data sets
� Interpretability, the match between a user’s technical understanding and
the data

� Relevancy, the degree to which the data satisfies a user’s information
needs

� Value-added, the value the use of the data provides to its users
As previously argued, the value of data is highly customer-dependent. e

same is true for the value-added by using a data set. It is the aim of this work
to approximate this through the other quality dimensions. Hence, it will not
be further analysed to avoid recursion. Most of the other criteria cannot be
calculated fully computationally, the exemption being completeness. All others
require knowledge that goes beyond the actual data but most of them can be
calculated at least partially automatically. Regarding customer support and doc-
umentation, the existence and the extent can be evaluated. While this is a first
step that allows for versioning and comparison, it does not say anything about
the actual quality. Other criteria may only be evaluated given external data. For
instance, accuracy can be compared to verified accurate data. Moreover, some
criteria remain that cannot be automatically examined, namely interpretability
and relevancy, as both require an in-depth understanding of users, which can-
not be achieved in an automated way. Consequently, they cannot be used for
comparisons. All other criteria in the content-related group can be used for an
inter-marketplace comparison as well as for an intra-marketplace comparison
as far as they can be automatically assessed.

For completeness – which can be considered one form of extent identified in
Section . – computational evaluation is possible and differently complete ver-
sions can be created easily. At this point, it should be mentioned that in partic-
ular regarding completeness there are two different assumptions, Closed World
Assumption (CWA) and Open World Assumption (OWA) [BS]. In the CWA case,
it is supposed that only the values available in a relation represent facts about
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the real world, i. e., if a value is missing, the data is incomplete. In contrast, under
the OWA, for a null value, one cannot state if a missing value is really missing or
whether it simply does not exist [BS]. While the CWA has the limitation that
it restricts the model, it has the advantage that all information about the data
is already contained within the data. As argued in Section ., for the purpose
of this work, it is not particularly relevant why a value is missing. e fact is,
it cannot be delivered to the customer. Hence, the Closed World Assumption
will be made. Having defined the CWA, which is commonly used for complete-
ness only [BS], it will be used as general assumption in this work. is means,
it is always supposed that all necessary information for pricing is available on
the data marketplace(s) under investigation. As stated above, this abstracts from
reality but allows for simpler modelling of a rather complex construct.

us, the CWA has also an effect on accuracy. In this work – similar to T
 . [TSBV], who suppose that the available accuracy is worth the full
price – it is supposed that the accuracy is data inherent. is leads to the con-
clusion that it can be used for versioning. For comparison between different
offerings, in contrast, accuracy has only limited applicability. More generally,
all measures that can only be partially assessed automatically have also only
limited applicability to intra-marketplace and inter-marketplace comparison.

N [Nau] mentions the following technical criteria:
� Availability, the probability that a query is answered within a given time
period

� Latency, the time between issuing a query and receiving its first response
� Price, the amount of money a user has to pay for the data
� ality of Service, the error rate when transmiing (mainly relevant in
streaming)

� Response Time, the time between issuing a query and receiving its full
response

� Security, the degree of protection through encryption and anonymisation
� Timeliness, the freshness of the data

Following the argument of value-added, price will be excluded.e remaining
criteria can all be influenced by providers in the same way accuracy or complete-
ness can, i. e., while there is a (technical) upper limit, they can be lowered. us,
they all can be used for versioning. Furthermore, an automated calculation is
also possible for most of them. e exemption is quality of service for which it
has to be defined what quality specifically means. us, it is overall not very
precise and has, therefore, been excluded from further examination. Moreover,
availability requires multiple measurements over time in order to be properly
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evaluated. Timeliness can be considered equivalent to recentness introduced in
Section .. Supposing that all data is delivered by the same infrastructure, it
is reasonable to argue that the technical criteria are rather irrelevant for intra-
marketplace comparisons. However, if they are used for versioning, i. e., used to
purposefully differentiate products, in a non-random way, they can also be used
for an intra-marketplace comparison. For instance, a data provider could dis-
criminate customers based on their preference for security and ask a premium
price for encrypted transmission. Nevertheless, the marketplace operator has
to provide the possibility for doing this to the actual provider, which in turn
raises the question of pricing for this possibility. However, this thesis focuses
on data providers and their customers. In conclusion, all measures discussed in
this group are partially applicable in an intra-marketplace comparison and all
are highly important in an inter-marketplace comparison as these are likely to
run on different infrastructures.

Next, the intellectual criteria shall be outlined:
� Believability, the expected accuracy
� Objectivity, the degree to which the data is free of any bias
� Reputation, the degree of high standing of the source perceived by cus-
tomers

All of these criteria are value drivers; however, all but objectivity cannot be as-
sessed automatically without any further user input because they are inherently
dependent on the users. Objectivity, in contrast, could be partially automatically
calculated if there are technical means to verify the data (supposing verifiable
data is also objective). Regarding versioning, none of the criteria in this group
can be used as it is very difficult to influence them in the short run because they
are perceived by the user, rather than actively created. Reputation and objectivity
may both be used for intra-marketplace comparison to some degree. e first
requires some infrastructure on the data marketplace to measure the reputation
such as a rating system for customers on the platform. Objectivity could be used
as a measurement if the requirements for an automated assessment are fulfilled.
In this case it could even be used for an inter-marketplace comparison, which
seems very unlikely for the other two because it is hard to measure reputation
objectively automatically across platforms. For believability the argument can
be made that it is inherently unmeasurable given its subjectivity.

Finally, the group of instantiation-related criteria will be discussed:
� Amount of Data, the number of bytes returned as a query result
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� Representational Conciseness, how well the representation matches the
data

� Representational Consistency, how well the representation matches previ-
ous representations of the same data

� Understandability, the degree to which a data set can be understood by a
user

� Verifiability, the degree to which a data set can be checked and verified
While the amount of data, which also can be seen as manifestation of extent,

as described in Section ., and the representational consistency can be assessed
automatically, the other three cannot. Representational conciseness and under-
standability cannot be assessed automatically because only humans can judge
whether the data format matches the data or whether they understand the data.
Verifiability depends very much on the actual use-case and is hard to general-
ise. us, it has been categorised as not automatically assessable. e amount
of data can be used for versioning as well as for intra- and inter-marketplace
comparison. e representational consistency can also be used for both types of
comparison.While it is technically possible to change the representation (access
API or data format), it seems inappropriate to do so just to lower the quality of
the product. Nevertheless, different versions could be different guarantee levels
that the representation does not change over certain time intervals. us, it has
been categorised as applicable to versioning. Moreover, it is suitable for auto-
mated assessment but requires multiple measurements, similar to availability.
e representational conciseness cannot be automatically assessed and is, thus,
not suitable for either comparison mode. Nevertheless, it can be used for ver-
sioning, in that there could be a low quality version that simply stores all data
in one binary large object and a high-quality version in which the data is organ-
ised in an appropriate relational structure.

An overview of all criteria, their applicability for versioning, their automated
computability, and their applicability for intra- and inter-marketplace evalu-
ation is presented in Table ., where criteria that are applicable without restric-
tions are annotated with 4, those that have a limited applicability are annotated
with 4/6, and those not applicable at all are annotated with 6.

Having described the most relevant data quality criteria as well as evaluated
them with regards to versioning, automated evaluation, and usability for com-
parison between data provider on the same or on different data marketplaces,
they shall now be grouped into different sets for easy future reference.
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Table 6.1.: Overview of Quality Criteria.

Category IQ Criterion Versioning Automated Intra DM Inter DM

Content-related

Accuracy 4 4/6 4/6 4/6
Completeness 4 4 4 4

Customer Support 4 4/6 4/6 4/6
Documentation 4 4/6 4/6 4/6
Interpretability 6 6 6 6

Relevancy 6 6 6 6

Technical

Availability 4 4 4/6 4

Latency 4 4 4/6 4

Response Time 4 4 4/6 4

Security 4 4 4/6 4

Timeliness 4 4 4/6 4

Intellectual
Believability 6 6 6 6

Objectivity 6 4/6 4/6 4/6
Reputation 6 6 4/6 6

Instantiation-related

Amount of Data 4 4 4 4

Representational
Conciseness

4 6 6 6

Representational
Consistency

4 4 4 4

Understandability 6 6 6 6

Verifiability 6 6 6 6

Firstly, quality criteria can be trivially categorised by whether they can be
assessed automatically A, manuallyM, or whether they are hybridsH. Resulting
in the following sets:

A= {Amount of Data, Availability, Completeness, Latency, Representational
Consistency, Response Time, Security, Timeliness}

M= {Believability, Interpretability, Relevancy, Representational Conciseness,
Reputation, Understandability, Verifiability}

H= {Accuracy, Customer Support, Documentation, Objectivity}
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In order to be able to address all quality criteria, the setQa is defined as union
of the previous:

Qa = A∪M∪H (.)

Regarding pricing and versioning, all criteria that allow for the dynamic cre-
ation of a large number of versions build the set V. As a coincidence, most of
them can be computed automatically and allow for inter-marketplace compar-
ison as well as for intra-marketplace comparison, supposing the data market-
place operator provides the infrastructure for these technical criteria. Given that
this thesis models an ideal marketplace it is reasonable to make the assumption
that this infrastructure is provided. ere is one exemption to this rule, namely
accuracy. While allowing the creation of numerous versions, it cannot be (fully)
automatically computed and, thus, is also limited in its applicability for compar-
ison. e overall set V comprises the following aributes:

V = {Accuracy, Amount of Data, Availability, Completeness, Latency
Response Time, Timeliness}

Furthermore there are criteria that generally allow for versioning but where
the number of versions is strongly limited. For instance, it is not sensible to
create a large number of customer support tiers. Sticking with the Goldilocks
principle, it seems reasonable to provide three categories for all aributes in
this set, which will be referred to as G. All of the criteria in this set but represent-
ational consistency and security are limited in their applicability as comparison
criterion.

G= {Customer Support, Documentation, Representational Conciseness,
Representational Consistency, Security}

As these are the only relevant quality criteria regarding versioning, they are
combined in Qv for which Qv ⊂Qa holds:

Qv = V∪G (.)

e last set X consists of quality criteria that require so much manual input or
user knowledge that they neither allow for versioning, automated assessment
nor for comparison of different offers. us, they are not really applicable in
this context. Furthermore, this set contains two criteria that cannot be used for
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versioning but do allow for a (limited) comparison of offerings by different pro-
viders or on different data marketplaces. ese are objectivity and reputation.
While it is hard to measure objectivity in a way that allows for it to be used in
pricing, reputation can – as argued above – be calculated on a data marketplace
and, thus, in principal be used in pricing.

X= {Believability, Interpretability, Relevancy, Reputation, Objectivity,
Understandability, Verifiability}

6.4.2. A Data Quality Score

Having introduced and categorised different quality criteria in the previous sec-
tion, this section presents an overall quality score and applies it to relative pri-
cing. Inspired by B  . [BKW], who suggested using a scoring model
to evaluate professional football players – like data it is difficult to find an ob-
jective value for professional sportsmen and women –, here, it is proposed to
approach data pricing utilising a scoring model for data quality. In the context
of quality-driven query planning a similar approach was proposed by N
 [Nau].

Given the three sets of criteria: A, computationally assessable; M, manually
assessable; andH, hybrid criteria that can partially be computed but can signific-
antly be enhanced by an additional manual assessment, let ai ,mi , and hi denote
the according scoring values for the respective criteria. Moreover, let ai ,mi , and
hi be in the interval [0,1] to allow for comparison. en, a simple overall score
can be defined as:

QS =
1
|Qa|

∑
ai∈A

ai +
∑

mj∈M
m j +

∑
hk∈H

hk (.)

As such, this model is very generic and not very expressive as different criteria
are of different importance. erefore, it is very likely that users have different
preferences for different aributes; consequently for each set of measures, a
weighting vector W = (w1, . . . ,wnq ),wi ∈ R+0 , is introduced, where nq = |Qa|
denotes the number of elements in Qa. As in [Nau], it is requested that:

∀qi ∈Qa∃!wi ∈W and
∑
wi∈W

wi = 1 (.)
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Using the formalisms of Equation . and Equation .:∑
wi∈WA

wi +
∑

w j∈WM

w j +
∑

wk∈WH

wk = 1 (.)

Several methods exist to ask users for their preferences. N [Nau]
mentions, direct specification, pair wise comparison and an eigenvector model.
Here, a direct specification is suggested, by means of a slider-based GUI. As an
example four criteria have been depicted in Figure .. However, in order to get
meaningful results, all criteria have to be used. If this method is implemented
correctly, all sliders should start in the middle suggesting equal weights. Once
one slider is moved all others react accordingly to ensure that the sum of all
weight equals 1. In this way, no inconsistencies can occur and users receive
direct visual feedback of their preferences.

Figure 6.2.: Example GUI: Asking Users for Their Preferences.

Based on this, the overall score QS can be defined as:

QS =
∑
ai∈A

wA iai +
∑

mj∈M
wM jm j +

∑
hk∈H

wHkhk (.)

On a less abstract level, QS determines the overall quality of a data set. It
is obvious that a data quality score is not a price. However, it can be seen as
relative value when comparing offers of different vendors or when data is to be
traded for data. Moreover, given a price P for a data set, the quality scoreQS can
be used to give customers guidance regarding the quality for money (QM ) they
receive by calculating:

QM =
QS
P

(.)
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In summary the quality score can help customers to choose a provider and
providers may benefit as it makes evident how their offer preforms compared
to the competition’s. As a result, they may adapt prices or quality to improve
their competitiveness. Furthermore, with additional knowledge gathered on a
data marketplace, it would be possible to use this score as price indication, i. e.,
learning from customers’ choices which data with what quality is sold at what
price. is can further improve over time.

6.4.3. Basic Data Quality Measures

is section introduces three quality criteria in A, namely Amount of Data, Com-
pleteness, and Timeliness, as illustrative examples of how data quality can be
measured. ese will then be applied to an example in the next subsection. Sub-
sequently, Section .. will introduce more advanced measures to complete the
picture. As argued in Section ., quality criteria will be defined using the uni-
versal relation u of each provider in order to allow for a beer overview and
comparability. For the same reasons, all quality criteria are scaled in the inter-
val [0,1], with 0 being the worst and 1 being the highest score.

e amount of data, should measure the size of the data in bytes [Nau].
While this definition has some expressiveness, it is difficult to apply the meas-
ure in versioning and even when comparing two offerings, as providers might
store the very same data at different compression rates. Comparing two offer-
ings of relational data, the amount of data can be measured by calculating the
proportion of selected rows or columns compared to the maximum available
between providers. As auxiliary means, let Y be a subset of Xu and let AiΘiai
be a selection with Ai ∈ Xu, ai ∈ dom(Ai), Θi ∈ {<,≤,>,≥,=, ̸=}. en, a num-
ber of nσ selection criteria, combined to the condition C , can be denoted as
C = ∧AiΘai , 1≤ i ≤ nσ.

While most scores will consider each provider individually, others need more
than one provider to be meaningfully calculated. For example, the amount of
data for one provider is more meaningful if it is compared to the amount of
data of other providers. erefore, it is supposed that kp providers are to be
compared, the index l is used to refer to the individual offerings as ul . However,
such measures are rather the exemption than the rule; if only one provider is
concerned, in the following, the index will be omied to help readability.

Regarding amount of data, the offering that contains the largest response to
the query is denoted u∗l . To allow for comparability, it is further supposed that
the views under consideration have the same schema. For the universal relation,
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this implies the same schema U = (Xu, · ). Now, the score for amount of data —
AoD — can be defined as:

AoD(ul) :=
|πY (σC (ul))|
|πY (σC (u∗l ))|

(.)

In the context of versioning, it is sensible to split this measure into two: one
that measures the number of selected tuples (rows) — AoR — and one that meas-
ures the number of aributes (columns) — AoC —, each in relation to the total
number of tuples and aributes respectively.is leads to the following, simpler,
notations:

AoR(ul) :=
|σC (ul)|
|u∗l |

(.)

AoC(ul) :=
|Y |
|X ∗ul |

(.)

Completeness measures the amount of content actually available in the rela-
tion to be sold, compared to the maximum amount of data possible. As previ-
ously argued, this is done under CWA. While this might seems to be a restric-
tion, it is practically impossible to determine the actual completeness of most
of the data traded on data marketplaces under OWA. In contrast, calculating
an internal completeness makes data sets comparable. In fact in this work com-
pleteness is rather a null-freeness score, nevertheless, the term completeness is
used for consistency. To measure completeness, an auxiliary function is defined,
similar to [HK], that determines if a value υ is null:

nv(υ) :=

¨
0 if υ ̸=⊥
1 if υ=⊥ (.)

Based on this, the overall number of null values can be calculated as:

n(u) =

∑
µ∈u

∑
Ai∈Xu

nv(µ[Ai]) (.)
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Now, completeness can be calculated:

c(u) =
|u| × |Xu| − n(u)
|u| × |Xu| (.)

Alternatively, this may be wrien as:

c(u) =
|{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Xu|µ[A] ̸=⊥}|

|u| × |Xu| (.)

Measures for timeliness have been described for instance in [BS; BWPT].
According to these sources, timeliness, i. e., the freshness of data, depends on a
number of characteristics: a) delivery time, i. e., the time at which the datum is
being delivered; b) input time, i. e., the time at which the datumwas entered into
the system; c) age, i. e., the age of the datum when entered into the system; and
d) volatility, i. e., the typical time period a datum keeps its validity. Volatility
can be interpreted as change frequency, analysed in [CG]. Based on these
fundamental indicators, B  S [BS] define the currency
of data as Age + (Deliver yT ime − InputT ime), which shows how up-to-date
a datum is. In this thesis, it will be abstracted from age, as it is supposed that
time-sensitive data is entered into the system immediately. Furthermore, inmost
cases it is only relevant when a datumwas last updated and how long it remains
typically valid. Since volatility and time have the same unit, the overall value is
dimensionless. Adopting the definition of B  S [BS], the
timeliness of a record tµ is a function of delivery time, input time and volatility.
Given that delivery time is a constant that does not depend on the query result,
only the laer two are independent variables:

tµ(InputTime, Volatility) = max
¦
0,1− DeliveryTime−InputTime

Volatility

©
(.)

In order to make timeliness indeed measurable, it is supposed that a LastUp-
dated aribute exists for all mr relations r j that have been joined in u of a
provider. is implies that LastUpdated ∈ X r j

, 1 ≤ j ≤ mr . Furthermore, it is
supposed a volatility constant vr j exists for each relation r j . For this measure,
arguably only the timeliness of the most time critical relation r j is relevant. In
the case that more than one timeliness values from original sources are import-
ant multiple timeliness scores should be calculated.e smallest volatility value,
i. e., the only relevant value, is denoted v∗. e according LastUpdated field is
indicated as LastUpdated∗. en, the overall timeliness score can be calculated
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as average timeliness for all tuples in u using Equation .:

tim(u) =

∑
µ∈u

tµ(µ[LastUpdated∗], v∗)

|u| (.)

At this point, it should be mentioned that the scores, even though standard-
ised to be in the range between 0 and 1, are not really comparable because
some scores might be biased towards one edge, e. g., completeness is likely to
be closer to 1 than to 0, most of the time. To solve this issue, each measure
can be standardised individually before calculating the overall score [Nau] if
it is supposed that two or more alternatives are to be compared. However, a
quality score is rather pointless if it is not used to compare different offerings.
N [Nau] states that there is no ideal method of standardisation as
methods either have the disadvantage of unequal ranges, as just indicated, or
they do not scale proportionally, i. e., if measure a was twice as high as meas-
ure b before, it is not necessarily aer the standardisation. In the context of this
work, it is more important to obtain comparable measures than to realise propor-
tional scaling.us, a transformation will be applied, suggested in [Nau], that
enables sores to be exactly in the interval [0,1] at the expense of not scaling pro-
portionally. To this end, it is supposed that there are 1 ≤ i ≤ nq quality criteria
and 1 ≤ j ≤ kp data providers to be compared. en, di j denotes the untrans-
formed quality score i for provider j. Furthermore, dmin

i denotes the minimal
value for criterion i measured over all providers and dmax

i the maximum value.
e normalised score vi j can be calculated as follows for positive scores (more
is beer):

vi j =
di j − dmin

i

dmax
i − dmin

i

and for negative scores:

vi j =
dmax
i − di j

dmax
i − dmin

i

Now, the overall quality score for different criteria can be calculated based on
vi j rather than di j .
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6.4.4. A Quality Score Example

Having introduced a data quality model in the previous section, it shall now
be applied to a sample case. As an example, two providers of weather forecast
data are considered. Weather data has a number of characteristics that makes it
particularly interesting. For instance, it is relevant that weather forecast data is
a consumable information good which allows for considering timeliness when
pricing because most of the time weather data is only relevant for future dates.
To create this data, the weather is constantly observed and different data are
collected using a number of weather stations. ese raw weather data are then
used to forecast the weather for days to come. More precisely particular arib-
utes of the weather, such as temperature, are forecast. us, it is supposed that
weather data providers A and B both provide past, current, and forecast weather
data, i. e., providers constantly fill their database with new data as well as update
forecast data which becomes more precise the closer the forecast date comes.

Given that sensors and forecasting models are not perfect, it is further sup-
posed that the data is not complete as some data are lost because ofmalfunctions.
In the following provider A uses very reliable sensors but fewer, which results
in more complete but less extensive data. Nevertheless, because of the beer
sensors, provider A can forecast three days, which provider B cannot. In con-
trast, provider B collects more data (more aributes) using less reliable sensors
and has more weather stations. Moreover, both providers collect similar but not
identical data. Provider A offers data for AirPresure in hPa, Humidity in percent,
Temperature in degree centigrade, and Precipitation (rainfall) in mm. Provider B
offers the same as provider Awithout Precipitation and additionally WindSpeed
in km/h and Cloudage in percent. e data sets of both providers also include
the date and station for which the weather is forecast (or has been recorded), as
well as when the data were last updated.

In this sample scenario, a customer, suppose an airline, wants to buy weather
forecast data at  pm (:) on th May  for the next three days from three
different airports (FRA, LHR, AMS). e assumption is made that the volatil-
ity of weather forecast data is  hours. e relevant data sets of providers A
and B are depicted in Table . and Table ., respectively. To provide a realistic
example, the data has been randomly sampled from W U.
For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility only the relevant view on u is de-
picted. Nevertheless, the quality score could be applied to all of u. Aer the cus-
tomer has submied their query, the data market calculates the possible result

 http://www.wunderground.com/, accessed: --.
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sets for providers A (Table .) and B (Table .) and applies the quality score cal-
culation with user supplied weights. For simplicity reasons, only somemeasures
in A will be demonstrated, namely Amount of Data, Completeness, and Timeli-
ness have been chosen, as illustrative examples. Nevertheless, other measures
can be applied in very much the same way.

Table 6.2.: Relation uA for Provider A.

Station AirPressure Humidity Temperature Precipitation Date LastUpdated

FRA ⊥ 52 17 0 2017-05-08 14:00
FRA 1020 43 19 0 2017-05-09 15:00
FRA 1005 40 15 41 2017-05-10 16:00
LHR 1025 69 16 17 2017-05-08 14:00
LHR 1008 ⊥ 14 85 2017-05-09 15:00
LHR 1003 70 12 70 2017-05-10 16:00

Table 6.3.: Relation uB for Provider B.

Station AirPressure Humidity Temperature WindSpeed Cloudage Date Last
Update

FRA 1022 ⊥ 18 8 70 2017-05-08 14:00
FRA ⊥ 50 20 ⊥ 25 2017-05-09 14:00
LHR 1015 ⊥ ⊥ 23 ⊥ 2017-05-08 13:00
LHR 1004 79 13 ⊥ 93 2017-05-09 13:00
AMS ⊥ 59 13 16 ⊥ 2017-05-08 12:00
AMS 1002 82 12 23 97 2017-05-09 12:00

Supposing that all weights are equal, i. e., wi =
1
3 , the overall quality scores can

be calculated as:

QS =
1
3

AoD+
1
3
c(u) +

1
3

tim(u)

Plugging in the respective formulas results in:

QS =
1
3
|πY (σC (u))|
|πY (σC (u∗j ))|

+
1
3
|{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Xu|µ[A] ̸=⊥}|

|u| ∗ |Xu|

+
1
3

∑
µ∈u

t(µ[LastUpdated∗], v∗)

|u|
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e actual values for each score as well as the overall score for wi =
1
3 for

all i and an alternative weighting (w1 =
3
20 ,w2 =

1
2 ,w3 =

7
20 ) are presented in

Table ..

Table 6.4.: Quality Score Results for Providers A and B.

Provider A Provider B
Raw Score Normalised Score Raw Score Normalised Score

Amount of Data 0.875 0 1 1
Completeness 0.94̄ 1 0.7857 0
Timeliness 0.916̄ 1 0.83̄ 0
Weighted Overall Score (wi =

1
3 ) 0.9120 2

3 0.8730 1
3

Weighted Overall Score
(w1 =

1
2 ,w2 =

3
20 ,w3 =

7
20 )

0.9 0.5 0.9095 0.5

From the calculations it is evident that, using equal weights, provider A has
the higher quality. However, if a customer has a strong interest in the amount
of data, they may be beer off buying from provider B. Furthermore, it becomes
evident that normalising the scores does not necessarily lead to a clearer res-
ult. However, this is also owing to the fact that only two providers have been
compared in this example. Transferring the quality score to pricing, suppose
provider A offers their data for £ ,. and provider B for £ ,.. en,
a customer with an equal appreciation for all quality criteria can calculate the
respective quality for money ratio (using Equation .) as quality score point
per £ ,., from this it follows that provider B offers the beer quality for
money:

QMA =
0.9120
1.2

= 0.7600

QMB =
0.8730
1.1

= 0.7937

Another problem that becomes evident in this example is the fact that the
amount of data is very hard to judge without further domain knowledge: con-
sidering only the number of records and aributes one might miss that provider
A offers no data for the station at AMS or that provider B does only two days
of forecasting. is is le to the customer, who has to adjust their queries to
ensure they receive all the data they want.
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6.4.5. Advanced Quality Measures

So far, the focus has been on establishing a model and demonstrating its ap-
plicability in principle. is section will show that a measure can indeed be
developed for all (to some extend) automatically assessable quality criteria dis-
cussed in Section ... Furthermore, some more advanced measures demanded
by the interview partners of [MSLV] will be introduced. In the interviews, it
became clear that besides measures of data quality, it is also important to meas-
ure the usefulness of the data for a customer in other respects. In light of this,
the previously defined measures completeness will be refined and novelty will
be introduced as a new criterion. To start with, the automated measures not
covered in Section .. will be defined, namely availability, latency, representa-
tional consistency, response time, and security.

All of these but representational consistency can be expressed as quotients.
Availability cannot be calculated for just one point in time but has to be calcu-
lated over a period of time for the past. Supposing that the past can be indicative
for the future, here the probability that the service is available in the future is
denoted as its past availability. To this end, the availability is checked nv times
in a given period and the availability score ava is defined as the quotient of
successful connection aempts s and all aempts nv :

ava(s,nv) :=
s
nv

(.)

In contrast, for latency a spot calculation is possible. However, it might make
sense to average the spot values over a certain period of time. Nevertheless, only
the spot calculation will be provided here. In order to assess the latency, which
theoretically can be infinitely large – in case of unavailability –, an acceptable
threshold t l has to be chosen. en, given an actual latency value l the latency
score lat can be defined as the quotient of l and t l . In this case, 1 one would refer
to a bad score, to stay in linewith all other scores, the quotient is subtracted from
1, supposing that l ≤ t l :

lat(l,t l) := 1− l
t l

(.)
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Very similar to this, the score for response time can be calculated as spot-score
or as an average score. Here, the spot-score is defined in analogy to latency as
1 minus the quotient of a measured response time r and a threshold value tr ,
supposing that r ≤ tr :

res(r,tr) := 1− r
tr

(.)

For security, a set of security criteria S has to be defined that is generally
relevant in the context of data marketplaces. For instance, this could contain
encrypted transmission of different levels or encrypted on-site calculations. To-
gether with the set of actually supported security features Fsec ⊆ S, a quotient
for the security score can be calculated.

sec(Fsec) :=
|Fsec|
|S| (.)

In order to measure representational consistency, two or more representations
of u of a provider have to be compared over time. us, a function is defined
that determines the number of changes between U = (XU , · ) (now) and U ′ =
(X ′U , · ) (then). In order to be able to calculate a score, firstly, the auxiliary sets
X ∗U and X ′∗U are defined as sets of aribute and aribute domain pairs:

X ∗U = {(A1,dom(A1)}, . . . , {(An,dom(Ana )};Ai ∈ XU 1≤ i ≤ na (.)
X ′∗U = {(A′1,dom(A′1)}, . . . , {(A′n,dom(A′n′a )};A

′
i ∈ X ′U1≤ i ≤ n′a (.)

Counting the elements in X ′∗U that are also present in X ∗U returns the number
of elements that have not changed, i. e., have neither been deleted, renamed, nor
assigned a new domain. It should be noted that added columns have not been
taken into account, as they do not have a negative effect on existing queries.
Formally, the consistency score can be defined as:

con(XU ,X
′∗
U ) :=

|X ′∗U ∩ X ∗U |
|X ′∗U | (.)

Completeness as defined in Section .., supposes that all aributes are of
equal importance to a customer. Obviously this is not the case. us, it can be
extended by allowing users to provide a subset (Yu ⊆ Xu) which contains all
aributes relevant for them. en, altering Equation . the new completeness
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score may be calculated as :

c(u) =
|{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Yu|µ[A] ̸=⊥}|

|u| × |Yu| (.)

Next, the newly requested criterion novelty is introduced. Novelty is supposed
to provide information regarding how much new information can be gained by
buying data from a data vendor. In order to calculate this measure, users are
required to upload a sample of their data; this sample is then matched with the
data on offer to calculate how much new data the customer will receive. e
reason behind this is that a data set is arguably of greater value to a customer if
it extends their own data significantly. In the context of accuracy in Section ..,
it has been discussed that matching of different data sets is not trivial. To define
a simple integratebility score, let u be the universal relation of the data pro-
vider and let rc be a relation of a customer, who seeks extension of their data
by integrating them with the provider’s data. To this end, it is supposed that
both relations have a set of aributes Ku ⊆ Xu and Krc ⊆ X rc , respectively, that
distinctly identify a tuple, referred to as key aribute(s). Furthermore, the as-
sumption is made that these key aributes must not contain a null value. en,
the two relations are integratable if Krc ⊆ Ku. Based on this, the percentage of
tuples that can potentially be extended by new data can be calculated:

novt(rc ,u) =
|{µ ∈ rc |µ[Krc ] ∈ πKrc

(u)}|
|rc | (.)

Alternatively, this may be wrien as:

novt(rc ,u) =
|πKu(u)∩πKrc

(rc)|
|rc | =

|πKu(u◃▹ rc)|
|rc | (.)

Considering that this score is the percentage of customer records that can be
extended with data from the vendor, the transition to analysing the usefulness
to the customer can be made. e usefulness is greater the more new aributes
are added, i. e., the larger |Xu\X rc | is, the greater the number of total fields added.
Building on Equation . this can be expressed as:

newf (r,u) =
|πKu(u◃▹ rc)| × |Xu\X rc |

|rc | (.)
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Regarding manual assessment, i. e., the assessment of criteria in M = {Believ-
ability, Interpretability, Relevancy, Representational Conciseness, Reputation, Un-
derstandability, and Verifiability}, it is proposed to provide users of the data
marketplace with a user interface that allows them to review the quality of these
criteria. For instance, they could be asked how well they understand the data to
measure understandability. More concretely, it is proposed to use a Likert scale
user interface (basically, the common  star ranking used throughout the Web)
to ask a user’s opinion in a non-intrusive manner.ese scores have to be norm-
alised to result in a value between 0 and 1 in order to harmonise with the other
scores.

Finally, measures are presented for the hybrid criteria H = {Accuracy, Cus-
tomer Support, Documentation, Objectivity}. However, by definition they cannot
be calculated automatically.us, it has to be determined in how far they can be
calculated and which part has to be processed manually. For example, in case of
customer support, the number of available support channels (e-mail, telephone,
chat, etc.) can be assessed automatically, while the quality of each individual
channel has to be evaluated manually, for instance, using the model proposed
in the previous paragraph. In consequence, this results in a number of calculable
measures as well as a number of manual measures. Reviewing all hybrid criteria
in this way results in two ultimate sets of criteria A′ and M′, with A′ ∪M′ = H.
In the following A′ will be described.

For all criteria, but accuracy, the quotient score model previously introduced
can be applied. For customer support (sup) and documentation (doc), sets of re-
quired features can be defined (Rsup,Rdoc) and a score calculated, similar to se-
curity, by dividing the actual number of implemented features ((Fsup, Fdoc)) by
the respective ideal set.

sup(Fsup) :=
|Fsup|
|Rsup| (.)

doc(Fdoc) :=
|Fdoc|
|Rdoc| (.)

For objectivity, the number of sources used to verify could be requested as a
threshold ts . en, the actually provided sources sp can be set in relation to this,
the argument being that if more sources back the data it is more objective.

obj(sp) :=
|sp|
|ts| (.)
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Regarding accuracy, besides the universal relation of the data provider u, a
correct corresponding reference relation rr with the same schemas U(Xu, · ) =
R(X rr , · ) is required. Based on these two, the accuracy of u may be determined.
Accuracy can be categorised in syntactic accuracy and semantic accuracy.While
the first is concerned with a value being of its domain, the laer actually checks
for the correctness of a value [BS].e laer is inherently more complex for it
also requires thematching of tuples in different relations which is all but a trivial
task [BS; BGM+; MJC+]. It has been opted to abstract from this problem
here. is is reasonable as it is the main aim of this section to demonstrate that
many quality criteria measures can be sensibly used for the comparison of offers
and ultimately for pricing. Based on this, a measure introduced by B 
S [BS] shall be used as representative for many possible meas-
ures. To this end, a Boolean auxiliary function c(a) is needed that returns 0 if
the value of a is syntactically correct and, 1 if it is not. Even though semantic ac-
curacy is excluded, it is necessary to match tuples in u to tuples of rr , which can
be difficult because incorrect semantics might prevent a meaningful matching.
us a second, Boolean function m(µ,rr) is introduced that returns 0 if a tuple
µ ∈ u can be matched to a tuple in rr , and 1 if not. Additionally, a third Boolean
function β(cond) is required that returns 1 if the condition cond is met, and 0
if not. Based on all this, the accuracy score, i. e., the percentage of semantically
correct and correctly matched tuples, can be defined as in Equation .:

acc(u,rr) =
1
|u|
∑
µ∈u
β

  ∑
A∈Xu

c(µ[A]) = 0

!
∧ (m(µ, rr) = 0)

!
(.)

6.5. Quality-Based Pricing

e last section was mainly concerned with a comparison of data offerings and,
therefore, has taken rather a customer’s point of view. Now, a focus shi is
conducted and a provider’s view is taken. More precisely a pricing mechanism
will be developed that helps providers to discriminate their customers based on
their willingness to pay and their preferences. In return, customers receive a
relational data product that matches their needs.

Given the fact that data providers can decrease the quality of their product,
this can be used for discounts as suggested in [Tan; TASB; TSBV]. Build-
ing on the data quality measures established in Section .., this section pro-
poses an approach of data pricing in which not only one quality dimension of a
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relational data product is adjusted according to a user’s willingness to pay but all
dimensions are, taking user preferences into account. To this end, providers ad-
vertise a price. If this price exceeds a user’s willingness to pay, they may suggest
a price and reveal their preferences for certain quality criteria. Subsequently, a
data product tailored to their needs and willingness to pay is created and de-
livered.

A physical good with a similar procedure of a quality reduction for different
use cases is ethanol. If it is sold for drinking, it is commonly expensive and
highly taxed. However, if it is used as a fuel or as a solvent, it is comparatively
cheap. In order to prevent abuse, i. e., drinking the cheaper alcohol, additives are
used that make it bier or toxic. Transferring this idea to data, it can be offered
cheaper if it is of lesser quality as it provides less utility to consumers.

As a prerequisite, it is supposed that users know their preferences and can
express them in the following form:

qi ¥ q j f. a. qi ,q j ∈Qv

Regarding the aributes of preferences, at this point two assumptions men-
tioned in [PR] are relevant: a) completeness, i. e., preferences exist for all
combinations qi and q j ; b) transitivity, i. e., preferences are totally ordered, form-
ally: if q1 ¥ q2 ∧ q2 ¥ q3⇒ q1 ¥ q3. In order to express these preferences users
are asked to provide their appreciation of each quality measure in the way they
were asked in the comparison model, discussed in Section .. and presented
in Figure ..

e basic approach of the overall pricing model is the following: A data pro-
vider has relational data with a given quality level, which they are willing to sell
at price P . If customers want to pay less, they are given the chance to propose an
alternative price W < P . en the data products will be tailored to their needs.

In Section .. seven quality criteria were identified that allow for continuous
versioning (tailoring).is means that for these criteria an arbitrarily large num-
ber of versions can be created. ey were assembled in the set V = {Accuracy,
Amount of Data, Availability, Completeness, Latency, Response Time, Timeliness}.
Furthermore, five criteria have been established for which a limited number of
versions can be created, i. e., which allow for discrete versioning, collocated in
G = {Customer Support, Documentation, Security, Representational Conciseness,
Representational Consistency}. To handle all alike, all criteria will be treated in
a way to create discrete versions. In the following the differentiation is subor-
dinated and it will be referred to all quality criteria as: Q = V∪G. However, the
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order will be of importance, hence, from now on, a list of quality criteria q will
be used: q = (q1, . . . ,qnq ) with nq = |Q| elements.

e remainder of this section first introduces a notation of utility and a means
to derive versions for each quality criterion based on utility. Secondly, it will be
demonstrated how prices can be derived for these versions in Section ...
Based on this, the pricing problem will be shown to be representable as a
Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP) in Section ... Subsequently, ap-
proaches to solve the MCKP will be discussed. Section .. shows that versions
can indeed be calculated based on the derived scores. is section is concluded
by an example illustrating how knapsack-based pricing can be applied in Sec-
tion ...

6.5.1. Introducing Utility

In Section . it has been established that goods provide utility. Commonly, mi-
cro economists investigate utility functions for a set of ng goods, which will be
referred to as benefit function b = f (x1, . . . , xng ) [SMS] to not confuse utility
and the universal relation. In the context of this work, sets of goods will not be
looked at, rather this thesis will focus on one relational data good and its quality
aributes, the utility of which may be formalised as b = f (q1, . . . ,qnq ), where qi
represents the quality scores for quality criterion qi .

Here, it will be supposed that quality criteria are independent, i. e., that the
consumption of one quality criterion does not have an effect on the utility of
other quality criteria. While this is not the case for extremes, e. g., an incomplete
data set is less likely to be accurate than a complete one, this is a necessary
simplification to handle all dimensions in the following model. Furthermore,
it can be argued that when looking at one item only, and keeping the others
constant (ceteris paribus), it is a valid assumption. Economist say, the quality
criteria are perfect substitutes with a constant marginal rate of substitution, i. e.,
the willingness to change one quality criterion for another is constant but not
necessarily 1, for instance in Figure . one unit q1 is as good as two units q2.

Regarding utility functions there are commonly three basic assumptions,
presented here based on [SMS]:

. Non-satiation, i. e., more of a good is always beer, formally:
b′(x) > 0 f. a. x

. Decreasing marginal utility, i. e., every additional unit increases the utility
less than its predecessor, formally: b′′(x)< 0 f. a. x
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. Decreasing marginal rate of substitution, which means that well mixed
combinations of goods are preferred over extremes. However, having
stated that, in this work, the aributes are regarded as perfect substitutes,
a constant marginal rate of substitution is given and this formalism will
not be investigated further.
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Figure 6.3.: Perfect Substitutes, q1 and q2 with a Constant Rate of Substitution: -2.

Two well-known function types satisfy these criteria, logarithm functions –
for which the natural logarithm has been chosen as representative – as well as
any root function apx , a ∈ N≥2. Given that the quantity of a good cannot be
negative, the relevant domain for both functions is R+0 . Figure . presents the
square root function as well as the natural logarithm, shied by one so that it
passes the origin, as possible utility functions. e illustration shows that while
generally increasing – meeting condition  –, the slope is decreasing – meeting
condition .

Formally, Equation . and Equation . show that the aforementioned con-
ditions are met by the natural logarithm.

b(x) = ln(x) (.)

b′(x) = 1
x

> 0 f. a. x ∈ R+0 (.)

b′′(x) = − 1
x2

< 0 f. a. x ∈ R+0 (.)
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Figure 6.4.: Natural Logarithm and Square Root Function as Possible Utility Functions.

e fact that any root function satisfies the utility function conditions, is
presented in Equation . and Equation ..

b(x) = apx = x
1
a a ∈ N≥2

(.)

b′(x) = 1
a
x
1−a
a =

1
a
x− a−1a =

1

a
ap
xa−1

> 0 f. a. x ∈ R+0
(.)

b′′(x) = − a− 1
a
× 1

a
x
1−2a
a = − a− 1

a2
x− 2a−1a = − a− 1

a2
ap
x2a−1

< 0 f. a. x ∈ R+0
(.)

In this thesis, it is proposed to create versions based on the expected utility.
us, the utility function is used to create ml utility-based versions or levels so
that b j − b j−1 = const. f. a. j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ml . To this end, the quality scores which
have been standardised to fit the domain [0,1]will be scaled to match a sector of
the utility function’s domain [xmin, xmax], e. g., [0,100] for the square root. It is
worth a thought that data with some quality scores beneath a certain threshold
tq are useless. To address this, it is also possible to transform only the interval
[tq, 1], 0 ≤ tq ≤ 1 from the original score to the representative sector of the
utility function, i. e., at quality score tq the utility level of that quality score is 0.
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To arrive at the necessary minimum quality score for each utility level, the
inverted utility function is used, e. g., x2 for px and ex − 1 for ln(x + 1). Graph-
ically, this is shown in Figure . for the natural logarithm and in Figure . for
the square root function.
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Figure 6.5.: Groups of Same Utility for ln(x + 1).
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As these exemplary figures show, the number of utility levels that can be ar-
rived at, given a domain (in the example [0,60]), vary between the two. While
for the square root model the utility-based levels increase linearly with x be-
cause the difference of two levels can be calculated as x2− (x −1)2 = 2x −1, for
the natural logarithm they increase exponentially in x because the difference of
two levels is ex −1− (ex−1−1) = ex − ex

e = ex (1− 1
e ). us, in the following, the

square root function will be used as it produces more reasonable utility levels.
e case can be made that other root functions apx , which scale polynomially
with the degree a− 1, could be used as well. However, this is a maer of imple-
mentation as the model is – as will be seen – independent from the function.
A positive side-effect of using the square root with, for instance, a domain of
[1,100] and ml = 10 utility levels, as hereby proposed for this work, is that the
examples are more illustrative.

e utility-based quality level vector l contains the concrete values of the util-
ity level l j in order. In the example manifestation presented here, it is supposed
that l j = j f. a. j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ml . While this applies for those quality criteria that
allow for continuous versioning (i. e., q ∈ V), for those that only allow for dis-
crete versioning (i. e., q ∈ G) a smaller number has to be chosen, here three utility
levels l1 = 3, l2 = 6, l3 = 9 are chosen form the utility function for q ∈ G – accord-
ing to Goldilocks principle, discussed in Section ... To differentiate between
the utility level vectors of both sets, they have an according superscript, result-
ing in the two vectors lV and lG. Since quality levels in lG do not correspond
to concrete quality scores, determining a value for them is meaningless. It is
rather advisable to manually determine the amount of service for each level. Ex-
emplary figures for both variants are presented in Table ., where levels for
the second type have been marked with an X. e used utility function and
according versions are depicted in Figure ..

Table 6.5.: UsedUtility LevelsMapped toVersions; ShowingRequiredQuality Score (QS).

Utility Level (l j ) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
QS Required to Reach Version (q ∈ V) 0 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100
QS Required to Reach Version (q ∈ G) 0 ⊥ ⊥ X ⊥ ⊥ X ⊥ ⊥ X ⊥

While in reality the utility does differ between customers, the general trend
is the same, and will here be approximated by the same function. Furthermore,
it is acknowledged that not all quality criteria have the same importance for
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customers. For example, completeness may be more important for a customer
than timeliness because they want to do some time-independent analysis, while
for another customer timeliness might be more important because they base
time-critical decisions on the data. To represent this in the model, the utility
gained from each qi ’s quality score is weighted with a user provided ωi that
represents the importance of all quality criteria relative to each other.
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Figure 6.7.: Exemplary Used Utility Functions with Ten Utility Levels.

To receive ωi , users are asked to express their preferences using the slider
GUI proposed in the context of quality comparison and depicted in Figure ..
e effects this has on the utility function is illustrated in Figure .. Moreover,
this results in a weight vector ω such that:

∀qi∃!ωi , 1≤ i ≤ nq and
nq∑
i=1

ωi = 1

Based on all this, a weightmatrix b can be calculated for each user.ismatrix
shows for which quality criterion qi with an according weight ωi what actual
utility bi j can be reached for the different utility levels lVj and lGj . It is calculated
as follows:

bi j =

¨
ωi × lVj f. a. qi ∈ V
ωi × lGj f. a. qi ∈ G
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Figure 6.8.: Example Utility Functionsω
p
x forω1 = 0.5,ω2 = 0.3, andω3 = 0.2.

6.5.2. Price Attribution

Having extensively discussed for each quality criterion how a utility level is
arrived at, this subsection elaborates on how prices can be aached to the dif-
ferent levels. As proposed elsewhere [TSBV; TASB], this work builds on the
idea that providers offer data for an ask price P and customers may suggest an
alternative (lower) bid price W . If W < P the quality of the data is lowered to
meet the price W suggested by the customer.

Besides the overall ask price P providers want to achieve, they have to specify
the importance of different quality criteria from their point of view. is may
either be done based on the cost the different quality criteria caused when being
created or based on the perceived utility of the different criteria. As argued be-
fore, the utility-based approach is preferable; however, the cost-based approach
can serve as point of reference if no further information is available. Addition-
ally, it is also an option to aribute an equal weight to all quality criteria. Similar
to the user weighting vector ω, providers define a weight vector κ such that:

∀qi∃!κi , 1≤ i ≤ nq and
nq∑
i=1

κi = 1

For the actual distribution of the overall ask price P to the different quality
levels and quality criteria two fundamentally different approaches can be im-
plemented. In any case the overall price would be distributed to the different
quality criteria using κ. en, prices can be aributed to the different quality
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levels using the utility levels or using the relative satisfaction of each quality
criterion. e first will lead to linear prices corresponding to the benefit, which
is arguably a fair way of pricing a data product. In this case, the price wi j for
each quality criterion qi at each quality level l j is calculated using a formula of
the form wi j(bi j), in detail:

wi j = P ×κi × bi j
bi,nq

ealternative is tomodel prices linear to the actual quality scores required to
reach this level. is will result in increasing prices for the utility levels. How-
ever, looking at it from the discount perspective, this means that the biggest
discount is granted for the sacrifice of the first utility level and then decrease.
e calculation of wi j in this case is conducted based on the inverted utility
function wi j(x) = P×κi× b−1(x), in this case b−1(x) = x2 and the overall utility
levels in l:

wi j =


P ×κi ×

b−1(lVj )
b−1(lVml

)
f. a. qi ∈ V, 1≤ j ≤ lVml

P ×κi ×
b−1(lGj )
b−1(lGml

)
f. a. qi ∈ G, 1≤ j ≤ lGml

It cannot be decided per se which of the two alternatives is the beer one.
ere are some quality scores, such as the amount of data, for which it is sensible
to grant a good discount if less data is to be delivered. In other cases, such as
accuracy it might make more sense to scale prices according to the utility levels.
at being said, what model to choose is a business decision that has to be made
for each individual criterion depending on the aributes of the criterion as well
as on the intended fairness of the pricing model. Given the stronger decrease
when using the inverted utility function, the average price across all levels is
smaller than in the linear case; this speaks in favour of the laer model from
a customer’s perspective. Aer all, it is not important what product is actually
delivered as the cost of creating it is marginal. What is more important is that
customers get a fair discount for their scarifies of quality. is is achieved by
either of the two.
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6.5.3. Fair Knapsack Pricing

e last two sections developed a framework to aribute utility as well as a price
to different quality criteria for relational data products. is section demon-
strates, given these prerequisites, that the pricing problem can be shown to be
a Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP). e knapsack problem, which
will be described according to K  . [KPP], is comparatively old;
according to the authors, it was already studied in . A common illustration
for the knapsack problem is that of a mountaineer, Simon for demonstrative
purposes, who is packing his backpack (i. e., knapsack) for a climbing tour. Si-
mon has a number of items available that he considers useful for his climbing
trip. Each of these items (numbered from 1 to ml ) provides him with a benefit
bi and has a weight wi . Since Simon, despite being a strong chap, can only carry
a limited amount of weight, he wants to optimise his knapsack in a way that
he maximises his utility given a maximum weight W . More formally, the auxil-
iary vector a stores for each item available if it has been put in the knapsack as
ai ∈ {0,1}. Given these presupposition, the knapsack problem can be formalised
as follows:

maximise
ml∑
i=1

biai (.)

subject to
ml∑
i=1

wiai ≤W (.)

Solving this will lead to an optimal solution vector a∗ = (a∗1, . . . , a∗n) specifying
which objects to choose. e optimal benefit is referred to as z∗.

is standard knapsack problem has been extended in several ways. One of
the most flexible knapsack models is the herein-applied MCKP [KPP]. Other
areas of application include capital budgeting, menu planning, and transforming
non-linear knapsack problems to MCKPs [Pis; KPP]. In a MCKP, items are
chosen from nq sets of available items rather than from just one set of available
items, an additional restriction being that from each set exactly one item has
to be chosen. Using the variables from the previous sections and extending the
vector a to a matrix, pricing can be formalised using the MCKP as presented in
[KPP].
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In the following, Equation . and Equation . extended the original knap-
sack problem, presented in Equation . and Equation ., respectively, to
multiple sets to choose from. Equation . restricts the choice to one item per
set and Equation . determines that items are indivisible.

maximise

nq∑
i=1

ml∑
j=1

bi jai j (.)

subject to

nq∑
i=1

ml∑
j=1

wi jai j ≤W (.)

and

ml∑
j=1

ai j = 1, i = 1, . . . ,nq (.)

and ai j ∈ {0;1}, i = 1, . . . ,nq, j = 1, . . . ,ml (.)

6.5.4. Solving theMultiple-Choice Knapsack Pricing Problem

In order to create a custom-tailored relational data product, the Multiple-Choice
Knapsack Pricing Problem (MCKPP) has to be solved. is is not a trivial task.
Even the basic knapsack problem belongs to the class of N P -complete prob-
lems, a proof of which can be found in [GJ]. In very simple terms and accord-
ing to the current state of research, N P -complete problems are in theory solv-
able (by exponential-time algorithms) but not in practice (by polynomial-time
algorithms), and if one of them were, they all would be [VW]. e MCKP is
also N P -complete [IHTI], as it can be reduced from the ordinary knapsack
problem [KPP]. Consequently, for a very large input, an exact solution cannot
be expected within reasonable time, so that approximations are necessary.

Despite the fact that MCKP is N P -complete, it can be solved in pseudo-
polynomial time using, for instance, dynamic programming; several algorithms
have been presented to achieve this [Pis]. Most algorithms start by solving
the linear MCKP to obtain an upper bound. For the linear MCKP the restriction
ai j ∈ {0;1} has been relaxed to ai j ∈ [0,1], which means it allows the choosing
of a fraction of an item [Pis].

In order to solve the linear MCKP, the concept of dominance is introduced
which filters elements that will never be chosen in an optimal solution, here
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Figure 6.9.: Illustration of Dominance and LP-Dominance.

presented as shown in [SZ]. For two items j,k in the same set i, item j dom-
inates item k if:

wi j < wik and bi j > bik

S  Z [SZ] proved that under these conditions aik is never
part of an optimal solution. Furthermore, they proved that aik is never part
of an optimal solution if it is LP-dominated by two items. e concept of
LP-dominance, which also allows for linear relaxation, is formalised for three
items h, j,k in the same set i with the following rankings wi j < wik < wih and
ui j < uik < uih as follows:

bih − bik
wih −wik

>
bik − bi j
wik −wi j

econcept is illustrated in Figure .; it can be seen that element B dominates
element D and that elements A and B LP-dominate element C . at being said,
this common reduction to the so-called set of LP-extreme items is not necessary
for MCKPP because of the way in which the respective utility and weights are
calculated. is is easily verifiable by comparing Figure . to Figure .. How-
ever, items of an equal ratio (which can appear in MCKPP when prices scale
linearly with utility) must not be eliminated from the sets as this would lead to
a single random item because all have the same ratio of benefit to weight.
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Algorithm . presents a general greedy algorithm to solve the MCKPP. It has
been adapted from the greedy algorithm outlined in [KPP]. e main differ-
ence is that the original algorithm contained a preparation step to derive the
LP-extremes of each set, which is not necessary for the MCKPP. e algorithm
eventually results in a matrix a indicating which items to choose, a value W − c̄,
which represents the total cost of these items, and a score z, indicating the total
utility achieved.

Algorithm . Greedy Algorithm to Solve MCKPP, Adapted from [KPP]
1: # In the following, i is the index for quality scores and n denotes the number of quality scores.
2: #Furthermore, j is the utility level index and m denotes the total number of levels.
3: #Initialise:
4: for i = 1 to n do
5: c̄ =W −wi1 ◃ The residual weight
6: z = ui1 ◃ The achieved utility
7: for j = 2; j < m; j ++ do
8: b̃i j = bi j − bi, j−1 ◃ The incremental benefit matrix
9: w̃i j = wi j −wi, j−1 ◃ The incremental weight matrix

10: ẽi j =
b̃i j
w̃i j

◃ The incremental efficiency matrix

11: end for
12: end for
13: #Sort:
14: L := sort(ẽi j ) ◃ One dimensional list of ẽi j ; original indices are maintained
15: #Solve:
16: for all ẽi j in L do
17: if c̄ − w̃i j > 0 then ◃ Fill knapsack as long as there is space left
18: z += p̃i j
19: c̄ −= w̃i j
20: ai j = 1
21: ai, j−1 = 0
22: else ◃ The so-called split item ast has been found, i. e., criterion s at level t
23: ats =

c̄
w̃ts

24: at,s−1 = 1− ats
25: z += p̃st
26: break loop
27: end if
28: end for
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e greedy algorithm, presented in a pricing-tailored form in Algorithm .,
has a runtime of O (n logn) owing to the sorting in Line .is form of a greedy-
type algorithm is oen used as a starting point for further procedures such as
branch and bound [KPP]. Furthermore, the split solution is generally a good
heuristic solution; however, it has to be pointed out that as a solution algorithm–
despite being used here for demonstrative purposes as it is easy to comprehend –
it is unsuited. e reason for this is that its performance is arbitrarily bad, i. e.,
while performing quickly, the solution is not guaranteed to be the optimal solu-
tion [KPP].

Further approximation algorithms exist that do have certain performance
guarantees. e performance of algorithms is measured using the optimal solu-
tion value z∗ and the achieved solution value z′. An algorithm is referred to as
ε-approximation (ε ∈ [0,1], 0 being a perfect solution) if the following equation
holds for all problem instances I [KPP; MT]:

z′(I)
z∗(I) ≥ 1− ε⇔ z∗(I)− z′(I)

z∗(I) ≤ ε (.)

G  L [GL] have presented a binary search approximation al-
gorithm running in time O (nt lognq), where nq is the number of quality criteria
and nt is the total number of items over all quality criteria nt =

∑nq
i=1 ml i . At this

point, it should be mentioned that ml i is used here to indicate that depending
on whether qi ∈ V or qi ∈ G, ml

G or ml
V has to be substituted. However, the

guarantee is ε = 0.8, which is still a considerably bad result even though the
authors argue that the actual performance may be much beer than that.

Using dynamic programming, a fully polynomial time approximation scheme
can be developed [KPP]. L [Law] presents an ε-approximation that
runs in O (nt lognt +

nt nq
ε ), the first term being due to sorting which might be

omied here. A similar approach is also presented in [KPP].
Approaches to solve the MCKP to optimality include branch and bound

[DKW], dynamic programming [DW] (which is oen used to solve dy-
namic pricing challenges [NRRS]), hybrid algorithms of the former [DRW],
and expanding core algorithms [Pis]. P [Pis] presents a minimal
expanding core algorithm solving the MCKP to optimality. It is based on the
idea that the problem is first solved for a core set of classes, i. e., quality criteria,
C ⊆Qv based on the split item. en, gradually more classes are added. is res-
ults in a runtime of O (nt+W

∑
qi∈C ml i), whereW denotes the weight limit.is

results in a linear solution time for a minimal core and pseudo-polynomial time
for larger cores [Pis]. Pseudo-polynomial time refers to the fact that the al-
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gorithm will show exponential behaviour when confronted with exponentially-
large input numbers [GJ].

Based on this elaboration it can be stated that the MCKPP can be solved to
optimality in time O (nt+W

∑
qi∈C ml i) and ε-approximated in time O (nt lognt+

nt nq
ε ). is is summarised in eorem . and Corollary ..

eorem .. Given a list of quality criteria q that can be measured on the
interval [0,1], a customer-provided vector of preferences for these criteria ω, a
bid price of the customer W , an ask price of the provider P , a utility function b,
a cost distribution vector κ, and a weighting function w(x) or w(b), the MCKPP
can be solved to optimality in time O (n+WΣqi∈Cml i).

Sketch of Proof.

. Translate inputs into MCKPP as demonstrated in Sections .. to ...

. Use P’ [Pis] algorithm to solve the according MCKP.

Corollary .. Given the above, the MCKPP can be ε-approximated in time
O (nt lognt +

nt nq
ε )

Sketch of Proof.

. Translate inputs into MCKPP as demonstrated in Sections .. to ...

. Use any ε-approximation algorithm to solve the according MCKP.

Notwithstanding these sketched proofs, the MCKP can commonly be solved
quickly in practise [DRW]. Given that in the MCKPP the weights correlate
with the benefits per definition, this results in strongly correlated data instances,
which are particularly hard for knapsack algorithms, as no dominated items
exist [Pis; KPP].

In , P [Pis] presented computational experiments on commod-
ity hardware for his algorithm. Nearly a decade later, in  results for the same
algorithm on more recent commodity hardware were presented in [KPP].
Table . shows the results relevant for strongly correlated data instances in the
problem scope of MCKPP. Two realistic cases will be presented for each year
Case  considers 100 quality dimensions and 10 quality levels and Case  con-
siders 100 quality dimensions and 100 quality levels. Furthermore two different
maximum bid prices are considered Max Bid  is set to 1,000 and Max Bid  to
10,000. e time is reported in seconds.
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Table 6.6.: Experimental Results for MCKP Calculations Using Pisinger’s [Pis95] Al-
gorithm.

1995 [Pis95] 2004 [KPP04]
Max Bid 1 Max Bid 2 Max Bid 1 Max Bid 2

Case 1 0.37 5.16 0.061 0.561
Case 2 0.33 6.93 0.52 0.828

Given that another decade has passed since, it is a reasonable assumption
that the MCKPP can practically be solved in less than a second on commodity
hardware. However, computational experiments will have to prove this.

6.5.5. Modifying Quality

To briefly recapitulate, T  . have demonstrated that it is feasible to de-
crease data quality in exchange for a discount. One the one hand, they have
analysed the possible of randomly choosing an XML sub-tree from an XML
document so that the price of the sub-tree is equivalent to the offered price
[TASB]. On the other hand, they have shown how data accuracy can be re-
duced by determining values for relational data from a probability distribution,
the distance of which to the original distribution depends on the height of the
discount [TSBV]. Both methods modify data products according to the dis-
count and could, thus, be used in the pricing model suggested here. However,
XML data has not been the primary focus of this work as only quality measures
for relational data have been investigated so far. us, the completeness ideas
presented by T  . [TASB] are not applicable to this work directly. Nev-
ertheless, while this work focused on relational data, the presented framework
is applicable to any type of data for which appropriate quality measures can be
found.

At this point, it is argued that for any of the quality measures presented previ-
ously an algorithm can be found that creates a quality decreased relational data
product according to a proposed discount. For accuracy, this has extensively
been described in [TSBV]. Largely, modifications to the quality can be group
into three categories:

. e modification of accompanying services, e. g., delivery conditions and
comprehensiveness of support
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. e modification of the data itself, e. g., decreasing the accuracy

. e modification of the view on the data, e. g., a limited amount of data

As examples this section will present algorithms to modify the completeness
as representation of the second as well as timeliness and amount of data as rep-
resentation of the third. No representation for the first will be given as this is a
rather trivial contractual task and does not affect the data as such. Nevertheless,
an example will be provided in the next subsection.

Obviously, the order in which the quality is decreased plays an important role.
For instance, if null values are inserted first and then the accuracy is reduced,
the accuracy reductionmight build on awrong distribution. Here, it is suggested
to apply criteria first that reduce the size, i. e., criteria of the third type and also
completeness, before the rest of the quality is lowered.

e first quality measure to be looked at in more detail is completeness. In
Section .., Equation . defined completeness as the number of non-null
value cells divided by the overall number of cells:

c(u) =
|{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Xu|µ[A] ̸=⊥}|

|u| × |Xu| (.)

Alternatively, this may be wrien as:

c(u) = 1− |{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Xu|µ[A] =⊥}|
|u| × |Xu| (.)

For simplification purposes, nv shall refer to the number of null values:

nv = |{µ[A],µ ∈ u,A∈ Xu|µ[A] =⊥}| (.)

us:

c(u) = 1− nv

|u| × |Xu| (.)

is implies that in order to reduce the completeness further, null values have
to be inserted at random. In the following u∗ is the universal relation to be sold
before any modification and u aerwards. e same applies to all other relev-
ant variables, n∗v is the number of null values before and nv t aer the quality
modification. e suffix t indicates a target value. Furthermore, xmax denotes
the maximum of the domain of the utility function and x the utility score at
the chosen level. To lower the completeness the actual value for completeness
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has to be determined and the target value for completeness has to be calculated
based on the selected quality level.

ct =
x

xmax
× c(u∗) (.)

Based on this the target number of null values nv t can be calculated:

x
xmax
× c(u∗) !

= 1− nv t

|u| × |Xu| (.)

Resulting in:

nv t =

�
|u| × |Xu| ×

�
1− x

xmax
c(u∗)

��
(.)

Note that the ceiling function has to be used in Equation . to ensure nt
is an integer as no half null values exist. Alternatively, the floor function could
be used, this is at the providers discretion but would result in a slightly beer
quality. Based on this target value for null values nt Algorithm . presents an
exemplary method to achieve the modified data set u. At this point, it should
be noted that this algorithm does not check whether a null value already is in
place. is may result in a scenario where lile to no null values are added.
While for relatively high completeness scores this is unlikely, bad scores might
not be effectively lowered. However, it allows for efficient computing and the
quality can be effectively lowered for relevant data products, i. e., for those that
have a high completeness beforehand.

Algorithm . Adapting the Relation to the Completeness Score
1: #In the following u is the relation to be sold and Xu denotes the according attributes.
2: #µi indicates the ith tuple in u
3: #a = nt − n∗ ; by definition: nt > n∗
4: function IncreaseNulls(a,u,Xu)
5: while a−−> 0 do
6: i := rand(0, |u|) ◃ Choose a random integer between 0 and |u|
7: j := rand(0, |Xu|) ◃ Choose a random integer between 0 and |Xu|
8: µi[A j] :=⊥
9: end while

10: return u
11: end function
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e amount of data, has been defined as comparison measure in Equation ..
In this context a closer look at the amount of aributes or columns — AoC —
will be taken. In Equation . it has been defined as:

AoC(u) :=
|Y |
|Xu| (.)

Given AoC t =
x

xmax , yt = |Y | can be calculated. Similar to completeness, the
ceiling function is used to ensure that yt is an integer.

yt = |Y |=
 
AoC t × |Xu|

£
(.)

Furthermore, it is supposed that the customer provides a list of aributes
Z ⊆ Xu∗ in decreasing order of their liking, such that the first aribute is the
most important and the last is the least important. If Z is not provided, it is at
the provider’s discretion which aributes actually to deliver. While this could
also be the standard, giving customers the choice seemsmore fair. Algorithm .
presents an exemplary method to achieve Y ⊆ Xu∗ provided yt ,u

∗, Z .

Algorithm . Adapting the Relation to the Amount of Columns Score
1: #In the following u is the relation to be sold and Y the according set of attributes
2: function AdaptColumns(yt ,u

∗, Z )
3: n := 0
4: Y := [] ◃ An empty list, to be filled with attributes.
5: while n++< yt do
6: Y+ = shift(Z) ◃ Remove the first element in Z and add it to Y.
7: end while
8: u := πY (u∗)
9: return u,Y

10: end function

Timeliness does not require an algorithm as it is concerned with delayed de-
livery. However, it requires some calculus, presented in the following. It was
defined in Equation . as

tim(u) =

∑
µ∈u

t(µ[LastUpdated∗], v∗)

|u| (.)
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In order to further analyse it regarding the quality score, Equation . hast
to be plugged in to result in:

tim(u) =

∑
µ∈u

max
n
0,1− DeliveryTime−µ[LastUpdated∗]

v∗
o

|u| (.)

For beer readability, DeliveryTime will be denoted as DT and LU shall rep-
resent µ[LastUpdated∗]. Furthermore, themax function can be omied suppos-
ing that the target score t t =

x
xmax is positive. Additionally |u|will be represented

by n. us:

tim(u) =

∑
µ∈u

1− DT−LU
v∗

n
(.)

Plugging in a target value t t :

t t
!≥

∑
µ∈u

1− DT−LU
v∗

n
(.)

t t × n≥
∑
µ∈u

1−
∑
µ∈u

DT − LU
v∗ (.)

t t × n× v∗ ≥ n× v∗ −
∑
µ∈u

DT − LU (.)

Given that only LU is variable:

t t × n× v∗ ≥ n× v∗ −
n× DT −

∑
µ∈u

LU

 (.)

t t × n× v∗ − n× v∗ ≥ −n× DT +
∑
µ∈u

LU (.)∑
µ∈u

LU ≤ n× v∗ × (t t − 1) + n× DT (.)

1
n
×
∑
µ∈u

LU ≤ v∗ × (t t − 1) + DT (.)
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Equation . shows what the average timeliness depending on the target
value t t should be and could also be denoted as:

AvgLU (t)≤ v∗ × (t t − 1) + DT (.)

Alternatively:

LUt ≤ v∗ × (t t − 1) + DT (.)

e delivery time will always be the current time. us, it will be represented
by the variable now, whichwill be replaced by the current timestamp upon query
time. is allows for further modification resulting in:

LUt ≤ now − v∗ × (1− t t) (.)

Introducing a delay function:

d(v∗,t t) := v∗ × (1− t t) (.)

Results in:

LUt ≤ now − d(v∗,t t) (.)

On first sight one might require each data set to have an average timeliness
not greater than LUt . However, using the overall average of a data set is slightly
problematic, as this allows the selection of data that is very old together with
very fresh data and then only use the fresh data. To avoid this, the timeliness
of any record is required to be not greater than LUt . In this way it is ensured
that records with a timeliness score worse than or equal to what has been paid
for are delivered. In practical terms customers do query a view u on u∗ that is
defined as:

u= σµ[LastUpdated∗]≤now−d(v,t t )(u∗) (.)

In thismodel it is important thatwhen records are updated, the original record
is kept so that customers can still access the older record rather than receiving
an empty result set.
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6.5.6. Fair Knapsack Pricing Example

is section illustrates the custom-tailoring of a data product using the previ-
ously described fair knapsack pricing model, supposing that a customer has
opted to buy data from provider A from Section ... e data presented in
Table ., represent the data before it is modified, i. e., u∗. e advertised price P
remains £ ,. but the customer is only willing to pay W = ,.. Again,
for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility this section investigates only three
quality aributes, namely:

V = {Timeliness(q1),Amount of Data (Columns)(q2)}
G= {Customer Service(q3)}

For Customer Service, the provider offers three service levels:
. E-mail support with a  hour response guarantee
. Telephone support  to  and  hours response time e-mail support
. Telephone and e-mail support  / 
Furthermore, at quality level 0 no support is provided.e customer-provided

preferences for the different quality criteria are: ω = (0.35,0.5, 0.15) and the
provider specifies κ= (0.5,0.3,0.2). In the following, the index i (rows) refers to
quality criteria and the index j (columns) refers to utility levels. Based on this
the utility matrix b, the weight matrix w as well as the incremental utility matrix
b̃ and the incremental weight matrix w̃ can be calculated. Eventually, this can
be used to arrive at the incremental efficiency ẽ:

b =

�
0.35 0.7 1.05 1.4 1.75 2.1 2.45 2.8 3.15 3.5
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

0.45 0.9 1.35

�

w=

�
6 24 54 96 150 216 294 384 486 600
3.6 14.4 32.4 57.6 90 129.6 176.4 230.4 291.6 360

26.6̄ 106.6̄ 240

�

b̃ =

�
0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

0.45 0.45 0.45

�
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w̃=

�
6 18 30 42 54 66 78 90 102 114
3.6 10.8 18 25.2 32.4 39.6 46.8 54 61.2 68.4

26.6̄ 80 133.3̄

�

ẽ =

�
0.0729 0.0194 0.0117 0.0083 0.0065 0.0053 0.0045 0.0039 0.0034 0.0031
0.1389 0.0463 0.0278 0.0198 0.0154 0.0126 0.0107 0.0093 0.0082 0.0073

0.0169 0.0056 0.0033

�
is results in the following ordered list of ẽi j . Nota bene, ẽ1,1,ẽ21, and ẽ31 are
missing because they are used to initialise the knapsack.

{ẽ2,2 = 0.0463, ẽ2,3 = 0.0278, ẽ2,4 = 0.0198, ẽ1,2 = 0.0194, ẽ2,5 = 0.0154, ẽ2,6 = 0.0126,
ẽ1,3 = 0.0117, ẽ2,7 = 0.0107, ẽ2,8 = 0.0093, ẽ1,4 = 0.0083, ẽ2,9 = 0.0082, ẽ2,10 = 0.0073,
ẽ1,5 = 0.0065, ẽ3,2 = 0.0056, ẽ1,6 = 0.0053, ẽ1,7 = 0.0045, ẽ1,8 = 0.0039, ẽ1,9 = 0.0034,
ẽ3,3 = 0.0033, ẽ1,10 = 0.0031}

e knapsack is initialised as follows:

x i1 := 1 f. a. i, 1≤ i ≤ nq

z :=
n∑

i=1

bi1 = 1.3

c̄ :=W −
n∑

i=1

wi1 = 963.73̄

en, the MCKPP is solved using Algorithm .. e sequence of c̄, and the
selected ẽi j in each step is shown in Table .. Again, it has to be pointed out
that this is just for illustrative purposes as beer but less easy to comprehend
algorithms exist to solve this.

Table 6.7.: Development of c̄ After Each Processing Step.

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Selected ẽi j ẽ2,2 ẽ2,3 ẽ2,4 ẽ1,2 ẽ2,5 ẽ2,6 ẽ1,3 ẽ2,7 ẽ2,8 ẽ1,4
c̄ 952,93 934,93 909,73 891,73 859,33 819,73 789,73 742,93 688,93 646,93

Iteration 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Selected ẽi j ẽ2,9 ẽ2,10 ẽ1,5 ẽ3,2 ẽ1,6 ẽ1,7 ẽ1,8 ẽ1,9 ẽ3,3 ẽ1,10
c̄ 585,73 517,33 463,33 383,33 317,33 239,33 149,33 47,33 -86,00 -200,00
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As can be seen in Table ., the items that do not fit in the knapsack are ẽ3,3
and ẽ1,10

. By implication, this means that items x1,9, x2,10 and x3,2 are chosen,
i. e., Timeliness at level , Amount of Data at full level and Customer Support at
level . us, Customer Support is served as  to  telephone support and 
hours response time e-mail support. Nevertheless, this is a contractual category
that does not influence the data. Since Amount of Data is served at full level it
also does not influence the data. erefore, u = u∗ because no modifications to
the data have to be made. However, given that time restrictions apply, in that
the data is not queryable as soon as it is entered into the system, a view has to be
derived at. e volatility of 24 hours is known from Section .., and the target
quality score of t t = 81

100 = 0.81 is a result of the optimisation process, based on
the quality level 9. Now the delay may be calculated using Equation .:

d(v, t t) = v∗ × (1− t t)

d = 24 ∗ 0,19= 4.45

Having identified a delay of . hours and supposing the constant now is ex-
pressed in hours, too, the final delivery view can be expressed as:

σµ[LastUpdated∗]≤now−4.56(u)

6.6. Data Marketplaces Conclusions and FutureWork

is chapter has demonstrated how data quality on data marketplaces can be
measured and how these measures can be applied when pricing relational data
goods. Firstly, a customer’s point of view has been taken and a quality scoring
model has been developed that can support customers when choosing a data
provider to buy from, indifferent of whether providers operate on the same or
on different data marketplaces. Furthermore, this score can be used by data pro-
viders to learn about their customers’ preferences as well as their standing com-
pared to the competition. Implementing a learning algorithm, this can provide
valuable insight and could potentially be a source of revenue for the data mar-
ketplace operator as well as an advantage over their competitors. Consequently,
implementing this framework and extending it to gain further insights can be
seen as the main tasks for future research regarding the quality scoring model.

e second part of this chapter then presented a model that allows providers
to apply a NYOP scheme for data. is enables them to tap the willingness to
 Note that the split has not been considered to keep the example simple.
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pay of customers that would otherwise not buy their relational data product.
By adjusting the quality it can be ensured that a customer gets exactly what
they pay for. In fact, using this model providers do not have to specify a price
publicly at all. ey also could use an internal price P and still apply the same
pricing model. While this would require users to bid exactly the price they are
willing to pay it lacks transparency. An alternative would be advertising a price
Pp greater than P publicly. is would result in additional profits from custom-
ers paying a price W for which P ≤W ≤ Pp holds. is work has excluded the
issue of potential cannibalisation, i. e., that customers who would have bought
expensive products switch to a cheaper version if it becomes available. is is
an organisational aspect subject to future research. Furthermore, it should be
evaluated whether this pricing model is perceived as fair as this is an important
issue when pricing [Rei; NRRS]. To this end, an alternative pricing model
could be experimented with, in which not all prices are calculated automatic-
ally but users are provided with feedback regarding the actual quality levels
while entering their prices and preferences. In this case they would know what
quality level they receive and can experiment with input variables. is might
also increase the perceived fairness. Furthermore, using statistical analyses on
the bid prices, data providers can learn what value customers aribute to their
offerings.

In this context, truth revelation might be an issue [NRRS]; the question
remains if customers can actually cheat the system by not mentioning their true
preference. At this point, no formal proof can be provided but the argument is
made that if the used algorithm indeed delivers optimal results, then, customers
cannot cheat the system as it delivers a custom-tailored product for exactly the
suggested price. Depending on the number and size of the quality-based utility
levels, there might be a lile room to minimise the residual capacity c̄ which
might still occur; however, this is ineluctable.

Regarding the used weighting function it can be summarised that using the
inverted utility function, the average price across all levels is smaller than in
the linear case, which speaks in favour of the laer model from a customer’s
perspective. Aer all, for the provider it is not that important what product is
actually delivered as the cost of creating it are marginal and every sold unit adds
to their profits. What is more important is that customers get a fair discount for
their scarifies of quality. is is achieved by either of the two.

Developing a quality-based pricing model, it has been shown that pricing on
a data marketplace can be expressed as a Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem. An
implementation is an important future work in order to evaluate the algorithm
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presented in Section .. in the context of pricing. In this regard, it is partic-
ularly interesting from which number of quality levels and quality scores the
algorithms becomes inefficient – if at all. Conducting such experiments, it can
be verified if the assumption that using the proposed solution to the MCKPP
the quality level can be determined in fractions of seconds can be held. Further-
more, some work has to be invested into the question of how to actually create
the required relational data products on the spot as this might also take a con-
siderable amount of time. For the methods presented in Section .. it can be
said that run time is negligible as every record has to be processed at most once,
yielding O (n), where n denotes the number of requested tuples. However, other
adaptations might be more difficult.

us far it has not been explicitly stated butMCKPP can be applied tomultiple
vendors as well. In this case not the scores of one provider have to be mapped
to the quality levels but only the best scores of all providers. is results in a
problem scenario, where some providers might not be able to deliver all qual-
ity criteria. Solving the MCKPP for all providers given a customer’s query and
preference, it can also be determined which provider offers the best product for
a customer.

To summarise, Figure . shows all components that influence the MCKPP,
namely ality Criteria, Customer Info comprising the preference vector ω and
a bid price W , Provider Info comprising a weighting vector κ and an ask price P ,
a versioning function b, a weighting function w(x) or w(b), and a ality Adapt-
ation Algorithm for each ality Criterion. It is a distinct feature of this model
that all components can be adjusted to match the needs of data marketplace
providers as well as the needs of data providers. Formally, this chapter is sum-
marised in eorem ..

Multiple-Choice Knapsack Pricing Problem

Quality 
Criteria

Quality 
Adaptation 
Algorithms

Versioning 
Function

Weighting
Function

Vendor 
Info

Customer 
Info

Figure 6.10.: All Components of the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Pricing Problem.
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eorem .. Given all of the features presented in Figure . and suppos-
ing the ality Adaptation Algorithms have a complexity less than that of the
MCKPP, a custom-tailored data product can be created in pseudo-polynomial
time.

Sketch of Proof.

. Translate inputs into MCKPP as demonstrated in Sections .. to ...

. Use P’ [Pis] algorithm to solve the according MCKP.

. Apply MCKP result to create custom-tailored data products using ality
Adaptation Algorithms.





7. Conclusion

In this day and age, a world without digital information processing is incon-
ceivable. Living in an information-driven economy and society, data and the
information that is drawn from it are used for leisure tasks, such as planning
an elaborate holiday trip as well as for steering businesses, with data-driven
decision making being on the rise. In this environment, the quality of inform-
ation, manifested in availability, correctness, accessibility and other facets, is
more important than ever before.

As the amount of data available online is growing at a tremendous speed, lead-
ing to a point at which information is omnipresent, its full potential cannot yet
be harnessed. is is owing to the fact that the sheer amount of data available
makes it distinctly more difficult to locate and retrieve those pieces of informa-
tion most relevant to a specific use case. While mainstream information needs
are well-satisfied by current algorithmic search engines, high-quality informa-
tion needs in niche domains are difficult to satisfy.

Given the recognition that information can be business-critical, it is hardly
surprising that data, which enables information, has been discovered as a valu-
able good. Consequently, data is now being traded on data marketplaces which
act as an intermediary between data providers and users of data. Despite the
emergence of data marketplaces and the recognition that data indeed has an
inherent value, pricing of data has remained difficult as there has been lile un-
derstanding of how value can be aributed to data. In this context, the main
problem has been the fact that various customers aribute different value to
data goods depending, among other things, on the quality of the data products.

is thesis has, therefore, addressed the two aspects high-quality informa-
tion provisioning and quality-based data pricing, to advance the understanding
of the important resources that are data and information. In the course of this
conclusion, the main contributions of this thesis will be recapitulated, before
this work is concluded by giving an outlook on possible future developments of
Web information provisioning and data pricing.
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7.1. Main Contributions

e main contributions of this work in the adjacent fields of high-quality in-
formation provisioning and quality-based data pricing will be outlined in the
following two subsections.

7.1.1. High-Quality Web Information Provisioning

In the first part of this thesis, the topic of high-quality information provisioning
on the Web has been addressed by introducing a complex process that helps to
deliver comprehensive information in areas where using state of the art Web
search engines can be tedious and time-consuming. For such scenarios, the
WiPo process offers a unique and innovative approach to information provi-
sioning compared to traditional Web search engines, including the additional
feature of offline availability. is process, which has been prototypically im-
plemented, enables a topic-centric information service, tailored precisely to a
user’s needs and budget.

To achieve this, information is sourced from the Internet and undergoes com-
prehensive data mining as well as curation in order to result in curated docu-
ments, stored in a curated database. erying the WiPo service, users provide
keywords, supply a list of relevant links and have the option to upload files
through an easy-to-use GUI. Similar to traditional search engines, a user’s query
is run against an existing document index based on the curated database. In con-
trast to standard search indices, the new approach gives a WiPo operator full
control over the contained content, ensuring quality, and dynamically reacts to
the users’ precise information needs. In addition, WiPo allows for sophisticated
personalisation, enabling users to configure their own explicit search profile
which helps with finding relevant documents and improving ranking. Moreover,
the WiPo service can even be configured so that searches do not only include
(semi-) public data but also private documents of users or proprietary inform-
ation of a WiPo operator. Additionally, users are informed whenever new in-
formation is available for them. e final results are presented in an integrated
manner that makes it easy to see the original sources as well relations between
results. e service is available on all kinds of devices including mobile devices,
enabling users to carry their information repository with them and keep rel-
evant parts offline – hence the name: Web in your Pocket (WiPo). e WiPo
approach is characterised by three unique features, elaborated on next.
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Private Sources WiPo is unique in that it does not rely solely on public sources
but allows for the inclusion of private sources, very much in the spirit of
the Memex [Bus]. In that sense, WiPo can also be seen as a portable
Memex for the Internet age.

Data Curation High-quality information is achieved by exploiting curation,
which, in the context of this thesis, means the long-term selection, cleans-
ing, enrichment, preservation, and assembly of data and information and
their respective sources. Curation typically requires a varying degree of
manual labour – which may be provided either by a number of selec-
ted individuals or an anonymous crowd – and should be supported by
algorithms in order to decrease the manual part of a curators’ workload.

Offline Availability and Push-Paradigm Despite allowing for persisting content
on a mobile device, the biggest difference between the WiPo approach
and established search engines is a paradigm shi from pull (i. e., users
need to request information) to push (i. e., information is automatically
delivered to users).

e description of theWiPo process and its implementation has been comple-
mented by an extensive discussion of four use cases (LSAR, tourism, health-
care, agricultural business). is has made it evident that while use cases for
WiPo can be inherently different, they can be gauged by the same sets of arib-
utes. Moreover, it stands to reasons that the developed comparison framework
is generally applicable to WiPo use cases and can serve as reference to new use
cases being implemented.

In summary, it has been shown that WiPo, as an information service and
single point of truth, can be particularly beneficial if a number of sources for a
well-specified domain have to be integrated, kept up-to-date, and possibly per-
sisted offline on a mobile device. us, it can be stated that the aim formulated
in the Introduction of creating a soware artefact that answers a user’s domain-
specific informational queries levering curation to satisfy high-quality informa-
tion needs has been reached.

7.1.2. Quality-Based Relational Data Pricing

In the context of quality-based data pricing, a novel scoring framework formeas-
uring data quality on data marketplaces has been developed.is scoring model
comprises – in its current form –  quality categories, the majority of which
(namely ) can be assessed computationally. e most prominent examples are
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accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. Based on quality scores for each category,
an overall quality score can be calculated for relational data offerings. is qual-
ity scoring model has five distinct features:

. It is customisable to the specific preference of a buyer for certain quality
criteria.

. It can support customers with an intra-marketplace comparison when
choosing a data provider to purchase their data from.

. It allows for the calculation of a quality-for-money-score.
. It can be supplied by data marketplace providers to enable intra-market-

place comparisons of different data offerings if marketplace providers use
the same scores and interchange scoring data.

. It can be used by data providers to learn about their customer’s prefer-
ences as well as compare their products to competitors’ products.

is quality scoring model – which is to the best of the author’s knowledge
the first specifically targeted at (price) comparisons of relational data products –
alone can already provide guidance on the relative value of a relational data
product regarding different quality criteria. In extension to this, however, an
advanced pricing model was presented – based on the preliminary work of data
quality criteria – that allows providers to apply a Name Your Own Price (NYOP)
scheme for relational data. It enables data vendors to tap into their customers
willingness to pay while, at the same time, allowing them to provide custom-
tailored relational data products to their clients by adjusting the quality. In this
way, it can be ensured that customers receive exactly the product they pay for.

As a means for dynamic pricing, the overall pricing problem has been trans-
formed into aMultiple-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP), in the context of data
pricing referred to as Multiple-Choice Knapsack Pricing Problem (MCKPP), con-
sisting of the following seven components:

. ality scores, which allow formeasuring the quality of the relational data
product

. ality modification algorithms and methods, which ensure that the qual-
ity of a data product can be adjusted to create different versions

. Versioning function, which translates different quality scores into product
versions
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. Customer information, i. e., the bid price and a preference vector indicat-
ing how the bid price is to be distributed across different quality versions
using the customised versioning function

. Weighting function, which assigns weights to different versions
. Vendor information, i. e., the ask price and a cost vector indicating how

the ask price is to be distributed across different quality versions using
the cost function

. A suitable knapsack algorithm, which allows the solving of the pricing
problem in a reasonable amount of time

Given all these factors, it could be shown that solving the MCKPP is possible
within a runtime of O (nt +W

∑
qi∈C ml i), where qi denotes a quality score, ml i

denotes the according number of quality levels, nt denotes the total number of
elements (i. e., the sum of all versions over all quality levels), W denotes the
weight limit (i. e., the bid price), and C denotes a core set of quality criteria for
which the algorithm is solved first and then gradually extended. is results in
a linear solution time for a minimal core and pseudo-polynomial time for larger
cores, i. e., exponential behaviour for exponentially-large inputs. Computational
experiments suggest that the MCKPP – for expected problem sizes of up to 100
quality scores and levels – will be solvable to optimality in less than a second.
Notwithstanding this, there is also the possibility to ε-approximate a solution
in O (nt lognt +

nt nq
ε ), where nq denotes the number of quality criteria. How-

ever, both complexity classes do not account for the time needed to calculate
the data product but only the according levels. While this is generally an issue
of future research, this work presented initial adaptation algorithms for basic
quality scores which have a complexity smaller than that of the MCKPP and are
thus negligible.

From this it can be concluded that the aim of the second part of this thesis –
i. e., to develop a method which supports trading of data by allowing customers
to acquire a custom-tailored relational data product at a fair price – has been
reached. e presented pricing framework can be seen as a building block to en-
able trading of quality data based on a novel pricing mechanism which had not
existed so far. e pricing model is generic and very flexible in nature; it con-
sists of many components and can be easily extended to comprise additional (or
different) quality scores, aribute cost and prices, or solve the pricing problem
to different degrees of optimality. erefore, it can be used by various data mar-
ketplace operators with different requirements for their quality-based pricing
scheme.
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7.2. Outlook

As the terms information society and information economy suggest, information
is a determining factor in modern economy and society, respectively. As such,
it is most likely that access to high-quality information will become of even
higher importance for businesses and individuals. is thesis has advanced two
interrelated fields in this context, namely that of high-quality Web information
provisioning and that of data pricing.

For WiPo it would be most interesting to continue the started design science
research process by developing the prototype further and applying it to one
of the use cases described; the LSAR case is the most promising as initial
steps in this direction have already been taken. Furthermore, exploring the trend
of crowd curation in-depth is an interesting field of study. In this context the
development of a readily usable mobile app is particularly interesting.

If the current trend continues, it is foreseeable that the demand for high-
quality information will last and probably increase. Consequently, the Web in
your Pocket (WiPo) will continue to be a useful application for niche domains.
While it is likely that ubiquitous broadband availability will be reached over
time, which implies that offline functionality may become less important in
the coming years, the curation component will continue to provide a benefit
to WiPo users. However, the success of a WiPo installation will largely depend
on two main factors: ) a very good usability of the system that motivates users
to adopt the WiPo approach instead of spending time with a well-known and
easy-to-use general-purpose search engine that nevertheless only provides me-
diocre result quality and ) the employed experts, as it is their responsibility to
ensure that high-quality standards are fulfilled. If these requirements are met,
WiPo can be a valuable tool for Web information provisioning.

As the economy becomes increasingly data-driven, it is very likely that trad-
ing of data will become more important over time. In this regard, this thesis has
laid the basis for facilitating quality-based data trading in the near future. Im-
plementing this approach on a real data marketplace is an important next step.
is implementation may then serve as the basis for practical experiments to
address such questions as what queries to allow, what quality preferences are
common, how is the proposedmodel perceived by customers and data providers,
how does it perform when comparing providers and can the assumption be held
that the proposed solution can be solved efficiently in practise.

Nevertheless, data is only valuable if it can be used for a purpose, which
requires companies to hire expert analysts, lately referred to as data scient-
ists, who are capable of interpreting and making use of the data available. To
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date, areas for which expert knowledge exist and, consequently, data is being
traded already, include financial data, weather data, and marketing data. How-
ever, many more data types exist, for most of which no business case has been
identified yet. As soon as companies start to analyse new data types to gain
competitive advantages, a market for such data will emerge and the trading of
new data types will start. When this happens, the quality-based pricing model
developed in this work is at hand.

All things considered, the models presented in this thesis can provide a signi-
ficant benefit to their users and may serve as a basis for future developments in
their respective domains.
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High-Quality Web Information Provisioning 
and Quality-Based Data Pricing

Florian Stahl

Today, information can be considered a production factor. This is attri-
buted to the technological innovations the Internet and the Web have 
brought about. Now, a plethora of information is available making it 

-

the idea of curation, i. e., the selection, organisation, and provisio-
ning of information with human involvement. The second part of this 
work investigates the issue that there is little understanding of what 
the value of data is and how it can be priced – despite the fact that 
it is already being traded on data marketplaces. To overcome this, a 
pricing approach based on the Multiple-Choice Knapsack Problem is 
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